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PREFACE 

I T IS generally recognized that the World War marked 
a significant turning point in the position of the United 
States in international affairs. The part which destiny 

compelled the United States to play in this great disturbance 
ot normal international relationships accelerated and con
centrated within a few years changes in the international 
poli tical and economic position of this country which might 
naturally have developed in the course of time but otherwise 
would have taken many years to bring to fruition. 

In the economic sphere, especially, the rapid alteration 
and extension of the international business relations of the 
United States has steadily and with growing insistence im
pressed itself upon the attention of thoughtful and forward
looking American business men in the years since the war. 
It has been recognized with increasing clearness that the new 
international position of this country in the world economy 

~ has carried and will carry with it important and far-reaching 

/

consequences for our financial system, our industrial struc
ture and our trade relations. These years have brought with 
them significant developments in domestic banking condi
tions, vast changes in the organization and methods of 
domestic industry and commerce, and radical departures in 
immigration and foreign trade policies which have wide 
implications for the future of international relations as well 
as the national prosperity. Yet the changes have been. so 
rapid and pervasive that their significance is not generally 
realized. A great task of investigation and enlightenment 
lies before the American business community in order that it 
may have that clear and broad understanding of these 
problems needed to guide it wisely in the process of adjust
ment which will inevitably take place through many years 
to come. 

In recognition of this need, the National Industrial Con-

I 
ference Board in 1925 turned its attention to one aspect of 
the international economic relations of the United StateS, 
which was then uppermost in the public mind, that of the 
nature and significance for American industry and trade of .. 
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the huge structure of intergovernmental indebtedness left 
by the war. In its study entitled "The Inter-Allied Debts 
and the United States," published in that year, the Con
ference Board undertook to analyze the circumstances and 
origin of these debts, their relation to the fiscal situation in 
the various countries affected and the relation of their 
liquidation, on the basis then contemplated, to the industry 
and trade of this and other countries. Since that time, of 
course, the factors involved in this specific problem have been 
greatly altered, vastly multiplied and made much more 
complex through the process of negotiation of intergovern
mental debt funding agreements, through the establishment 
of the Dawes Reparations Plan and its replacement by a 
new reparations settlement this year and, finally, what is of 
far greater importance, the extension of private American 
financial interests in foreign countries. The problem of 
intergovernmental indebtedness has thus been merged into 
the broader problem of the in ternational financial Tela tions 

. of the United States in their many aspects. The need today, 
therefore, is for a clear and comprehensive view of the inter-

I national financial position of this country after the lapse of 
ten years of post-war development and readjustment in our 
world economic relations. 
I The purpose of the present volume is to provide the basis 
for such a broad view and clear understanding through a 
careful analysis of the significant features of the development 
of American international financial relations prior to, during 
and since the World War, with special emphasis upon the 
bearing of this development upon American trade relations 
and domestic banking conditions./ Although the interest 
of this study is primarily financial, it is recognized that in the 
final analysis the financial aspect of international relations 
is a reflection or an expression of the in terna tional exchange 
of goods and services which constitutes the business life of 
the world and finally rests upon and reflects the development 
of productive industry. For this reason the present study 
looks forward to, and prepares the way for, a separate and 

~
etailed analysis of American export and import trade and, 

I eparately, of changes in industrial organization in the 
nited States and other industrial nations. 
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In so vast and complex a field of problems it is inevitable 
that the conclusions of any study must be tentative and 
subject to change and qualification with the passage of time 
and the pressure of events. But the method of all science 
is a process of progress from the known to the unknown; 

I 
and it is only in the light of the lessons of past experience 
that the future can be revealed. I t is hoped, therefore, that 
the retrospective view of the development of the interna
tional economic relations of the United States, which this 
and other contemplated studies are designed to provide, 
will afford some basis upon which the American business 
community may more soundly and effectively prepare itself 
for what the future may bring. 

In the preparation of this study the Conference Board 
has greatly benefited by the cooperation and suggestions of 

f
its Advisory Committee on International Economic Prob
blems, composed of men of special knowledge and broad 
experience in this field, to whom the Conference Board 
wishes to express its indebtedness, viz.: 

Fred I. Kent, Director, Bankers Trust Company, New York 
City, Committee Chairman. _ 

A. Farwell Bemis, Chairman, Bemis Bros. Bag Company, 
Boston, Mass. 

Charles Cheney, President, Cheney Brothers, South Man
chester, Conn. 

WIlliam L. Clause, Chairman, Pittsburgh Plate Glass Com-
pany, Pittsburgh, Pa. -

W. F. Gephart, Vice-President, First National Bank, St. 
Louis, Mo. 

Eugene G. Grace, President, Bethlehem Steel Corporation, 
New York City. 

E. M. Patterson, Professor, University of Pennsylvania, 
Philadelphia, Pa. 

Herbert F. Perkins, First Vice-President, International 
Harvester Company, Chicago, Ill. 

George E. Roberts, Vice-President, National City Bank, 
New York City. 

Alfred P. Sloan, Jr., President. General Motors Corporation, 
New York City. 
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In the preparation of its studies, the National Industrial 
Conference Board avails itself of the experience and judg
ment of the business executives who compose its membership, 
and of recognized authorities in special fields, in addition to 
the scientific knowledge and equipment ofits Research Staff. 

I
The publications of the Board thus finally represent the re
sult of scientific investigation and broad business experience, 
and the conclusions expressed therein are those of the Con
ference Board as a body. 

This study was made and the present volume prepared by 
Mr. Ralph A. Young of the Conference Board's Research 
Staff, under the general supervision of the Board's Staff 
Economic Council and the guidance of Mr. Virgil Jordan, 
Chief Economist of the Conference Board. 

, New Yor!< City 
May. 1929 

MAGNVS W. ALEXANDER, 

President. 
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THE INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL 
POSITION OF THE UNITED 

STATES 

CHAPTER I 

DOMESTIC VS. INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 

I NTERNATIONAL economic and financial relations play 
a distinctive,though rarely appreciated, role in thedevel
opment of any country. Influences originating in such 

relations often materially modiry forces which seem purely 
domestic in character, or sometimes set in motion new do
mestic economic forces. Conversely, international relations 
are frequently tempered by factors of domestic origin and 
in many instances are really the consequences of the latter. 
The economic conditions prevailing at any stage in a nation's 
growth are thus the consequence of both external and in
ternal influences. The latter ,are subtly interwoven and 
hence very difficult to disentangle. 

The broad problem with which this study is concerned 
involves the recent international financial relations of the 
United States. These constitute one of the most noteworthy 
aspects of the national economic development, of profound 
significance to the entire business organization of the coun
try. More particularly, therefore, the problem of the study 
concerns the effects of international financial relations upon 
the domestic financial structure and upon American indus
try and trade. Ultimately, the purpose is to consider the 
possible character of future international financial relations, 
in so far as they may be fore judged. 

Within a very short period the United States has become, 
in an astonishing measure, the international creditor of many 

\

countries, partly because of foreign property investments be
fore the World War, but mainly because of long-term credit 
advances made during the war and the extensive invest-

2 1 



2 INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL POSITION 

men ts made since. On the other hand, as .wi.ll be seen, 

I foreign investments and deposits in the United States, which 
were materially reduced from 1914 to 1~19, h:-vemore re
cently been restored. Before the war, Amenca ·was pre
dominantly an international debtor; today she is predomi

# nantly an international creditor. How can this abrupt shift 
be explained? Does it mean that the United States has ar
rived at an advanced economic stage, where large capital 
advances to other countries would normally be expected? 
Unusual conditions and demands explain the change in our 
international financial position during the war period, but 
what are the causes and significance of the post-war expan
sion of America's creditor position? 

AMERICA'S INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL RELATIONS 

IN THE PAST 

In order to answer these major questions, it is obviously 
necessary to have some understandi11& of the general nature 
and tendency of America's international economic and finan
cial relations in the past. Of these itwould be impossible, 
within the limits of this study, to attempt more than a sum
mary analysis, not only because adequate information is 
lacking but also because the investigation must be restricted 
in its scope. A certain knowledge of the past is required, 
however, to supply the background for a correct perspeC
tive of the country's present creditor position and for a 
proper evaluation of its future. 

dmerica as an International DelJlor 
From the earliest existence of the United States as a na.

tional entity until 1916, America was a debtor country, al
though from the end of the nineteenth century American 
investments abroad, of which there had always been a few, 
began to increase. In the light of the historical material 
available and the space which can be devoted to it, there 
are several intimately related questions in this connection 
which require treatment. For example, what was the nature 
of the country's international business dealings while a 
debtor; and what was the .importance of the international 
transactions involving transfers of capital funds compared 
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with those concerned with payments for merchandise and 
services? 

Other questions are connected with these. To what extent 
was America dependent upon foreign capital at various 
periods in her development? From what sources did this 
capital come? Of what importance was it in contributing to 
the nation's economic growth? Finally, how may the a~ 
pearanee and expansion of American foreign investments be 
broadly explained? 

Such questions are both pertinent and timely, and the 
answers to them, given in Chapter II, are largely factual. 
International debtor-ereditor contracts are not new. The 
United States as an economic unit has always been enmeshed 
in a network of them. International financial relations of 
today may be far more complex than those of the past; they 
may involve far greater numerical values; and the order of 
the relationships may be entirely reversed; but relatively 
they may be of no greater economic importance. To a~ 
praise the significance of the contemporary international 
financial position of the United States, with an eye to the 
future, demands an understanding of her position at various 
periods in the past. 

America's Transition to an International Creditor Position 
At the outbreak of the World War, the United States was 

an international debtor to the sum of roughly $5.5 billions 

land a creditor to the amount of about $2.5 billions. Circum
stances suddenly forced the nation into the forefront as a 
lending center. Countries formerly in the lead as suppliers 
of capital were embroiled in conflict. Their financial markets 
were closed abruptly and they in turn became borrowers. 
Neutrals were thereby forced to enter other markets for their 
capital needs, and notably, that of the United States. This 
briefly describes the foreign demand for American capital 
until the United States Government formally declared war. 
After that time, through government efforts, this demand 
was restricted to associated belligerent nations and was satis
fied chiefly by intergovernmental loans. 

The mere assertion, readily acknowledged, that the ex
traordinary pressure of foreign capital demands arising from 
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the world confiict were paramount in the transformation of 
the country from a debtor to a creditor position does. not 
convey a full understanding of the nature and extent of the 
shift. It would be impossible to grasp the full significance of 
the nation's international financial relations in recent years 
without a fairly definite conception of the character of those 
relations during the short span of the World War. It is im
portant to know what were the conspicuous features of the 
international transactions of the period and what was the 
actual importance of capital movements among them. 
What was the approDmate international creditor and debtor 
position at the end of the period? Fmally, how was the 
United States able to meet the unusual foreign capital de
mands which arose? This study does not pretend to answer 
these questions completely, but in Chapter III it does en
deavor to supply sufficient material to answer them briefly. 
Their importance for an intelligent consideration of the de
velopments which subsequently took place thoroughly justi
fies a wider treatment than is warranted forthe pre-warperiod. 

AMERICA'S RECENT INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL RELATIONS 

Just as some knowledge of America's international finan
cial relations during the war period is fundamental to an 
understanding of the immediately succeeding period, so a 

I 
thorough comprehension of factors more recently involved is 
requisite to any thoughtful contemplation of the future. 
Here the heart of the whole study is approached, necessitat
ing both a more intensive and a broader analysis of the inter-
relationship between international and domestic finance. 

Tiu Nillure f1j Inlerntlliomz/ Capital Moonnmts 
Wide publicity has been given to every annual compila

tion of foreign loan offerings in the United States in recent 
years. Often they have been related to the familiar surplus 
of merchandise exports over imports. These security flota.
tions have represented, it has been alleged, an export of 
American capital funds and the export balances of merchan
dise have constituted the basic form which they assumed 
and by which they were transferred. Such reasoning may 
be logical, but it cannot be accepted uncritically. Exports of 
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capital are much more complex in their essential composition 
than can be indicated by recourse to figures of foreign secur
ityofferings. They do not lend themselves to measurement 
by so simple a gauge. Furthermore, they constitute but one 
in the multiplicity of influences causally connected with the 
export balance of merchandise. The whole process of inter
national capital movements is inextricably ramified, and no 
unstudied explanation will suffice. 

No description of international capital movements can 
proceed very far without a firmly established concept of 
what such movements really are. The economist formally 
defines capital as a stock of material economic wealth. But 
such a definition will not be satisfactory here because it is 
possible for an importation of a foreign security to take place, 
and for the funds received from its sale to be transferred 
abroad without any immediate diminution in the stock of 
material economic wealth through exportation. What is 
transferred are the funds or purchasing power secured from 
the sale of the security, and such purchasing power can be 
transferred only because an equivalent volume of it is flowing 
in the opposite direction. 

The whole process of international exchange is a money 
process on the surface with not only goods but services and 
property equities moving beneath. When more funds are 
flowing in one direction than in the other under gold standard 
conditions, to be sure, forces are set into operation to in
crease the underlying movements of economic values. Though 
on the surface the process is pecuniary and must be measured in 
terms of money, the problem can be understood only in terms 
of international movements of values and purchasing power. 

1 
Capital exports, therefore, must be defined as exports of 

purchasing power resulting from the acquisition of foreign 
securities or properties. Other outward capital payments 
include those for interest or dividends to foreigners for their 
American investments, repayment to foreigners of the princi-
pal of investments resold to Americans, or the redemption of 
bonds and notes which have matured or have been amortized. 
Capital imports and other inward payments on capital account 
are merely of an opposite nature. A distinction can be made 
between capital payments which may be identified with long-
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term capital transactions and those which may be distin
guished as related to short-term capital transactions. That 
is to say. funds having to do in any way with investments 
in securities or property equities possessing qualities of per
manence owing to the durable nature of the underlying 
values or the length of time indicated by contract for their 
existence. may be described as payments on long-term capital 

I account. On the other hand. payments having to do in any 
way with credits, securities or property equities' which are 
fundamentally temporary in character may be distinguished I as payments on short-term capital account. 

Hard and fast lines between these two broadly identifiable 
classesofcapital payments cannot be drawn. They necessarily 

rmerge and overlap. Yet such a distinction facilitates the 
statistical measurement of the aggregate of America's recent 
international capital relations with foreign countries as a 
group. and provides a more precise view of their actual make
up than is possible in the case of the past. 

&anl Iniernlllionai Capital Migrlllions 
The problem. therefore. first takes the form of both quali

tative and quantitative analysis. In other words. what has 
been the character of the migrations of long-term capital 
funds in recent years? American long-term capital funds 
have been exported not only as a result of new foreign se
curity offerings in the United States. but also because of 
American purchases of foreign securities in foreign security 
markets. Moreover. they have gone abroad for the direct 
acquisition of foreign properties. Therehavealsobeeninterest 
and dividend payments to foreigners upon their investments 
in America as well as some repayment of principal of their in
vestments which have made for capital payment exports. On 
the other hand, foreigners have purchased American securities 
in the domestic markets. although new American security 
offerings on foreign markets have virtually disappeared, and 
these have led to capital fund imports. But inward capital 
payments, broadly defined. have come as well from interest, 
dividend and principal repayment requirements upon pre
vious foreign investments of Americans. 

, Deposita, mns, acceptaru:et aDd other short-term investments and aedits. 
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A number of specific questions arise. What has been the 
actual amount of each type of capital payment exported and 
imported? To what extent has the major exportation of funds 
been the consequence of new foreign securities purchased by 
Americans; where have these securities come from; and how 
have they been absorbed? In what measure have exports 
and imports of funds resulted from the international ex
change of old or outstanding securities? What has been the 
course of exports and imports of capital funds for the purpose 
of directly acquiring properties? Finally, what has been the 
volume of payments on capital account for interest,dividend, 
and principal repayment purposes. especially the volume of 
such imports? 

These various questions, which are discussed in Chapter 
IV, lead up to and are part of a larger question answered in 

. the same chapter. Has the United States as a unit in recent 

iyears really been exporting long-term capital funds on a large 
scale for foreign investment; or has she, on the whole, 
merely been reinvesting the interest, dividends and principal 
repayment sums due each year from previous investments? 
Obviously, this is a question of crucial importance, for upon 
it hinges the validity of many popular notions regarding the 
country's international financial position- and of many al
legations that foreign investment has been unduly depriving 
American industry of an adequate capital supply. While it 
can be partially answered by balancing all payments on long
term capital account, it ultimately depends as well upon the 
movement of all short-term capital payments; in other words, 
upon the entire net movement of all capital funds. Ques
tions regarding the character and volume of all short-term 
capital payments, therefore, are preliminary to final conclu
sions. They are likewise treated in Chapter IV. 

Capital Movmunts and the Balance of Merchandise and Ser
uiu Trade 

The questions just discussed are aimed at a clearer under
standing of the realities of the country's international finan
cial relations. They do not concern directly the connection 
of these relations with the balance of merchandise and ser
vice trade. Notwithstanding, this is a problem which de-
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mands solution. It has already been noted that the export 
balance of merchandise which has regularly featured our 
international commerce has been attributed to the flotations 
of new foreign securities in the United States, and this causal 
association was challenged. It was insisted, moreover, that 
the whole matter of capital movements required examination 
before any explanation of their affinity with the balance 
of merchandise trade could be offered. 

Further questions, therefore, require atten tion. For in
stance, what has been the character of America's interna
tional business dealings viewed as a whole? What has been 
the relative importance of those concerned with merchandise, 
with services, with securities, and with other capital trans
actions? What relationship can be traced between them? 
Why has it been possible for the United States to create 
regularly a net export balance of merchandise? What, 
exactly, was the balance of so-called service trade? When 
the balances of merchandise and service trade are combined, 
has it been true that there has been regularly an export 
balancd How has the balance of all merchandise and ser
vice trade compared with the balance of capital movements? 
The essential facts which illuminate these questions are set 
forth in Chapter V. 

TM p"sen/ International Fintm&;a/ Position of tM Uniutl 
Sillies 

In order to summarize America's international financial 
relations in recent years, the entire debtor-creditor situation 
resulting from them must be outlined as it stands at present. 
What, as nearly as can be determined, is the contemporary 
long-term creditor status of the country? The long-term 
debtor position? Likewise, what is the short-term debtor
creditor condition? And what is the approximate net
creditor balance? Finally, what is the geographic distribu
tion of these international assets and liabilities? 

INTERNATIONAL AND DOMESTIC FINANCE 

Two general facts are well known regarding America's re
cent international financial relations. In the first place, 
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whatever the character of all inward capital payments, capi
tal fund exports have taken plare, and chiefly for long-term 
foreign investment. In the second place, America has been 
able, because of this outflow, greatly to extend her interna
tional creditor position since the close of the war, in spite of 
the fact that a portion of the debts owed the United States 
Government by foreign governments were virtually cancelled 
in the refunding process to which they were subjected. Hence, 
all of the questions just raised hark back to the basic problem 
suggested earlier: Was the United States able to enlarge 
her international creditor position because the swift changes 
~ought by the war had carried her to the heights of indus
I~al maturity where low capital returns and limited oppor
tuni ties naturally compelled the export of funds abroad for 
profitable employmentr Or was this creditor expansion the 
result of the operation of extraordinary forces which made 
foreign employment of capital attractive? 

International Influences on American Financl! 
To deal with this primary problem necessitates a consid

eration of certain phases of the nation's financial structure. 
Monetary disturbances characterized . foreign conditions 
throughout the post-war period, particularly until 1925. 
The United States alone maintained a currency and credit 
system based on gold. Gold,accordingly, early tended to con
centrate within American boundaries. The question which 
first arises, therefore, concerns the reasons for this gold con
centration, the sources from which it came, and the extent to 

\

Which it was subsequently re-exported. In other words, it in
volves a careful analysis of the role of gold movements in the 
country's international financial relations. 

Other questions of paramount significance emerge from it. 
What tangible effects did this gold concentration have upon 
the commercial credit base of the country, which consists of 
gold and the credit of Federal Reserve banks in turn based 
on gold? To what degree did commercial bank credit ex
pand? In what measure was gold the cause of this expansion; 
in what measure was it based upon Federal Reserve credit; 
and in what measure was it due to the legal reserve require-
ments of the banking system? . 
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Again, what channels provided an outlet for the increased 
credid Was it used in production or was it absorbed in the 
financial operations of floating new securities and turning 
over old ones? Did it affect primarily money market con
ditions and was it largely the basis of America's capacity to 
extend foreign loans? Finally, what effects did this enlarged 
credit purchasing power exert upon the price level? 

Such an array of questions is at first glance forbidding, 
but they have to do with very fundamental realities. Highly 
technical aspects of the country's economic structure are 
involved, yet the factual material bearing upon them is 
readily subject to scientific analysis and easily followed. 
This material is presented in Chapter VI. 

InternaiionallnJlumces upon Federal Reserve Operation 
Since Federal Reserve credit based on gold forms the com

mercial credit base of the country, it is always a factor to be 
reckoned with, according as there is more or less of it in use. 
Hence, in Chapter VII, it is necessary to inquire into the 
policies which have been followed by Federal Reserve banks 
with regard to Reserve credit in the period under survey, for 

I in some degree the employment of that credit must respond 
to such policies as they are embodied in specific operations. 
To what extent did Federal Reserve banks promote its use 
and to what extent did they conserve its use? On the other 
hand, to what extent was the employment of Federal Re-
serve credit dependent upon the needs of commercial banks 
in order to meet the demands of industry, trade and finance? 

The essential facts upon which these questions hinge may 
be grouped into a twofold classification. First, there are the 
data showing the actual nature of Federal Reserve policies 
and operations and their evident effects upon the nation's 
credit structure. Second, there are the data evidencing the 
basic considerations which Federal Reserve authorities took 
into account in pursuing them, particularly the international 
considerations. The former may be statistically supported, 
but the latter must be garnered from published statements 
regarding Federal Reserve policy. Judgment has been exer
cised in selecting from these statements, but enough has been 
included to allay doubts of adequacy. The purpose is not to 
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analyze Federal Reserve policies critically, but to. observe 

I them objectively and scientifically in order to evaluate their 
broad significance in the complex financial events which 
have contributed to the expansion of America's international 
creditor position. As a result of this analysis it will be seen 
that the central banking institution of any country, through 
its policies and operations, profoundly affects the interna-

/ tional and domestic financial devdopments of the national 
economy. 

THE INTERGOVERNMENTAL DEBTS AGAIN 

The most noteworthy item on America's international 
balance sheet at the close of the war was that for the govern
mental debts owed the United States Treasury. They were 
but one phase of a larger problem of intergovernmental in
debtedness resulting from the war, a problem which has 
subsequently been the center of a great deal of political and 
ethical controversy, as wdl as diplomatic negotiation. A 
previous study by the National Industrial Conference Board, 
"TM Inter-Ally Debts and the United States" (1925), was 
devoted to a discussion of the various aspects of the war 
debts as they stood at that date. 

Naturally, with the passage of time the complexion of the 
problem has changed. So far as the United States is con" 
cemed, the debts owed her, with one important exception,' 
have been technically covered by funding agreements which 
effectively cancelled a portion of the original obligations. 
Even with these reductions, however, they are today in the 
aggregate a conspicuous figure among the nation's interna
tional assets. Furthermore, they continue to assume a prom
inent rOle in current discussion, because many aspects of the 
broader problem of intergovernmental indebtedness in
herited from the war remain uasettled. Hence, it is highly 
imperative that their present status be reviewed, and this is 
done in Chapter VIII. 

From the standpoint of this study, which is concerned ulti
matelywith thefuturecourseof events,itwould be impractical 
to engage in other than a factual exposition of the inter-ally 

lRussia.. 
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debts. Whether the American debt settlements have been 
wise or just, therefore, is a matter beyond the purview of the 
treatment. The extent to which they have become enmeshed 
in the wider considerations of war debt adjustments, how
ever, is a matter of utmost importance, for upon this inter
relationship will depend any sweeping changes in their es
sential composition and manner of settlement. 

The problem of which they are a part, consequently, must 
first be viewed as a whole. In brief, what is the present statis
tical position of the intergovernmental debts arising out of the 
war, both exclusive and inclusive of the reparations obliga.
tions of Central Powers? Naturally, such a view must be 
partly conjectural because certain of the intergovernmental 
debts have not been readjusted and a final fixation of the 
reparations debt of Germany awaits the acceptance of the 
report of the International Commission of Financial Experts 
by the creditor governments concerned. 

Germany's reparations creditors, however, are also Amer
ica's debtors. Another phase of the problem therefore is in
extricably interwoven with these policies. That is to say, in 
what measure have the policies of Germany's reparations 
creditors been related to the settlements which they have 
made to cover war debts owed the United States? Hence, 
the discussion must tum to the American debt settlements. 
What has been the nature of the policies followed by the 
United States Government with regard to them? And what 
exactly have been the outstanding features of the resulting 
funding agreements which have been reached? 

All of these questions converge upon a definite problem of 
the future relationship of the debts owed to the United 
States and other existing intergovernmental debts arising 
out of the war, and particularly the reparations debt of 

/

Germany. It is probable thatthe commercialization of a por
tion of Germany's reparations debt will be etfected through a 
public offering of German bonds upon world financial mar
kets. The funds received from this sale, it appears, would be 
applied immediately to a reduction of claims of creditor gov
ernments. Could they, in turn be applied to reduce debts 
owed the United States Government? Is it probable that 
they would be so applied? Would American debt policy 
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appear to preclude this possible arrangement? Would Amer
ican debt policy seem to admit even a favorable attitude 
towards it? 

If such a general adjustment of the debts resulting from 
the war were to take place, a further problem would arise, 
which is considered in Chapter X. Upon what markets of 
the world would such a bond issue be floated? To what ex
tent would they be floated in the United States? Assuming 
that some agreement could be reached for applying the funds 
received to the liquidation of war debts owed the United 
States Government, would the accompanying transfer of 
funds to the United States be disturbing to American finance, 
and consequently to American commerce and industry? In 
short, what would be the international impact of such a plan 
upon the domestic financial structure? 

THE PROBLEM OF THE FUTURE 

Whatever the factors which have combined to build up the 
present international creditor position of the United States, 
there remains the question of the future. Wtll the United 
States continue to enlarge this position, or will it gradually 
be liquidated and the old relationship of a debtor country be 
reestablished? Though this appears improbable, it is certain 
that there will regularly take place substantial movements 
of capital funds across the borders of the country. The prob
lem of the future, accordingly, is concerned with the possible 
volume, and even more, with the economic and financial con
sequences of these movements of capital funds. 

Obviously, there is no scientific way of evaluating their 
character and volume except by recourse to the past. A 
large element of conjecture and speculation is necessarily 
involved. Nevertheless, it is highly important that the at
tempt be made to project the _results of the study into the 
future. No country could establish itself as a creditor to the 

I 
extent and with the rapidity that the United States has with
out occasioning serious and thoughtful regard for the ap
proaching years. The general welfare of the communi ty is 
definitely tied up with this creditor position, and national 
economic policies must be formulated with full regard for it. 
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Before such a treatment can proceed very far, a number of 
questions must be dealt with which relate to the broader con
sequences of international capital movements. The move
ments of capital payments are always the result of innumer
able independent transactions of individuals, corporations 
and governments which are not necessarily related to trans
actions involving international trade in goods and services. 
Although exports and imports of these funds may by chance 
balance, or although they may at times be closely associated 
with trade in goods and services, they do not of necessity 
balance, nor are they of necessity so related. Hence, a nation 
is usually experiencing either a net inflow or a net outflow of 
all capital payments. Temporarily, credit advances may fill 
the breach to offset a lack of balance, but if the one-sided 
movement persists, far-reaching consequences accompany
ing the operation of the gold standard mechanism may 
take place which eventually may affect the flow of merchan
dise and services. 

Whether the United States has attained a creditor position, 
as 'Great Britain has, where a net inflow of payments on 
capital account results in each year from investment service 
receipts and capital repayment of previous investment, is 
problematical. Conceivably, she could readily extend foreign 
loans so freely in the future that a new outflow of all capital 
funds would occur from year to year. On the other hand, 
it is as easily conceivable that an inflow of funds may endure 
because of a reduction of capital exports and the inflow of 
funds to meet the service charges of previous investments. 

On the basis of known facts of the modern gold standard 
mechanism, modified as it is by central banking control, and 
of the wider effects of capital movements, how would a per
sisting net export of all capital payments for the country 
as a whole be reflected in American trade? Conversely, how 
would a continuing net import of all capital payments for 
the country as a whole be reflected in American trade? 
These matters are fully discussed in Chapter IX. 

Having reached conclusions upon them, the final step is to 
consider in Chapter X just what the possibilities are for 
either one of these two developments to appear? In other 
words, judging from the past, just what are the possibilities 
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for the future movement of funds in and out of the country 
on capital account? What of the flow of all long-term capital 
funds? What of short-term capital funds? Necessarily cap
ital movements in particular years cannot be forecast, but 
what of the trends? 

Other questions closely associated with those mentioned 
above logically follow. What would be the broader economic 
and financial effects of the probable capital flow? How 
might it influence movements of gold, and central banking 
operations connected with them? What might be the con
sequences to the nation's credit structure? Would the 
Federal Reserve authorities be in a position to control any 
foreseeable impact? How might this capital flow affect inter
national trade in merchandise and services? 

In the end, all these questions break up into separate 
questions regarding America's future international financial 

\

relations with particular areas. After all, dealings in foreign 
trade and finance are more specific and localized than can be 
shown by viewing the movement of funds as a whole. More-

o over, it is not likely that the United States will ever experi
ence a net export of capital payments to all countries at the 
same time or a net import of capital payments from all at 
once. What, then, can be expected in a general way from 
our knowledge of the present course of events in these areas 
and the present status of American financial relations with 
them? What influences might be felt in the separate channels 
of trade and commerce? 

While this study is concerned primarily with the complex 
interplay of international and domestic financial forces, it is 
obvious that many other factors besides capital movements 
will be important in the future international business deal
ings of the United States. In fact, capital movements will 
in many cases be determined by transactions which have to 
do with merchandise and servjces, or at least will be a re
flection of them. Much will depend, consequently, upon in
dustrial and commercial tendencies in foreign countries rela
tive to those in the United States. It is necessary to ask, 
therefore,justwhat the nature of these present tendencies are. 

To a large extent they may be revealed by a careful study 
of the character and direction of America's foreign trade, 
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which is the major problem of a projected study by the 
National Industrial Conference Board. From another point 
of view, however, they are much too wide in scope to be so 
disclosed. Recent studies by the National Industrial Con
ference Board on world economic conditions contribute 
materially to an understanding of other phases of the prob
lems, and a study in preparation analyzing recent industrial 
tendencies in Europe, America's chief debtor area, will throw 
still further light upon it. 

Finally, international capital movements in the future 
will be affected by the political considerations inevitably in
volved in national commercial policies and problems of inter
national peace. No analysis could be complete without ade
quately heeding them, yet the magnitude of the task of 
weaving them into the present study and the lurking en-

/

tanglements of national sentiment and bias precludes their 
fruitful consideration here. Nevertheless, in so far as they 
may pivot upon fundamental economic and financial factors, 
this study may add to a clearer understanding of their vital 
and significant role. 



CHAPTER II 

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL 
RELATIONS AS A DEBTOR 

I N ORDER to comprehend more fully the nature of the 
international financial influences which have affected 
American economic developments in recent years, some 

knowledge of those influences in the past is required. It is 
the purpose of this chapter to supply the requisite back
ground. The aim is not to retrace exhaustively the history of 
America's entire world economic relations, but to summarize 

I 
for the purpose of perspective and contrast, as an introduc
tion to the material which follows, the evolution of her inter
national financial position. 

THE STATISTICAL DATA 

Considerable light may be thrown upon the nature of the 
changing international financial relations of the United 
States by the accompanying statistical data which are gen
erally but not precisely descriptive.of the nation's balance of 
international payments for selected periods. The available 
balance of international payments statements for these 
periods are abridged in Table 1 giving annual averages for 
the major classes of estimated credit and debit items reflect
ing payments in and out of the country. The percentage dis
tribution of the items is given in Table 2 to show the relative 
importance of each. Table 3 .further supplements Table 1, 
by showing the average net balances. The division of the 
periods accords with the outstanding trade and financial 
developments from an international point of view. 

The most conspicuous aspect of America's international 
business transactions in the past was the predominance of 
payments for merchandise, shown in Table 2. While the 
most important of all causes for the flow of payments or 
funds across American boundaries in the century and half 

3 17 
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before 1914, there was never an actual equivalence of pay
ments to foreigners for merchandise imports or payments 
from foreigners for merchandise exports. 

TABLE 1: SUMMARY OF THE ESTIMATED BALANCE OF 

INTERNATIONAL PAYMENTS OF THE UNITED 

STATES, 1821-1914 
(Source: Harvard Committee on Economic Research,1 Arrangtd by the National 

Industrial Conference Board) 
(In millions of doll"",) 

Crediu. RelectiD, PaymenH into the United State. 

AnmnlAvuar 
M;...Ib-M ..... _ 
neall' and (Fucal Yean Total .... E.. Gold Security I ........ .... ke Net Un-

""'" 
Ez ..... Ez_ P ...... a ""- ."" ........ ..... 

1821-1837 109.0 81.7 6.3' 7.~ .. 13.2 0.5 
1838-1849 152.2 116.0 6.5' 3.3 .. 25.9 0.5 
1850-1873 432.1 274.3 59.4' 41.7 .. ~.5 16.2 
187 .... 1895 873.3 783.2 36.7 45.4 6.7 1.3 
1896-1914 1917.5 1691.0 64.1 105.2 ~.o 4.5 0.7 

Debita 1l~1ecrinc Payment out or the United Statu: 

M~(b.. M __ 

Gold - Ino •• _ Semele 
n_aDd 

Total dile 1m- Ner-Un-..... 1m ..... 1m ..... Paymentl Im_ ~ .... 
("" 

1821-1837 109.0 92.6 8.5' .. 3.5 1.1 3.3 
1838-1849 152.2 113.2 9.5' .. 12.0 10.4 7.1 
1850-1873 432.1 338.4 13.6' .. 37.6 42.5 .. 
187 .... 1895 873.3 670.0 31.2 85.0 87.1 .. 
1896-1914 1917.5 1203.4 73.3 52.6 200.0 358.2 30.0 

• C. J. Bullock, J. H. WIlliams, and R. S. Tucker, "The Balance of Trade of the 
United States.» Rnit:fl tU &tmMni~ $l4IiJlies. Vol I,. July, 1919. 

:I The import of capital involves the aport of securities, i. eo, stocks. or- pr0..
prietorship equities, bondsJ mortgages and. other investmeDts representing long .. 
time credit extension. 

• s.,..;t< .",om includes freights payable 10 the UnIted Statea and fund. brought 
by immigrants. 

• Miml14neous Includes the sale of ships from 1821 10 1823. Nit un_nteJ J.,. 
is grouped here- with miscellaneous, and is. a balancing item having no special sig~ 
nificance. It is sometimes regarded, however, as representing unfunded credits, 
bank balances and so on. This is more true of Cl!ltimates of balances made the last 
few _years than these early ones which are only very ~h approximates. 

• Up to 1873, ail_ and gold .... gIven _thor; thereafter, the figure Is fOl' gold 
alone. 

• S..-.iu imports include freIghts paid by Americans for fon:ign shippIng, expendi
tures of Amencan tourists abroad, and immigrant remittances. 

'1 On the debit side, "miscellaneous" includes the average under.valuation of the 
pound .terling from 1821 to 1837, although the pound was no. onder-valued after 
1832; the average Mexican War and indemnity payments from 1838-1849, although 
these paymenta were concentrated in the last few yean of the period.. Nd 1l1lM_ 
allnkijor is combined with it as on the credit side. 
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TABLE 2: PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF THE MAJoR 

CLASSES OF ITEMS IN THE ESTIMATED BALANCE OF 

INTEIlNATlONAL PAYMENTS OF THE UNITED 

STATES, 1821-1914 
(Source: Harvard Committee on Eronomic Resean:h,' Computed by the National 

Industrial Confemu:e BoanI) 

C~iu. Reflecting Payments into the Ullited Stars 

Annual Ar:::: Mi.:-eU .. 
Me~ ._ .... 

(Fued Yean Total 'me Gold Security 1- s.M" Ner- Unao-
E ...... £.pom Expono Paymenu Ez ..... 

_ ..... 
roc 

% .% % % % % % 
1821-1837 100 75.0 5.8 6.7 .. 12.1 0.4 
183S-1849 100 76.2 4.3. 2.2 .. 17.0 Q.3 
1850-1873 100 63.5 13.7 9.7 .. 9.4 3.7 
1874-1895 100 89.7 4.2 5.2 0.8 0.1 
1896-1914 100 88.2 3.3 5.5 2.1 0.2 0.7 

Debiu. Rdlcnilll Payments out. of the United Stuu 

Mitcdla-
14""'- Gol. Security Illterat s.m.. 

n __ alld 
Total .... Net Unac-o 

1m ..... Ez ..... Ez.~ PqmeDb. £.po ... .. -wi 
1M 

% % % % % % % 
1821-1837 100 84.9 7.8 .. 3.2 1.0 3.1 
183S-1849 100 74.4 6.2 .. 7.9 6.9 4.7 
1850-1873 100 78.3 3.1 .. 8.7 9.9 .. 
1874-1895 100 76.7 3.6 9.7 10.0 
1896-1914 100 62.8 3.8 2.7 1M 18.7 1.6 

'See Table I. 

TABLE 3: AVEll.AGE NET BALANCE OF THE MAJOR CLASSES 

OF ITEMS IN THE INTEll.NATlONAL BALANCE OF PAY

MENTS OF THE UNITED STATES, 1821-1914 
(Credit balance +, and debit balance -, -or net payments into the United States +, 

and net payments out of the United Slo'" -) 

(Source: Harvard Committee on Economic Resean:h,' Arrang«! by the National 
Industrial Conf.rence BoanI) 

(In millions of dollars) 

AnnualA~t Merda •• Tm:ereat s.M<e Mucci- N~Un-
Gold Sewri.tiu """' ..... (Fisc.al Yu .. .... P.aymeau P..-" lan_ e.. 

1821-1837 -10.9 -2.2 +7.4 -3.5 +11.1 -1.2 -1.6 
1838-1849 +2.8 -3.0 +3.3 -12.0 +15.5 -1.6 -5.0 
IS50-1373 -64.1 +45.8 +41.7 -37.6 -2.0 +2.7 +13.5 
1874-1895 +113.2 +5.5 +45.4 -85.0 -86.4 +1.3 
1896-1914 +487.6 -9.2 +52.6 -160.0 -353.7 -28.4 +12.7 

'See Table I. 
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In fact, save for four years in the late eighteen twenties, 
six years between 1838 and 1847 and the years 1850 and 1862, 
the net merchandise balance was regularly on the import side 
until 1873. The amount of the balances, however, was 
never large until after 1850. After 1873, excepting the years 
1875, 1888, 1889 and 1893, notable excesses of merchandise 
exports over imports appeared. 

The primary objective of the following analysis, conse
quently, will be to indicate the broad relationship these 
trade balances have with international movements of capital 
payments and payments for services. The wider effects of 
the migration of capital funds will be dealt with only in a gen
eral way, both because the information is meagre and because 
it represents a digression from the main problem. At a later 
stage the post-war international capital movements will be 
analyzed in some detail and their relation to the domestic 
business economy traced. 

THE PERIOD BEFORE 1821 
To amplify the statistical data, recourse must be had to 

historical annals. Prior to 1821, for which period no balance
of-payment statement is available, the United States had 
an average annual adverse balance of merchandise trade, or 
an excess of imports over exports, of approximately $18 
millions yearly, according to government figures. This 
excess represented largely payments to Americans for ship
ping services, but it also covered a certain amount of foreign 
capital investments. To the extent that this was true, ex
ports of all kinds, goods and services, went partly for the 
payment of interest,' dividends and capital repayment. 

This oontinent had sought and obtained capital froml 
Europe practically from the day of its first settlement, by 
means of which sugar, tobacco and cotton plantations, as 
well as mercantile projects, were devdoped. These invest
ments were largdy made by merchants and traders, while 
other capital was brought by settlers. Althou&h' few cor
poration ventures proved to be profitable, the mvestment 
opportunities appeared so inviting, according to one author-

• See Bullock, Williams and Tucker,.p. tit~ pp. 215-7. 
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ity,' that only the collapse, in 1720, of the South Sea 
bubble and the Mississippi scheme, temporarily effecting a 
great setback to European foreign investments, prevented 
the American colonies from being overwhelmed with in
terest charges. Even so the colonies labored under a heavy 
load of capital debts at the time of the outbreak of the Revo
lution." These, however, were largely wiped out by confisca-

I 
tion and bankruptcy during the period of the conflict,leaving 
the main external indebtedness to consist of the Federal 
Government debts to France, Holland and Spain.-

The subsequent rapid development of the United States 
was accompanied by a considerable immigration of capital 
funds from Holland, and to some extent from England, a 
movement doubdess stimulated by unsetded political con
ditions in Europe.' Alexander Hamilton in his famous Re
port on Manufactures was clearly aware of the important 
part foreign capital had played in increasing American funds, 
and enabling improvements in agriculture, manufacturing 
and transportation enterprises.' 

By 1807, a large portion of the national debt was held in 
Europe. The capital inflow was momentarily halted by the 
War of 1812, but the ten years following 1815 witnessed 
enormous receipts of capital funds from foreign sources.· 
More and more, America turned from the Dutch investment 
market to the English. In 1800, no American securities 
were quoted on the "official list" of the London Stock Ex
change. By 1825, nine issues of United States government 
bonds, a number of state and city bonds, and United States 
Bank shares were quoted on this exchange! 

1 N. T. Bacon, It America·, International Indebtedncss,n Y 411 Rnitflf, November, 
1900, p. 279. 

• Bacons. Dp. m., p. 279. 
• UmI.,and D. R. Dewey,"The F"1IWlcial Historyof theUnited St ....... New York, 

I922,p.4'1. Toward the end of the 18th century .large,....tiOllofthese securitiea 
crossed the eb.nne! to England. See H. L. Jenks, "The MIgration of Britioh C.pital 

Ibcfore 187S." New York, 1927, pp. 6~. 
• Bacon, op. <ii., p.280 and C. K. Hobson, "The Export of Capi.aI," Lcmdon, 
m~~. . 

'Quoted in fun in F. W. Tauss~ ·~State·Papers and Speeches on the TarlH,u 
Cambridge, M ..... 1892. See especially pp.38-41. 

• Hobson, op. eil., P* 1100-
'Sir George Paish, "The Trad. Balance of the United Sta ...... National Mooe

.ory Commission, W.ahins_. 1910, p. 173. 
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Thus it appears that the regular excess of imports over ex
ports in this period was offset in great part by the exportation 
of American securi ties and property titles. Shipping services 
rendered foreigners by American vessels, already mentioned, 
was another balancing factor. Still others included the sale 
of ships, duties retained on re-exportable goods, indemnities 
and losses by foreign creditors.' 

THE PERIODS FROM 1821 TO 1837 AND FROM 1838 TO 1849 
Further exports of securities and importations of European 

capital funds took place in the seventeen years following 
1820, averaging $74 millions per year. These, together with 
shipping services rendered foreigners by American vessels, 
account for the average excess of imports which obtained. 
Although the United States had paid off its public debt by 
1835, the debts of states had undergone a tremendous in
crease and many of the bonds representing them found their 
way to Europe. Other capital funds of foreigners had gone· 
mto commercial and transportation ventures! The first 
record of a foreign railway loan flotation was in 1836 when 
Baring Brothers purchased $2 millions of a Baltimore and 
Ohio Railway issue." By 1837, Europe was said to hold be
tween $150 millions and $200 millions of claims to American 
wealth due to her capital advances.' 

The panic of 1837 and the further reaction of 1839 brought 
foreign investment almost to an abrupt termination, restrict
ing American purchasing power in foreign markets. Imports 
for a few years ceased to exceed experts.' Some investments 
were withdrawn but not all; the total remaining was said to 
be as much as $166 millions in 1847, although one third of 
this was Roating debt." European investors remained skep-

1 Bullock, Williams and. Tucker, op. ,it., p. 217. 
S Bullock, Williams and TUCker, op. d/., P. 217. 
J Paish, qp. dt. Jenks. however', states that before 1836 over 590 millions had 

been invested in Northern canals and railways by the English alone, indicat:ing an 
earJier interest by foreigners in railways. See his book. op. m., p. 75. 

f, Bullock, Williams and Tuaer, o~ cil., p. 2:18 • 
• For a description of the An8Jo.American aspee ... ICC Jenks, t>p. cit., pp. 85-89 

and loo-B. 
• An unsigned article,. '-·The Panic and F'mancial Crisis of 1857," HtmI's Mtr~ 

elumls' MIIgGi7Je, D«ember, 1857, p. 664. 
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tical and new loans were regarded with disfavor until the 
last few years preceding 1849. Nevertheless the average net 
balance of securities was on the export side to the sum of 
$3.3 millions. With the large amount of foreign investments 
remaining, interest payments continued to be heavy. 

Other classes of payments entering importantly into the 
international dealings of the time consisted of those fOI" 

freights, the sale of ships and immigrants' and tourists' re
mittances.' Grouped together as they are in Table 3 under 
service payments, they show an average net export balance 
of $15.5 millions, more than counterbalancing the interest 
payments made on the outstanding indebtedness. 

THE PElUOD FR.OM 1850 TO 1873 

From 1850 to 1873, notable shifts occurred in America's 
international financial position, due successively to the dis
covery of gold in California, the Civil War, the speculative 
mania which followed the extravagant issues of paper cur
rency, and the rapid expansion of railroad construction. The 
fifties experienced an influx of foreign investment funds, 
mainly from Great Britain and Holland, into railway securi
ties, government bonds and, to some extent, into shares of 
land, mining and other ventures. Foreign investments were 
stopped temporarily by the outbreak of the Civil War, which 
was accompanied by a considerable return of American se
curities held abroad, a movementwhich, some authorities say, 
practically cleared the national ledger of foreign indebted
ness." Only German investors remained willing to take up 
United States bonds in the early period of the war.· As the 

1 Bullock, Williams and Tuck:cr~ Dp. &il., p.. 2.20. 
, Hobson, DP,. riI., p. 13~ see also F. D. Graham:~ "International Trade Under 

Depreciated Paper. The United States. 1862-1879," fburrt.,ly ]......! 'If UO
_ics, Vol. 36, Feb? 1922, p. 231. Professor Graham he... includes a table of the 
estimated balance ot international payments for the United States from 1860 to 
1878. His estimate for the return of securities from abroad during the Civil War 
is $50 millions" while David A. Wells, III Special Commissioner of the Revenues, 
figured the return, perhaps excessively, at $200 millions. S<House Executive Docu
ment/' No. 2.7, 41st Congress, 2nd Session, po XXII. The average annual amount 
of returned securities has not been entered m the average balance of international 
payments for the period. If it had been at a reasonable figure of$6.S millions CD the
average, an offsetting addition to security exports would De ncc:essary on the Cft:dlt 
side.. See also Bullock, Willi ..... and Tucker, op. tit., p. 223. 

a Hobaon, op_ nt., p. 132. 
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issue became clearer, English and French investors reentered 
the markets as purchasers of American securities. 

After 1863, the exportation of securities from the United 
States proceeded on a scale greater than ever before, averag
ing in the following ten-year period about SI04 millions an
nually,' and going mainly to British, Dutch and German in
vestors, with the first group easily in the majority.' The 
large profits made by German investors in United States 
bonds were said to have caused them to cast a favorable eye 
on American railroad stocks and bonds as their loanable capi
tal funds increased. They continued thereafter to be large 
investors in American securities. 

Although the outfiow of securities was the greatest in 
history, it was to a large extent offset from 1869 to 1873 by 
repayments of capital and interest at an annual rate of S77 
millions. In such a period of foreign borrowing, outgoing 
payments of this character naturally underwent a marked 
growth. The major flow of capital payments was inward to 
about $36 millions, however, and because of it, imports of 
merchandise exceeded exports by unprecedented amounts. 
The rise in prices together with the increase in circulating 
purchasing power, which followed the outpouring of gold 
from the West, also stimulated imports relatively to exports." 
The increased gold production likewise led to large exports 
of gold over imports, especially during the fifties, a move
ment which was accentuated in the sixties by the deprecia.
tion of the currency.' 

It is an interesting fact that the period under discussion 
marks the beginning of the decline of the American merchant 
marine. Sales of ships were large during the war, and the 
following years saw few new ones built, freight services being 
performed 'more and more for Americans by foreigners. 
When tourist payments (a debit) and funds brought by im
migrants (a credit) are grouped with freight payments, for 

I Graham. OP5 m., p. 231. 
J Hobson. 01'. til., p. 134. 
• Import prices were regularly higher thaD export prices, tending to .timulate 

imports. All p~ of course. rose in the war period due to the issue of paper cur. 
rency. So long as high domestic: prices represented men: depreciation, they had 
no eifect on imports. "When they were high translated into terms of gold, however, 
they did have. This was the cue. See Graham, .p. &iI., pp. 253-4. 

• Ijjd., p. 239. 
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the first time the net service balance was against the United 
States; that is. more payments went out for services than 
came in for them. Subsequent years were to see ever grow
ing payments to foreigners for services rendered. 

THE PERIOD FROM 1873 TO 1896 
After the world-wide commercial crisis of 1873, European 

investing virtually ceased, although the years 1874 and 1875 
witnessed continued slight increases.1 From 1876 to 1878, 
Europe actually returned large blocks of securities.' The 
business revival following 1879 was again accompanied by 
new foreign investments, concentrating particularly in rail
way securities. only to be brought to an end with further 
capital withdrawals from 1882 to 1885. But railway con
struction began afresh the next year with the foreign invest
ment boom occurring in Europe.' Not only were the rail
ways favored, but other American enterprises were recipients 
of foreign capi tal funds. Depression in Europe, following 
the English financial panic in 1890, led once more to a with
drawal of European funds lasting until 1896.4 

The year 1874 is notable in the history of American inter
national trade becauseof theovertornof the merchandise trade 
balance which occurred in that year. Exportsexceededimports 
thereafter in every year except 1875, 1888, 1889 and 1893, 
and exhibited a noteworthy growth in both agricultural and 
manufactured classes, with the former predominating. Aver-

t Proba.bly the most important influence in the sropp~ of foreign investment 
by Europe was the revelation of many scandals before the Royal Commission on the 
S"",k Exchange. A large volume of defaults, it was fO~t had been experienced 
and borrowed funds had been ftagrantly misapplied. See HObson •• ,. <it., p. 142, 
and Jenks, .f>. <it., p. 292. The excessea of Jay Gould and his follow .... in the Eri .. 
many of wh ... bonds were held abroad, and the defaulting of several American 
railroads we ... of sj>eclal importance. too, as r.garcis the American field for foteisn 
investmeot. See W. Z. Ripley, "Railroads," New York, 1915,pp. 4-5. 

t Graham" 0'/1. dJ., p. 2.31" 
• A chairman of the London and Westminster bank is said to have ltated at one 

of itt annual meetings in the ~~= that ono-third of the advances made by his 
institution in that year were upon American railway aecwities, Ripley, 
01'. <it., p. 5. 

f See in this connection, Bulloc:k, Wdliama and Tucker, .p. tit., pp. 22S--&. The 
total withdrawals of foreign capital for the period amounted to arouncl $600 mil
tiona or an annual a~ of $25 millions. As in the previous instance. this figure 
haa not been included m the average annual balance of international payments 
ltatement for the period. 
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age exports for the period constituted a larger item in the 
balance of payments than ever before, while in the previous 
period they were the smallest proportion they had ever been. 
Although all prices were falling, the fact that paper import 
prices translated in terms of gold were high relative to export 
prices tended to discourage the buying of foreign goods and 
encouraged foreigners to buy American goods.l Gold ex
ports declined on the average and were almost counter
balanced by gold imports induced by the large exportation 
of merchandise, despite the fact that the United States had 
normally become a gold producing and exporting nation. 

Regarding the other transactions involving international 
transfers of cash, the heavy interest payments due Europe 
were absorbed by the excess of exports of commodities, gold 
and securities. This was also true pf payments for services 
rendered Americans by foreigners whiCh had grown greatly 
to exceed the receipts by Americans for services performed. 
The decline of the American merchant marine, the growing 
vqlume of American tourist expenditores abroad plus the 
millions of dollars returned home each year by immigrants, 
provide a sufficient explanation for this phenomenon. 

THE PEIUOD nOM 1896 TO 1914 

From the international financial standpoint the period 
immediately preceding the World War is striking because of 
the fact that the United States not only continued to afford 
an attractive investment field for European investors, but 
American citizens set out on their own account to make 
foreign investments. American imports of securities, how
ever, did not approach the volume of security exports to 
foreigners. 'By 1899, foreign holdings of American securities 
had grown to $3.3 billions, of which $2.5 billions were con
centrated in the hands of British investors. Holland and 
Germany were the largest holders of the remaining amount, 
while smaller portions were held by Switzerland, France, 
Belgium, other European countries, Cuba, North Amer-

1 See T. J. ~ .. Import and EXDm't Prices i. the United St .... and the Term. 
of Internatio.al Trade, 188o-1914,'·t~ ]o1mra/ 'If &.nom;". Vol. 40, 
August, 1926, p. 714, or F. W. Taussi& ulnternational Trade:~ New YOI'k,I921, 
pp. 300 and 418. 
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• ican countries and China.' According to N. T. Bacon, whose 

investigation of America's international financial position 
in 1899 with the assistance of prominent bankers is gen
erally regarded as authoritative, foreigners hdd practically 
no American industrial securities, nor any state, county or 
municipal bonds. The amount of real estate mortgages held 
abroad was also small, owing to their forced liquidation as a 
result of the marked shrinkage in farm land values after 
1893." 

Following the outburst of prosperity after 1898 there was 
probably some return of American securities from Europe, 
although the net exportation remained large.' On the whole, 
the period witnessed a considerable expansion in the aggre
gate amount of foreign long-term investment in the United 
States totalling from U.S billions to$S.5 billions, or a growth in 
rough termsof$2 billions.' Since this does not include the short
term investments of Europe, possibly another $500 millions 
should be added as the customary advance extended by for
eign financial markets to facilitate the movement of Amer
ican crops.' This was probably the maximum seasonal ad
vance, the permanent residue of this kind of loan, however, 
amounting to a somewhat smaller figure .. Whatever the pre
cise sum of the short-time borrowing, the major portion was 
owed to London because of the part played by British bankers 

l
in financing world trade. The growing interrelationship of 
European financial centers in the pre-war decade also en
abled the participation either directly or indirectly of otJter 
foreign bankers. 

American capital continued to reach out in foreign invest
ment fidds following its initial expansion just before the turn 
of the century. Few of these investments went to Europe, 

I 
but were largely concentrated in neighboring areas, Canada, 
Mexico, Cuba and South America, reaching a total of $500 
millions in 1899,. and growing to between $2.1 billions and 2.6 

1 Bacon, (Jp. eiL,. p. 276. Iltkm. 
"In the ten years before 1906 not less than $250 millions of railroad stocks alone 

were permanen.tly returned from Europe,. although many of the former owners 
merely exchanged them far collateral trust bonda being o1i'ered at attractive terms 
to bring about railway mergers. Ripley, 01. til .• p~ 1-8. 

t Bullock, WiUiams and Tucker, op. cjJ~ p.. 230 • 
• Paish, .p. <II., p. 175. 
• Id.",~ and BulIa<:K. Willianu and Tucker, .p. <iI., p. 130. 
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billions by 1914.' This exportation was induced by a growing 
abundance of investment capital in the United States and 
the opportunity for profitable employment abroad." Gener
ally speaking, American capital funds went into foreign fields 
primarily because of the desire of individual American enter
prises to extend their operations and broaden their markets. 
The majority of the investments were made out of the ac
cumulated capital of strong concerns or by particular or
ganizations formed to acquire and exploit natural resources 
in North and South American countries. 

There were, nevertheless, aspects of the development 
which suggest a widened investment interest in the American 
financial markets, allured by the returns to be obtained (rom 
the purchase of foreign securities. C. K. Hobson, an authority 
on the international movements of capital funds in this period. 
distincdyimplies this aswell as supports the above conclusion 
in the following passage:' 

.. • • • signs were not wanting that America was bounding ahead 
. as a financial power. The accumulation of capital during the years 

foUowing the depression waa enormous, and considerable activity was 
shown in pushing American investment outside the limits of-the 
United States. In 1899, two American insurance companies took up 
a large part of the 4% bond issues of some Swiss cities. The construe. 
tion of some London tube railways waa undertaken by American syn
dicates and American capital. The formation of the International 
Mercantile Marine Company in 1902, by the purchase of the White 
Star Line and other lines, also indicates the direction in which Amer
ican enterprise was moving. In Canada, it was estimated that be
tween 1896 and 1900, $100,000,000 of United States capital had been 
invested, mainly in mining, industrial and lumber companies, and 
in railroads. By 1911 it was m:koned that the amount had increased 
to $226,800,000. American finance has also pushed southwards into 
Mexico where it was recently estimated that $700,000,000 were in
vested, and into Cuba and the Republics of Central and South Amer
ica, where investments are estimated at a further $300,000,000, ex
cluding the large amount represented by the Panama Canal. Atten
tion was also directed to the Far East. Several issues of Japanese 
bonds were made in America during the Russa-Japanese War, and 

1 According to information furniahed by Ray 0. Hall, &,;stant Chief, Finance 
and Investment Division, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, U. S. 
Department of Commerce. 

I See G. M. Jones, "Exporting American Capital, n TIN Enm...u FarM, Vol. 25./ 
May 26, 1922, p. 724, fo< • alightly diJli:rent point OJ view. 

a See Hoboon, op. <il., pp. 153-4. 
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several projects were mooted for building railways with American 
capital in Cbina.» 

To return to the balance of international payments, both 
exports and imports expanded markedly from 1896, the ex
cess of exports being especially large in every year, and 
averaging $488 millions. Gold movements were erratic, with 
alternating years of export and import excesses, but with the 
average net balance in favor of imports. Large interest pay
mentS, tourist expenditures, immigrant remittances, freight 
payments, payments for American securities re-imported and 
miscellaneous payments for insurance premiums and finan
cial commissions, plus the foreign securities and titles to 
wealth imported acoounted for the regu1ar export balances 
of merchandise. Invisible debits causing outward payments 

I played a much larger part than ever before in America's in
remational accounts, as is evidenced by the distribution of 
the major classes of items. 

THE ECONOMIC IMPORTANCE OF AMERICA's CAPITAL 

BOItROWINGS IN THE PAST 

Within the century preceding the war, the average inter
national business transactions of the United States had ex
panded from an annual average of approximately $200 mil
lions to an average of almost U billions. Throughout the 
period, America had been an extensive borrower of foreign 
capital, and by 1914, owed to foreign investors no less than 
$S billions and possibly more. The last twenty years of the 
century, however, had seen a status finally attained where 
foreign investments were beginning to be made by Americans 

\

in some volume because of the widening activities of their 
enterprises and the accumulation of capital resources. 

The enormous sums of capital borrowings from foreigners 
were not always regarded with popular favor. At various 
times, in fact, they were regarded with serious apprehension. 
It can hardly be said, however, that the United States as a 
whole was ever heavily mortgaged. At the most, not more 
than 5% of the money value of the nation's eoonomic wealth 

'was ever represented by securities and other property titles 
held abroad, and for most of the period surveyed, the per-
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rentage was probably less, from 3% to 4%.' Interest pay
ments could hardly have been more thanl% of the aggre
gate money income of the American people in the period 
around 1870 and 1880, and in other years they were slightly 
less.' 

It cannot be denied that great advantages were derived 
by the United States as an economic unit through the use of 
foreign capital. Regarding such advantages, Sir George 
Paish, in 1908, was led to assert that the annual production 
of wealth by the United States had been increased to an ex
tent nearly corresponding to the amount of capital used, and 
to at least twenty times the sum needed for interest. More
over, the accumulated wealth of the country had been in
creased many times the sum borrowed.· 

Stated with rhetorical freedom such assertions challenge 
skeptical attention. A little reflection, however, will tend to 
make them appear plausible. The borrowing of foreign capi
tal funds by the United States, it will be recalled, was mainly 
for governmental expenditures and developmental outlays of 
industry, with the former merging into the latter where gov
ernmental borrowings were made to finance public works. 

U Capital loans for devdopmental outlays were unquestion
I ably the largest portion of the total extended by foreigners, 
especially after the Civil War period. Through their use in 
railway construction in particular, new lands and resources 
for the outpouring of wealth were opened up. Furthermore, 
their employment had the effect of rdeasing domestic capital 
for direct use in agriculture, commerce and manufacturing. 

IThis, moreover, was also true of foreign capital borrowings 
IIfor all other purposes. 

SUMMAR.Y 

In order to crystallize more completely for the reader the 
altering character of America's international financial re
lations, Chart 1 has been prepared summarizing the major 

1 Reckoned roughly from the gonrnment estimates of the money value of the 
national economic wealth in various years. 

• Using the estimates of W. L King. "Wealth and Income of the People of the 
United States," New York, 1917. P. 129 • 

• Pais!!, op. tit., p. 159. 



CHART 1: THE AVERAGE ANNUAL BALANCE OF MERCHAN

DISE TRADE OF THE UNITED STATES DUllING 

SUCCESSIVE PEIlIODS, 1821-1914 
(Source, Harvard Ccmmit ... on Economic Research)' 

(Mtu 1873, silver is treated as merchandise) 

EXCESS OF I 

ANNUAL AVERAGE 
$11.000.000 

SHIPPING EARNINGS 
AND BORROWINGS 

ANNUAL AVERAGE 
$ 64.000.000 

BORROWINGS FROM 
EUROPE 

1821 EXCESS OF EXPORTS 

ANNUAL AVERAGE 
$3.000.000 

TEMPORARY CESSATION 
OF' 80RROWINGS 

ANNUAL AVERAGE 
$113.000.000 

INTEREST PAYMENTS 
TO EUROPE 

Adapted from Bullock, Williams and Tucker, .p. m., p. 233. 
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shifts in the balance of merchandise trade and the nature of 
counter-sources of international payments. In addition, 
Table 4 presents figures for the aggregate foreign investments 
in the United States in various years from 1820 to 1914 as 
estimated by different authorities. The nature of the invest
ments is indicated and accompanied with pertinent com
ments. The purpose of the table and the chart is to 
epitomize the foregoing analysis. 

TABLE 4: EsTIMATED FOREIGN INVESTMENTS IN THE UNITED 

STATES IN VARIOUS YEARS, 1820-1914 
(Compiled by the National Industrial Conference Board from m~_) 

Enimated 

V ... A ........ N:&am: 01 the I~Dta Com~ .. 
(Milliotu (Wdhs..m.._) (With Soana Noted) 

of D.n ... ) 
1820 Between ~resenting the foreign debt of Accurate infonnation Oft foreign 

25 and c federal government, and investments in the United 
50 foreign investments in Ameri- States in this period is lacking, 

can enterprises..l the ligure gi= being but a 
cradc statement.1 

183 Between Including the foreign debt of fed- A House of Representatives 
150 era!, state and city govern- committee estimam:l. in 1843 
and ments. and investments in rail_ the amount of state and city-
200 ways, hanks and other enter- government bonds held 

prises.' abroad to be S150 millions.' 

1847 166 This estimate is said to be one- As a matter of ra~ for several 
third mercantile or floating years after 1839,. wopean in-
debt indicating a considerable vestor'S were very ueptica1 of 
decline in foreill':' boldingo of American investments.' 
American aecunties, due espe-
cially to the p.nics of 1837 and 
1839.' 

18s.; 222 A large growth of foreign mvea .. Estim.... by the Seaetary of 
ments in railways over the Treasury.-
previous estimate was a (ea~:1 

I A. Seybert) 4c St4lism"i An1Hl/s," __ p. 757, estimated foreign investments at S2S 
milliona for 1818, cited by Bulloc:k, Williams and Tucker,6/I. tit., p.218. See also 
pp.21~ 

• Bullock, Williams and Tucbr, op. tit., 1'- 218 • 
• "House Report," No. 296, 27th Congress, 3rd Seasion. March 2, 1843, pp. 3 and 

7, cited ill"" . 
• tcThe Panic and Financial Crisis of 18S7,u .op. nt-, po 664. 
1« Senate Executive Document:· No. ~ 33rd Congress" tst Session, March 2. 

1854. by Bullock, Williams .nd Tucker, .p. eiJ., p. 220. See also an article .. Ameli
CIm :;cc:uritiea in Europc," HUIII's Merelulnls MIlK";"', October, 1868, P. 241. 
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TABLE 4: EsTIMATED FOREIGN INVESTMENTS IN THE UNITED 

STATES IN VARIOUS YEARS, 1820-1914--(Continued) 
Eui_ted 

V..., Amouftt Nature of the Inveatmmtl c-.. •• 
JMillions (With Soun:ea Noted) (W"Rh s....... Noted) 

DoIl_) 

186() 4.00 Expansion of railways mainly Estima .. by the Director of the 
accounts fer this growth.' Bureau of Statistics, Depart .. 

ment of Treaswy.l 

1868 938 Increase accompanied. a vast ex .. A return .of American securities 
tension of federal, state and occurred from 1~ to the 
local ind.bted .... and further extent of $200 millions.. Se-
expansion of railrcads.1 curities bought !& foreigners 

after 1863 were -0 mined at a 
I~ discount.1 

1873 1,500 Railway and industrial expansion A marked in=aae of forei,r. 
absorbed. moat of growth., borrowing occurred in e 

late aixties and early seven-
ties.' 

1878 1,000 La1ge withdrawals of foreign in- Be ... een 1876-78 withdrawals 
vestments of aU SOrI3 aocom_ are said to have amount=l to 
panied the depression period $300 millions.' 
after 1873.' 

1883 2,000 New investments went into rail- U. S. railway securities alone 
ways, mines, land and indus.. ~ted on the London Stock 
aie!I .• change amounted to '1,535 

millions.· 

1895 2,500 Prior to 1893, there had been ~ Foreign invcstments had ap-
foreign investments in real c"".ched J3 billions in 1890 
estate, but the panic of 1893 ut withdrawals reduced the 
and the subsequent .hrinkage amount $500 millions by 
of farm load val .... cawed in- 1895.7 

vestments ill real estate to be 
withdrawn.-

1899 3,330 The v .. t mus of foreign holdings The late nineties witnessed a 
....... in railroada. Only very .. naiderable growth of Amer1. 
small investments remained in can invatmenta abroad, 
indUitrial and banking aecuri~ which amounted lD $500 mil. 
ties, state, county and muni. lions by 1899, Iugely c:onc:cn. 
cipal honda and teal estate trated in North and South 
mortgages.- America.' .. .. 

" .. 1 American Secunt1eS In Europe. op. cit., p. 245. See also The PaOle and 
Financial Crisis of 1857," (Jp. dL, p. 664, in which the writer estimates foreign: in_ 
vestments in the United States a.s Of 1857}' 8! from $400 to $425 millions. Due to 
the usual poet-panic caution characterisnc of the investment market, there was 
likely little growth tc 1860 and perha~ some return. 

'I';d., p.: 245. 0 .. year I ..... David A. Wells .. timated foreign inveatments to 
he $1.4 oilli.... See his Repon as Special Commissioner of Revenue, 01'. <it., 
pp. XXVII-XXIX; and also Bullock, William. and Tutker, .p. <it~ p. 222. 

'Bullock, William. and Tucker, .p. <iI. 
4: Ibid., p. 225, and Graham, tIP. ,,",toP. 231. 
, Id .... ~ and also Paish, op. titjj p. 113. 
t Baccnt op. rit'l p. 2.68; and ullock, Williams and Tucker, ,p. e;l.t p. 129. 
f BullOCk, WlUiam. and Tucker, op. m.) I~'!,,~ 
• Bacon, .p. <it., p. 276. and Bullock, W" &ad Tocker, 01'. tit., p. 227. 

4 
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TABLE 4: ESTIMATED FOREIGN INVESTMENTS IN THE UNITED 

STATES IN VARIOUS YEARS, 1820-1914-(COnlinued) 
Emm ..... 

You Amount Nature of the mTutmenti Com ..... 
~ ...... (Wdh ................. ) (With Soun::e. Noted) 

o no1lar.) 

1!I08 61JOO While the largest J!"'l"'"ion by Sir George Paish estimated that 
far were American railway an additional $500 millions 
securities, there were also large ousht to be added for floating 
investments in. American indus.. investmenta by f'oreigners in 
trial and other sccurities.1 A the fonn of li:!uce bills, 
large portion of the sh ..... of finance bills an loans against 
railway stock held abroad were securities and overdrafts. 
returned between 1899 and American securities h0ted on 
1906, p ........ bly exchanged the London Sto<k chan\\" 
for bunda.' in 1908 were valued at $9 bil_ 

liOftL Offsetting American 
foreign investmenta were $1.5 
billiono.' 

1914 4,500 to Approximately four..fiftha were Likely the 1908 estimate is an 
5,500 railroad investment:&. F~ overstatement.' American 

floating investments might m. investmCDtI abroad had grown cn:_ their Jiguro.I by 1914 '" approximately 
$2.1 to $2.6 billion.' 

'Paish, op. m., p. 175. 
~ Ripley, op. eiJ., pp. 7-l1. 
I Bullock, Willi ..... and Tucker, op. m., p. 230. While there is DO evidence of 

an increaoe of foreign holdings of American KaJritiea af .... 1908, it is also true that 
there is no evidence of larp: withdrawals. Since the consensua of espert opinion 
~ that foreign investments in the United Staoa u of 1914 were around $S 
billions it is likely that the 1908 estimate. excessive. 

• See Williams, op. m., p. 201 (footno'" b). Professor Williama h .... states that 
the av~ amount of pn;..wat investments wu probably $1 billion, although they 
had been previouaJy .. tim.ted at $1.5 billion.. Tbe diffieu)t)' of .. tim.", arisea 
from the rut that the investments were mainly made dir<ctly by individual 6nna 
and did DOt appeor on the _wit)' markets. Ray O. HaD of the U. S. Depart.. 
ment of Commerce, Bureau of Foreign and Domesric Commerce (Finance and 
Investment Division), plac:es American foreign investments in 1914 at from $2.1 
billion. to $2.6 billions. 



CHAPTER III 

THE WORLD WAR AND TRANSITION OF THE 
UNITED STATES TO AN INTERNATIONAL 

CREDITOR POSITION 

A STRIKING and profound readjustment of America's 
Ii. international financial status accompanied the World 

War. Sweeping international financial realignments 
necessarily occurred during this period of hectic military 
activity. Europe, the center of the conflict, was compelled 
virtually to terminate her export connection with other areas 
and at the same time to acquire a tremendously increased 
volume of imports. An almost complete reversal of the pre
existing flow of international trade was required. Debtor
creditor relationships, evolved through a long period, were 
suddenly placed under terrific strains, demanding a com
plete rearrangement within the space of a few years. 

Beginning the period as a debtor to Europe, America 
emerged at its close not only as the creditor of Europe to an 
enormous figure, but also of practically every other impor
tant area to large amounts. In addition, her debts to for
eigners for invested capital were materially diminished. 
So striking were these changes, and so closely contempo
raneous are they, that in large part they remain familiar. 
Nevertheless, events have moved swiftly since, obscuring 
the economic significance of forces set in operation and the 
influence which they have exerted upon subsequent develop
ments. This transition period in international finance may be 
reviewed, therefore, with the same objective held in the pre
ceding chapter, namely, that of obtaining a general view of 
the debtor-creditor shifts which occurred. Owing to the 

/

Significance of the period, its brief span and its domination 
by a single great event, it is necessary to broaden somewhat 
the scope of the treatment. 

THE STATISTICAL DATA 

A view of the period may be obtained initially from a care
ful scrutiny of the international payments of the United 
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States for the period. Similarly to the preceding chapter, 
but in more detail, this material appears in accompanying 
tables. Table 5 presents a summary of the balance of inter
national payments in each year; Table 6 gives the percen
tage distribution of the major classes of items; and Table 7 

TABLE 5: SUMMARY OF THE ESTIMATED BA[;ANCE OF PAY

MENTS OF THE UNITED STATES FROM 1914 (LAST 

SIX MONTHS) TO 1919 
(SoUrce, Harvard Commitm: Oft Economic Research.' Revised and arranged 

by years by the Nationallnd""trial Confe:once Board) 

Creditt. Reftectio. Payment. into the United Su,ta 

MH<h_ Securiria F ....... 
Se" N •• YH, G.1d and Other' Interut GOTemment: 

Toal dUe and Ex- Oalmo .. R~ o....Pu:- ,.;'" Udae-
Silver Ea- "....t. W_Ith ftipui Dlentt. to .s. £.-

_ ... ........ Ex"....t· Goftmmcntt- ..... ' elf for 

1914 0 ... 
• ix months) 1,566 1,091 139 .. 70 .. 28 238 

1915 4;l67 3,609 31 160 .. t19 348 
1916 6,226 5,554 160 75 230 .. '1.07 
1917 8,274 6,318 373 100 280 100 276 827 
1918 9,238 6,_ 41 565 300 160 297 1,473 
1919 10,351 8,159 410 606 350 273 553 .. 

Dehm. Relleetiu. Paymea.ta aut of the United. Statet 

U.S.Q,qra. 
Securid_ mem: Ada 

Merdllflw T'tDI;eS to and Se" N .. Gold and Other f ....... Fo~z_ Tout die and 1_ Clam-to p.,. dlaap .h .. '" u .... 
Sil~l_ ........ Wealtb ....... frum ForeiaD ,- _ .... 
"....t. 1- Govern-

....... ...... ......... 
1914 (last 

414 86 214 sis months) 1,566 822 30 .. .. 
1915 4,267 1,813 452 1,450 136 .. 416 
1916 6,226 2,424 686 2,200 118 482 316 
1917 8,274 3,005 553 750 100 3,301 565 .. 
1918 9,238 3,102 62 128 100 5,067 779 
1919 10,351 3,993 '1.07 1,045 100 2,589 1,355 1,062 

• BuIl~ Williams and Tucker!.!'l'. <iI., pp. 234-52; J. H. Williams, and F. A. 
Vanderlip. ~The Future of Our Jloreign Trade:' RninJ to/ Uo1fomic SlIIIistks, 
Supplement, Vol. 2, AJ>riI. 1920, ~p. 20-1; and J. H. Willi.",., "The Balance of 
In .... national PaymentS or the Uruted Sta ... for tlu: 'year 1920," j1U1~ Supplement, 
Vol. 3, June, 1929, pp. 199-205. 

I U. S. Depar_nt of Commerce, B..-u of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, 
"Statistical Abauact of the United States for 1925," pp. 447-9. 

• Ii"". Allowances for earmarked ~ld are from the Federal R......, Board, 
uAnnual ~,n 1920, p~ 71s and Will~ op_ dr'a pp. 181-2-

• Roughly, ~5 milliona allowed for capital "'p'ayment in 1916, $100 millions in 
1917 and $125 miUiona in 1918. See Bullock, Williams and Tucker,.,. ril., p. 246-
The 1918 figure alan includes credi .. hom Spain, Argentin .. lndi .. P ..... and Bolivia, 
(Footnotes continued Oft page 37.) 
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contains the net balances of these major classes. All the 
figures, save those for merchandise and gold, are subject to a 
wide margin of error because of the inadequacy of the avail
able information, and consequently must be interpreted with 
caution. 

The immediate economic effect of the war was to stimulate 
European demands for American exports. A subsequent 

to .tabiliu: exchanges (see below, t,;:J, and CIII"Wl<)' -'" of $100 millions, esti. 
mated from the Federal Reserve "Annual Report." 1918, p. 260. In 1919, 
the amount consists mainly of capital repaymentS, about SSIS millions, plus 
CIII"Wl<)' exports, Williams and Vanderlip, 01'. m., p.14 and Federal Reserve Board, 
"Annual R.port,» 1919, p. 51. 

• Bullock, Williams and Tucker, 01'. m., pp. 251 and Williams, 01'. <it., p. 192-
-Interest payments and principal ~cL For interest payments, see Williams, 

op. at., po 201 (footnote b). The division of interest: paid before 1919 amounting to 
$260 millions between 1917 and 1918 is arbitrarya Principal repayments 88 given 
by the United States Treasury, U Annual Re~u 1919, p. 32.3 are assumed to 
ha .. occurred in 1919. 

'Shipping services estimated according to Bullock, Williams and Tucker, 01'. m., 
~ 248-250 and Williams and Vanderlip, op. m., p. 20, with sale of ships included in 
1919. An allowance of 5% of foreign security Botations in the Uruted States is 
included for commissions for underwriting in each year. A Iarge amount should be 
added to cover foreign visitors, foreign government representation and expenditure 
for expert services of American technicians" and freight receipts on exports by land 
and transit shipments. Insurance service payments receivable ahould also be 
included but no reliable basis of estimate is available.. Perhaps they were offset by 
payments for insurance and services from Canada. 

• New securities imported arc beaed on figures of the"U. S. Department of Com_ 
merce. Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce (Finance and Investment 
Division,) ·'Foreign Security Offering," 191~1919J SpuW CinuliJrs, N08~ 262, 
264, 270, 275 and 276. Estimated American securi,i<s ",turned from abroad 
between 1914 and 1918 have been arbitrarily divided between the years. An 
allowance for direct investments may be assumed to have been included in view of 
the generous nature of the earlier estimates. See Bullock, Williams, and Tucker, 
01'. m., pp. U.H;. For 1919, the figures foroutstandingsecuriti<simpol'tedarc from 
the U. s.. Department of Commerce" Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, 
·'The Balance of International Payments of the United States in ]922,u Trah 
Injonn41ifJlt Bu/J4Jj", No. 144, p. 8, and direct investments fmm Williams and 
Vanderlip, op. eil., p. 15. 

• Williams, 01'. <it., p. 202 (footnok h). 
18 United States Government foreign expenditures and credit advances~ United 

States T .... ury, "Annual Report," 1919, pp. 61-6 and 316-23, ;oid, 1920, pp. 67 
and J3()-7; and Williams, 01'. m., p. ~1 (footnote 5) and p. 202 (Iootnote 2) • 

.. Expendituros of Americ .... abroad were figured on the baais of the reported d ... 
partures of American citizens as given, for example, in the S""':J of C"lWn1fl Bu.si1UJS1 Aug., 1928, p. 101, with the assumption of an average expenditure of one thousand. 
]921-1927 doUars, .cijusted for war price ftuctuations by the National Industrial 
Conference Board cost of living index recomputed on this base. Obviously, the 
resulta are only approximate. It should be remembered that the character of war_ 
time foreign travet was very different from either pre- or post-war traveL Shipping 
services &recomputed according to Bullock,. Williams and Tucker,. ,;~, pp. 248-5'0. 
See Williams, D1'o <i/., pp. ~1 (footnote 5) and P. 202 (footnote It, e,!, and m), for 
data on immisrant remittances and charities. 
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stimulus was experienced by imports, since materials of all 
sorts were required to fill European orders. The areas sup
plying the increased imports, moreover, finding European 
markets closed to their demands for manufactured products, 
turned to the United States, adding to the export impetus. 
Thus, the excess of exports over imports grew to tremendous 
figures, less than half the former being offset by the latter 
after 1915. 

Of course these excesses were to a large extent the result of 
price changes, which affected both import and export values, 

TABLE 6: THE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF THE MAJOR 

CLASSES OF ITEMS IN THE ESTIMATED BALANCE OF IN

TERNATIONAL PAYMENTS OF THE UNITED STATES 
FROM 1914 TO 1919 • 

(Source: Harvard Committee on Economic Research. Revised and computed. 
by the N.tionallnd""trial Conference Board) 

Crediu, Rdledinl Paymeou uno t1w United Suu. 

Fon:ip Go¥--
emmentPur-

MucluD. Seruririel chues of Ex- ..... N .. Y ... Gold t~~J:~ Total diae and Ex_ and Other Inte
e
:: """ U...,. 

Saver 
po .... ClainuoD Reo:i emmenc:and I~ --Expo .... Weahh Dc'" Prr: ..... ... ... 

mentatD .S. 
GovernmeDt 

1914 (las' 
Stt months) 100.0 69.6 8.9 . . 4.5 .. 1.8 15.2 

1915 100.0 84.6 0.7 3.7 .. 2.8 8.1 
1916 100.0 89.2 2.6 1.2 3.7 3.3 
1917 100.0 76.4 4.5 1.2 3.4 1.1 3.3 10.0 
1918 100.0 69.3 0.4 6.1 3.3 1.7 3.2 16.0 
1919 100.0 78.8 4.0 5.9 3.4 2.6 5.3 · . 

Debita, ReBectilll Cuditl out or the United Suta: 

u. S.!'!>nm 
mmtAdvaace 

Men:'haa- Securitiea to Fonip ..... N" diR and Gold and Other Jatereat GovcmmeRtI 
Total I~ Clainu co Pay- and FOft!ilD """ u._ 

Silver Ex. _ ... 
1m ....... po",", Wealth 1m- m,nQ Exchaf: ....... Boulat rom ..... ... ... 

ForeiotDGoy. 
e""""'" 

1914 (laa' 
six months) 100.0 52.5 1.9 26.4 5.5 .. 13.7 · . 

1915 100.0 42.5 10.6 34.0 3.2 .. 9.7 
5:1 1916 100.0 38.9 11.0 35.3 1.9 .. 7.8 

1917 100.0 36.3 6.7 9.1 1.2 39.9 6.8 · . 
1918 100.0 33.6 0.7 1.4 1.1 54.8 8.4 
1919 100.0 38.6 2.0 10.1 0.9 25.3 13.1 10.3 
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but from the standpoint of an analysis of the balance of 
money payments that may be ignored. 

The export of merchandise was not the only factor requir
ing an inflow of payments, as may be seen in Table S. Save 
for net gold exports in 1914 and 1919, the net inflow of in
terest payments from 1915 on, and private security exports 
in 1918, observed in Table 7, the balance of other payments 

TABLE 7: THE NET BALANCES OF THE MAJOR. CLASSES OF 

ITEMS IN THE BALANCE OF INTERNATIONAL PAYMENTS 

OF THE UNITED STATES FR.OM 1914 TO 1919 
(Cmlit balance + and debit balance -; or net payments into the United States +, 

and net paymcn .. out of the United s ...... -) 
(Source: Horvan:l Committee on Economic Rcse"",h. Revised and arranged by 

,.... by the National Industrial Conference Boord) 
(In millions of doUars) 

Securities - Net Uaae-
You M=h_ Gol.t and OtheT t ....... .... , s.r.;", COUl)ud 

dioo Claim. 10 Payments !::ia.l!DtI Pa....- r.. Wealth Cndia 

1914 
(last six 
months) +269 +109 -414 -16 .. -186 +238 

1915 +1,796 -421 -1,450 +24 .. -297 +348 
1916 +3,130 -526 -2,125 +112 -275 -316 
1917 +3,313 -180 -650 +180 -3,201 -289 +827 
1918 +3,JOO -21 +437 +200 -4,907 -482 +1,473 
1919 +4,166 +203 -439 +250 -2,316 -802 -1.062 

for which estimates are included was outward. In fact, 
the total of the outward payments for all reasons evidently 
exceeded the inward payments for the estimates made in 
each year except 1916 and 1919. Some explanation for 
these large net unaccounted-for credits consequently must 
be found for the years in which they occurred; and likewise 
for net unaccounted-for debits in 1916 and 1919. 

The noteworthy aspects of America's abrupt shift from a 
debtor to a creditor nation are thus summarily stated in 
these balance of international payments tables. In the sub
sequent discussion, an effort will be made to supplement 

{

them. In so doing, it will be convenient to consider, first, 
the period prior to America's entry into the war, and second, 
the period after the entry into the war until its close. 
Finally, the approximate creditor position of the United 
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States at the end of 1919 will be indicated. With this back
ground, it will then be appropriate to analyze comprehen
sively the post-war developments and changes in America's 
international financial position. 

THE FINANCIAL CONSEQUENCES OF THE WOllLD WAll TO THE 

UNITED STATES BEFOllE 1917 

The complete disruption of all foreign exchange markets 
was the immediate financial consequence of the outbreak of 
European conflict.' Foreign exchange rates on Europe rose 
to unprecedented heights as Americans rushed to settle their 
European engagements and European holders of American 
securities hurned to liquidate their holdings on American 
markets and to withdraw their funds.· Outgoing interna
tional payments, in other words, temporarily exceeded in
coming payments. Confusion reigned for two memorable 
weeks in July, 1914, followed by a moratorium on bills of 
exchange in London, the closing of the New York Stock Ex
change from July 31 to December 15, 1914, and the creation 
of a number of temporary expedients which succeeded in 
bringing the exchange markets back into line by the end of 
1914.' This was not accomplished, however, without some 
gold exports to Europe and Canada. In the meantime, 
Americans having commitments to make to London lost 
large sums of money. Finally, unprecedented gold exports 
to non-European countries took place. The net unaccounted
for credit item in this period probably is explained by the 
withdrawal of American funds and the heavy accumulation 
of American bank balances by belligerent governments which 
took place to finance expanding needs for American products, 
and by other foreigners because of disrupted conditions in 

1 For a detaiIecl description of these ooc:um:nces _ Bullock, Wdliams and 
Tucker, tIP. m., p.p- 24&-2. See also the various .Ndies on Ewopea11 ~ and 
foreign exchang< 1n the ~t of the Commission of Gold and Sil .... Inquiry of the 
United Statu Senate, "European Curm1C)' and F"mance" (I925), VoIs. I and II. 

• The direct absorption of tomgn aecurity ofl"erinp by American financial 
marketa on a large acale did not commence m this period,. a total of only $14 milliona 
being offered.. Security imports., therefore1 consisted almost wholly of outstandinS 
American aecurities held by Europeans 01 both • long and short term chorac ..... 
See the Federal R<oern Board, "Annual Repart," 1916, P. I. 

I See in this connection, Bullcx:k, Wdliama and Tucker, op. m., PI'- 24&-1 and 245. 
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Europe. It is also explained in part by a large volume of 
unrecorded services purchased from Americans. 

The upward swing of exports which began in the fall of 
1914, indicating that the inward movement of funds was ex
ceeding the outward How, caused an extreme contraction of 
foreign exchange rates for the currencies of belligerent coun
tries by the middle of 1915. Recourse to borrowing on the 
American financial markets was a positive necessity for bel
ligerent countries if they were to finance their requirements 
for American payments. Moreover, neutrals in need of 
foreign capital funds were compelled to turn to American 
markets as older European financial centers turned their 
attention to strictly war finance. Accordingly, securities of 
European belligerents to the nominal amount of ~585 mil
lions, those of European neutrals for ~15 millions, those of 
Canada for ~174 millions and those of Latin America for ~38 
millions, were purchased.' The resale of American securities 
to the United States continued, furthermore, and was even 
stimulated by official French and British efforts to mobilize 

I 
them.· Despite the resultant exportation of capital funds 
as a consequence of these financial operations, principal 
European exchanges were not wholly stabilized.' 

The fact that there remained for the balance of payments 
as a whole an unaccounted-for credit balance, may be inter-
preted again as in the preceding instance as due to unre
corded payments for American services and also to the ac
cumulation by foreigners, mainly belligerents, of American 
bank balances which were necessary for the continuous 
financing of their American demands. 

The international financial developments of the year 1916 
represented a further accentuation of the shifts which ap
peared in the preceding year. New European borrowings 
amounted to ~797 millions and were principally by belliger-

t u. s.. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce 
(Finance and Investment Division). ~'Foreign Security Offerings, 1915,n $1«;,11 
CiTntitlr, No. 275. 

I Bullock, William. and Tucker, op. <it., po 242. 
• Italy, for eumple, experiencod _t difficulty in atabili2ing her <Xc ......... 

wuil the United States entered the war. even though. National Institu.te of Ex_ 
changes .... formed by the three gnvernment banks of iuuc: to &CC<lmpJish this 
through foreign credi... Idnrt. 
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ent countries.1 In addition, European belligerents again re
turned a large volume of American securities. By these 
transactions and by the shipment of gold, the exchanges of 
belligerent countries were controlled to a great extent, those 
of Italy, Germany and Russia evidencing the greatest in
stability.' Canada again resorted to American borrowing 
for central government purposes, public works, and corporate 
financing to the figure of $168 millions." Moreover, Latin 
America offered as much as $152 millions of securities,' an 
infiuence which, combined with other factors such as if!.
creased merchandise imports caused gold shipments to them 
and also a slight dollar premium upon 'their currencies, with 
the exception of Bra~l, whose currency was undergoing con
siderable depreciation.' 

Taking the balance of payments as a whole, an unac
counted-for debit balance appeared in 1916 as against a 
credit balance in the preceding period, and this balance would 
be larger were service export estimates more complete. The 
reduction of American bank balances due foreigners, the ac
cumulation of American balances in neutral markets and the 
substantial increase in short-term credits extended to for
eigners by banks and by the financial market through an 
expansion of bankers' acceptance credit to finance foreign 
trade were probably the significant infiuences. 

Foreign financing to the amount of $470 millions in the 
first quarter of 1917 chie/ly for the European Allies and 
Canada, I brought the total of new foreign securities ab
sorbed by the American financial markets before America's 
engagement in the war to practically $2.4 billions. Of this 
amount, approximately $1.8 billions was for the purpose of 
enabling belligerent countries, especially the Allies, to finance 
their American expenditures, while the remainder was bor-

1 u~ S. Department of Comnierce" Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce 
(Finance and Investment Division), "Foreign Security Offi:rings, 1916," $pm.l 
Cirntl4r. No. 270. 

• Bullock, Williamo and Tucker • • p. nl .• pp. 241-2-

• U. S. Department of Commerce, .p. nl. 
f Bullock. Williams and Tucker, op. m., pp. ~2. 
• U. s.. Department of Commerce" Bureau of Foreign .nd Domestic Commerce 

(Finance and Investment Division), U Foreign Security 0tTerinp, 1917,.0 Spm./ 
Cinllhlrl No. 264. 
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rowed chiefly by local governments and corporations of 
Canada, Latin America and Europe to finance local expendi
tures. Another $1.9 billions of American purchasing power 
was obtained by foreigners, principally by European bellig
erents, through the resale of American securities.' While it 
is impossible to view the entire movement of all capital funds 
in and out of the United States in this short period with 
statistical accuracy, the outward flow of capital funds oc
casioned by security imports may be placed at U.3 billions. 
Direct acquisition of foreign properties by Americans and 
the repayment of the virtually permanent floating credits 
customarily extended by Europe before the war must have 
added another $400 millions to this figure after an allowance 
is made for the accession of foreign bank balances in the 
United States.· 

AMEIUCAN PARTICIPATION IN THE WORLD WAR AND THE 

EXPORT OF CAPITAL 

Following America's declaration of war, lending to the out
side world took the form primarily of direct advances by 
the United States Government to the countries associated 
against the Central European Powers under the authority 
of the various Liberty Loan Acts.' In 1917 alone these ad
vances amounted to $3.3 billions, with about $100 millions 
charged for interest, explaining the unusual stability of Allied 
exchanges. Public flotations of foreign loans, therefore, de
clined rapidly in the second and third quarters of the same 
year imd in the last quarter practically ceased. Neverthe
less, Canadian loans were offered to the amount of $145 
millions and other non-European loans to $8 millions.' 

The major direction of the gold movement was into the 
United States in the first half of 1917, although large exports 

• Bullock, William. and Tucker, 0[1. cit., P. 246. 

'These foreign bank balante!J constituted in. essenre an offsetting Joan to the 
United Scates . 

• World War Foreign Debt Commission. ·'Combined ReportS:· 1922-1926, 
pp. 312-3-

"U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerc~ 
Finance and Investment Division, "Foreign Security Otferinga, 1917:' Spujai 
Ciralw, No.. 264. 
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to South American countries occurred in the third quarter 
because of the adverse balance of payments with those coun
tries, excepting Brazil} In the last quarter of the year, gold 
movements in either direction were of decreasing importance 
-imports because they were no longer necessary from 
European belligerents and exports because of the export em
bargo authorized by a Presidential proclamation of Septem
ber 7th.' 

Viewing the year as a unit, outward payments resulting 
from net gold imports, net service imports and the import 
of securities and other evidences of debt for which estimates 
exist exceeded needs for inward payments by over $800 mil
lions. In all probability, this net unacrounted-for sum rep
resented an enormous increase in foreign bank balances in 
the United States, although it also included payments for 
innumerable services not calculable and advance rayments 
for merchandise and services. The importance 0 the first 
named is clearly supported by official figures given in Table 
8. showing that dollar balances of foreigners totalled $997 
millions at the beginning of 1918, while American bank bal
ances abroad were only $226 millions. Notwithstanding, 
the amount of payments to Americans in advance and for 
unrecorded items must have been very large. When allow
ance is made for the increased volume of foreign trade bank
ers' acceptances discounted in the United States in this year, 
which are not taken into account in the security imports of 
the balanceof payments figures,' and other short-term credits, 
moreover, they may have been very much larger. 

United States Government advances to foreign govern
ments in 1918 amounted to slightly over U billions, while 
new securi ty imports were negligible. To provide necessary 
foreign currencies to care for war expenditures in Europe, 
the Treasury exchanged over $1 billions for equivalent sums 
with the Allied Governments.' By these financial operations 
all requirements for international payments by the govern-

I Bullock, Williams and Tucker,.Po <it., po 242, Federal Reserve Board, "Annual 
Report~"1917, p~ 20. 

I Federal Reserve Boani, fJP .. mo., p. 21. 
• American Acceptance Council, "Bankers' Acceptances," 1928, po 27 • 
• United States Treuury, U Annual Report,u 1918. pp. 3~7J and Williams, .p. <ii., p. 202 (footnote I). 
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ments concerned were cared for and the exchange rates on 
Allied countries regulated. 

Foreign exchange rates upon a number of neutrals, how
ever, were unstable and at a premium because of adverse 
balance of payments conditions. To control them credit ar
rangements were entered into during the year with the gov
ernments of the Argentine, Bolivia, Peru and India, to be 
carried out by their central banks and the Federal Reserve 
Bank: of New York.1 In addition, the Treasury arranged a 
Spanish credit with a syndicate of Spanish banks.' The total 
of these credits amounted to about S340 millions and, with 
capital repayments of foreigners to Americans of S125 mil
lions and currency exports added, explains the securities 
exported item in this year.' The increase in foreign bank 
balances in the United States over American bank balances 
abroad, shown in Table 8, clears up part of the net unac
counted-for credit balance in 1918, the remainder probably 
representing advance and unidentified payments to Amer
icans, mainly for services. 

Although the period of conflict actually terminated at the 
end of 1918, it was inevitable that the demands of Europe 
for American exports should continue and that large amounts 
of credit should have to be further extended in 1919. The 
sum of SI,763 millions was advanced by the United States. 
Treasury to foreign governments under the War Loan Acts; 
S79 millions more were advanced to demoralized countries 
for relief purposes; and U26 millions of foreign currencies 
were purchased directly from associated foreign goverri
ments.' In addition, other governmental payments abroad 
by the United States Treasury in repayment of the Spanish 
credit and for military occupation and troop transportation 
costs amounted to S321 millions.& Thus the total United 
States Government credits and foreign payments amounted 

I Fedual Reserve Board. «Annual Report, N 1918. p. 340. 
• Unital Sta ... Trasury. "Annual Report," 1920, po 68-
• The credits with Bolivia, Peru and India ..,maine<! in elFce, only throush 1918. 

while the other two were terminated in 1919 when balance of payments oonditions 
developed more favorably to the United States and their currency rates COJIlI1lel\ced 
to fall to a discount. 

• Unital Sro"," T ..... ury. "Annual Report," 1920, pp. &1 and 330-7. and Wd. 
Ii ..... op. d'~ pp. 200-1 (footnote 5). 

• Willi ...... op. ti,. 
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to about $2.5 billions and were offset only slightly by foreign 
government debt payments to the United States Govern
ment of $243 millions. 

Public offerings of foreign securities again expanded, 
amounting to $562 millions; $343 millions to Europe, $132 
millions to Canada, $72 millions to Latin America and $15 
millions to others.1 Moreover, $234 millions of outstanding 
American and foreign securities were imported! and other 
foreign investments were made directly to the sum of about 

TABLE 8: DOLLAIl BALANCES OWED BY THE UNITED STATES 

TO FOREIGN AREAS AND OwED BY FOREIGN AREAS 

TO THE UNITED STATES, 1918 AND 1919 
(Soun:e, Federal ~ Board)' 

(1 .. Millions of Dollan) 

Feb. 27~ 1918 Jaw 26, 1913 Da:.. 31. 1m JUlIe 25. 1919 ..... Ow.d Dvc 0... "'"' Ow.d Dvc Ow.d """ "c.t' ..... '1!.t' ...... bil.t' ..... '1!.t' ...... u.s. u.s. u.s. u.s. 
Europe-Allies 5dl 136 621 94 50!! 85 369 10 
Europe-Neutrals 2M 1 281 .. 324 1 m 6 
Europe--Ccnlnl 

Pow... 3 6 9 2 12 2 19 
Asia 67 28 137 39 175 86 155 158 
North America liS 17 134 89 107 77 162 76 
South America 40 37 100 59 96 62 81 6S 
Africa & Oceania I I 3 6 5 10 6 13 

Total 997 226 1,276 296 1,217 3J7 1,052 407 
Net balance 771 . . 980 .. 884 .. 64S . . 

I "Fomg.. En:h~ Operations, 19111-1919," F""'''' /u,.,.. B.Iktin. VoL 7. 
Dec., 1921, pp. 14011-10. 

$300 millions.· Altogether, the total capital funds from pri
vate sources exported amounted to over $1 billion, with an 
offsetting inilow of $600 millions because of capital repay
ments and currency exports,' leaving a net outward balance 
of such capital funds of over UOO millions. When the net 
balance of government advancet is included and the net 
inward ilow of interest payments deducted, the net outward 

• u. s. Department of Commen:e, Bwuu of Fomg.. and Domesric Comm ..... 
(FllUUIce and I ..... tment Division). U Fomg., Security Olferinss, 1919:' Spm./ 
C;"""".No. 24S. 

a ThrM lJif...-i"" Ibtllni,., No. 144, p. 8. 
• Willi ...... lIP. <iI., Po 200. • 1M.. 
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balance of estimable payments on capital account may be 
placed at almost $2.8 billions. 

Other features of the 1919 balance of payments should be 
noted. First, a substantial export of gold took place after 
the removal of the gold embargo in the middle of the year, 
principally to Latin America and Far Eastern countries. 
These exports represented a withdrawal of American bank 
balances built up by certain countries of these areas during 
the war because of the premiums obtaining for their curren
cies and the restrictions on gold exports. Although actual 
gold imports were small, effective gold receipts amounted to 
$207 millions because of the earmarking for Federal Reserve 
banks of $131 millions of gold at the Bank of England.1 

A second feature of the year was the increase in. service 
payments to foreigners, making for a net outward balance of 
around $800 millions, due mainly to the expansion of im
migrant remittances, tourist service payments and charity 
contributions. Even when this net outward balance is in
cluded with other debit balances, incoming payments ex
ceeded outgoing payments by almost $1.1 billions. Un
doubtedly, this unidentifiable excess was due in part to ship
ments of merchandise previously paid for, to excess export 
valuations,' to the withdrawal of foreign Dank balances in 
the United States and the increase of American bank bal
ances abroad (a trend suggested by the final columns of 
Table 8), and finally by the extension of short-term credits 
by American exporters and bankers through open book ac
counts and bankers' acceptances. 

Notwithstanding, there must have been a real excess of in
ward payments from Europe and Canada which ordinarily 
would have been settled by gold imports. Excessive cur
rency issues and embargoes on gold, aspects of the aban
donment of the gold standard, however, prevented them. 
It was inevitable, therefore, that 1919 should have wit
nessed the dollar at a premium for European and Cana.. 

• 
1 Federal Reserve Board, « Annual Report," 1919, p. 52. This earmarked gold 

repraented the major portion of $173 millions paid by the German Government 
to the United States Grain Corporation for foodstuff purchases. The Grain Cor_ 
poration then ooId the gold to die Federal Reserve banks which imported $42 mil
liona of it and held the remainder in London.. 

t Williama, .. tilo. p.. 200. 
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dian currencies when the exchange pegging operations em
ployed during the war were terminated. The fact that 
principal South American and Far Eastern currencies per_ 
sisted at generally high levels, on the 'other hand, in spite 
of the gold exports to those coun tries, suggested that they 
were still under the pressure of a net outward flow of pay_ 
rnents.' 

THE CREDITOR POSITION OF THE UNITED STATES AT THE 

END OF 1919 

'

The kaleidoscopic financial shifts which took place in the 
period treated left the United States an intermi.tional credi
tor to an almost inconceivable figure. Just how large is 
difficult to reckon precisely, but estimates of approximate 
reliability would place the total capital obligations of foreign
ers to Americans at around ~18 billions by the end of 1919, 
determined as follows: 

(In millions) 
Private loans to fon:ign governments, states, municipalities and 

corporations outstanding at the end of 1919'............... $2,178 
Estimated dim:t investments of Americans in foreign properties 

and securities'. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . . . . . . . • . . . . • • .• . • • . . . • . . . 3,SOO 
Cr.di .. advanced to rom.... gu¥eIlimau. by the United States 

Government for war, sale of war supplies, and relief porposes 
(including expe .... of Army of OccupatlOll chvgai to Ger. 
m&ny)' ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•.•••••••••••.• ~ ••• 10,246 

Total long IUm obli!l"'ions of fo~ ................. $IS,9'24 
Estimated unlUnckd. credits due the Uruted Ststes by f"",ignenI 2,000 

Total of all capital obligations of foreigners to the United 
St .................................................. $17,9'24 

1 "F...ign Exchanse Rates, 1919-19'27," FttImU RI_ BII/Idin, Vol. 14, J .... , 
Im,pp.~2. 

• According to. oompjlation of J. P. Morgao and Company, Dec. 10,1919, Wd. 
Ii.."., "1'. cit.. po 190. ff anything, this 6gure is ao nnd ..... tim.ce. 

$ American investments abroad have been estimated .t.~atelyS2.1 billiou 
to S2.6 billions before the War, oonsisting largely of direct ", ... tmena. Assuming 
these to have been from $1.0 billions to $1.5 billions during the ...... J>O!iod, the 
abo.e 6gure ;. obtained. It is unquestionably conservati_ See BuIloclt, Willi ..... 
and Tucker, op. riJ" p. 251, in which. they admit • possible increase in direct 
American investments of over a billion dollars. 

• United States Treaaury, "Annual Reoort." 19'20, pp. 65-7 and 331)-7. For 
.. timated cas .. of Army of Occupation ..... W~ .Po m.., p. 200 (foo_ 5). 

• Dollar hal....,.. due the-United States must have beeo around $500 millions by 
the end of 1919. Open..book =<Ii .. and baol=s' acceptsn .. financing of foreign 
trade probably amounted to aoother $1,500 millions at least. 
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The resulting figure represents capital obligations of for
eigners to America in nominal terms only. The market value 
of the publicly floated loans, for example, was possibly SlOO 
millions less. The market value of credits advanced by the 
United States Government to foreign governments, more
over, in view of the subsequent adjustments made in them, 
which are discussed in detail in Chapter VIII, was very much 
less. The gross creditor position of the United States, 
therefore, can more correctly be placed at about S14 bil
lions, than SIS billions. 

Against this estimate should be set, of course, the sums 
which the United States continued to owe to foreigners be
cause of their American investments. The securities repre-, 
senting these investments were not entirely returned during 
the war. In fact, over half of them probably remained in 
foreign hands, or roughly S2.S billions.1 In addition, foreign 
bank balances in the United States were probably around 
Sl billion at the close of the year,' making an estimated total 
of America's foreign obligations of about S3.8 billions. Ac
cordingly, the nominal value of the net creditor position was 
about S14.1 billions. When allowance is made for the prob
able market worth of the outstanding publicly offered foreign 
securities and government advances, the- net obligations of 
foreigners should be reduced to around SIO billions, a figure 
roughly S7 billions to SS billions in excess of the net capital 
debt of Americans to foreigners as of 1914. 

To sum up the altered character of America's international 

j
financial rdations, Europe had been virtually her only credi
tor before the war and Canada and Latin America had been 
her principal debtors. At the close of 1919. Europe had be
come America's main debtor and at the same time remained 
her chief creditor. Canada was of next importance as a 
debtor and Latin America third, but they were both over
shadowed by the capital liabilities of Europe. 

I Assuming foreign investments in. the United States before the war to have been 
$5 billions, and dedllCting $2.2 billions for "'turned securities. Thia latter sum 
includes the estimate of American securities rcimported up to 1919 by Bullock,. 
Williams and Tucker, op. eitO) pp. 245-6) plus the U. S. Department of Commerco 
figure fOT 1919, Tnuh InfDNM#o1J Bu/ldj", No. 144, P. 8. 

'See Table 8, p. 46. 

5 
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How WAS AMERICA'S DEBTOR-CREDITOR TRANSITION 
POSSIBLE? 

This amazing shift from a nominal net debtor position of 

~
2.5 billions to a nominal net creditor position of $18 billions 

within the five and a half years of the war period demands 
some explanation. How was the United States able to sup
ly foreigners with the enormous quantity of capital funds 

necessary to bring about this alteration of status and also 
take care of her own capital and war-time financing? Al
though no more than a brief answer can be given, a few facts 
may be pointed out which should be kept in mind in reading 
following chapters. 

Increased money savings inevitably resulted from the 
extraordinary developments of the period. The physical 
production of goods, for example, according to available in
dexes, showed an increase of between 24% and 29% from 
1914 to 1917, only to fall off 10% by 1919} At the same 
time, wholesale prices rose on the average 79% by 1917 and 
26% more by 1919. Finally, from the middle of 1914 to the 
middle of 1917, all commercial bank loans and investments 
in the United States expanded 39% and all commercial bank 
deposits 420/0- Extending the period to the middle of 1919. 
the increase in the former was 87% and in the latter 81%, 
making annual averages of 17% and 16% respectively! As 
this credit growth became diffused over the entire country 
by means of bank loans and investments and the price mech
anism, it resulted in increased money incomes for all classes 
and led. consequendy. to a very much greater absolute 
volume of money savings for investment. a movement 
enormously stimulated after 1917 by the war-time pressure 
Ifor saving ~. 'til it hurt." It also resulted in the direct ab
~sorption of many new capital securities by financial institu
tions. merely through credit extension. In other words. 

(

largely in response to a very rapid expansion of credit pur
chasing power. the United States was able to finance Euro
pean war demands as well as the flotation of other foreign 

1 Carl Snyd .... "BUlin ... Cyd<s ami Busi ..... M ... uromen ..... New York, 1927, 
P. 239. 

• United St.tes Treasury, "Azm"a! Report," 1920, P. 1428. 
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and domestic capital offerings and absorb the enormous 
Liberty Bond issues of the United States Government after 
America's entry into the war. 

A summary of the three principal factors acting in com
bination with the war period business psychology to enlarge 
the nation's credit purchasing power would include the 
following items: First, the inauguration of the Federal 
Reserve System in 1914 reduced the reserve requirements of 
the National Banking System and facilitated the rapid ac-

t cession of credit throughout the banking structure. Second, 
the inflow of gold before America's entry into the war aug
menting the country's gold stock and credit base by 62%, 

'-was an inevitable stimulus to credit growth. Third, after 
the actual participation of the United States in the war, the 
emergency financing of the United States Treasury and the 
Liberty and Victory Loan issues, necessitating close coop
eration of the Federal Reserve banks and the unrestrained 
rediscount by them of all government and commercial paper, 

.a further accelerated the swelling of the country's employ
ment of bank credit. 

Further elaboration of these points at this time need not 
be offered. At a later stage there will be occasion to analyze 

j
care. fully the influence of bank credit eXtension in the post
war period upon the export of capital funds and also the 
rOle played by the Federal Reserve System in international 
financial developments. In the meantime, however, the 
more recent international movement of all capital funds 
must be considered statistically and the flows of funds related 
to the balance of payments as a whole. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE MOVEMENT OF CAPITAL PAYMENTS 
AFTER 1919 

I N THE preceding two chapters, the object was, first, to 
present a fleeting survey of the international financial 

. relations of the United States before the war, and second 
to outline briefly through a study of the nation's war-time 
balance of international payments, the swift passage !rom a 
debtor to a creditor status. Profound and sweeping alter
ations in the character of this new creditor status have in
evitably taken place since the close of the war period, result
ing from attendant movements of capital payments or funds 
across the boundaries of the country. The problem of this 
chapter is to analyze minutely the exact nature of these 
flows of capital. Then, in the following chapter, it will be 
possible to relate these financial shifts to the balance of inter
national payments as a whole, and to obtain a picture of 
America's present international financial position. 

In accomplishing the immediate task, it will prove desir
able to distinguish between the flows of international pay-

~
ents on long-term and short-term capital account, a dis

. nction not feasible in foregoing chapters both because of the 
ifference in objective and because of the paucity of satis
actory data. The constitution of each stream, therefore, 

will be provisionally differentiated &om that of the other. 
The advantages of this approach are readily evident: it 
lends itself -easily to appropriate statistical treatment and 
it assists a broader understanding of the character of the 
country's international financial dealings. However, it is 
merely one step in the present analysis and must be followed 
by a consideration of the entire flow of capital payments, or 
the combined net balances of the two streams. I t is the im
pact of the whole international movement of funds on capital 
account from year to year on the industry, trade and finance 
of the United States which possesses real significance. 

52 
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This effort to distinguish between the international cur
rents of funds on long- and short-term capital account must 
not be interpreted as an attempt to discriminate between 
the ultimate sources and employment of these funds. In 
the money markets of this country and the world, all funds 
are merged. Whatever their temporary employment, there 
is an obvious impossibility of determining definitely whether 
their ultimate source is from the production of goods; from 
community savings for investment; from self-liquidating 
bank advances, so called because theoretically made in an
ticipation of goods production or the availability of new sav
ings within a brief time; or from sheer expansion of bank 
credit absorbed into the business and economic system. Nor 
is it possible to trace ultimate uses. Nevertheless, a problem 
of importance is involved. In the last chapter, it was indi-

I
cated that bank credit expansion was a major factor in the 
international financial rale of Ithe United States in the war 
period. The extent to which it was also a factor in the post
war developments will be mentioned in this discussion, but 
a fuller treatment will be required later. 

THE CHARACTER OF MIGRATIONS OF LONG-TERM 

CAPITAL FUNDS 

An accurate and precise statement of the volume of long
term funds moving in and out of the United States from year 
to year cannot be obtained, but figures of approximate reli
ability are available through 1928. These are presented in 
Table 9. The identification of all incoming payments as 
credits and all outgoing payments as debits conforms to the 
accounting procedure of the balance of international pay
ments compilations of the Department of Commerce and 
other authorities. The use of the terms imports for inward 

e
aPital account payments, and exports for outward capital 

account payments, and the employment of a plus sign for a 
et balance of the latter and a minus sign for a net balance 

of the former, however. is different. They are applied in this 
analysis because they indicate more clearly the meaning 
which the data are intended to convey. In the subsequent 
examination of the balance of international payments as a 
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whole in the post-war period, conventional usage will be fol
lowed again. This should be remembered to avoid confusion. 

The principal aspects of Table 9 are the various constit
uents of the credits and the debits, or, in other words, the 
purposes for which funds on long-term capital account liow 
in and out of the country. In the remainder of this section, 
the analysis is devoted to a specific consideration of the 
factors involved in each separate class of international capi
tal payments. Since general inferences must represent a 
convergence of conclusions reached with respect to these 
separate classes, their formulation is properly deferred. 

FOR.EIGN SECUIUTY FLOTATIONS AND THE EXPOR.T OF LoNG

TERM CAPITAL FUNDS 

The great emphasis in most discussions of America's in
ternational financial relations has been placed upon the 
large volume of foreign security liotations which have been 
absorbed by American investors in each post-war year. 
The detailed figures for the total foreign capital issues from 
1920 to 1928 are given in Table 10. By deducting estimated 
refunding issues from the total par value of these offerings, 
the column headed New Nominal Capital is obtained. These 
figures do not represent the actual exports of long-term capi
tal from the purchase of new foreign securi ties, however, 
because the price paid by subscribers was somewhat less, 
and a portion of the amount received had to be paid to 
bankers for underwriting. Allowance for these factors is 
made in the final column of the table which shows the net 
export of long-term capital funds from new foreign security 
liotatians, evidencing a substantial upward trend, save for 
the year 1923. 

Every year of the recent period has experienced an inliux 
of new foreign security issues to the American financial 
markets. Over the entire nine years the expansion is marked, 
although it varied from year to year. The year 1923, for 
example, which was characterized by a smaller inliow than 
any of the previous three years, saw less than half as many 
foreign securities lioated. But European economic condi
tions were extremely unsettled in 1923, and many foreign 
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TABLE 9: THE INTERNATIONAL PAYMENTS ON LONG-TEIlM 

CAPITAL ACCOUNT OF THE UNITED STATES, 1920-1928 
(Outward payments + and inward payments - ) 

(Sources: U. S. Department of Commerce from 1922 to 1928.' Miscellaneous 
sources lor 1920 and 1921 with supplementary estimates by the National 

Industrial Conferenoe Board') 
(In millions of dollars) 

h.m 1920 1921 1922 1923 192< 19" 1926 I~ 1928 

Credits, incoming payments 
on long-~ capital 
account or unpores 

Outstanding securities 
57, exportod .....•••••.. .. 73 491 617 746 964 1.259 2JJ76 

Direct investmeno of 
lOn;gnenf .......••.. 

Principal of government 
advances and cmlits 

25 25 30 46 61 71 83 79 120 

returned.fo . .......... , 51 91 100 134 ~ 21 35 46 SO 
Redemption and sinking 

fund receipts .. .... , .. 571 255 92 81 ll' 221 320 304 361 
Interest and dividends on 

private investments .. . 420 475 530 564 600 Mol 683 743 817 
Interest on government 

advances ........... . 6 40 126 167 1611 16( 160 160 160 - -Total Crodits Ot Im-
2,591 ~.584 potts ............ 1,073 959 1,369 1.609 1,548 1.873 2.247 

Debits, outgoing payments 
on long-term capital 
account or exports 

Net new security im-
por .................. 397 571 627 365 876 953 l,01l9 1.183 1,12 

Outstanding a«urities 
Unported ..••••..•.•. 739 253 510 252 443 371 595 827 1.721 

Direct investments of 

4 

~ericans ........•.. 300 200 116 47 11: 219 24{ 257 378 
Govemmeot advances to \ 

foreign govemmcnts 
and other ~tsI ...•. 24{ 85 53 .. .. .. .. .. .. 

Redemption and sinking 
fund payments . ...... 

Interest and dividends on 
40 40 45 SO 55 6C 65 70 .70 

private investments . .. 100 100 120 140 IS( ~ 
19( 203 I 252 

TOtal debits ot .". 
pOtts ............ 

Balance, cmlit nt Un-
1,822 1,249 1.471 854 1.637 1.768 2,095 2,540 3,54S 

pott - and d<:bit ot 
export + ............ +749 +29( +102 -755 +8~ -105 -148 -51 -39 

I Based on information furnished by Ray O. Hall, Assistant Chief. Fmancc and 
Investment Division, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, and includea the 
latest revised fill""'" of the Department of Commerce. 

S Sec Appendix A.. Soun:o for 1920 and 1921 are given in foomotcs. 
• Includes resale to forei.gnen of American direct investments abroad. 
• Includes until 1924 .. payment of expott .,...,jits advancod by the United States 

War Finanf:e Corporation.. 
• Those figures .... ftom Column VI of Table 10. 
'Includes export cmIi .. of the United States War Finance Cotporation. 
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t:urrencies suffered new declines in their exchange values. 
Neither the Dawes Plan nor the Locarno treaties had come 
into existence, it should be recalled, the Ruhr invasion being 
the outstanding political feature. There was a relative 
scarcity of loanable domestic funds, moreover, which reliected 

TABLE 10: FOREIGN CAPITAL ISSUES PUBLICLY OFFERED IN 

THE UNITED STATES AND THE NET EXP<lRT OF 

NEW LoNG-TERM CAPITAL, 1920-1928 
(Source, u. s. Department of Commen:e,' Arranged by the National Ind ... trial 

Conference Board) 
(In millions of dollars) -

Ammun:: fIosud in Net: Eltpot't of 
me U.S. Eatim.ted Now 

UlJd~' 
~_c.p;. 

y.., Rerundina to Nomin.l tal und. fnrm. 
Iauinll Americau C.pU.al Cammilsiom N~ Par V.1ue Val"" 

I II m IV' V VI' 
1920 636 581 151 485 33 397 
1921 675 647 44 631 32 571 
1922 827 775 99 728 49 627 
1923 487 465 74 413 26 365 
1924 1,215 1,142 214 1,001 52 876 
1925 1,303 1,240 231 1,072 56 953_ 
1926 1,306 1,266 176 ],130 81 1,009 
1927 1,537 1,481 23; 1,302 63 1,183 
1928 1483 1,420 237 1246 5' 1124 

1 Figures for 1920 are from the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, 
(Finance and Investment Division), "Foreign Sec:urityOfferings, lrnJ):' Spetial Cir. 
CU_, No. 239, ccrrected accordins to revitedngwoeoOl1 securitiesl!oated and refund
ing in .. American Underwriting of Foreign Securitic:a in 1928," TrwM-IttjOf'11l4lion 
BuJkJi", No. 61~ p. 3, with ratio adjustments for issuing value and underwriten' 
c:ommissiona. FIgW'eS tor 1921 are from "Foreign Secnrity Offerings, 1921," Spm./ 
C;mtlmo.~~ 234. For 1922 to 1928, the figures are flOm information furnished by 
Ray_ O. Hall} Assistant Chief, rmance and Investment Division, Bureau of Foreign 
and Domesttc Commerce. 

• Cash paid by subscribeN equala par val ... lesa ~ties issued below par • 
• The figun:s tor this column are obtained by oubtracting column III from 

column I. 
'This column is secot<d by aobtracting HI and V from column II. 

itself in higher interest rates, discouraging foreign borrowing 
in that year. Nevertheless, the offerings of foreign securities 
in 1923, although the least since 1920, reached the impressive 
figure of U87 millions. 

The new flotations of foreign securities in 1924 and suc
ceeding years were the most substantial of all, averaging well 
over a billion and reaching in 1927 a billion and a half. The 
flotations in the first half of 1928 suggested a new record in 
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that rear, but higher money rates restrained the volume of 
additional offerings, while an extraordinary wave of stock 
speculation diverted interest from newer foreign security 
issues. Notwithstanding, the 1928 figure was only slightly 
less than that in 1927. It is only natural, in view of the 
trend of foreign security flotations, that the resulting export 
of capital funds should have expanded collaterally. 

The Distribution oj New Foreign Security Issues 
All areas were represented in these enormous borrowing 

operations with Europe in the lead, as rnay be observed 
in Table 11. Demoralized monetary conditions and capital 
rnarkets reflecting the economic disorganization from the 
war made Europe's recourse to borrowing American capital 
necessary to reconstruct her fundamental economic structure, 
to rehabilitate government finances, and to stabilize curren
cies in preparation for a return to a gold monetary standard. 
The restoration of Germany which followed the adoption of 
the Dawes plan added her demands to those of other Euro
pean countries for American long-term capital advances. In 
fact, 22% of Europe's borrowings in 1924; 34% in 1925; 
60% in 1926; 38% in 1927; and 42% in .1928 went to Ger
many, with the balance variously distributed among conti
nental countries. 

Before the war, Europe was not only the principal creditor 
of the United States, but also of Canada and Latin America. 
Inevitably these areas turned to the United States during 
the war period to satisfy their requirements. The prevalence 
of uncertain conditions in Europe and the fact that Europe 

I
herself was requiring foreign financing. necessitated con
tinued reliance upon American capital. Canada and Latin 
America were persistent borrowers, therefore, after 1919. 
Until 1925 they were about equally important in the volume 
of securities offered, but after that year, Latin American 
borrowings were a larger proportion of the total. Far East
ern countries depended, too, upon American loans to a con
siderable extent, but their issues were 17% of the total in 
only one year. Flotations for Territorial Possessions 0C

curred in each year, but they were of relatively minor sig
nificance. 
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During the period of disturbed and unsettled foreign con
ditions, government or government-guaranteed corporate 
issues predominated. After signs of permanent. world ec0-

nomic and financial recovery were more evident, however, 
purely corporate issues were accepted more and more by 
American investors. Thus, through 1924, government or 

TABLE 11: THE PERCENTAGE DISTIlIBUTION OF NEW PUB

LICLY OFFERED FOREIGN CAPITAL ISSUES, EXCLU

SIVE OF REFUNDING, BY GEOGRAPHIC AREAS 

AND BY BORROWERS, 1920-1928 
(Source: United Sta .... Department of Commerc:e.' Computed by the National 

Industrial Conference Board) 

By Geop.phie Am. By .......... 

Go ..... 

Terri- m"" an<! y- "'"""'-T ..... E ...... Canada I..rlo Fv torial T ..... -, c... - E", p-. GuUUl- ...... 
';"M .... eo. .. --

1920 
% % % ~S % % % % % 

100.0 56.7 29.8 5.0 100.0 68.9 31.1 
1921 100.0 28.7 28.8 35.8 2.4 4.3 100.0 81.1 18.9 
1922 100.0 31.4 18.9 32.7 16.6 0.4 100.0 71.1 28.9 
1923 100.0 26.1 28.5 27.5 17.2 0.7 100.0 71.3 28.7 
1924 100.0 57.1 15.7 16.0 10.3 0.9 100.0 83.6 16.4 
1925 100.0 60.1 13.8 12.3 13.0 0.8 100.0 59.7 40.3 
1926 100.0 43.6 21.1 31.3 2.8 1.2 100.0 51.4 48.6 
1927 100.0 41.5 19.5 26.1 10.5 2.3 100.0 62.4 37.6 
1928 100.0 47.7 14.8 26.4 10.5 0.6 100.0 60.7 39.3 

1 For the ye ... 1920-1925, the original ~ are from the U. S. De!'"l"tmen. of 
Commerce, Bureau of Foreign and Domesnc Commerce (Finance and Investment 

'

Division), nFo~ Security O£ferings," 1920-1925, SpHilll CirnlUvs" No.. 234, 
239-41 and 260; for 1926, from TraJe InjfJf11ltllio1t Bulktin, No.. 503, p. 34, for 
1927, No. 552, p. 36, and C ..... _ &pods, April lB. July 18, Oct. 17, 1927, !,nd 
Jan. 16, 1928; and lor 1928, from Trmh/rr/ormMion JJIliJdin, No. 613, p. 6. More 
complete information on the latest revised iomgn loan compilationa would alter the 
percent. diatributious slightly throush 1927. 

government-guaranteed offerings averaged 73% of the total, 
and after that date 58%. The details of this distribution 
are also contained in Table 11. 

How Were New Fo"ign Issues Aosorkdl 
So tremendous an expansion of new foreign issues raises 

at once several questions regarding their absorption on 
American investment markets. In the first place, was it 
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true that new capital issues in favor of foreigners were ac
tually limiting the supply of capital funds available for 
domestic enterprise? If the foreign demand had been absent, 
would a domestic demand have attracted the same volume 
of funds into the purchase of fresh capital issues? How 
would interest rates have been affected? Secondly, what 
part of the supply of available investment funds really 
came from community savings and what part from the ex
pansion of bank credit? Finally, who made the purchase 
of the new foreign issues? Were they chiefly absorbed di
rectly by individuals or did they accumulate in the invest
ment portfolios of large financial institutions, banks, in
surance companies and investment trusts which in turn 
amassed the investors' savings? And to what extent were 
they rebought by foreigners themselves? 

Only a brief analysis can be offered at this point to clarify 
the issues raised. An answer to the first group of questions 
must be largely speculative and to a degree incomplete 
because it overlaps with the second, which cannot be an
swered adequately until later. It must also remain incom
plete because a larger question is involved, namely, whether 
or not the United States has really beel) experiencing an 
actual export of all payments on capital account, a question 
which must await the consideration of additional data. The 
final questions, however, are more specific, although the 
available information bearing upon them is by no means 
extensive. 

With regard to the first questions, Table 12 contains the 
figures of new foreign capital issues compared with all new 
capital issues on American markets, exclusive of refunding, 
with the percentage relationship between them. Total issues 
increased in the nine years 122%, while foreign flotations in
creased 157%. The percentage of the total constituted by 
foreign issues, however, was at the most 18% in 1921, 1924 
and 1926. In 1920 it was as low as 13%; in 1922, 10%; 
in 1928, 15%; and in other years, 17%. Such a proportion, 
while large, would not seem to be an exhausting drain upon 
the country's capital supply. The rising values of all securi
ties in the American market, especially domestic issues, and 
the declining yields which attached to them, would seem to 
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suggest that an adequate supply of capital funds was avail
able for all demands.' 

I t is true that foreign securities offered higher yields to 
investors than those which could be obtained from domestic 
bonds, but it is a matter of argument whether the rates 

}

Offered were more than commensurate with the risks as
sumed. In 1920, interest rates on new foreign loans ranged 
from 6% to 8%, while the average was probably around 7%.
In 1921, it has been estimated at nearer 6%," Subsequent 
investigation has shown that, while the range has widened, 
being as wide as from 3)i'% to 8}(%, 7% has been the most 

TABLE 12: FOREIGN CAPITAL ISSUES COMPARED WITH 

TOTAL CAPITAL IsSUES, EXCLUSIVE OF REFUNDING, . 

OFFERED IN THE UNITED STATES, 1920-1928 
(Source: u. S. Department ofCommeroe and c .... ",.,..w""" P""'nn.l CAnmick) 

{1n millions of doll ... } 

y- NewF~Iavol Total New 1_' Per Ceot FCft:ip 'noe. 
(Nommal} (Nomiaal) Wen of the Total 

1920 485 3,635 13 
1921 631 3,Sn 18 
1922 728 4,304 17 
1923 413 ~ 10 
1924 1,001 18 
1925 I,on' 6,22() 17 
1926 1,130 6,344 18 
1927 1,302 7,776 17 
1928 1,246 8,050 15 

• See Appendix A. For 1920 and 1921. the figures are hom TmM InfDmtlllion 
Bullllin, No. 613, p. 3. < 

• CtJmmerd,,/ ami Fi1flmcial Ckro"irll~ Vol..l28, Jan. 19, 1929, p. 314. 

typical rate except in 1927 and 1928, when it was 6%.' The 
average since 1924, computed on a weighted basis, has been 
much lower and nearer 6%" If higher rates were paid by 

, See Chapter VI of this volume. 
• Willia.,.;"The Balan"" of International Paym ..... of the United Stata for the 

y .... 192O, .. 'Po til., P. 191. 
~ Data furnished. by the Fmance and lnvestmen.t Division, Bureau of Foreign 

and Dom""tic Commerce, U. S. Department of Commerce. 
4 Owing to underwriting charges and other financial commissions, the costs to the 

bOlIOwa were much greater than. these yields to investors indicate. See, for ex
ample, R. R. Kuczynski, "American Foreign Loans to Germany," New York, 
1927, pp. 321-67. 

• For the yean 1924 to 1928 incl~ the annual weighted. average interet rates 
w .... reapec:rivdy6.09%. 6.11%. 6.18'7 .. 5.98% and 5.67%. See Tru. Inf..-
Ii." Bulkti~t No. 55:!, P. 21, and footnote (3) above. With J<gard ID German loans 
note also, J§..uc:zynaki. Gp. &it., pp. 2~7]. 
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foreigners than would have been necessary in a market more 
accustomed to foreign lending, perhaps a portion of the rate 

1
so paid may be regarded as a premium to develop the cus
tom of foreign investing among American investors. The 
rates, however, must have been lower than would have been 
necessary in other markets or the new foreign issues would 
not have come to America in the same volume. 

If new foreign issues had not come to this market, it is 
impossible to say that interest rates for domestic issues 
would have fallen more than they did. The period from 
1921 until the second half of 1928 may be characterized as 1 
one in which unusually easy money and capital market con
ditions have prevailed. Involved in these conditions was a 
very rapid expansion of credit based upon exceptional ad
ditions to the country's gold stock and also an aggressive 
effort in certain years on the part of Federal Reserve banks 
to maintain this credit growth. For various reasons, re
ferred to later, this credit expansion was not thoroughly 
diffused over industry but concentrated chiefly in the finan
cial markets, affecting the supply of funds for capital em-

,ployment there, and consequently interest rates.' Not only 
were new foreign securities floated more advantageously, 
therefore, but domestic offerings were absorbed at lower 
costs. The existence of a sounder and more satisfactory 
situation abroad would not have involved the release of for
eign gold holdings in favor of the United States. Credit 
expansion would have been less rapid, accordingly, depending 
upon Federal Reserve policies and the augmentation of in
vestment funds from credit expansion would have been less 
notable. 

The above analysis does not imply that the investment 
savings funds of individuals and corporations were not im
portant. They unquestionably were, but their supply was 
greatly augmented by security loans and investments of 
banks which, as subsequent data will show, increased to a 
much greater extent than other expansion of bank credit.' 
Thus, all classes of investors were able to extend their se
curity purchases from credit expansion and especially those 

1 See Ch.p .... VI of this volume. 
"14_ 
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in close touch with the central money markets. Whether or 
not new domestic or foreign offerings benefitted most from 
the easy money conditions prevailing in the financial mar
kets cannot be determined, but the fairly constant propor
tion of foreign to domestic issues shown in Table 12 would 
suggest almost equal advantages to both. 

No definite conclusions can be reached as to the favor 
accorded foreign as against domestic securities by different 
classes of investors. An investigation conducted by J. P. 
Morgan and Company in 1926 into the distribution among 
investors of five representative foreign government issues, 
however, is suggestive with regard to the former.1 The ag
gregate nominal value of the issues amounted to $380 mil
lions and they were marketed in 1923, 1924 and 1925. About 
85% of the buyers purchased but small amounts ranging 
from $100 to $5,000, and approximately 50% of the total 

/ amount was taken by t;he small investors. The remaining 

1
50% was apparently taken by wealthier investors, insur-

, ance companies, investment trusts and banks. Undoubtedly, 
the former three classes of investors took the largest blocks 
because bank investment requirements necessitated more 
certain market value than could be predicted for most foreign 
securities.' While the majority of these investors were 
Americans, many of them were foreigners who preferred to 
buy their bonds in the United States because of the un
certain outlook in home markets and because of the attrac
tive yields at which they were issued. 

The International MOllement oj Outstanding or Old Capital 
Issues: Imports 

Next to the outward flow of capital funds because of new 
foreign se~ty imports, the most important movements of 

1 The issues included the ·Austrian Govvnment Guat'anteed Loan (7%, June. 
1923), the Japanese Government External Loan (6U%, February, 1924). 'he 
German External Loan (70/ .. Ocmher, 1924). the Government of the Argentine 
N.tion Extemal Loan (6%. June, 1925) and the Kingdom of Belgium Extemal 
Loan (7%, June,l925). See Dwight W. Monow. "Who Bu!" FOJeign Honda?" 
Fonign .Iff.;'., VoL 5, January, 1927, pp. 219-25. 

1 Investments of national banks alone in foreign securitiea were $241 milliol"lS in 
1920. 5145 millions in 1923, $372 millions in 1926, and 5549 millions ift 1928. They 
_ of COW'Ie, a larger percentage of the total in 1920 than hom 1923 OD. See the 
United States Treasury, •• Annual Reports:' 1~1926. and the Comptroller c~ 
Cum:ncy, "Annual Report," 1928, P. 35. T 
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long-term capital funds occurred in connection with imports 
and exports of outstanding or old capital issues. In the 
years 1920, in particular, and to a lesser extent in 1921 and 
1922, American capital funds migrated abroad on a consid
erable scale for the purpose of purchasing old capital issues 
outstanding of one type or another. In 1920 American se
curities were bought to the figure of $258 millions, while 
similar foreign securities imported aggregated $4081 millions.' 
Purchases of American securities fell off sharply in 1921 to 
$26 millions, while the acquisition of outstanding foreign 
securities aggregated $277 millions. I Describing the move
ment in 1920, Professor John H. Williams wrote: "Besides 

'" American and Canadian securities, it is well known that 
Japanese, Chinese, Argentine and other securities have been 
purchased from Europe, and also sterling bonds formerly 
held in Canada, Japan and some other countries.'" This 
was likewise descriptive of outstanding foreign securities 
bought in 1921, as well as in 1922 when $297 millions of 
such securities were imported. In each of these three years 
speculation played an important part in the purchase of 
foreign securities. Although the exact amounts obtained 
for such intentions is not known, unquestionably it was the 
largest share. 

After 1922, an abrupt reduction in· the imports of out
standing foreign securities occurred. Furthermore, they re
mained comparatively unimportant until 1928. Imports of 
outstanding American securities, however, tended to in
crease regularly, with the exception of 1925, and in 1928 
totalled $1,153 millions. The entire inflow of both foreign 
and American old capital issues from 1920 to 1928 can best 
be descn bed by the following figures:' 

1 TrJe In/OI'fII4Iion Blllktm, No. 144, p. 8. 
21bUs I Williams, op. til., p. 191w 
t Figures for 1920 and 1921 arc from'TrJ, Informw7t Bullelin, No.. 144" p. 8. 

From 1922 on figures are from the revised balance of international pa~ts oy the 
F'mance and Investment Division) Bureau of Foreign and. Domestic Comm~ 
U. S. Department of Conuner= Some American funds also went abroad to pur. 
chase outstanding securities without a com:sponding :recci'{"l: or importation of 
eecuritics. Ins~ac4 they were left on deposit or in custody WIth foreign banks and 
brokers. The amoUllts 30 held may have been considerable in 1920. 1921 and 1m 
but declined in later years. At the end of 1925~ there were on foreign d~it to 
the credit of Americans) securities worth $22 miUions; at the end of 1926, $35 mil
lions, and at the end ofl927, m millions. The 1928 figuJ'eS were undoubtedly larger. 
See the U. S. Department of Commerce balance of international payments studies 
in 1926 and 1927, Tnuk rrif.,.",.n ... B.lldin" No. 503, Po 40, and No. 552,p. 42. 
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(In millions of doU ... ) 

,''''' 1911 1m 1m 1m 1925 19U; 007 192' 

Outstanding American Be-
. curities bought . ...... 258 26 213 212 351 307 485 661 1,153 

~t?tanding foreign teal!'. 
481 227 '197 40 "'eo bough ••••••••••. 92 64 110 166 568 

Total ......•..••••. 739 253 510 252 443 371 595 827 l,nl 

The International MOfltmml of Outstanding Securities: Ex
ports 

Foreigners first began to be noticeably active in American 
security markets in 1922. Practically no foreign purchases 
were made in 1920 and only $73 millions in 1921. Subse
quent years saw enormous blocks going abroad, even ex
ceeding the amount of outstanding securities bought from 
foreigners. Both foreign and American securities were 
bought by foreigners, but the latter predominated. The 
actual figures were as follows:1 

(In millions of dou...) .... 1921 1922 191! 192. 1925 19U; 1927 Ion -Outstanding American ~ 
4: 49: curities &Old • .•..•••.• .. 285 397 530 665 861 1,634 

Ou~unmng ~sn ~ 
Il! I1i '2lf 291 eurities sold . .. * •••••• .. 32 206 398 442 

74 491 617 574 1~ 
196; 1,259 2,076 

Excess of outstanding se-
curities bough. + and 

-369 -431 securities sold -. . . ... +139 +179 +19 -365 -131 -375 -355 

Not all foreign funds coming into the American capital 
market to acquire outstanding securities had the effect of 
causing security exports. An enormous quantity of the 

\

securities bought were left on deposit or "in custody" with 
American-banks and brokers, or branches and agents of 
foreign banks. While the amounts so deposited were un
known before 1925,at the end of that year and. also of the 
years 1926 and 1927 they totalled $1.7 billions, $1.8 billions 
and $2.2 billions respectively.s Plainly, earlier years must 
also have seen their gradual accumulation, especially as the 

1 Figures for 1921 .... from TrUtt Inj..-...lifJ1J Bulklin, No. 144, p. 8, and for later 
yean from the revised balance of payments.. ' 

• Trtkl.lnjDrmilli.n Bulktin, No. 503, p. 40, and No. 552, p. 42. 
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rising security market gained momentum after 1923. These 
deposits, however, could not be said to represent altogether 
imported foreign capital funds, since such securities may 

~
have been purchased" on margin" or may have represented 
collateral against loans to foreigners by American banks} 

large Americ~ity, in other words, may have been 
eld in them. 

The Natur~ oj the International Exchange of American Se
curities 

Explanations for the international movements of old capi
tal issues are not always easy to find. Knowledge of the 
special sources and destination of the large importations and 
exportations would be of no little assistance, but such data 
are not available. It is known, however, that large move
ments characterized financial relations with all important 
countries, and that the main exchange occurred with Europe 
and with Canada. 

It will be recalled that the early years of the period were 
characterized by a world-wide depression, commencing in 
the middle of 1920. Europe, greatly in need of commodity 
imports and unable to dispose adequately of her products 
abroad to pay for them, was compelled to-relinquish part of 
her holdings of American securities in order to maintain her 
importations of foods and materials .... But Europe is an area 
divided by numerous national boundaries, behind which 
there exists a diversity of interests and aims. Moreover, her 
security holdings were in the hands of individuals, and a 
different set of individuals from those who were buying 
foreign commodities. These holdings were variously scat
tered over Europe, and their owners were motivated to a 
certain extent by financial self-interest. For Europe to dis
pose of any American securities to obtain commodity im-: 
ports necessitated the operation of forces which would 
stimulate inilividual possessors into action. 

These forces were concentrated in the phenomenal ex-

I change rate fluctuations of the currencies of virtually all 
important countries. Heavy paper profits were obtainable 
by the sale of dollar security holdings in the American 

'16iJ., No. 503, p. 41, and No. 552, p. 43. 
6 
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markets and the transference of the funds home.' Until the 
fictitious character of the gains to be so realized was more 
widely appreciated, such profits were extremely alluring, and 
Europeans were the aggressors in the exchange. The initial 
movement, however, was of short duration, dropping pre
cipitously in 1921. Probably the fluctuations of the exchange 
market played some part in later importations of American 
securities, at least so long as the currencies of European 
countries whose citizens were investors in American securities 
were unstable. 

The inflow after 1921 cannot be wholly explained byex
change market fluctuations, however. A considerable por
tion ofit probably reflected the pressure of depressed business 
conditions in European markets and the necessity for foreign 
investors to liquidate some of their investments temporarily 
or permanently, although a share of this liquidation might 
be regarded as a normal readjustment of investment holdings 
by individual foreign investors, insurance companies and 
~vestment trusts, especially of Europe and Canada. Finally, 
after 1923, the increased inflow unquestionably was stimu
lated by rising security values on American money markets, 
a factor of special importance in 1927 and 1928. 

Notwithstanding the general increase in imports of out
standing American securities after 1923, they were regularly 
exceeded after 1922 by other foreign purchases of similar 
securities. Motives for the rise of the latter are less easily 
assigned. The period up to 1925, characterized as it was by 
widespread monetary instability, caused European and other 
foreign funds to migrate to the United States because of the 
stable conditions which prevailed here, and this movement 
probably continued to a lesser extent until monetary stability 
was more generally assured. To a certain degree therefore, 
this flow of funds represented a flight of capital. Since 
America was the chief market offering a large measure of 
security combined 'with investment advantages, American 
stocks and bonds were purchased on a large scale with these 
foreign funds. Many of the securities were dispatched 
abroad, while others remained on deposit with banks and 
brokers. 

1 Willi ...... • p. dt.. p. 19L 
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Although such influences were especially important dur
ing the period of general monetary instability, other factors 
have tended to supplant them in more recent years. For 
example, foreign confidence in American investments inevit
ably widened with the increasing evidence of expanding in
dustrial activity in the United States. Coupled with such 

Isigns was an upward trend in the financial market, with low 
money rates persisting and security values regularly rising. 
It was only natural that foreign capital, especially of Cana
dians and Europeans, should seek to participate in current 
financial opportunities under the circumstances obtaining.' 
It was also to be expected that more and more American 
securities bought by foreigners should have been left on de
posit or "in custody" with banks and brokers to be readily 
realizable as occasion should demand. In fact, only foreign 
insurance companies, investment trusts or individual invest 
ors buying for more or less permanent holding were prob
ably inclined actually to withdraw securities,' and even their 
withdrawals were not entirely permanent, as the large return 
of American securities attests. 

That the volume of international transfers of .American 
securities should have reached such amazing figures in the 
last few years is not altogether unexpected. The number of 
foreigners whose financial interest was aroused by oppor
tunities in the American market would naturally be expected 
to be large in view of the conditions which had developed 
and the lagging activity on security exchanges abroad •. A 

1 Relatively little of this foreign investing, it was said in 1927 was in the more 
speculative issues, Trw InJorm4Iio1l Bulktin, No. 552, p. 25. TIt; Department of 
Commerce reported in 1927 that there was evidence that British and Dutch in_ 
vestors were reverting to their pre-war practice of investing in American securities, 
iIJi4., p. 24. The increase in British investments here from about $500 millions at 
the end of the war to about $1.4 billions at the end of 1927 is proof of increased 
British interest, i#Ul.,~. 22-5. It is also true that Canadians have been expand .. 
ing their American holdings, Canadian Provinces are perhaps as closely conn«ted 
to Wall Stn:let, by ticket service and brok~ agencies, as some of the States. See
Ray O. Hall, • Canada as an Expor .... of CaPltal," Com",.... &pm!, July 30, 1928, 
p. 253; and also "Canada as a Capital Exporting Nation,"' /YaH SITed 1oumt1/, 
Jan. 10, 1929, P. 15. Other foreign mv ....... included the French, the Swisa aDd" 
the Swedish, according to Trillle In/orm4IioPJ BuikJin, No. 552, pp.44-5 • 

... When a foreigner buys American stocks or bonds, he is likely to leave them on 
d~t with his American banker or broker, as he un thus realize on them more 
quickly as Deed and occasion arises, but this practice is not quite universal A 
foreign insurance company, investment trust, or individual long-term investor is 
likely to havc securities shipped abroad where they may remain COJ' many years:', 
TNJ< I'!I""""'"'" BulktillS, No. 503, 1'- 41, and No. SS2, 1'- 43. 
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widespread foreign interest coupled wi th the existence of the 
essential mechanism for purchase and sale are adequate 
reasons for the tremendous exchange which occurred.' 
American stocks and bonds were regularly bought and sold 
on all the leading stock markets abroad.' 

Tke Nature of Ike International Exchange of Outstanding For
eign Securities 

The international exchange of outstanding foreign securi
ties possessed equally varied aspects. The large inflow to 
the United States in 1920, 1921 and 1922 was mainly specula.
tive. It represented purchases of foreign currency stocks 
and bonds, principally from Europe. particularly Germany, 
France, Italy and Belgium, and to a lesser extent Great 
Britain because the discount on sterling was relatively not as 
great.' Low prices on many such securities because of de
pressed business conditions doubtless made them attractive 
speculations. An exchange gamble was also involved. Buy
etS of them anticipated a recovery of exchange rates to their 
pre-war parities. With the excessive currency depreciation 
in Central Europe. the successive political crises, and the . 
serious financial problems confronting various European 
governments, Americans finally became discouraged and 
withdrew from this speculative activity, disposing of their 
purchases as best they could either locally 01' abroad. 

The reverse flow of outstanding securities which subse
quently took place until 1926 was probably constituted 
mainly of foreign securities issued in the United States and 
payable in dollars.' These securities were exceedingly 
popular during the period when .the confidence of foreign 
investors in their own national currencies was low.' When 

1 A large portion of the movement was undoubtedly the result of arbitraging, 
especially in the last few ye ..... 

• TrU, In/twmIIlio. Buliltin, No. 503 and No. 552, p. 25. 
a See Vanderlip and Williams. op~ at., p. 16, for an analysis of the American 

purchases of fomgn currency bonds and stocks in 1919. It likewise applies for the 
years under discussion here. 

.. ClThe United States as a World Lender," Till SlMist, London. Vol CXI, Feb.. 
18, 1928, p. 259. 

I U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Fomgn and Domestic Commerce, 
·'The Balance of International Payments of the United States in 1924,'· TNik 1,,
jontullion Ballni", No. 340 .. P. 21. 
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their confidence revived, some of their own currency securi
ties which had remained in this market were rebought, but 
the volume so repurchased could not have been large. 

The movement of foreign securities in both directions in 
1926 and 1927, though mainly outward, plainly reflected 
increasing confidence both of foreigners and Americans in 
conditions abroad.l Many securities were repatriated in 
these years by Canadians and Europeans.- Moreover, the 
British, the Dutch, the French, the Swedish, the Germans 
and the Swiss were buying each other's securities on the 
American market as well as their own and probably those of 
other areas also.' Americans, encouraged by the brighter 
foreign outlook were purchasing particnlarly stock shares of 
foreign industrials.' Similar purchases by more far-sighted 
buyers had also constituted part of the American imports of 
existing foreign securities before these years and probably 
a large share of the comparatively small volume of such 
imports from 1923 to 1925. 

In 1928, the direction of the flow of outstanding foreign 
securities was reversed. Although foreigners continued to 
buy back their own or other foreign seeuri ties in record 
volume,' American purchases abroad aggregated )1568 mil
lions, or an excess over exports of $126 millions. Press 
reports from all foreign financial markets have indicated that 
the largest share of American buying was in foreign corporate 
securities.· New listings upon the New York Stock Exchange 
and the New York Curb Exchange of "American Shares" 
and .. American Deposit Certificates" issued against securi-

• A. Emil Da~ in his book on "Investments Abroad~" New York, 1928, pp. 
46-&, streuel the fact that Americans demanded higher interest rates on foretgn 
securities than were requirod elsewh..... Consequently, Europeans could get higher 
yields by purchasing their securities in American markets. 

, See Ray O. HaD ... Canada OJ an Exporter of Capital." 01'. <it. p. 25J. 
I TrtuIe In/Of1IUIIirm BlIlJdiJf, No~ 552, pp.. 44-5. Arbitraging in securities and 

foreign purchases beeause of higher yields were doubtless important aspects of the 
movement, especially since a closer interrelationship of International security 
markets was app~t after 1~ 
'1_ . 
• This foreign buying was of the same character &S in 1926 and 1927. Canadian. 

and European buying was probably the greatest, but it was also ~rted that the 
abundanlX of bank funds in Japan led to • great ckaI of buying of apanes. dollar 
bonds in the United Stat<&, according to information furnished by .y O. Hall. 

• See the foreign financial market I'CpOI'ts of the Nee York TillHs. 1928. 
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ties of foreign corporations,' and the activity of large houses 
in recommending foreign corporate securities because of 
higher yields and alleged prospects, evidenced American 
investing interest. In addition, large American corpora
tions and investment trusts employed their extensive re
sources in the acquisitien of foreign corporate securities, -a 
movement especially notable in the automotive, electrical 
and public utility industries, and leading certain large British 
companies to take formal action restricting foreign holdings 
of issued shares." So significant had this development become 
that a distinguished English financial journal, the Economist, 
was moved late in the year to remark: "It appears very 
forcibly that hitherto 'free' international markets in certain 
industries are passing into unified control dominated by 
American capital:" 

The Trend of Direct Investments 
Recent financial dealings with foreign countries have 

I experienced further expansion because of the growth of direct 
investments, made through the establishment of foreign 
branches by banks and industrial concerns, or other direct 
participation in foreign enterprises, petroleum projects, 
mines, forests, and plantations, ownership in which was 
secured through the acquisition of securities not publicly 
dealt in on security exchanges. Before the war, it will be 
remembered, the major portion of American foreign invest-

\

ments were declared to have been made directly. During 
the war period they greatly increased and in -the post-war 
period their extension has been notable. 

Included in the estimated creditor position of the United 
States at the end of 1919, presented in the last chapter, is a 
figure of lB.S billions for direct investment. Possibly it was 
too low. The outward movement in 1920 was probably 

I While only five new li3tings of American shares or certificates issued against 
foreign shares were placed on the New York Stock Exchange, a larger number were 
listed on the New York Curb. See" New Listings. on the New York Stock Exchange 
for the Year 1928,,' Commwei4i IUIII Fin.mi.1 Clmm;ck, Vol. 128, Feb. 2, 1929) 
p. 615, a.d the J""",III'II C.mmm:",,,,1 C.1IUIUI'ri1ll, Feb. 2, 1929, pp. 1 and 6. 
'Im~al Airways (British), General Electric: Company and Marconi Interna

tional Marine Communications, Ltd~, 4. American PenetratIon of British Industry ~ 
TItt £<on.mill, Le.don, Vol. eVIl, Dec. 15,1928, p. 1I0S. 

a IIi,m. 
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around $300 millions and in 1921 $200 millions, as nearly as 
can be judged, but these figures are extremely liberal. Ac
cording to the latest figures, they were conservatively from 
1922 to 1928 inclusive, in millions, $116, $47, $113, $219, 
$240, $258 and $378. 

American direct investments in 1920 and 1921 were to 
some extent a manifestation of the same speculative state of 
mind which led to the American purchases of foreign securi
ties which accompanied foreign currency depreciation. In 
all probability they centered more largely in Canada, and 
Latin American countries, however, than in Europe.1 Sub
sequently, investments were of a more conservative char
acter, and were largely for development or exploitation. 
American business men and corporations in recent years 
have taken a wider interest in foreign markets, owing to 
domestic competitive conditions. Hence, with the appear
ance of greater currency stability, direct investment in 
foreign properties expanded rapidly not only in the natural 
resources of undeveloped foreign areas, but in foreign com
mercial branches and assembly or manufacturing plants for 
American designed goods.- Virtually every area experienced 
some such direct American investment, but western Euro
pean countries and Canada undoubtedlithe most. 

Before 1914, foreign direct investments in American prop
perties were very large, but they were largely diminished 
during the war period. For several years after the resump
tion of peace, they were undoubtedly small. For 1922 and 
1923, the Department of Commerce has estimated them at 
$10 millions,- in 1924, $20 millions, and from 1925 to 1927, 
around $30 millions.' Direct foreign investments of for
eigners in 1928, however, were estimated at more than 
double the latter figure or S70 millions. Some of these in
vestments were by Canadians, about $10 millions,' but the 
largest share was by Europeans, centering particularly in 

1 William., "The Balancc of In ....... tional Payments of the United St.tes for 
the Y .... 1920 ... 011. <iI •• p. 190.· . 

• Hign tariff barriers pn;vailing in the post-war periods have- had a great deal to 
do with the stimulation of such direct investmenbk They have also been affected 
by transportation coots and problems. 

I According to the mo&t .recent balance of payments revisions . 
• "Canada • Capital Ezperting Nation." 1F.tI S_70"",_I.J ... 10, 1929,p.15. 
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the American rayon industry.> In every year, additions 
have been made in Table 9 to the figures just given for the 
resale of direct American investments to foreigners, repre
senting chiefly the liquidation of property assets of indi
vidual Americans and the retirement from the foreign field 
of smaller concerns! 

The Flow of Service Charges on Private Foreign Loans and 
I nlJes/menls 

How important foreign investments were becoming to 
American investors as a group is well shown by the trend of 
interest payments received from abroad. In 1920, interest 
and dividend receipts by American investors were estimated 
at $420 millions, a sum $320 millions in excess of the out
ward interest payments to foreign investors on their Ameri
can securities. By 1927, American investors were reaping 
a reward from their foreign investments to the extent of $743 
millions and in 1928, $817 millions, or almost double the 
amount received in 1920. Moreover, interest receipts had 
grown from 4.1% of the entire incoming international pay
ments to the United States in 1920 to 8.3% of the total in 
1928. 

On the other hand, foreign investors were receiving pay
ments of $203 millions in 1927 and $252 millions in 1928, or a 
figure more than double that of 1920. Of the total outward 
international payments of the country, however, they con
stituted but 3.4% in 1928 as against 1.2% in 1920. Deduct
ing outward payments from inward receipts for 1928, it is 
seen that the net interest or dividend return to the United 
States as a unit from its wide-spread foreign investments was 
almost twice as much as in 1920. 

A considerable expansion of redemption and sinking fund 
receipts from foreigners was to be expected with the enlarg
ing field of foreign investment, but not the exact movement 
which occurred. The years 1920 and 1921 saw sizable 
imports of foreign funds in order to meet maturing loans 
issued in the early part of the war period for only a few years. 

• As in 1926 and 1927, Tnui,I",,,",,,,,i ... Bulldin, No. 503, P. 41, and No. 552, 
P. 41. 

I Especially in 1926 and 1927, itl_ 
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A contraction followed, but in 1925 and after, the immigra
tion of funds on this account again expanded, not yet to 
equal, however, the incoming principal repayment tide of 
1920. Exported funds for redemption or sinking fund pur
poses were not comparable to those imported in any year, 
although they were more consistent in their entire move.
ment. In other words, the net balance of principal repay
ment funds was regularly inward in its direction, but by 
varying amounts. 

War Debt Payments in the Post-War Period 
Under the stress of circumstances existing in Europe im

mediately after the war, it was imperative that certain 
European countries have a volume of emergency funds 
placed at their disposal. Accordingly, in 1920 further 
credits were granted by the United States Grain Corporation 
and the American Relief Administration. In addition, 
credits were extended under the authority of the war loan 
acts of Congress for the purpose of enabling several European 
governments to meet commitments made in the United 
States in connection with the prosecution of the war.l With
drawals from these credits, and withdrawals from remaining 
balances of previously established credits, account for the 
direct government advances of the United States Treasury 
in 1920 and 1921. Finally, substantial credits were ad
vanced by the War Finance Corporation to finance exports 
in 1920, 1921 and 1922 which were not entirely liquidated 
until 1924." . 

Offsetting these outward payments were interest and 
principal receipts of the Treasury from foreign government 
debtors, constituting after 1924 the entire How of govern
ment debt payments. Prior to 1924 war debt payments 
proper were irregular, coming principally from Great Britain, 
France, Belgium and Cuba, while from that year on they 
acquired a consistent growth. Refunding arrangements were 
being consummated with the principal debtor governments 

lin the later years, resulting in the scheduling of payments 
and an increase of receipts from them .• 

, See Appendix A of this volum.. • u ..... 
• These funding agreemenm are discuss<d i. Chapter VIII of this volume. 
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The gradual growth of the payments after 1922 is signifi
cant because of the amount of discussion they have evoked. 
In 1924, they were only 12.5% of the entire volume of inflow
ing payments on long-term capital account and only 2.5% 
of the total incoming payments on all international accounts. 
Four years later, in 1928, they were but 5.9% of the former 
and 2.0% of the latter. In short, relative to the entire flow 
of funds on long-term capital account, the importance of the 
debt payments by foreign governments on their obligations 
to the United States Treasury was declining markedly; and 
this was also true in relation to the entire incoming payments 
from abroad, although to a much smaller degree. 

THE CoLLECTIVE MIGRATION OF ALL LONG-TERM CAPITAL 

PAYMENTS 

It is a common assumption that the recent period has 
witnessed a substantial export of American capital funds in 
each year. The evidence pointed to, moreover, is the in
creasing total of the indebtedness of foreigners to the country 
at large and the regular prevalence of an export balance of 
merchandise. While it is quite true that this indebtedness 
has been mounting enormously, to the extent of about one 
billion annually in the last few years,' it does not follow that 
the nation as a unit has been actually exporting a balance of 
capital funds to that amount. Nor does it follow that the 
merchandise export balance has been altogether due to a net 
export of investment capital funds. A consideration of the 
collective migration of all funds on long-term capital account 
will assist in throwing some light upon the problem, but it 
also requires an understanding of the international move
ment of short-term capital which will subsequently be taken 
up, and of'the entire balance of international payments, 
which will be treated in the following chapter. Conclusions 
reached at this point, consequently, will be subject to modifi. 
cation when that is done. 

T"~ Net Flow of Paymmls on Long-Term Capital Account 
The details of the net flow of all funds on long-term capital 

account are given in Table 13, which summarizes thoroughly 
• TrtUk InfonlUlli." BMltm1t, No. SS2. 



TABLE 13: THE NET MOVEMENT OF ALL PAYMENTS ON LONG-TERM CAPITAL ACCOUNT IN AND 

OUT OF THE UNITED STATES, 1920-1928 
(Outward payments or exports + and inward payments or imports -) 

(Source: U. S. Department of Commetce and other soure .. for 1920 and Hill.' Arranged by the N.tio.al Industrial Conference Board) 
(In million. of donars) 

Net JOVettmcuC Fund Flow Not Flow of Lon ... Term. Capital SeO'ice Fund. 
Net Flow ot 

Government 
InterM! lind All PaYDlenU! 

Lonc-Tem Lon ... Term Lon ... Term PrincipII Re- Interest Pay~ Principal Re- Total Net Flow or Fund. 011 Y." 'unuto Pur .. Fund. to Pur:- Fund. (or Adv.1ncea to Totll Net 
~menton ment on Pri~ li!yment on of Lonc,Term LoIIJ~Term 

thll.lONHf For .. chucOuUu.ndR Di~t Invlfto. FONip Goy.. Inveltnlent Yate lOR .att Invelt .. vemment ClIJital Smrite Capital 
eian Securities ina: Sec:uriti~ men- emmenu and Fund Flow \l'atIDenU Inent. Advancu and aymeDti ACl:Qunt Other Cteditl Cudiu 

I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X 
1920 +499 +739 +275 +246 +1,759 -531 -320 -57 -908 +851 
1921 +571 +180 +175 + 85 +1,011 -215 -375 -131 -721 +290 
1922 +627 +19 +86 +53 +785 -47 -410 -226 -683 +102 
1923 +365 -365 +1 .. +1 -31 -424 -301 -756 -755 
1924 +876 -131 +52 .. i +797 -64 -450 -194' -708 +89 
1925 +953 -375 +143 .. +721 -161 -479 -186 -826 -105 
1926 +1,009 -369 +157 .. +797 -257 -493 -195 -945 -148 
1927 +1,183 -432 +178 .. +929 -234 -540 -206 -980 -51 
1928 +1,124 -355 +258 .. +1,027 -291 -565 -210 -1,066 -39 
'See Tabl. 9. 
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the material of the preceding discussion. Several features 
should be noted. Net exports for the purchase of new long
term foreign securities have a marked upward trend for the 
nine years despite the contraction in 1923. Regarding the 
net movement of capital funds for the acquisition of out
standing securities, there was a notable shrinkage in the net 
export migration after 1920, and following 1922 to 1928 the 
main stream was inward, though by varying balances. The 
net of long-term direct investments was outward in every 
year, although in 1922 and 1924 it was small and in 1923 
negligible. 

Combining these net investment capital movements, in
eluding in 1920 and 1921 the United States Government 
advances to foreign governments and the United States war 
Finance Corporation credits, it is seen that in every year 
except 1923 there was an enormous net outBow, largest in 
1920, and 1928 and in other years averaging almost $600 
millions. Granting that any estimates of the export of in
vestment capital funds are subject to a wide margin of error, 
the trend of these particular figures is informative and tends 
to confirm assertions of a .. real" export of American long
term capital funds. But there was in each year a material 
inflow of funds on capital account from abroad, also shown 
in Table 13, for the purpose of meeting interest, dividend 
and principal repayments to America because of both private 
investments and government loans. The combined im
migration of such funds, in fact, after a contraction from 
1920, rose steadily to $900 millions in 1927 and to $1,066 
millions in 1928. Thus, only from 1920 to 1922 and in 1924, 
when this combined inward stream was less than the out
ward flow was there an actual net export of all payments 
on long-term capital account. In 1923, on the other hand, 
there was a large net importation, while from 1925 on there 
were nominal net imports. 

An Eualuat;on of lhe Entire Mwement of Paymmts on lAng
Term Capital Account 

Approached in this fashion, it is patent that many of the 
assertions regarding the real net volume of American exports 
of payments on capital account in the post-war period have 
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been extravagant. Save in a few years, and principally from 
1920 to 1922, America as an economic unit has not been 
exporting funds on long-term capital account extensively. 
Rather, she has been accumulating holdings of claims on 
foreign wealth largely by reinvesting interest, dividends and 
principal repayment sums due each year, and in five years 
these sums really exceeded the net outflow oflong-term funds 
for investment. Stated in another way, the United States 
in the last seven years has not been taking the large sums 
due her because of previous loans and investments, but has 
in general tended to replace these funds abroad, accepting 
in preference foreign securities. 

This does not imply that the foreign securities purchased 
by Americans were bought with the identical funds fur
nished by the interest and capital repayment receipts from 
foreigners. Such was by no means the case. All interna
tional transactions involve a contribution to, or a with
drawal from, a general fund of purchasing power which exists 
on the foreign exchange market because of them. The 
identity of specific parts of the fund and their definite rela
tionship to each other would be obviously impossible to 
determine. Nor is it intended to suggest that American 
holders of foreign securities, including the United States 
Treasury, were not actually receiving their interest, dividend 
or return of principal payments, but were merely reinvesting 
their claims to such payments as they became available. 
Such a suggestion would be thoroughly false. They indi
vidually received the payments due and spent them as they 
pleased, some going directly for commodities and some being 
reinvested 'perhaps in new securities. The aggregate income 
of the national community and consequently its capacity 
for capital formation and foreign security purchases was in
creased by just that much, however. 

It is wholly correct, therefore, from the standpoint of the 
country as a unit to say that incoming funds for such pur
poses have more than cancelled net outgoing funds for the 
purchase of securities in recent years, and to conclude that it 
has not been sending abroad greater and greater quantities 
of its supply of new capital funds but has merely been utiliz
ing cumulatively in new foreign investment net receipts 
resulting from the creditor position previously acquired. 
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THE TREND OF SHORT-TERM CAPITAL MIGRATIONS 

Thus far the year-to-year significance of short-term capital 
and credit has been ignored. Figures regarding their exact 
movement are difficult to procure in any satisfactory form, 
and precise measurement of the flow of funds connected with 
them is not practical. Nevertheless, it is possible to obtain 
an idea of the trend in broad terms from a careful scrutiny 
of the factors involved, even though not all of them may be 
clearly identified. 

The Nature oj SIzorI-Tmn Capital anti Credit MOfJemmts 
A few examples will serve to indicate the complexities. 

From the point of view of a balance of international pay
ments the extension of open-book credit by an American 
exporter to a foreign importer for thirty or more days con
stitutes in effect an export of short-term capital by the ex
porter. That is to say, he has tied up so much of his working 
capital for that long although he has not transferred funds 
out of the country through the exchange market.' If the 
foreign importer does not buy on credit but pays with a 
banker's acceptance, drawn, for example, on an American 
bank, and the American exporter discounts the acceptance 
at his bank, there is likewise an export of short-term capital 
furnished by the bank or institution which may eventually 
buy it, even a Federal Reserve bank. So also for acceptances 
to finance American goods in foreign transit or storage drawn 
by an American exporter, accepted by an American bank and 
discounted in the American market. Again, acceptances to 
finance American imports, accepted by American banks and 
discounted in the United States, result in an export of short
-term capital. because the foreign exporter remains liable to 
the American bank until the acceptance obligation is finally 
paid by the American importer. Similarly, acceptances to 
finance American imports accepted by foreign banks but dis
counted in the United States result in an export of short
term capital because the foreign bank remains liable for the 
ultimate payment of the acceptance until the American im-

• In other words, h. h .. in elfect imported an I. 0. U. aecurity in exchanp for 
goods. 
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porter finally pays it. There is at the same time in this case, 
however, an offsetting inflow of short-term capital since the 
American importer remains liable to the foreign bank. 

Exports of short-term capital may also be said to occur 
when bank deposits are accumulated or acquired by Ameri
can individuals, industrial and commercial corporations and 
banks abroad. In cases where such deposits are created by 
loans of foreign banks, there is, technically speaking, both an 
export and equivalent import of short-term capital. Out
ward payments on short-term interest and commission ac
count constitute an export of funds properly included under 
the short-term capital category, broadly defined. Finally, 
movements of United States and foreign currencies may be 
regarded as migrations of short-term capital, currency im
ports corresponding to non-interest-bearing short-term notes, 
thereby necessitating an export offunds in payment for them. 

Similar examples of short-term capital exports might be 
further enumerated. Imports would be merely of an opposite 
character. Manifestly, the volume of international short
term credits and the consequent movement of funds from 
day today are always subject to variation because of seasonal 
and cyclical fluctuations of business activity in different 
countries. Important as the flows of short-term capital and 
the related movement of funds because of them are in inter
national finance, they remain to a large extent unmeasur
able. Only a limited number of facts are available to suggest 
the net direction of payments from year to year, necessitating 
the assumption that the outlines of the permanently floating 
mass can in this way be traced. The absolute amounts flow
ing each way un!ioubtedly mount up to enormous figures. 

The few facts which are available in the balance of pay
ments estimates may be consulted in Appendix A. The 
items which should be noted are: United States currency, 
imported and exported, short-term interest payments and 
receipts, indicated figures of net short-term capital and net 
unaccounted-for credits and debits. While the inclusion of 
the net unaccounted-for figures may be questioned, there are 
large errors involved in estimates of short-term capital move
ments as well as in those- for long-term capital. The net 
unaccounted-for items, therefore, may be regarded as the 
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.. catch all" for these errors and also for errors and omissions 
in the other estimated items. 

Indicated Short-Term Capilal Migrations 
Beginning in the middle of 1922, efforts were made by the 

Department of Commerce to obtain formal estimates of the 
year to year net flow of short-term capital because of varia
tions in the open-book credi ts extended by exporters and 
utilized by importers, and movements of international bank 
balances. Previous estimates had been made in 1921 by 
Professor J. H. Williams to accomplish the same end, but 
Department of Commerce figures in 1922 indicate the incom
pleteness of the former's survey . Adjustments in available 
figures, however, suggest that there was a net short-term 
capital outflow amounting to $985 millions in 1920 and S435 
millions in 1921,' as against a net inflow of $375 millions 
determined by the Department of Commerce in 1922. 

From 1923 to 1927 the Department of Commerce made 
nq further surveys of open-book credits" but included only 
changes in banking balances, with the conclusion that there 
was a minor net inflow of $3 millions in 1923, a larger one of 
$216 millions in 1924, a net outflow of $61 millions in 1925, 
and a net inflow again in 1926 of$359 millions. In 1927itwas 
concluded that there was no net change, while in 1928 a net 
outward movement of $170 millions was estimated. The 
1928 figure was based upon revised banking returns for the 
end of 1927, which show much larger foreign balances and 
funds in the United States than were shown at the end of 
1926. 

Obviously, either the 1928 returns are in error (and the 
p~babi1ity is that the error is not large) or prior estimates 

1 Professor Williams' figures for 1920 have been revised upward on the basis of 
the proportion his figure, for 1921 represented of the Department of Commerce 
figures for the same date which were compiled one year later, and the changes in the 

. international short~term accounts frem the June 25) 1919t fi~ by the Federal 
R ....... Board( .... T.bIe8ofthis.olwn.). The 192! figure;' based upon the ....... 
of short_term account! for 1920.1() estimated compared with the Department of 
Commerce ngure for 1921. See footnote 29, Appendix A of this voIum •• 

., In recent balance of payments estimates .Uowanec for changes in ~n-hook 
credits hu been made by an adjustment "for differences in year.end lags.· These 
estimates indicate an outward movement of $13 millions in 1922) $48 millions in 
1923, $17 millions in 1924, $20 minions in 1926 and S5S millions in 1928, an4 an 
inward movement of $35 milliou in 1925 and $19 millions in 1928. 
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were seriously defective. The latter was doubtless the case. 
A small net inward flow of such short-term funds may have 
occurred in 1927, the inflow in 1926 may have been much 
larger, there may have been no outflow in 1925, and finally, 
short-term capital imports in 1922, 1923 and 1924 may have 
been larger, or the estimates of the outflow in 1920 and 1921 
are too large! More than likely, a cumulative error has 0C

curred. In any case, at the end of 1928, foreigners had de
posits, bank loans to Americans and other funds in the 
American market aggregating $2,758 millions, against Ameri
can deposits abroad, bank loans to foreigners and funds in 
foreign markets totalling $828 millions. 

Short-Term Capital Movemenls Evidenced by Bankers' Ac
ceptances 

In 1928, for the first time, the Department of Commerce 
estimated the net change in bankers' acceptance credit out
standing, a matter which is rife with complexities. For
eigners, for example, become liable to American banks when 
American banks accept Jjills drawn by them to finance Ameri
can imports, goods in transit or storage, or dollar exchange. 
Foreigners also become liable to American banks when the 
latter accept bills for them drawn by Americans to finance 
exports of goods in transit or storage or dollar exchange. 
The opposite is true when acceptance credit is extended to 
Americans by foreign banks. Finally, when acceptances 
are drawn by Americans for any purpose, are accepted by 
foreign banks but are discounted in the United States, both 
a liability of foreigners to Americans and Americans to 
foreigners is created to an equivalent sum. 

According to the Department of Commerce figures for 
short-term capital movements in -1928, there was a net 
outward flow of acceptance credit amounting to $57 millions, 
excluding acceptance credit drawn by Americans to finance 
American exports and also acceptance credit drawn by 
foreigners and executed by foreign banks to finance American 
imports. When these items are included, however, $54 
millions are added to the net export of acceptance credit. 

1 The 1920. 1921 and 1922 .. rima ....... based upon mid.year figura, while 
later estimates are based upon the status of international accounts at year ends. 

7 
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TABLE 14: VOLUME OF BANKERS' ACCEPTANCES TO FINANCE 

INTERNATIONAL TRADE OUTSTANDING IN THE UNITED 

STATES AT THE END OF EACHYEAR,I920-1928,AND 

1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
1926 
1927 
1928 

THE INDICATED NET DIRECTION OF THE Ac

CEPTANCE CREDIT FLOW 
(Source: American Acceptance Council)' 

(In millions of dollars) 

Inc:reue or 
ACW9t •• CH Toal Acftp- o.a.u. ;. 

Attept __ -- OutHaDdiaa -.- '(mca Cue- Acee~to 
OubtaDdml OuutUldiac to Finance OUbttDdiD& Itandiftl to FiQ:lJKO Inter-
co FinUlCe to Finaace Good. in to FiaanClll rlQ_ee national Trade 
E. ...... 1m ...... 

_or 
Dollar u- Internatiooal I~==~ Fonica ...... Trade 

Tr.m.lt A«e,Ptance 
c..di, Flow 

.. .. .. .. 750' 0 . . .. .. . . -450' -300 .. .. . . . . 450' 0 .. 488' +38 
305 292 23 620 +132 
297 311 17 19 644 +24 
26'! 284 40 26 611 -33 
391 313 130 28 862 +251 
497 316 243 39 1,095 +233 

h 1 uBanken:' Acceptanees:· 1928. pp. 27 and 29, and the A&UjJIMU' Bulidin, 
, .at II, January 31,1929, p. 18 • 

• Figured conservatively at 75% of the total estimated volume of all acceptances 
outstanding in the United 5 ...... 

Estimating the net export during 1927 on the basis of the 
1927 and 1928 figures of the Department of Commerce and 
the year end figures of the American Acceptance Council for 
acceptances to finance international trade, there was prob
ably a net export of about $145 millions. Estimates for 
earlier years might be made but they would have even less 
basis in fact. Nevertheless, a crude idea of the direction of 
the acceptance credit flow may be gathered from Table 14. 
No significance can be attached to the actual figures, how
ever. It should be remembered that some acceptance credit 
must have been extended to Americans in each year by 
foreigners, although the amount was probably not large and 
may have been negligible until relatively stable monetary 
conditions obtained abroad. 

Short-Term Interest 
Just as interest payments on long-term capital may be 

combined with other long-term capital movements in order to 
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judge the entire net movement of all capital payments, inter
est payments on short-term capital may be similarly treated. 
Naturally, the amount of funds so moving varies with the 
volume of acceptance credit granted by this market and 
with the status of the international banking accounts. 
Owing to the incompleteness of past surveys of short-term 
credit movements, a large error has necessarily appeared in 
short-term interest payments. The direction and even the 
volume of the net movement, nevertheless, may be ap
proximately correct. It was slightly outward in 1920, 
inward in 1921 and 1922 and outward thereafter to the suc
cessive amounts in millions of $10, $7, $19, $21, $21 and $42. 

Net UnlZt:countetl-Jor Items 
Before the estimation of America's balance of payments 

had acquired a semblance of precision, the "net unaccounted
for" item was regarded not only as a "catch all" for errors 
and omissions but as a fair index of the movement of short
term capital funds. In view of the conspicuous accumula
tion of error in estimated changes in short-term international 
banking deposit and loan accounts, it would appear reason
able to regard" net unaccounted-for" largely as representing 
omissions of short-term capital. This is the assumption 
employed, an assumption partially supported by the asser
tion in the 1928 balance of payments study of the De
partment of Commerce that approximately 60% of the net 
unaccounted-for amounts are probably due to errors in 
capital estimates. Accordingly, it may be concluded that in 
1921 in particular there was a large inflow of unaccounted
for short-term capital, an inflow coinciding with a contrac
tion of acceptance credit to finance international trade, in 
1922, 1925 and 1926 small inflows, and in 1927 and 1928 
small outflows. 

Tlu Mowment oj Currency 
Account should be taken finally of the movements of cur

rency which are tantamount in character to opposite flows 
of short-term capital funds for the purchase of non-interest 
bearing notes. While this usage is arbitrary, it is useful 
insofar as it helps to clear up the entire movement of capital. 
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Available data on currency movements, however, are by no 
means complete and cover only transfers of United States 
currency. Foreign currencies also move in and out of the 
United States but in indeterminate volume. Probably the 
imports and exports ordinarily cancel out, although during 
the early post-war years, characterized by currency dis
organizations, there were probably import balances owing 
to American speculation in the currencies of the more 
important European countries in anticipation of a rise in 
their values,' which, however, may have been offset to a large 
extent by European purchases of American currency, an 
assumption which may appropriately be applied to the years 
1920 and 1921. 

Before looking more directly at the movement of American 
currency, it may be recalled that a large amount had been 
exported to all countries, particularly European, during the 

. war period. In 1920 a further sum of ~103 millions was 
exported to Cuba.· The year 1921, whatever the exports, 
saw a large return of American currency, mainly from 
Europe, estimated at around ~lOO millions net! The subse
quent two years are said to have witnessed a net outward 
flow amounting to $40 millions and ~SO millions respectively, 
owing to the favor it was accorded in countries experiencing 
depreciated currencies.' Although exports continued there
after, imports exceeded exports in 1924 by an amount esti
rnatedat ~20millions and inl925at~30millions, while in 1926, 
1927 and 1928 currency movements are assumed to have 
cancelled out or to have been relatively minor! 

, From 1919 to the middle of 1922, Germany is uid to have sold 3.5 billion marks 
in cutTertey abroad, chidly in the United States, netting her perhaps $100 millions. 
See H. G. Moulton and C. E. McGuiJe, "Germany'. Capacity to Pay," New 
York 1923, pp~ 80-9. Other currencies are known to- have been bought in volume. 

• Wim ...... ':Tbe Balana: of In_tiona! Payments of the United Sta ... for the 
Year t920~" -Op. nJ., p. 184. 

• Fednwl IUs ..... Bulldiw, Vol. 7 Nov. 1921, p. 1'263. 
• In this connection, see the U. ~~ Department of Commerce- balance of interna

tional payments .tudiao for 1923 and 1924, Trd, IwjfJt'1lUlli." &lktiJu. No. 215, 
p. 7, and No. 340iJ pp. 6-7. 

I See also the • S. Department of Commerce balance of international payments 
studies for 1925J 1926 and 1927~ i/nJ'J No. 399. PP4 8-9; ilid .• No.. ~ pp. 43-4; 
and ;#I;t!"1 No. 552, pp. 51-2. Availab1c statistics suggested • net importation of 
United States currency in 1925 of $62 millions, in 1926 of $41 millio"., and in 1927 
of $45 millio"., but the figures wen: regarded .. 100 unreliable to be entered without 
modification in 1925 and to be included at all in 1926 and 1927 balance of payments 
<ahlce. 
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TM Net Flow of AIIShorl-Term Capital and Credit 
When all the aspects of the short-term capital flow men

tioned are collectively regarded, it is possible to get an ap
proximate conception of its net direction, although no pre
cise idea of the net volume or the year to year increase or 
decrease in the actual movement of funds connected with it 
can be obtained. Apparently, there was in 1920 a huge out
ward stream of all short-term capital, but in 1921, it is 
impossible to discern a very large outward current owing to 
the probable liquidation of international acceptance credit 
previously extended by the American market. It is also 
difficult to discover a strongly marked net stream in 1923, 
1925 and 1927, but in 1922, 1924 and 1926 it was mainly 
inward. Although an increase in international acceptance 
credit extended in 1924 by the United States may have offset 
the inward flow of that year, the 1922 and 1926 inflows may 
have been around )5500 millions or more. In 1928, on the 
other hand, a large net outflow may be definitely concluded. 

A careful review of the various constituents of the short
term capital migration reveals that the most important 
factor making for an inflow after 1922 was additions to 

\

foreign bank balances in the United States. Inflows on this 
account were of course modified and in cases offset by other 
factors, as the withdrawal of American bank balances from 
foreign countries because of unsettled conditions, the move-
ment resulting from acceptance financing of international 
trade, the short-term interest flow, the unaccounted-for capi
tal flow and finally, the movement in connection with Cur
rency imports and exports. Nevertheless, notable aspects 
of the accumulation of foreign balances are extremely sig
nificant. 

A portion of them came to the United States for temporary 
employment because of unstable monetary conditions and 
represented a flight of capital from foreign money markets, 
an influence of unquestioned importance in some instances as 
late as 1927. But the accumulation of foreign bank deposits 
was not entirely of this character. Some of it represented 
foreign funds transferred to this market for the acquisition 
of American properties, the purchase of securities, or for uses 
in trade, temporarily unemployed. Others represented ac-
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cumulations from the proceeds of foreign borrowing, and still 
others accumulations by foreigners for the purpose of meeting 
dividend, interest, sinking fund and other redemption re
quirements to American investors. Finally, the growth of 
foreign bank deposits in the United States represented an 
increase of current accounts of foreign central banks, a de
velopment meriting special attention. 

During the major period of world monetary instability, 

I foreign central banks instituted and widely pursued policies 
of keeping deposit balances in the United States as the 
strongest gold center. Stabilization programs necessitating 
exchange market control or contemplating the eventual with-
drawal of American gold were major reasons for these central 
bank balances. They also resulted in part from a change in 
central banking practices, namely, that of keeping excess 
gold as earning assets in foreign countries,' or a portion of 
the legal gold reserves, which has been commonly permitted 
in post-war central banking law enactments by smaller coun-

Itries and even such important ones as Belgium, Italy and 
Germany.· 

American balances of foreign central banks alone were said 
to have amounted to around a billion dollars by the middle 
of 1927, and are generally estimated at but slighdy below 
that figure at the present time.- To a certain extent they 
were accumulated direcdy by borrowing of the foreign cen
tral bank itself or by its government. To a larger extent 
they were accumulated through the absorption of the pro
ceeds of American loans floated by various borrowers of their 
countries and offered to them in exchange for domestic cur
rencies. They were also obtained from a return of capital 
funds abroad when the success of stabilization programs be
came fully. evident and merely constituted the transfer of 
balances held before by individual foreigners, financial insti
tutions and corporations. 

Tracing the movement of foreign bank deposits in the 

1 League of Na';o.., "Memorandum 011 Currency and Central Banko, 1913-
1925," Geneva, 1926, pp. 64-5. 

• See Appendix B of thia volume. 
• F.tImU IUs_ BuIkJi., Vol. 13, June, 1927, pp. 372-3, and J. M. Key .... 

{
"The British BaI.nce of Trade, 1925-1927," TM &_ Y'IInU/, LoruI .... Vol. 
37, Dee., 1927, pp. 56(}-1. 
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United States, it may be said that 1920 and 1921 witnessed 
a sharp liquidation of them. Their subsequent increase at 
first reflected largely a flight of capital from abroad. The 
necessity for drastic action by central banks to control ex
change markets and effect monetary stability was leading 
them to accumulate American balances and part of the gold 
shipments to the United States so prominent before 1924 
was made to accomplish this end. From 1924 on, when 
effective stabilization was becoming apparent, the transfer 
home of the balance of individuals, financial institutions and 
corporations added to central bank balances in the United 
States. Notwithstanding, the balances of other than foreign 
central banks remained important. The growth of America's 
creditor position necessarily involved larger liquid balances 
of foreign debtors for dividend, interest, sinking fund and 
bond redemption purposes. Moreover, the growth of new 
foreign loans probably involved a larger and larger "hang
over" of loan proceeds until utilized by borrowers. The ex
istence of the highly speculative conditions in American mar
kets also attracted foreign funds for participation, and many 
of them were probably represented as bank deposits until 
finally employed or until such time when American invest
ments of foreigners were turned over. 

The fact that foreign balances of Americans did not in
crease concurrendy with those of foreigners in the United 
States is easily explained. Despite higher short-term money 
rates in principal European markets until 1925, the monetary 
oudook was too unsetded to attract American funds in vol
ume even at the interest rates obtaining. Even after 1925, 
American short-term funds abroad did not increase, owing 
to the volume of speculative activity at home, while in 1928, 
when American short-term interest rates began to converge 
with principal foreign rates, there was every reason for funds 
to remain at home. 

To sum up, forces making for the accumulation of foreign 
balances in the United States were more potent throughout 

I
the period than those making for the growth of American 
balances abroad. As a consequence, in spite of the growing 
liability of foreigners to Americans for banker's acceptance 
credit, notably in 1927 and 1928, the United States, while 
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accumulating long-term foreign investments, was also be
coming a debtor on short-term capital account. 

THE NET MIGRATION OF ALL FUNDS ON CAPITAL ACCOUNT 

FROM 1920 TO 1928 
Definite estimates of the entire movement of funds on 

capital account in and out of the United States cannot be 
made, but generalization in the light of the foregoing analysis 
can be offered as to the net direction of the Bows from year 
to year. These generalizations appear in Table 15. They 
are based upon the figures arrived at earlier for net exports 
and imports of funds on long-term capital account, and the 
broad inferences upon the net Bow of short-term capital. 

Taking the nine years from 1920 to 1928 together, the 
trend may be described as follows: In 1920 there was ac
tually a large net outflow of international payments on all 
capital account, and a smaller outflow in 1921. The year 
1922, however, witnessed a considerable net inBow which in 
1923 was even larger. Although minor net outward streams 
(or possibly inward) appeared in 1924 and 1925, the main 
direction was again inward in 1926 only to be slighdy re
versed in 1927. Finally, in 1928, the entire net movement 
was clearly outward. 

When the entire movement of all international payments 
on capital account is viewed, the only adequate basis for 
judgment conceivable, the conclusions reached at an earlier 
stage are further supported. The export of American capi-

(

tal funds for long-term investment was largely made possible 
by an offsetting inflow due to American investments of for
eigners and more largely to the ever increasing amount of 
interest, dividends and principal repayment received in suc
cessive years. Nevertheless, there was a net outBow of all 
payments on long-term capital account in 1920, 1921, 1922 
and 1924. It now appears that even in 1922 and 1924 when 
important net outflows of payments on long-term capital ac
coun t last occurred they were offset and in 1922 exceeded 

IbY a net immigration of payments on short-term capital 
account. In 1926, moreover, when long-term capital pay
ments were generally inward, the net Bow of short-term capi-
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TABLE 15: THE ENTIRE NET MOVEMENT OF PAYMENTS ON 

CAPITAL ACCOUNT REFLECTED BY THE BALANCE OF 

INTERNATIONAL PAYMENTS OF THE UNITED 

STATES, 192G-1928 
(Souree: U. S. Department of Conunen:e and the National Industrial Confemu:e 

Boanl) 

DirettioD and DirectioD of me Net: Amount or the Net 
Yon Flow of ··Pat::e.» FIc,w of Illdicated Coaducioa. Oft tile EttGre Net: M~ .. ~ Shon-Term Cagital of •• Paymeot.·· OIl Capital Account 

Capital D1: "Pa:ymenu 

192D Outward to $851 Outward to a very Outward, the net volume being more 
milliOlll large amount than double the net outward ftow 

on long-term. capital account 

1921 Outward to $290 A net outward Bow The net /low ... as chielly outward 
millions 

1922 Outward to $102 Inward to a l..-ge The net inflow on short-term capital 
milliona sum account greatly exceeded the out-

Sow on long-term capital account 

1923 Inward to $7SS Approximately • A net inward current because of pay_ 
millions balance ments on long-term capital aa:ount 

1924 Outward to $89 Inward Outward payments on long-term 
milliom account were only slightly more 

than inward p&r..ments on ahort-
term. account) if they exceeded 
them at all 

1925 Inward to $105 Ptobably outward The combined. net StrUm may have 
millions been either slightly inward or out-

ward 

1926 Inward to $148 Inward to • large The entire nct movement of capital 
millions amount paymen.ts was predominantly into 

the United Sta ... 

1927 Inward to $51 Approximately • There could have been only • small 
milliona small outward net outward movement of all eapi. 

movement tal funds 

1928 Inward to $39 Outward The entire net movement was out-
millions ward, probably to • fairly large 

amount owing Ut the movement 0 
payments on ehort-term capital 

f 

account 

tal payments augmented them greatly. Finally, in other 
years, except in 1923, when long-term capital payments were 
inward, they were offset by the outward movement of all 
short-term capital payments, especially marked in 1928. 

It would appear therefore that the export of American 
capital funds for foreign investment purposes, concerning 
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which so much has been said and some alarm expressed, has 
by no means constituted an exhaustive drain upon the Ameri
can capital market. On the contrary, investment capital 
funds going abroad have been in many years more than re-

I placed by other funds on capi tal account coming in. Sweep
ing condemnation of American foreign investment on the 
grounds of depriving domestic industry of its own needs, 
consequently, is wholly irrelevant, an inference which is 
further sustained by the evidence contained in Chapter VI. 



CHAPTER V 

AMERICA'S BALANCE OF INTERNATIONAL PAY
MENTS AND INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL 

POSITION AS A WHOLE 

I N THE last chapter the nature of the recent movements 
of all capital payments in and out of the country was 
analyzed in order to gain an adequate understanding of 

them and to correct common notions regarding the actual 
net flow. The next step will be to relate various capital 
migrations to the movement of America's inerchandise and 
service payments, and to connect them with the balance of 
payments as a whole. It will then be feasible to appraise 
the entire international financial position of the United 
States as it has appeared in the last few years. The present 
chapter, therefore, will be divided into two distinct but 
related parts, which may be regarded essentially as a con
tinuation of Chapter IV. 

AMERICA'S BALANCE OF INTERNATIONAL PAYMENTS 

AS A WHOLE 

In presenting the statistical records of America's post-war 
balance of international payments, the same general organ
ization used in previous balance of payments tables has been 
retained, although only a rough comparison with them is 
permissible because the later tables are far more complete. 
In Table 16 appears a summary of the major classes of trans
actions, while the material upon which it is based is con
tained in Appendix A. Table 17, presenting the percentage 
distribution of the various classes of payments, and Table 18 
giving their net balances, further summarize Appendix A 
as well as simplify Table 16. 

Taken altogether, the various balance of payments state
ments for recent years are remarkably complete and the 

91 
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estimates upon which they have been compiled have been 
carefully made. In only two years, 1920 and 1921, are many 
of the estimates largely arbitrary, but in these years the 

TABLE 16: SUMMARY OF THE MAJOR CLASSES OF hEMS IN 

THE ESTIMATED BALANCE OF INTERNATIONAL PAY

MENTS OF THE UNITED STATES, 1920-1928 
(Sources, u. S. Department of Commerce from 1922 to 1928.' Provisional """'" 

pilation Cor 1920 and 1921 by the NationallndUiltrial Conference Board1 
(In milliona of dollars) 

Cndi~ Rdcctia& Paymma: mID the United Stuu 

U.S. GoY U ......... 
Yea< M.",- Secwities ..... "." Crediu 

Total dde Gold .... ""- In ...... l::fl! - and Net 
L ..... L ..... Oam "-'''' u..... U.>O-

CD Wealth Debu ano 
_ ..... 

Credits Cor 

1920 10,954 8,525 364 860 450 57 698 
1921 6,661 4,683 51 425 509 131 543 319 
1922 6,627 4,021 41 804 555 226 560 420 
1923 6,762 4,368 34 890 594 301 572 3 
1924 . 7,659 4,834 108 1,041 635 194 631 216 
1925 8,317 5,177 277 1,337 689 186 615 36 
1926 8,842 5,044 166 1,585 740 195 705 407 
1927 9,160 5,091 384 1,933 800 206 746 .. 
1928 10,648 5,334 629 2,857 882 210 736 .. 

Debita. Re8ectinc Paymeng out or the United Statell 

U. s.GoY- Unfunded 
MercM.ll· Securirlu c..dia 

Gold mOther In ...... 
emmeru: - .... N .. TonI dUe Adviltl.cet 

1m..,.. 1 .. .-. 0 ..... P.,..,.... .... 1m..,.. Un,"" 
10 Walth Qeditll '"' ...... 

Cor 

1920 10,954 5,778 393 1,725 135 246 1,664 1,013 
1921 6,661 2,859 696 1,273 120 85 1,193 435 
1922 6,627 3,432 275 1,498 144 53 1,225 
1923 6,762 4,162 329 836 180 .. 1,217 38 
1924 7,659 3,952 324 1,846 192 · . 1,285 60 
1925 8,317 4,544 175 1,983 229 · . 1,325 61 
1926 8,842 4,766 238 2,206 268 · . 1,364 
1927 9}160 4,508 230 2,691 281 · . 1,403 47 
1928 10,648 . 4-,497 357 3,652 359 · . 1,517 266 

I Based on informatIOn furnished by Ray O. Hall, AssIStant Chief) Fmance 
and Investment Division, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce. Arrange. 
ment and classification according to Appendix A. 

a See Appendix A [or SOUl'CeL 

more adequate figures for later periods served as a guide. 
Nevertheless, discrepancies must be granted for every year. 
It is not unlikely that more complete or accurate information 
would alter somewhat the percentage distribution of the 
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major classes of items in Table 17. A margin of error, there
fore, should be assumed for each computation. Nor is it 
improbable that the net balances in Table 18 are at fault, 

TABLE 17: THE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF THE MAJOR 

CLASSES OF ITEMS IN THE ESTIMATED BALANCE OF 

INTERNATIONAL PAYMENTS OF THE UNITED 

STATES, 1920-1928 
(Sources: u. s. Department of Commerce from 1922 to I92B.' Provisional com. 

pilation lOt 1920 and 1922 and computations by the Natiooaliru!us-
trial Coofen:ru:e Board)' 

Oediu. Re8ectin& PaJlDCUta ov.t 01' the United ~ 
U. s.Go~ Sboft-Tena -...... Ser:u.ritia -, """ ... Y ... T .... .... Gold .... om.. I ........ f!='W':r ....... and Net - Ez ..... CI ..... -... - V_ 

.. Wealth Debts aDd <0 ...... 

c..d;" fM 

% % % % % % % % 
1920 100.0 77.8 ·3.3 7.9 4.1 0.5 6.4 
1921 100.0 70.3 0.8 6.3 7.6 2.0 8.2 4.8 
1922 100.0 60.7 0.6 12.1 B.4 3.4 B.S 6.3 
1923 100.0 64.6 0.5 13.2 8.8 4.5 8.4 • 
1924 100.0 63.2 L4 13.6 8.3 2.5 8.2 2.8 
1925 100.0 62.3 3.3 16.1 8.3 2.2 7.4 0.4 
1926 100.0 57.0 1.9 17.9 8.4 2.2 8.0 4.6 
1927 100.0 55.6 4.2 21.0 8.8 2.3 8.1 .. 
1928 100.0 50.1 5.9 26.8 8.3 2.0 6.9 .. 

Debita, Jte8ectina PaYll'leata out of the United Stara 

U. s.. Gov- Shaft-Term - Securitia ~, c..d;" 
T .... dO. Gold .... o.he, I.- Advaaterl Scm... .... N .. 

1m ..... 1m ..... CIa .... P ........ .... 1m ..... V_ 
tD Wealth c...lib ........ o! 

foe 

% % % % % % % % 
1920 100.0 52.7 3.6 H.B 1.2 2.2 H.2 9.3 
1921 100.0 42.9 10.5 19.1 1.8 1.3 17.9 6.5 
1922 100.0 51.8 4.1 22.6 2.2 0.8 IB.4 
1923 100.0 61.5 4.9 12.3 2.7 · . 18.0 0.6 
1924 100.0 51.6 4.2 24.1 2.5 · . 16.8 0.8 
1925 100.0 54.7 2.1 23.8 2.8 · . 15.9 0.7 
1926 100.0 53.9 2.7 25.0 3.0 · . 15.4 .. 
1927 100.0 49.2 2.S 29.3 3.1 · . 15.4 0.5 
1928 100.0 42.2 3.4 34.3 . 3.4 .. 14.2 2.5 

• See Appendix A. • Less than r. of one per cent. 

although omissions and errors on both sides might cancel 
out. Only an approximate consistency between the various 
years can be assumed in employing the data collectively in 
the subsequent analysis. 
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TABLE 18: NET BALANCES OF MAJoR CLASSES OF hEMS IN 

THE BALANCE OF INTERNATIONAL PAYMENTS OF THE 

UNITED STATES, 1920-1928 
(Creelit balanc:e+ and debit ba!anc:e-; or net payments into the United S .. tes+ 

and net paymenta out of the United S .. tea-) 

(Sourc.o, U. S. Department of Commerce from 1922 to 1928.1 ProvisicnaI compi!a,. 
tiona for 1920 and 1921 by the National Industrial Conf....." Board)' 

(In milliOllJ of dnDars) 

Securitiea ta ...... Gmom- s.n;.,. Short-Term mentAd-y ... M'efth.., Gold aadOd.u PaymeDU vanta 2nd p.ym .... Credit. and .... Claima to ... Debt ... ~etUD:ac:.-
W~ ... a.,,; ... Re<:eipa: a.,,; ... ~ .... "" 

1920 +2,747 -29 -865 +315 -189 -966 -1,013 
1921 +1,824 -645 -848 +389 +46 -650 -116 
1922 +589 -234 -694 +411 +173 -665 +420 
1923 +206 -295 +54 +414 +301 -645 -35 
1924 +882 -216 -805 +443 +194 -654 +156 
1925 +633 +102 -646 +460 +186 -710 -25 
1926 +278 -72 -621 +472 +195 -659 +407 
1927 +583 +154 -757 +519 +206 -657 -47 
1928 +837 +272 -795 +523 +210 -781 -266 

• See Appendix A. 'Itinn.. 

THE ALTEI!.ING CHARACTER OF AMEI!.ICA'S INTERNATIONAL 

TRANSACTIONS 

Before proceeding further, it is worth while to observe the 
amazing complexity of America's typical international trans
actions. With the fall of prices and world-wide depression 
which began in 1920, they naturally experienced a contrac
tion in 1921 in terms of monetary values, especially those 
concerned with merchandise. Nevertheless, an expansion 
followed in subsequent years. The particular directions 
which it took can be observed in the absolute figures of 
Table 16 and Appendix A, but they are more clearly apparent 
in the percentage distribution given in Table 17 and Chart 2. 

While these shifts need not be pointed out in detail, 
several features merit a special note. Most significant of all 
the changes in both credit and debit items was the increasing 
importance of purely financial dealings and the decreasing 
importance of merchandise transactions. This trend, more
over, became more conspicuous in later years and was more 
notable for the credits than for the debits. Its development 
distinctly obscured any relationship between movements of 



CHART 2: THE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF THE MAJOR CLASSES OF ITEMS IN THE ESTIMATED BALANCE 

OF INTERNATIONAL PAYMENTS OF THE UNITED STATES, 1920-1928 
(Source, Table 17) 
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merchandise and flotations of new securi ties which has been 
so commonly believed as having obtained. 

The varying percentage weight possessed by gold exports 
and imports is accounted for by their very nature. Gold 
imports were of unusual importance during the period of 
world monetary instability, when the United States alone of 
the larger countries maintained a gold standard. In 1925 
and 1927, years in which notable recovery of foreign gold 
standard conditions was occurring, exports formed a larger 
percentage of the total, as they did also in 1928. Since the 
total credits and debits were of such size, the absolute vol
ume of these gold movements was not extraordinarily large. 
They were of unusual character, however, owing to the break
down of the gold standard system. Because of the con
ventional position of gold as the basis of the country's 
monetary and credit system, they had far-reaching influences 
upon America's finance, trade and industry, much greater 
than their percentage figures would indicate. Necessarily, 
a more extended analysis of them is required than can be 
given here. This is made in Chapter VI. 

For the immediate purpose, gold exports and imports 
may be considered together with merchandise, and the per
centage distribution and net balances of the two modified 
accordingly. A definite trend is thus revealed between the 
international movements of visible and invisible or tangible 
and intangible items, the former decreasing in percentage 
significance and the latter increasing. Essentially, this is a 
correct procedure, because gold flows occurring as a result 
of the operation of the gold standard mechanism may be 
regarded as a temporary expedient for enlarging exports or 
imports of goods when a lack of balance in a country's in
ternational payments requires prompt adjustment. It is 
also justifiable when gold flows occur for commercial reasons 
or at the direction of a central bank or a government. The 
former correspond to shipments of goods and the latter take 
place in anticipation of, or immediately because of, a con
dition of unbalanced international payments. 

Gold movements at the direction of central banks or 
governments have been far the more important in post-war 
years because of the disruption and slow recovery of the 
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gold standard abroad. The United States was the only 

!
country maintaining a free gold center throughout the entire 
period. Gold embargoes existed in every other important 
country until the final reestablishment of foreign monetary 
standards b;lSed on gold; and even after, gold movements 
were often directed. They took place, therefore, not as a 
result of the activities of private international bankers, but 
largely because of the initiative taken by foreign central 
banks and governments-imports into the United States 
occurring in order to settle their American commitments or 
to establish balances for the purpose of exchange market 
control, and exports because gold was needed in connection 
with stabilization programs or because dollar balances of 
foreign central banks or governments were regarded as 
unnecessarily large. 

Invisible transactions reflected in the international ac
counts include not only those of a purely financial character 
but also those having to do with services imported and 
exported. While purely financial payments expanded not
ably in significance relative to all others, payments for ser
vines were almost constant in their comparative importance. 
There was, however, a very gradual downward trend appar
ent for both imports and exports after 1922. Owing to the 
fact that service transactions were such a regularly large 
percentage of the debits, averaging over 16%, and because 
they were a moderately large proportion of the credits, they 
must have a prominent place in the subsequent discussion of 
the connection between capital and other international pay
ments. 

The Balances oj All Trade and Financial Dealings 
The relationship between financial and other types of 

international payments can be analyzed most satisfactorily 
from the net balances of the major classes of accounts. These 
appear in Table 18. They are further illuminated by Charts 
3 and 4, presenting three groups of curves in each. The first 
group on Chart 3 shows the movement of combined merchan
dise and gold exports and imports; the second group includes 
curves for service exports and imports; and the third com
pares the net balances of merchandise and gold with that 

8 
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CHART 3: THE MOVEMENT OF THE VISIBLE AND INVISIBLE 

TRADE OF THE UNITED STATES, 1920-1928 
(Soun:.s, Tables 16 and 18) 
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CHART 4: THE MOVEMENT OF ALL TRADE AND CAPITAL PAY

MENTS OF THE UNITED STATES, 1920--1928 
(Sources, Tables 16 and 18) 
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for services. In the first group of Chart 4, merchandise, 
gold and service exports and imports are combined; the 
second group includes curves for all debit and credit capital 
items of the balance of payments tables; and the third group 
is a comparison of the net balance of all trade and the net 
balance of all capital items. Owing to the probability of 
many cumulative errors in various estimates of balance of 
payments, particularly for all financial and service items, the 
movements of the various curves must be regarded only as 
approximations. 

In every year since the war the United States has exported 
more merchandise than she has imported, and in 1928 this 
favorable balance of trade amounted tQ over one billion 
dollars. Of course. in many years, the net flow of gold 
reduced the combined export balance, but in 1925, 1927 and 
1928, it added to it. The persistent appearance of large' 
export trade balances has been widely commented upon as a 
notable sign of American prosperity. Furthermore, com
mentators have often taken the opportunity to link them to 
the large number of new foreign securities offered in Ameri
can markets, to show thereby how the country has been 
benefited by loans to foreigners.1 America has been an 
exporter of capi tal, it has been argued, and there is an ob
vious connection between an export of capital and a favor-/ 
able balance of trade. 

The purpose here, as throughout this study, is to clarify 
the character of such correlations, and not in any sense to 
criticize them. If it were actually true that the United 
States were exporting funds on new capital account exceed
ing all other capital payments by as large an amount as the 
flotations of new foreign issues would indicate, quite possibly 
a direct relationship could be traced between the movement 
of such funds out of the country and the favorable balance 
of trade. Transfers of capital have to be made possible in 
some manner in case .Joans are extended, and movements of 
goods are most commonly accepted as the practical medium 
of transmission. 

1 B. M. Anderson, "Two 'New Eros' compared: 1896-1903 and 1921-1928," 
CUle UOnDm;& BulUtin. Vol. IX, Feb. 11, 1929, p. 23; and Mas Winlderl: uThe 
Dollar Abroad," For~;gJJ Po/ir, ASIDtitllitJ" InjfJTtNli(m Senile. Vol. V, :supple
ment No. I, March, 1929, p. 2. 
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It was concluded in the last chapter, however, that while 
there was a net outflow of all funds on long-term capital 
account in early post-war years, it was of declining volume, 
and that in 1923 and thereafter, excepting 1924, the move
ment was inward. Moreover, even in 1924, when there was 
a net outflow, a net inflow of short-term capital funds largely 
offset it. In 1926 the net inward stream of payments on 
short-term accounts augmented greatly the net immigration 
of all funds on long-term account. Finally, in 1925, 1927 
and 1928 the net flow of payments on short-term account 
probably caused a net outward movement of all capital pay
ments, especially notable in 1928. How can these facts be 
reconciled with a constantly favorable balance of merchan
dise trade? 

Reference to Charts 3 and 4 which summarize the material 
of Table 18 provides an answer. It was simply because of 
the enormous net balance of outward payments to foreigners 
for services rendered to Americans. In other words, when 
service items are included with merchandise and gold in a 
composite balance of all visible trade of the country, as in 
Chart 4, this balance has not always been "favorable," but 
in some years has actually been "adverse"; that is, more 
merchandise, gold and services combined have been imported 
than exported. This was actually true in 1922, 1923 and 
1926, and in 1924, 1925 and 1927, the balance was only 
slightly favorable, although in 1928, it was decidedly favor
able.1 

Thus, the question raised above is reversed. If the cOm
bined trade balances of merchandise, gold and services after 
1921 were in some years unfavorable to the United States, 
how were they settled? They in turn were taken care of by· 
the fact that the net movement of all capital payments was 
inward, a trend previously accounted for by foreign pur
chases of securities in the United States; by the growing net 
receipts of foreign payments on interest, dividend and capi
tal repayment account; and by the expansion of the volume 
of short-term foreign funds residing in America. 

1 Excluding gold from the balance of all trade, there wu a "favorabletJ halance 
of $1,781 miDio ... in 19201 $1,174 millio .. in 1921, $228 millions in 1924 and $56 
millions in 1928, and ant unfavorable" balance or $76 minions in 1m $439 mil .. 
liona in 1924, $77 millions in 1925, $381 millinns in 1926 and $74 miDio .. in 1927. 
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Why the Balance oj Service Payments Was Aduerse to the 
Uniud Stat IS 

The enormous excess of outward over inward payments 
on service account is a phenomenon which merits closer at
tention. How was the United States importing more ser
vices than were being exported? Scrutiny of service receipts 
and payments in the various bal!ll1ce of payments state
ments, given in Table 19, suggests the ways. 

TABLE 19: NET BALANCES OF MAJOR. CLASSES OF SERVICE 

ITEMS IN THE BALANCE OF INTERNATIONAL PAYMENTS 

OF THE UNITED STATES, 1920-1928 
(Credit Balanc:e+ and Debit Balance-; or Net Payme ... into the United 

Sta ... + and Net hymen .. out of the United 5 ..... -) 
(Soar.,..: U. S. Department of Commerce from 1922 to 1925} Provisio.al com

pitationa fot 1920 and 1921 by the National Industrial Conference BoanI)' 
(In milliona of dollars) 

'um 1920 1m 1922 192> 192. 1m 1926 1927 1928 

Frei~t services .••...••. +8 -TJ -~ ~~ :~ ::1 -95 -66 -8,. 
Service to governments . .. -,I~ :;:~ 7~ -49 -29 -57 
Motion picture roz;ll1ties . . +30 +48 +66 +71 +71 +71 +64 
InSurance and .ancia! 

ser;vices. "." ........... +33 +34 +49 ~: +58 +64 -~ -~ +69 
Tounst setVlce8 .•.••.••• -280 -300 -305 -2 -37.1 -410 -525 
Immigrant remitt8D«S 

and charitable contri-
-33i! -~ -284 butions . ............. -655 -35 -285 -2M -255 -241 

~~ ................. -:~ -1 -:~ -3 -4 -5 -7 -7 -7 
Net service balance . ... -%E -6s( -655 -645 -654 -71e -:659 -657 -781 
Net tourist and immi_ 

C.~i~~ -935 -655 -635 -579 -657 -695 -670 -699 :"766 
Net balanee of an other 

service items .. ...... -31 +S -20 _6E +3 -15 +11 +42 -IS 
1 See Appendix A. 

By far the largest single contributing item to the aggre
gate net balance was services purchased by American tourists 
traveling abroad. In 1928, it was necessary for Americans to 
remit a total of ~782 millions for services rendered them in 
their travels by foreigners, an amount almost twice as large 
as their expenditure in 1920. The net balance underwent an 
equally large increase. Such an enormous expansion of 
payments to foreigners for tourist services cannot be re
garded as abnormal. It is a logical development in view of 
the manifest importance of foreign trade, the value of for-
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eign financial contacts, the tremendous expansion of interest 
in foreign culture and civilization, the emphasis in the teach
ing profession and educational fields on foreign travel, and 
finally, the expansion of money incomes of Americans after 
1921, accompanying a comparatively stable cost of living 
price level. 

The next important item in the huge adverse service 
balance is seen to have been in immigrants' remittances. 
These were extraordinarily swelled in early post-war years 
by remittances which had been deferred in the war period 
and by the additional sums then sent abroad for relief. 
Naturally, they have tended to decline with the passing of 
extraordinary circumstances and the pursuit of an immigra
tion restriction program by the United States. 

The net balance of other service payments and receipts 
becomes of minor significance when it is noted, in Table 
19, that in every year they practically offset each other, 
with the exception of 1920, 1922 and 1923, when imports 
exceeded exports by $31 millions, $20 millions, and $66 
millions respectively, and in 1927, when exports exceeded 
imports by $402 millions. The persisting net balance on ser
vice account of around $650 millions or $700 millions there
fore has been due to the large net volume of tourist and 
immigrant remittances, the decline in the latter having been 
offset by the expansion of the former. 

AMERICA'S INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL POSITION AS A WHOLE 

Although the net Row of all international payments on 
capital account has been variously outward or inward in 
recent years, the international creditor position of the United 
States has nevertheless been expanding as a result of the net 
flow of investment funds. Taken as a unit, the country has 
been largely reinvesting abroad income and capital repay
ment from former investments. At the same time, the nation 
has become a short-term debtor as a consequence of the Row 
of short-term funds and credits on short-term account. 
Hence, an appropriate conclusion to this and the preceding 
chapters is a summary outline of the contemporary financial 
position of the United States, an outline which will answer 
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a number of questions which must have arisen in the reader's 
mind from the foregoing analysis. 

For example, just what is the probable aggiegate of 
American foreign investment boldings according to the latest 
available figures? In tbe statement of the international 
financial position of the United States given at the end of 
Chapter III, it was seen that the capital debts of foreigners 
to Americans consisted in largest part of the obligations of 
foreign governments to tbe United States Treasury. Nat
urally, questions concerning their present status in the total 
creditor position are important. Have they been completely 
overshadowed by private American foreign investments? 
Again, there is the question of American capital obligations 
to foreign investors which must bave increased in recent 
years. When allowance is made for them, how has the 
creditor position of the country altered? Fmally, there is 

J 
tbe problem of the actual short-term debtor posi tion of the 
United States. How mucb is really owed to foreigners on 
short-term debtor account above that whicb foreigners in 
turn owe the United States? What, then, is the actual net 
creditor position of the country? 

Changes in America's international financial position have 
been rarticularl y notable in the last three years. The most 
usefu picture that can be drawn, therefore, involves a com-

Y
arison between them. Accordingly, figures for the end of 
926, 1927 and 1928 bave been taken. Some of the data 

bearin, on the nation's international sbort-term assets and 
liabilitIes for the end of 1926, however, are unsatisfactory 
and are necessarily omitted. Comparability between the 
estimates of the short-term accounts obtains, consequently, 
only for 1927 and 1928. 

Tn, Long-Term Creditor-Debtor Position qf the United SIllies 
At the end of 1925, the Department of Commerce reckoned 

the accumulated holdings of foreign obligations and property 
titles of private American citizens and corporations to be 
about $10,405 millions.1 According to revised balance of 
payments figures, $808 millions were added in 1926, $972 
millions in 1927 and $1,339 millions in 1928, making totals 

t Thoft 1",_ .. BIIIItti_, No. 319, P. 15. 
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of $11,213 millions, $12,185 millions and $13,524 millions.1 

In the opinion of some observers, these estimates are too 
small, but they are undoubtedly the most accurate that have 
been made. A range of one billion dollars above and below 
the total private investments at the end of each year should 
probably be assumed.· 

Almost equal to the foreign obligations owed American 
interests were the nominal figures of the United States Treas
ury for the debts of foreign governments for war, sale of 
surplus war supplies and relief credits, amounting to $11,800 
millions at the end of 1926, $11,872 millions at the end of 
1927, and $11,853 millions at the end of 1928.3 The total 
at the end of 1919 aggregated about ten billion dollars exclu
sive of accrued and unpaid interest" and slightly over $200 
millions more was advanced in 1920.' Thus an addition of 
almost $1.5 billions occurred as the result of accrued and un
paid interest until the debts were funded and placed on pre
determined payment schedules. There has been some increase 
due to the exercise of options by certain debtors to pay only 
part of the scheduled interest charges. 

The funding process which began in 1923 under negotia
tions conducted by the World War Foreign Debt Commis
sion resulted by the end of 1926 in effective agreements with 
thirteen of the principal debtors.6 Since that time debts of 
other governments, excepting that of Russia, which has not 
been officially recognized, and that of Armenia, where no 
independent government exists, have been technically cov
ered by funding arrangements! Under these funding agree
ments, interest was arranged at varying average rates, e. g., 
4% for Italy, 1% for Jugoslavia, 1.6% for France, 1.8% for 
Belgium, and 3.3% for others, with the exception of Austria 
and Greece where no separate interest schedule was speci-

I1nfonnation supplied by Ray O. Hall. Assistant Chief, Finance and. Invest.. 
mcnt Division. Bureau of Foreign and Domestic: Commerce, U. S. Department of 
Commen:e. 

11huk InJtmIUIlion. Blllletin, No. 552, p. 20. 
a United States Treasury) co Annual Report,» 1926" p~ 576; aU£., 1927, p. 628; 

and aid., 1928, p. S60. 
4 United States Treasury, .. Annualltcpon," 1920, pp. 65-7 and 330-7 • 
• See Appendix A of this volume. 
-The agreement with France remains unratified, however. 
'These funding agreements ..., fully discussed in Chapter VIII. 
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6ed.1 Obviously, these rates represent a considerable scaling 
down from the original rate of 5% nominally agreed upon in 
1918 and subsequently applied to cash advances under the 
Liberty Bond Acts as well as to war supplies and relief 
credits.' From another point of view, they signify a can
cellation of a portion of the principal. That is to say, a 
capitalization of the scheduled payments at a 5% interest 
rate would yield a principal much less than that nominally 
carried in the published Treasury accounts. 

Assuming that 5% is the rate which would roughly ap
proach the average at which the various debtor governments 
could borrow from private American investors-by no means 
a far-fetched hypothesis-it becomes clear that the creditor 
value of the debts of foreign governments to the United 
States should be the total of the present worth of all pay
ments scheduled under funding agreements reckoned on a 
5% interest basis. As for the unfunded debts, that of Ar
menia must be arbitrarily written off, because no Armenian 
government exists, but the debt of Russia may have some 
value since the conclusion of a funding agreement at some 

. future date is not inconceivable. For reasons which are 
explained in Chapter VIII, it is included at two-thirds its 
nominal amoun t. 

By tlJ.ese adjustments figures are obtained for more nearly 
correct values of foreign government obligations to the 
United States Government arising from war and relief loans. 
Their aggregate worth at the end ofl926 was )\6,511 millions; 
at the end of 1927,)\6,614 millions and at the end of 1928, 
'1>6,737 millions.' Additions to these successive amounts of 
'1>316 millions, '1>311 millions, and '1>303 millions must be made 
for the present worth of payments due from the German 

'See Table 38 of this volume. 
S Excepting credits by the United States Grain Corporation which were on the 

basis of 6%. Accrued interest ch~ for funding purposes, however, were rec0m
puted up~ to Dw:rnber 15. 1922 at 4.25%_~batis and a 3% bam thereafter. See 
H. G. Moulton and Leo Pasvol.ky, .. World War Debt Settleme.n .. ," 1926, 
I?P. 92-3. See, also, World War Foreign Debt Commission ... Combinec1 Annual 
Hepor ..... 1922-1926, pp.322-3-

J Discounted upon an annual payment basi&. The present worth, as calculated for 
these successive years, rises slightly each year because of the character of the pay. 
ment schedules,. rising as they do in the later years. They also increase because the 
allowance for the debt of Russia increases with each year from accrued interest. 
Ac:ijustments for the taking of options likewise have had a very minor influence. 
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Government for the settlement of army of occupation costs 
and American claims.' 

Against the international assets of the nation must be set 
the various liabilities. Private investments of foreigners in 
the United States were estimated by the Department of 
Commerce at $3.7 billions at the end ofl927, or an increase of 
$158 millions over 1926." A further increase of $481 millions 
occurred in 1928.' To the sums thus obtained should be 
added a ligure for the liability of the United States Govern
ment to citizens of Germany and other Central Powers for 
property in the keeping of the Alien Property Custodian and 
also for German claims for the use and disposition during the 
war of ships, radio stations and patents. These are reckoned 
at $200 millions for each year.' 

Bringing together all these aspects of America's interna
tional long-term capital assets and liabilities, the compara
tive balance sheet presented in Table 20 is obtained. Natur
ally, with such a wide margin of error holding for ligures on 
private investments, prudence must be exercised in interpre-

t Computed .. in Table 35 of thinolume,with adjuatmen .. for 1926 and 1927. 
F"tgWeI £01' American claima against Austria and Hungary dcwmined by the Tri. 
partite Claims Commission an: not yet available. 

t: Information from Ray O. HaD, Assistant Chief; F"mlU1Ce and Investment 
Division, B ...... of Foreign """ Domestic Commerce, U. S. ~t.ofCom
me=. 

, IJ",,_ 

"

The Alien l'Iuperty Custodian', Account stood at '179 millions June 30, 1926, 
$180 millions $30, 1927, """ i181 millions J ..... 30, 1928; United States T ....... 
ury," Annual M 1926, p.1!66; 1927, p.144,and 1928,p.10!1. TheStttlement 
of War Cbim. Act 0 1928 provides for tilt payment by tilt United States Tn:osury 
of Mixed Claims Commission awarda to pnvate American citizens as 8000 as p0s.
sible from a fund known as tilt Genna. Deposit Fund. . To this fund was ........ 
ferred for immcdiatt al'plication ns millions of anaIloc:attd intttest r.ceiP13 of the 
Alien Property Custodian's a<:<ount. It .... also provided that 40 millions of this 
&«OW1t should be ",tained for application as ""Iuired <at 5% in ...... t) II> the settle
ment of tbese awards. Under the hypothesis that the Gennao Go __ will 
eventually agree to ttIease tilt Unittd States Government from liability for tbese 
sums in ft:tum for • zd.ease from an obligation to pay interest on awards of the 
Mixed Claims Commission at 5%1 beyond the date of their payment ~r the United 
States Treasury, a total of $65 millions may be writttn oW. See tilt Unittd Statts 
T .... ury, •• Annual Repett.O> 1926, pp. 26(,.9; 1928, pp.44-51. Another 5100 mil. 
lion&, however, should he added II> cover tilt masimwn liability of tilt United Statts 
Government to Genna. citizens aU."...j by Congress, under the Stttlement of War 
Qaims Act of 1928 <Pnblic No. 122, 70th Congn:ss) for ships, radio stations and 
patents used and dispoaed of under the authority of various. wartime acts. Since the 
final aettlemena of such claims will not take place for several yean, this maximum 
allowance has a present worth of ..,mething..... Tbe figuze we have tau. ofS200 
millio .. Ie< tilt total liability of tilt United States is sufticiendy cIooe for pttSent 
purpooes. 
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TABLE 20: THE LoNG-TERM CREDITOR-DEBTOR POSITION OF 

THE UNITED STATES AT THE END OF 1926, 1927 AND 1928 
(Compiled by the NationaIlnd ... trial Conference Board)' 

(In millions of dolla .. ) 
I .... 1926 1927 1928 

Long-Term Capital Assets 
Estimated private- American invatments in 

foreign securities and P~. # •••••••••• $11,213 $12,185 $13,524 
Estimated prescnt value of rei'%. govemment 

debts to the United States at 5 exduin: of 
Germany ....... ..•... _, .••...•.......... 6,S!! 6,614 6,731 

Estimated present value of Germany'. debt to 
the United States forarmyof oa:upationc:osts 
and American claims at 5% ...•••..•.••... 316 311 303 

Total long-tum creditor position of the United 
Sta ..................................... 18,Q40 19,110 20,564 

Long-Term Capitaillibilities 
Estimated private investments of foreigners in 

the United StateS . ....................... 3,542 3,700 4,181' 
Estimated United Statel Government deb, to 

Conner alien citiuns by veriouJ daimo .•••.• 200 200 200 

Total long-tum debtor position of the United 
States . ...... .••. ......•.•...•... '" .... 3,742 3,900 4,381 

Net long-term creditor positinn of the United 
States . ..............•.................. $14,298 $15,210 $16,183 

1 For SOtl1'tC8, lee text. 

tation, The procedure is justifiable only because 'it enables 
a truer perspective than is possible in any other way. 

The Shorl-Term Creditor-Debtor Position of the United Slates 
At the close of 1926, the Department of Commerce found 

through a questionnaire that, while Americans had deposits. 
of $327 millions with foreigners, the latter had $1,443 mil
lions or almost five times that amount deposited with Ameri
cans.' It is also true, however, that Americans had made 
bank loans and advances to foreigners of about $682 millions. 
against bank loans and advances of foreigners to Americans 
amounting to $384 millions. While these facts are interest
ing, they cannot be accepted as final because the most recent 
survey made covering the situation at the end of 1927 and 
1928 was far more complete. They may, however, be in
cluded with their limitations in mind, allowing the total 1926 
short-term assets and liabilities to remain undetermined. 

, Trllli, In/tn"11fiIIio/f BuUm,., No. 503, pp. 45-6. 
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According to the results of the latest survey of the nation's 
short-term accounts, foreigners had deposits in the United 
States at the end of 1927 of $1,938 millions and at the end of 
19280f$I,751 millions. In addition, there were successivelyin 
each year foreign funds invested in American bankers' ac
ceptances amounting to $406 millions and $569 millions, in 
brokers' loans $101 millions and $207 millionsl in Treasury 
Certificates $444 millions and $174 millions and in other 
short-term loans, $13 millions and $8 millions. Finally, there 
were loans and overdrafts to Americans amounting to $31 
millions at the end of 1927 and US millions at the end of 1928. 
Against these short-term liabilities, there were American 
deposits abroad aggregating $233 millions and $198 millions 
respectively, loans and overdrafts to foreigners totalling $568 
millions and $601 millions, and, finally, American funds "put 
out" on foreign money markets amounting to $33 millions 
and $28 millions respectively. 

Other short-term assets and liabilities reported by the 
Department of Commerce for the close of these two years 
concerned the position of acceptance credits. Foreigners 
were liable to American banks for acceptances drawn by 
them to the amount of $402 millions at the end of 1927 and 
$519 millions at the end of 1928, of which $313 millions and 
$316 millions respectively were probably drawn to finance 
American imports and the remainder to finance goods in 
transit or storage and dollar exchange.' In addition, for-

1 While foreign funds "put outU on the call-money market did not amognt to 80 
impressive a total as had commonly been supposed, figures (or another date than 
the end of the year might have shown Jarger amounts so placed. If true that 
rising Amcncan call.money rates had not reached & level sufficten.dy high or perma
nent greatly to attract foreign funds to the call market, the persistence of high 
rates probably attracted. more funds early in 1929. For example) the JOln7Uli oj 
CfJmnurt. d,1l1 Com",nrial reported foreign funds on caIJ. at the beginning of 
Mayl. 1929 at around $1 billion, of which about S400 millions were assigned to the 
big (.;anadian chartered banks, and $JOO minions were ascribed to the Bank of 
France and other French. banks. Other important sums were said to have been so 
placed by British and German banks as well as by la~e European industrial and 
commercial corporations. .. Foreign Can Loans in ThiS Market Are Placed at a 
Billion,."1olW1tal. Cotn7ItIf"U: mJJl Comnurti.J, May41 1929,.p.19 Such an mcrease in 
foreign call loans may not have ~flected a very great Increase in the total shortaterm 
liabilities to foreigners, but merely a shift in the employment of funds already here. 

I According to published surveys of the American Acceptance Council. Aeceptancl' 
Bulld;n. Jan. 31t. 1929~ 1'.18, there were S313 millions and SJ16 millions respectively 
in 1926 and 1921 to nnance imports" leaving an excess su.ccessively of J89 millions 
and $203 millions of ac:ceptances drawn by foreigners unaccounted for. ProbablYI 
they were acceptances to 6nance goods in storage, transit and dollar excltangc. The 
1926iigure for acceptances drawn by foreigners may be estimatcdon this assumption 
at about $324 milliont. 
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eigners were liable for acceptances drawn to finance Ameri
can exports accepted by American banks to the successive 
amounts of ~288 millions and ~362 millions.l Offsetting these 
acceptance credit assets were liabilities to foreigners for accep
tances drawn by American banks and individuals, accepted 
by foreign banks and discounted abroad to the sums of $48 
millions at the close of 1927 and ~103 millions at the close of 
1928, and also liabilities of American importers to foreign 
banks for acceptance credit extended and executed by the 
latter amounting to ~30 millions and ~50 millions. Lastly, 
American banks held foreign-drawn acceptances for collee
tion to the respective totals of ~118 millions and $123 mil
lions, in effect cancelling so much of the amounts due by 
foreigners for acceptance credit from American banks. 

The status of open-book accounts is yet to be con
sidered. There was undoubtedly in each year a large 
volume of such credit extended by Americans to foreigners, 
especially in neighboring countries, probably exceeding those 
extended by foreigners to American importers. How great 
these open-book credits were can not be determined in any 
satisfactory way since no survey of them has been made 
since 1922.' On the hypothesis that the same relationship 
holding that year between open-book accounts and total 
exports and imports tended to obtain in later years, there 
may have been at the close of each of the years 1926, 1927 
and 1928, respectively about $475 millions, $480 millions and 
$510 millions owed Americans, against successive amounts 
of $65 millions, $64 millions and ~62 millions owed to 
foreigners. Because of the lapse of time since 1922, and 
the changes which have taken place in the financing of 

1 American Acceptance Council figures of acceptances drawn to finance American 
exports .how ~ for 1927 and 1928 of $103 million. and $135 million ..... pee
tively in excess of those indicated by Department of Commerce S\U'Vcy. These may 
have represented acceptances drawn by Americans) accepted by fOre1~ banks but 
discounted in the United States. In such cases an offsetting intemanonalliability 
was created, the American exporter being liable to whomever purchased the bill. 
About J70million in 1927 and $79 miUion in 1928 ofadditional double liabilities arose 
from such acceptance 6nancing of goods in transit or foreign storage for American 
exporte~ Such offsetting short-term obligations may ~ly be eliminated from 

/ 

the balance of short-term accounts, but they suggest with other 1927 and 1928 
figures of the Deparrment of Commerce survey and of the American Acceptance 
Council, about $190 millions in acceptances drawn by Americans to finance exports 
and accepted by American banks in 1926.. 

, Tratle InfOTm41ion Bullttin, No. 144, p. 20. 
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international trade, especially through acceptances in 1927 
and 1928, such figures cannot be accepted as accurate. 
They are suggested only because some modification of 
the short-term creditor-debtor position of the country in
dicated by available figures for the dates specified would 
be necessary if reliable facts were known of the status of 
international open-book accounts. Omitting them, therefore, 
but including others previously mentioned, the balance 
of short-term national accounts, presented in Table 21, is 
drawn up. 

Two observations are suggested by these figures. First is 
the fact that, while the short-term debtor position of the 
country is impressive, the net debtor position was only 
slightly more than half as great for 1927 and less than half 
for 1928. Moreover, the net volume of open-book credits, if 
known, would probably have further reduced these net 
debtor amounts, possibly to as low as around $1,200 millions 
for 1927 and $900 millions for 1928 if the conjectural esti
mates made above were roughly correct. 

Second, the enormous balances on short-term account of 
foreigners in the United States reflected the size of America's 
long-term creditor position, as well as her important inter
national trade position. In other words, a large hang-over 
of borrowed funds and the maintenance of American de
posits by various debtors for interest, dividend, and capital 
repayment are logical consequences of the volume of foreign 
investmen ts of Americans, while other deposi ts were carried 
by foreigners because of the business they carryon with 
America. These foreign balances also reflected the operation 
of the modern gold or gold exchange standard under which 
foreign central banks have kept American sight balances as 
legal reserves and other foreign central banks have kept 
American balances as a matter of policy. Probably a large 
portion of the short-term funds of foreigners in the United 
States were of such a character. In any case, their presence 
here and also the presence of American funds abroad evi
denced the close interdependence of international money 
markets which has prevailed in recent years. The fact that 
many central banks and innumerable individuals and cor
porations have been represented among the depositors of 
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short-term funds in America has provided an element of 
security similar to that experienced by a bank. Notwith
standing, important shifts in the net creditor position of 

TABLE 21: THE SHORT-TERM CREDITOR-DEBTOR POSITION 

OF THE UNITED STATES AT THE END OF 

1926, 1927 AND 1928 
(Source: U. S. Department of Commercc.' Arranged by the National Ind .. tri.l 

Confe:ence Board) 
(In millions of dollars) 

1- 1926 1921 1928 

Short-Term Capital Assets 
Estimated bank deposi" with foreigners •••••• _ •. _ •.•.• 327 233 198 
Estimated bank loa .. '" foreigners inclodi"ll o~ 

and American funds "tut out" in foreign money m 762 601 630 
Estimated liabilities of oreignen to American banks fa< 

a=J>taZl<eO drawn by fomgncn '" finance American im par.., goods in transit or._ and dollar esehtnge .... -. 402 519 
Estimated liabilities of foreigners for acceptances drawn by 

Americana to finaoce American esports and accepted by 
American banks . . ~ ............................... .. 288 362 

Estim.ted liabilities of foreigners to American expol te1S 
and manufacturers on opcn-book acccunt .........•.. .. 

I""":":"" 
.. 

Total shott-tenn aeditor pcoition of the United 
Sta .... exclodiog open-book aedit .•..•.•..•.... .. 1,524 1,709 

Short-Term Capital Liabilities 
Estimated bank deposits of foreigners in the United States 
Estimated bank 10 ... of foreigners '" AmerU:ans, ioclodiog 

1,443 1,938 1,751 

ove:rdra(u ................................•...... 384 31 48 
Estimated foreign funds "=t'~ in the American money 

market in acceptances, ·s loans, Tmaswy certifi-
cates. and other short-term paper4 . ..•.............. 419 965 959 

Estimated liabilities of Americans for ac:ceptances drawn 
by Americans and accepted and discounted .Inoad .... .. 48 103 

Estimated liabilities of American imponen fa< acceptance 
drawn by f"",~ ... and executed by foreisn banks ••.. .. 30 50 

Estimated liabilities of Americana for foreisn drawn 
acceptances held for oollection by American banks' .... .. 118 123 

Estimated liabilities of Americ&na to foreign expw: tel 5 and 
manufacturera on opcn..book acc:oun.t . .•.....•.•.••.. . . . . . . -Total.hort-tenn debtDtposition of the United Sta .... 

excluding open-book aedit ...............•..... .. 3,130 3,034 
Net ahort-term. debtor position of the United States at 

indicated .................................... . .. 1,606 1,325 

1 Figures on deposi" and bank loans fa< the end of 1926 are from T.-.ie I",.,.... 
/irm BNiktilJ, No.. 503, pp. 45-6.. For 1926 and 1927, aU bguJ'I'S are from • prns 
rei .... of U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic C0m
merce (Finance and Investment Division),. May 2, 1929 • 

• An _ting item agaiMt acceptIUlceO drawn by foreigneQ and accepted by 
Americ:an banks. 
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the country have taken place from year to year as would be 
expected from the very nature of short-term capital and 
credit. 

The Net Creditor Position of the United States 
Combining the final figures obtained in Table 21 with 

those previously presented in Table 20, it is possible to get 
an approximate idea from Table 22 of the nation's entire 
international financial position. 

TABLE 22: THE ENTIRE CREDITOR-DEBTOR POSITION OF 

THE UNITED STATES AT THE END OF 1926, 1927 AND 1928 
(Compiled by the National Industrial Co.fem>ce Board} 

(In millions of dollars) 

hem 1926 1927 1928 

cattal Assets ' 
timated long_term capital assets. , ...... ~18,040 ~19,1I0 $10,564 

Estimated short-term capital assets (exclud-
ing open.book credits), .... " ' ...... ",' .. 1,524 1,709 

Total creditor position of the United 
States .... ....................... .. 20)634 22,273 

etta! Liabilities 
timated long-term capital liabilities • . ••. 3,742 3,900 4,381 

Estimated short_term capitalliabilitia (ex-
cluding open-hook creeli,.) ..•.•••..•..• .. 3,130 3,034 

Total debtor position of the United States .. 7/Xl0 7,415 
Net creditor position of the United 

States . .......................... .. 13,604 14,858 

Several commen ts are pertinent in order to place these 
figures in their proper perspective. Popular references to 
America's international creditor position in the past have 
often exaggerated its size. Nevertheless, its amount is strik. 
ing, being at the end of 1928 from four to six times the net 
debtor condition at the outbreak of the World War. Gross 
foreign investments of Americans as a percentage of the 
estimated money value of the national wealth of the United 
States in 1928, however, could hardly have amounted to 
more than 5%, while gross American investments of for. 
eigners as a percentage of the same figure could scarcely have 
been 1%. The interest and dividend return upon American 
investments abroad, moreover, was in all probability no 

9 
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more than 1% of the entire national income and similar out
going payments to foreigners less than a third of this pr0-
portion. 

THE GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF AMERICA's INTERNA

TIONAL ASSETS AND LIABILITIES 

The international financial position of the country may be 
viewed as a whole, as has been done above, or regarded in its 
relationship to particular geographic areas. In the last 
analysis, this latter view is just as significant as the former, 
because international financial problems arise not only be
cause of the entire capital stream moving in and out of the 
country, but also because of the constituent currents in this 
stream due to capital movements between the United 
States and particular countries or areas. Unfortunately 
adequate information upon them is lacking, but some con
ception of what must have been their past character may 
be gained by considering the geographic distribution of 
America's international assets and liabilities. 

Europe looms up at once as America's outstanding long
term debtor. If for no other reason, she would occupy this 
status because of governrnental debts to the United States 
Government, which amounted to 34% of all long-term capi
tal assets at the end of 1928. When the proportion of private 
indebtedness of Europe is added, this percentage is raised 
to 53% of the total, or about $11 billions.' Germany is 
unquestionably the largest European debtor to private 
American interests. Furthermore, if it is assumed that 
reparations payments by Germany to ex-Allied Govern
ments, the largest debtors to the United States Government, 
are to be the source of their debtor payments, she becomes 
economically, if not contractually, America's largest single 
debtor country." Although private American investments 
are numerous in virtually every other European country, 
they center especially in France, Italy, Belgium, Great 
Britain and the Scandinavian countries. 

1 According to figures furnished ~r Fmance and Investment Division, Bureau of 
Foreign and Domestic Commerce, U. S. Department of Commerce. 

• Chap .... VIII should be consulted in this connection. 
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Next in importance to Europe as a long-term debtor area 
is Latin America, accounting for about 25% of the total 
foreign indebtedness, concentrated principally in Cuba, 
Mexico, Argentina, Chile, Brazil, Peru, and Colombia. Can
ada comes next with around 17% of the total of Amer
ica's foreign long-term assets centering there. The remain
ing percentage covers chiefly investments in the Far East. 

America's long-term capital liabilities are mainly repre
sented byinvestmentsofEurope, which account for about 79% 
of the total. Great Britain has been by far the largest pur
chaser of American investment capital equities, having esti
mated holdings at the end of 1927 of $1.4 billions or 34% of 
the entire sum of long-term capital liabilities for that year.' 
Other European countries having sizeable holdings at the 
same date were the N etherlands,Switzerland and Sweden,col
lectively amounting to about 16%,0 and the United States 
Government was indebted to Germany for around 4.5%. 
Canada is the only other large long-term investment debtor 
with American investments of $800 millions at the end of 
1928, or approximately 19% of the total.' 

Of the distribution of short-term capital assets little can 
be said. Probably, they are divided mainly between Europe 
and Canada, with Latin America in third place. As for the 
short-term capital liabilities, Europe easily stands at the 
top, with France probably the largest creditor, but with 
Great Britain, the Netherlands, Italy, Sweden and Germany 
also high up in the list. Representing the Orient, Japan 
is reported to have large balances here.' Canada is un
doubtedly the largest short-term creditor on the American 
Con tinen t,' but Sou th American conn tries probably rank in 
the order of the importance of their trade and financial 
relations with the United States • 

• Truel.j.,.",.,i •• Bullmn, No. 552, pp. 8-9. • Idmt. 
, u. Canada) A Capital Exporting Nation:· WQ/J Slnlt jtJllr7lfl/, January 10, 1929, 

p.lS. 
t Information from Ray O~ Hall, Assistant Chief, Finance and Investment 

Division, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, U. S. Department of Com_ 
men:e. 

e
~ I'OSe<Ve balanoes of Canadian chartered banks, aggregating at the <tid 

f 1928 $133 millio~ arc held in the American market. In addition, the Canadian 
overnment often has large American bank balances, See, .. Canada, A Capital 

,1 tina Nation," ~ m., p.. 15. . 
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 

The general conclusions which have been reached in this 
and the preceding chapter can be briefly stated. From the 
standpoint of the country as an economic unit, the United 

I 
States has not been draining her capital markets through 
the absorption of foreign security flotations and other foreign ' 
investments, but since 1922 has been reinvesting in general 
the sums receivable on interest, dividend and capital repay
ment account. Excess investment capital outflows have 
been more than offset in every year, excepting 1924, after 
1922 by inward payments of the latter character or pay
ments indirectly affecting the country's capital supply. 
Stated in another way, the country, as an entity, has per_ 
mitted the long-term capital exportations in the war and 
early post-war years to reside permanently in foreign areas. 
Any excess of the stream of payments on long-term capital 
account often has been offset by flows of short-term capital 
and credits, although in other cases, inward capital pay
ments of the latter type have caused a large net inward 
stream of all funds on capital account. 

In this way, there has been possible a persistent export 
balance of merchandise, enlarged or diminished by net gold 

, movements, which has been more or less balanced by the 
excess of service payments over receipts, typical hom year 
to year. In fact, after 1921, the actual balance of all trade, 
merchandise gold and services was'strikingly "unfavorable" 
in 1922, 1923 and 1926 while it was barely "favorable" in 
1924, 1925 and 1927, and substantially "favorable" in 
1928. • 

Thus by the end of 1928 a net long-term creditor position 

Ihad been Built up to over J16 billions. In addition, the net 
short-term creditor position obtaining at the end of 1919 
had been wiped out and even a large net short-term debtor 
posi tion acquired. 

While these inferences explain in a measure how the 
United States was able to extend her creditor position, they 
do not imply that the impact of America's international 
business relations had no fundamental and all-pervasive 
consequences to the economic and financial structure of the 
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country. Nor do they take into consideration the fact that 
there were phases of the broader domestic developments 
which did exert a profound influence in the maintenance of 
the enormous volume of capital exports, although they in 
turn were the result partially or wholly of this international 
impact. The plain facts of the case are that no simple eJt-

F.

lanatiOn of the international financial phenomena of the 
post-war period can be offered. The problem is too complex 
and has too many angles. The next two chapters, there. 
fore, may be devoted to the nature of the wider international 
influences upon domestic finance and the reciprocating 
effects of domestic financial developments upon interna
tional finance. 



CHAPTER VI 

INTERNATIONAL INFLUENCES ON AMERICAN 
FINANCE 

THE PROBLEM 

I T IS a common belief that the United States has arrived 
at that stage of industrial development where her ag
gregate savings are so enormous that it is no longer 

possible to employ all of them as profitably at home as 
abroad. It is a prevalent opinion, too, that as a result of 
this new industrial status the United States has become a 

I 
full-fledged creditor· nation, exporting steadily larger and 
larger quantities of new capital. The facts assembled in 
the preceding chapters should greatly modify this popular 
notion. They have shown that, although larger and larger 
exports of investment capital have occurred in recent years, 
they have often been partially offset by investment capital 
imports and, with other inward capital payments, have even 
been exceeded. They have not shown, however, that 
America has reached a stage in her development where4> 
rapid! y increasing capital exports are to be normally expected. 

Circumstances more or less accidental and wholly unpre
cedented contributed to the achievement of America's 
enormous international creditor position by the end of 1919. 
As was pointed out in Chapter III, one of the most funda
mental of these circumstances was an enormous expansion 
of bank credit or money purchasing power resulting from 
the interaction of both domestic and international influ
ences; e. go, the inflow of gold before 1917; the introduction 
of the Federal Reserve System with reduced reserve require
ments for national banks and indirectly for the whole bank
ing system; and, finally, the war-time financing of the 
Federal Government which stimulated a larger utilization 
of available credit resources. 

To what extent were similarly unusual factors important 
in leading to the extension of the country's international 
creditor position in recent years? Or to what degree was 

118 
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this due to a real accumulation of surplus capital funds from 
4"national savings because of an advanced industrial develop

ment? These are the problems with which the present and 
the following chapter will deal. 

To illuminate them, it is necessary first to take into ac
count the character of the international gold movements, 
which were observed in the last chapter to have a much 
greater financial importance than their weight in the nation's 
balance of international payments would indicate. Gold is 
the fulcrum of the entire credit system, and a comparatively 
small amount of it, as is well known, may become the basis 
of a large volume of credit purchasing power. Any addition 
to or subtraction from the nation's gold resources, conse. 
quently, is of the utmost influence upon existing financial 
conditions. Consideration of the reaction of the credit sys
tem to these gold movements will constitute, therefore, the 
second step in this analysis. The last part of the chapter, 
finally, will discuss the broader ramifications of the changing 
credit conditions upon domestic and international trade and 
financial relations. 

A brief description of the peculiarities of the American 
banking organization is a requisite for the following treat
ment. In general, it consists of about' eight thousand na-

, tional banks, nineteen thousand state banks of all sorts and 
a number of private banks, all of them operating more or less 
independently. A degree of centralized organization is at
tained by the Federal Reserve System, to which all national 
banks necessarily belong and more than a thousand state 
banks voluntarily. Over 60% of all bank deposits of the 
country are held in these member banks. Twelve Federal 
Reserve banks, coordinated by the Federal Reserve Board, 
head up the system and act as central banks. Within their 
vaults are held gold reserves, not only of all member banks 
directly but indirectly of practically all non-member banks, 
because the larger share of the latter's reserves are in the 
form of deposits with member banks.1 The reserve deposits 
with Federal Reserve banks, however, are not necessarily 
held in gold, since only 35% is required to support them 

1 See the summary of .tate laws rogor<iing ........ of _te banks, Fe/trill 
RlJnTW BMlJdin, Vol 14, Nov., 1928, pp. 778-305. 
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by the Federal Reserve Act. Moreover, Federal Reserve 
banks may issue upon gold held in excess of the required 
ratio, Federal Reserve notes with either 100% gold in reserve 
or at least 40% in gold and 100% in discounted commercial 
paper. These notes may be used, together with other forms 
of United States currency, as till money by all banks and as/ 
cash reserves of some non-member state banks. 

The slgrufican t fact to be noted m this short description 
is that the effective credit base of the banking system at 

Ilarge is not only gold, but gold plus Federal Reserve credit. 
Since Federal Reserve banks, like all central banks, may 
promote or restrain the use of their credi t as a base for 
ordinary bank credit, special note must be taken of this 
fundamental factor. Accordingly, in the succeeding chapter 
attention will be turned to an examination of the policies 
which were pursued by the Federal Reserve banks respecting 
the use of their credit; the extent to which they were affected 
by international as against domestic considerations; and 
the convergence of both considerations. Chapter VII should 
be read, therefore, in the light of the discussion presented 
in this chapter because of the intimate connection existing 
between the two. 

INTERNATIONAL GOLD MOVEMENTS 

A more complete view of the gold movements in and out 
of the United States than was possible in discussing their 
relation to the annual balance of international payments is 
shown on Chart 5, while the details of the major sources and 
destinations of gold flows appear in Table 23. Immediately 
after the termination of America's war-time embargo on gold 

I 
exports, a net outward movement of gold occurred to coun
tries which had accumulated balances in the United States 
during the embargo period. The outflow continued until 
September, 1920, and aggregated $384 millions. After that 
month and until December, 1924, imports exceeded exports 
to the amount of $1.7 billions. A considerable net outflow 
developed in December, 1924, and the first six months of 
1925, aggregating $180 millions, followed by a period of 
alternating net exports and imports until August, 1927, the 
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CHART 5: NET IMPORTS AND NET EXPORTS OF GOLD FOR THE UNITED STATES, 1920-1928 
(SoW'te: Federal R .. erve Board)' 
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• "Annual Report," 1927, pp, 79·110, and F<JI"", Res"", Bulldin, Vol. 15, May, 1929, p.317. 
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balance of which (S260 millions) was on the import side. A 
substantial gold exodus, totaling $576 millions, occurred in 
the last part of 1927 and the first seven months of 1928, 
with a slightly inward movement thereafter. The chief 

TABLE 23: THE ANNUAL NET GOLD MOVEMENT OF THE 

UNITED STATES BY PRINCIPAL COUNTRIES AND AREAS, 

1920--1928 
(Souru: Federal Reservelloanl)' 

(Calendar years, thousands of dolla .. , importS + and exportS -) 

United 
om., 

y", F .... ~ (lenn ... Netherlands S ...... European Kmcdom Co""",,, 

1920 +48,739 -2 +2,099 +2,036 +274,784 +12,590 
1921 +190,688 +19,928 +19,893 .+63,713 +202,091 +186,365 
1922 +27,043 +35 +9,958 +32,886 +121,863 +30,558 
1923 +16,377 +49,552 +13,202 +S +149,534 +2,295 
1924 +24,346 -15,171 +49,641 +4,522 +118,645 +2,395 
1925 +5,267 -68,269 +5,767 -1,003 +43,135 -1,.402 
1926 +333 -47,549 +1 +1,212 +108 
1927 +11,048 -13,993 +10,075 -995 +J0,834 -7,201 
1928 
F~tseven 

months -307,877 -27,610 
Last Dve 

-4,.000 .. -32,513 -26,060 

months +25 -357 .. .. +37,512 -2,031 
Nonhand 

Sou"" British o."" All Con".. am., J .... 
Ameria America India CoUDtna c.....n.. 

1920 +20,365 -183,823 -28,286 -6,573 -101,299 :;::;:: +106,653 
1921 +45,810 +24,203 +17,913 +32,010 +2,208 +668,249 
1922 -4,045 +10,182 +8,587 -4,445 .. +5,217 +238,295 
1923 +52,536 +12,748 +5,478 -14,638 +6 +6,878 +294,072 
1924 +42,315 +27,227 +5,021 -11,0'25 +9,847 +258,073 
1925 -15,029 -9,355 -1,083 +58,775 +11,008 +45,971 -134,367 
1926 +55,784 +22,923 +4,578 -578 +14,000 -4,478 +97,796 
1927 +34,229 -86,802 +1,796 -2,974 +20,000 +14,219 +6,080 
1928 
FtrSt5even 

months +74,306 -106,699 -7,149 
Last five 

-1,448 -125 +2,771 -436,403 

months +5,052 +5,184 -2,225 -35 -119 +1,819 +45,532 

1 Federal Reserve Board "Annual ReportS," 1920-1927, and Fe_Ill 1/1_ 
Bulldill, Vol ]4, Sept., 1928, p.. 649, and Vol 15, Feb., 1929, lh 108. 

reasons for these enormous gold movements may be briefly 
reviewed. 

Gold Mouements "efore 1925 
I, Prior to 1925, gold came to the United States from all 
areas, but principally from Europe. Part of it, especially 
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the receipts of 1920 and 1921, came for the purpose of meet
ing indebtedness due from European borrowings made before 
America's entry into the war and to liquidate commercial 
credits extended in early post-war years.' In addition, 
Europeans shipped gold to America to purchase current 
supplies of food, and raw materials for reconstruction pur
poses." Still another reason was the shipment of gold to 
obtain dollar credits for exchange market control,' a factor of 
particular importance when efforts to stabilize currencies 
became more prominent. 

The source of the gold imported into the United States 
before 1925 is interesting because the reserves of only a few 
foreign central banks and governments sustained a decrease, 
while those of others actually underwent a slight increase, 
as can be observed in Table 24. A part of it probably came 

(J' from accumulation obtained by withdrawals from circula
tion and from decorative and commercial uses during the 
war period and not included in reported gold reserves of 
central banks. A second source was the reserves lost by 

~ Germany and the almost complete redistribution of those of 
Austria-Hungary and Russia in the immediate post-war 
years, subsequently diffused over the world.' Some gold 
arrived directly from Germany and RusSia to pay for food 

e supplied by the United States Grain Corporation.' In the 
third place, gold came from current production, especially 
the mines in the British Empire, because of the maintenance 
of the full gold standard and consequently a free gold 
market.' Fmally, some countries found it convenient· to 

~ dispose of part of their gold holdings, preferring in their 
place foreign assets, and this gold naturally tended to flow or 

''"The Gold Situation,"' Fed ... aI &, ..... Bu/ldin, VoL 7,June, 1921,p. 679. The 
repayment of the Anglo..F .. ru:h loan of $500 millions of 1915 in 1920 is said to mark 
the beginning of the gold inlIow. 

'16U1 •• Vol 9, April, 1923, pp. 4334. 
a "Reduced Currency Demand and Gold Imports," Fetlnwl lUmw Bu.lkJi". 

Vol. 10, SePt
1

1924, p.- 683, and '"Gold Mo ..... ents and Swedish and Dutch Ex_ 
chanll", 'Vol. I, April. 1925. p. 232. Imports from the Netherlancb, Swedeo and 
Switzerland in 1924 especially wese for this PIlr]>O>e. 

.. uThe Gold and Silver- Situation," op .. cit., VoL 8, 1922, p. 659, and 4'The Gold 
Situation.u op. m" VoL 10, April, 1924, P. 269& 

'''The Gold and Silver Situation,"' .p. <i'., Vol 8. 1922, p. 659. and "The Gold 
Situation," Vol. 9, April" 1923. p. 433. 

III See especially, uThe Gold Situation," 01. dtn, VoL 9, June, 1921, p. 681. 
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was actually sent to the United States as the temporary 
gold center of the world.' Gold movements from principal 
countries were subject to embargo control, official or de 

TABLE 24: GOLD HOLDINGS OF PRINCIPAL CENTRAL BANKS 

AND GOVERNMENTS, 1913 AND 1920-1928 
(Source: Federal Rcocrve Board)' 

(In millions of dollars; end of year figures) 

Country 1913 1920 1921 19l1 1923 1924 1!nS 1926 1921 1928 

United States' ......... 1,290 2,434 3,221 3,506 3,834 4,090 3,9854,0833,9773,746 
Glut Britain'. . . . . . . . . 170 763 764 752 75' 757 703 735 742 750 
France'. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. 679 690 ~~ 708 709 710 711 711 95' 1,253 
~.ny' ............. 279 260 237 227 III 181 288 431 444 650 
l<dy' ................. 265 204 211 217 216 218 219 221 239 267 
Austri. and HunglU'J"... 251 ;'c, ;,:" I 91' ,~7 46 59 
Netherlands'........... 61 2~ 244 ~ 234 203 178 1... 161 175 
Spain'.. .. .. • .. .. .. .. . ~ 474 485 487 488 4~ ~ 493 5l!~ 494 
Sweden'..... .. ....... . 27 75 74 73 73 63 62 6O,~ 63 
S.ntterl.nd'........... 33 105 106 103 109 98 90 91 I~ 103 
Russia'.. . .. .. .. .. .. .. 787 .. 3 45 73 94 85 97 92 
C ... d.·.. .. .......... 117 113

4 
,:;;95 147 127 151 157 158 152 114 

Argenana'.. . •........ 256 474 ." 4n 466 443 451 451 529 607 
Brazil'................ 53 19 25 27 49 54 ~~ 56 101 149 
Chil... . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. 33 34 34 34 J4 -;: I( 7 7 
Urugu.y' .. . .. . .. . .. .. 11 57 59 57 57 57 57 57 57 68 
A.strali.·.. ........... 22 131;5 113 116 121 121 128 107 105 108 
New Zealand'"........ 25 37 38 38 ,~ ,~ ,~ ,~~ 35 
Indi.· ................. 124 116 118 118109 !:;; !!!' !,,' I!, 124 
Japan.... . .. .. .... .. .. 65 5~: 6~! 606 600 58, 576 5~~ 54, 541 
J.va'................. !( ~5~15 "8 61 63 54 73 ~, 72 68 
So.th Africa' .. .. . .. . .. 40 51 52 52 44 3 40 39 
Othercountties........ 174 225 241 277 293 326 338 381 428 469 

I.,...,.." '".,...,.,·I""""-f:-,--f:-,-I.,....-I---I"--,/·~ 
TotaL .........•.... 4,831 7,141 7,954 8,314 8,583 8,916 8,8919,163 9,514 9,981 

I FeJtr4l R., .... Bulldin, Vol. 15, April, 1929, P. 263. 
• United States Treasury and Federal Reserve Baoks. 
• Cent<d bank only. 
• Central bank of A",tri • .Hungary for 1913, central lwW of Austria and 

H.ngary combined, 1923-1923. 
i Government only. 
• Government conversion {WId and Bank of the Nation. 
'Before 1924, .~_ of currency fund; 1924 and after Bank of Brazil and 

government Habiiizarion fund. 
• Six banks of iasue. 
• Cuttency and gold standard reserves. 
,. Government and central bank. 

facto, and most shipments were made either with the per
mission or at the direction of foreign governments or central 
banks. 

1 f4 Reduced Currency Demands and Gold Imports." IJP. cil'J Po 683, and ~£Go1d. 
Movements and Swedish and Dutch Exchange/' op. eit., p. 232. 
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Gold Mou~ments after 1924 
All of the extraordinary influences which tended to govern 

the movement of gold and its concentration in the United 
States before 1925 did not continue to operate in subsequent 
years, owing to the rather wide-spread reestablishment of 
the gold standard in 1925 under the leadership of Great 
Britain, and the heavy capital lending of Americans to 
foreigners. Consequently, new gold production at least 
tended to be diverted from American markets into the gold 
reserves of other countries, and the general inward move
ment was greatly slowed down. Exports from the United 
States, moreover, became of greater importance as countries 
returning to a gold standard sought to supplement their 
existing gold reserves from America's holdings. While the 

I 
principal movements, both export and import, were directed 
by foreign governments or central banks in accordance with 
credit policies and stabilization programs, gold flows oc
curred more and more as the result of private banking 
operations, although as a whole, the movements never 
ceased to be wholly free from control. 

Viewing the major movement more closely, the gold out
flow from December, 1924 to June, 1925 was due" chiefly to 
the large exportations to Germany to facilitate the execution 
of the Dawes Plan for the restoration of German monetary 
stability.' In 1926, imports, mainly from Australia, Chile, 
Mexico, and Japan, and exports again to Germany, were 
directly in response to credit programs of foreign govern
ments and central banks, with seasonal movements at "the 
hands of private bankers accompanying exchange rate fluc
tuations in the case of Canada.' Similarly in 1927, credit 
programs and policies of foreign governments and central 
banks explain the major inflow during the first eight months 
from France, Chile, Australia and Japan, although large im
ports came in response to exchange market conditions from 
England and The Netherlands as well as from Canada. Gold 
movements, as a result of exchange fluctuations, were still 
more numerous in the large exodus in 1927 and 1928, but 
even then, deliberate withdrawals, especially by Argentine, 

• Federal Reserve Board, .. Ann.a! Report,D 1927,p. 14-
'I""". 
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Brazil, Belgium, France, Italy, The Netherlands, and Poland 
undoubtedly constituted the greater part of the movement.1 

Only since late 1928 can gold movements be said to have 
taken place predominantly as the result of private banking 
operations and to have acquired again a semblance of their 
pr~war character. 

Summary 

Unusual and unparalleled circumstances tended to govern 
the international movement of gold in the entire post-war 
period, but it was mainly in consequence of America's inter-

I national creditor and trade position that gold first began and 
continued to concentrate in American vaults. It was also 
the consequence of the maintenance of a full gold monetary 
standard in a .period when foreign currencies were almost 
wholly disorganized and foreign ability to retain gold r~ 
serves at a minimum. When monetary stabilization became 
more general, gold concentration in the United States grad
u.ally came to an end and some gold was even exported, in
volving at the end of 1927 and the first seven months of 1928 
a gold exodus for a time comparable in volume to the pr~ 
vious influx. This large exodus, however, was of relatively 
short duration, and for the entire period from 1920 to 1928 

19o1d imports exceeded exports by over $1.1 billion. 
Since gold is the tangible basis for bank loans and cur

rency issues, the enormous inflow of gold un til 1927 and the 
outflow in 1927 and 1928 must have had far-reaching effects 
upon the domestic financial structure. These effects, mor~ 
over, necessarily had some bearing upon the international 
financial developments of the period. The remainder of the 
present chapter is devoted to this specific problem. What 
effects did the early gold inflow have upon the credit base of 
the country, constituted as it is of both gold and Federal 
Reserve credit1 To what extent did an expansion of com
mercial credit take place1 For what purposes was the new 
credit employed? In short, in what measure did extraordi
nary financial developments stimulate American post-war 
credi tor expansion? 

l1Jtm~ 
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GOLD AND THE CREDIT STRUCTURE 

Gold imports into the United States, in the usual course 
of events, first find their way into the vaults of Federal Re
serve member banks.' So long as the gold remains there it 
does not count as part of the legal reserves. Hence, a bank 
receiving gold tends to deposit it as soon as possible with a 
Federal Reserve bank. If the receiving member bank has 
paper under rediscount at the moment, the gold may be used 
to reduce the amount. On the other hand, if it has no redis
counts, the gold is added to its reserve balance and to that 
extent increases its lending power.' 

The member bank cannot extend immediately more than 
an equivalent amount of new loans upon such gold deposits, 
because part of this reserve balance will be transferred to 
other banks through check clearing operations. But not all 
of it will be so withdrawn, and additional lending may take 
place upon it, the particular commercial bank being limited 
only by its required reserve ratio.' Other banks receiving a 
claim upon the first bank's balance will in turn have in
creased reserve balances and a corresponding increase in 
lending power. Time is required for the complete working 
out of the process; the potential credit expansion of the gold 
added to reserve balances may not be reached for some 
period. Nevertheless, the maximum of immediate or direct 
expansion will take place eventually, since individual banks 
are business concerns organized for profit and, hence, seldom 
carry surplus reserves. 

However inevitable this direct credit expansion may 
appear, it may seem that the Federal Reserve banks could 
take steps to restrain it. Whether or not they can accom
plish this depends necessarily upon the amount of Reserve 
credit already extended to the business community. If 
member banks are in debt to Reserve banks at the same time, 

1 See the discussion in the Federal Reserve Board, 'c Annual Report," 1923, pp. 
16-20. 

I A member bank might disoount its paper with a Reserve bank in. anticipation of 
gold receipts. 

I J. S. Lawrence. "Stabillzation of Prices," New York, 1928, Chapter XX:IlI, 
·'Central Bank Rates;. Borrowed Reserve and. Bank Expansion." See also B. M. 
Anderson, U Bank Expansion versus Savings,» Cluut &,mom;, Buiklin, Vol. VIII, 
June 25, 1928, pp. ~. • 
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higher rediscount rates may be initiated to encourage them 
to repay their Reserve bank indebtedness, thus preventing 
an expansion of reserve balances. Again if Reserve banks 
possess large holdings of securities, these may be sold in order 
to offset the new gold. There may be limits to either of these 
possibilities, however, as the discussion in the following 
chapter will suggest. 

The Effects oj the Post-War Influx ojGoltJ 
A graphic picture of the fundamental changes in the Ameri

can credit structure in the post-war period is presented in 
Chart 6, showing the movement of the country's monetary 

, gold stock, money in circulation, Reserve bank credit, mem-

I ber bank reserve balances, and the total credit base of the 
country, Reserve bank credit plus gold stock. The pertinent 
features are noted in the following discussion, but attention 
should first be directed to the effect of the international gold 
movements upon the monetary gold stock. 

From the end of August, 1920 to the end of November, 
1924, the monetary gold stock grew from S2,850 millions to 
U,SI7 millions, largely as a result of the gold inAux, a net 
increase of Sl,667 millions! The initial post-war gold inflow, 
dating from September, 1920, came at a time of widespread 
credit liquidation, following the crisis earlier in the year. 
It practically coincided with the zenith of Federal Reserve 
credit expansion, reached in October of the same year. The 
ensuing inflow accompanied a period of commercial bank 
loan and Federal Reserve credit contraction which lasted 
through 1921. That the gold influx was a substantial factor 
in facilitating the reduction of borrowings at the Federal 
Reserve banks may be seen by observing the curves for Re
serve bank credit and monetary gold stock. As nearly as 
can be estimated, according to Federal Reserve authorities, 
about one-half of the total contraction in the borrowings of 
member banks during 1921 and 1922 was effected by the usc 
of imported gold.-· Hence, member bank reserve balances 
reacted but slightly. 

The effect of the gold received after the middle of 1922 had 
1 Partly, howeverl' IS & result of domestic production.. 
I Federal Reserve Board. t. Annual Report," 1923. p. 18. 



CHART 6: THE MOVEMENT or MEMBER BANK. RESERVE BALANCES COMPARED WITH MOVEMENTS or 
MONETARY GOLD STOCK, MONEY IN CIRCU!.ATlON AND RESERVE BANK CREDIT, 1920-1928 

S (Source, Federal Reserve Board)' 
(Monthly averages of daUy figures) 
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different consequences from those of the gold received pre
viously. Credit liquidation had ceased and a process of busi
ness recovery had gotten under way. Under these condi
tions, fewer member banks liquidated their borrowings at 
the Reserve banks with new gold but deposited it to their 
reserve accounts, using it to expand their loans and to sup-

CHART 7: THE GROWTH OF BANK DEPOSITS IN THE UNITED 

STATES, EXCLUSIVE OF INTERBANK DEPOSITS, FOR ALL 

BANKS, MEMBER BANKS AND NON-MEMBER BANKS, 

1920-1928 
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'''Annual Report," 1927, pp. m5-7; and F.m.l &,_ Bullmn, VoL 14, Dec., 
1928, p. 887; VoL 15, Jan., 1929, p. 55, and April, 1929, P. 306. ' 

ply the currency requirements of their customers, which the 
curve of money in circulation shows have increased until 
1924.1 Consequently, member banks were generally able to 
maintain a growth of their reserve balances independently 
of Reserve bank support. The fact that Reserve credit 
ceased to contract save for 1924, however, was an important 
factor in this ability. 

'/IUJ., p. 19, and 1924, pp. 7-8. 
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The gold outflow in 1925 affected the monetary gold stock 
of the country but slightly and only temporarily retarded 
the growth of member bank reserve balances, which in
creased with the expansion of Federal Reserve credit. The 
fact that gold movements were generally inward after that 
time contributed further to the increase of member bank 

CHART 8; THE GROWTH OF BANK. LOANS AND INVESTMENTS 

IN THE UNITED STATES FOR ALL BANK.S, MEMBER BANKS 

AND NON-MEMBER BANKS, 1920--1928 
(Source; Federal Reserve Board)' 
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balances. When the gold efflux developed in 1927 and 1928, 
. leading to a decline of S47S millions in the monetary gold 

stock from the end of August to the end of July, 1928, in
creased employment of Federal Reserve credit enabled the 
continued growth of reserve balances until the beginning of 
1928 and prevented morethan a slight recession and even aided 
some recovery later in the year. A contraction of money in 
circulation, however, was also a factor in this situation.' 

1 Federal Reserve I!oonI, «Annual Report," 1928, PI'- 17-3. 
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The Expansion of Comm"ciai Bank Credit 
The reaction of commercial bank credit to the expansion 

of the reserve balances of member banks of the Federal Re
serve System accompanying the growth of the country's 
credit base is indicated on Chart 7, which shows the growth 
of all bank deposits of the United States, all member bank 

TABLE 25: TOTAL DEPOSITS, EXCLUSIVE OF INTERBANK 

DEPOSITS, AND TOTAL LOANS AND INVESTMENTS OF 

ALL BANKS IN THE UNITED STATES, 1920-1928 
(So""",: Federal Reserve Board)' 

. (In millions of doU ... ) 
Total Depoao Total Loan. aad Ja~ 

y"" 
F....",l 

N_- Federat N .... All R ...... All R~ 
B ..... .......... M<m .... a.. .. M_ .... M_ .... 

lbnb Baa .. B .... B~" 

'"~ru 
33.6 19.1 14.4 36.6 22.2 14.3 

1920- une 30 ........ _ ...•. 37.7 21.9 15.8 41.7 25.6 16.1 
1921- _30 .............. 35.7 20.6 15.1 40.0 24.1 15.9 
1922- _30 .............. 37.6 22.4 15.2 40.0 24.2 15.8 
1923- une 30 .............. 40.7 21.8 16.8 43.7 26.5 17.2 

31. ............. 42.1 25.0 17.2 44.0 26.5 17.5 
1924--~3O .............. 43.4 25.7 17.7 45.2 27.2 18.0 

31. ............. 45.8 27.8 18.0 47.2 28.7 18.4 
1925-~3O .. _ ........... 47.6 28.4 19.2 48.8 29.5 19.3 

31. ............. 49.2 30.0 19.2 50.6 30.9 19.7 
1926-~3O .............. 49.7 29.7 20.0 51.6 31.l 20.4 

31. ............. 50.0 30.5 19.6 52.0 31.6 20.4 
1927-~3O .............. 51.6 31.2 20.4 53.8 32.8 21.0 

31. ............. 52.9 32.0 20.8 55.5 34.2 21.2 
1928-~3O .............. 53.4 32.1 21.3 57.2 35.1 22.2 

31. ............. 56.8 34.8 21.9 58.3 35.7 22.6 
Percentage increase, June 30, 

1m over )une3O, 1922 ... , 42.0% 43.3% 40.1% 43,0% 45.0% 4O.S% 
Percentage mcrease, Dee. 31, 

51.1% 55.4% 44.1% 45.7% 47.5% 43.0% 1928 over June 30, 1922 .... 
Average annual increase, June 

6.7% 7.2% 7.S% 30,1922 to June 30, 1928 ... 7,0% 7.2% 6.8% 

'" Aunual Report," 1927, p.IOS, and F..u..J RestT., Bulin"" Vol. 14, October, 
1928, p. 730, and Vol. IS, April, 1929,p. 306. 

deposits and all non-member bank deposits. Chart 8 gives 
the growth of all bank loans and investments and similarly 
those of member banks and non-member banks. Table 25 
contains a summary of the figures from which these charts 
have been prepared and the percentage increases of the 1928 
figures over those for 1922, the year from which commercial 
credit expansion da~es. 
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The facts are revealing. Total bank loans and invest
ments increased 43% from June 30, 1922 to June 30, 1928, or 
at an average rate of 1.2% per annum, and total bank de
posits at a rate only slightly less. Although the average 
annual credit growth was somewhat more rapid for Federal 
Reserve member banks, it was only a small percentage over 
that fur non-member banks, indicating that the influence of 
the expanding credit base permeated the entire banking 
structure. In other words, increased bank reserves were 
widely diffused over the country, and the credit system as a 
whole was expanded.1 

The increased bank reserves, however, were not the sole 
factor in the expansion of the total volume of credit. A 
fundamental shift occurred in the very constitution of bank 
deposits of membet.: banks which facilitated the growth of 
bank credit. That is to say, a principal cause of the expan-

~
'on of all bank credit has been the more rapid increase of 

time deposits of member banks than demand deposits, since 
nly 3% in reserve balances is required against the former. 

Thisdevelopment is shown on Chart 9, which gives curves for 
time deposits and net demand deposits of reporting member 
banks in leading cities, possessing about -two-thirds of mem
ber bank deposits and around two-fifths of all bank deposits. 
Net demand deposits expanded markedly in only one year, 
1924, although there were important gains in 1922 and 1921. 
Tune deposits, on the other hand, increased steadily during 
the entire post-war period until the latter part of 1928.' 

This growth, the Federal Reserve Board observed, "has 
t Thia conclusion, however, must be qualified. The growth of total bank loans

and investments and total deposits was ~test in the New York Federal Reserve 
District, and in other districts containmg large: metropolitan areas. Moreover, 
the increase as between member and non-membet banks differed in various dis.. 
trie... See the statisnCl of the Federal Reserve Board, " Annual Report,» 1927, 
pp.ln-30. 
. 'While these time deposits are mainly savings and thrift deposits-about three

fourths, judgina: from figures on savings and time deposits in the summary report of 
. the condinoo of all natiooal banks pubfi.hed by the ComptroUer of Cum:ncy in his 

~
.'Annual Reports .. -the remainder are idle funds of corporations, municipal and 
state governments. foreign banks and large investors left temporarily while other_ 
wise unemployed. The withdrawal of these latter funds for use in the c:aIWoan 
market and security speculation probably accounts for the ftattcning outof the time
deposit curve in the lut ais. months of 1928. The main -increase in all time deposits- . 
has probably been in savings and thrift deposita owing to a shift in their direction 
from savings banks and ltate commercial bank and trust companies 10 national 
banks. 
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been an important factor in the last six years in enabling 
member banks to increase their loans and investments by 
$11 billions on the basis of $756 millions added to their re
serve balances," or in a ratio of 15 to I} Its effects were 
not confined to member bank credit expansion, but were 

CHART 9: THE GROWTH 01' NET DEMAND DEPOSITS AND 

TIME DEPOSITS OF ALL REPORTING MEMBER 

BANKS IN LEADING CITIES, 1920-1928 
(So""",: FcderaI Reserve Board)' 
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'"Annual Report," 1927, p.ll:!, and F.",,"l RISt .. ", Botklin, VoL 15, J .... , 
1929, p. 15. 

spread over the entire banking system, aiding non-member 
banks as well to expand their loans and investments. 

liinally, it should" be observed that this credit expansion 
has been accompanied by an increase in payments by means 
of checks. For example, average monthly check payments 
in the country's central security market, New York City, 
after a slight recession from the war period, increased from 

I Federal Reserve Board, "Annual Repmt," 1927, P. 7. 
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S19.9 billions in 1923 to Ul.7 billions in 1928, while for other 
large centers, they rose from S19 billions to S2S.S billions.! 
Stated more precisely, the increase in check. payments kept 
pace with the growth of demand deposits until 1925, but 
thereafter until the end of1928 the fonner grew more rapidly. 
Relative to a 192~25 average, consequently, the rate of tum. 
over of demand deposits increased 70% by 1928 for New 
York City alone and 15% for other cities.' Thus, not only 
was a rapid increase in bank credit taking place, but a con. 
sistently and even increasingly rapid turnover or effective 
use of this credit in the larger cities was operating concur· 
rently after 1923, further to accentuate and magnify the 
ordinary effect of increased credit funds. 

THE CHANNELS OF CREDIT EXPANSION 

The question as to how this greatly augmented volume 
of credit was employed is extremely pertinent to the issues 
raised by this study. Although commercial and industrial 
needs for bank credit have been greater in absolute terms 
than in previous periods, they have been' relatively less ow
ing to smaller inventories, .. hand-to-mouth" purchasing 
and greater emphasis upon rapid turnover of commodities. 
Furthennore, there has been a conspicuous tendency, par
ticularly in more recent years, for corporations to finance 
their working capital requirements through bond or stock 
issues, thus freeing themselves of dependence upon banks 
for commercial loans. Against these conditions, of course, 

l
must be set the growing extension of bank credit to finance 
instalment purchases and to facilitate the activities of the 
building and related industries. 

Commodity &'luirements for Credit 
As good an indication of the trend of commercial require

ments for credit as exists is to be found in the curve for all 
1 Debits to individual ocoounts in ISO of the (orser clearing house centers c0l

lected by the Fed ..... Reserve Board. U. S. Department of Commerce. Bureau of 
Census, SIIIT1ty qf C""..", BltsiMSS, February, 1919, p. 125. 

I Based on the average monthly indexes of velocity of bank deposits pub1ished 
in the M_"'y Rni"" of the New Y ark Fed ..... Reserve Bank, exprosscd as ftIa.. 
tives to "normal" or theavcrasc turnover of bank deposits from 1920 to 1925. 
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olner loans (largely commercial) of the reporting Federal 
Reserve member banks in leading cities, which appears on 
Chart 10. One reservation must be kept in mind in noting 
this index, however. Loans on real estate mortgages and 
liens are included here. Such loans were approximately 8% 
of the total of all other loans of all member banks in 1920 

CHART 10: THE GROWTH OF LoANS AND INVESTMENTS OF 

ALL REPORTING MEMBER BANKS IN LEADING 

CITIES, 1920-1928 
(Source: Federal Reserve Board)l 
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1 "Annual Report," 1927, p.112, F ...... I Rlur.':B"lklin, VoL 15,J&II.,l929, p.1S • 
• and in 1922, 1924, 1926 and 1927 about 14%, 16%, 18% and 

20%, respectively. In other words, real estate loans have 
been an increasing proportion of the" other" credit extended 
by member banks in the eight years from 1920 to 19271 in-

I Th .... _tag<s have been figured on data as of June 30 of each year. The 
original ~ from 1925 to 1927 may be found in the Federal RegeJ'Ve BMn:L 
.. Annual t," 1927, p. 110, and for preceding"...,. in the U. S. Department of 
Commerce. ureau of Foreign and Domc&tlc Commerce) •• Statistkal !,-bs~ f!l 
the United St ....... 1m, p. 239. For the yean 1920, 1922 and 192' inclUllve, It 
haa been necessary to estimate the .fall other loans" of all member banks. 
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elusive, and have in all probability been a growing propor
tion of the "other" credit extended by non-member banks. 
This curve, therefore, depicts the commodity demands for 
credit in leading cities in an exaggerated fashion. 

The very fact of its exaggeration is of great significance. 
A considerable part of the growth exhibited by this curve 
from the low point reached in July, 1922, until the present 
time has been for real estate purposes, facilitating no doubt 
the increased building activity and the high level of urban 
realty values which has been maintained since 1923, accord~ 
ing to the index of the New York Federal Reserve Bank.' 
Allowing for this, and granting that the remainder of the 
growth has taken place for the purpose of financing com
modity production and trade, and in the process a consider
able development of instalment purchasing, it seems elear 
that bank credit expansion did not go directly into the chan
nels of commodity production and trade through commercial 
loans. Suell loans have not even approaelled the peak 
reaelled in 1920. 

Employmmt 0/ the Enlarged Supply 0/ Bank Credit 
Other channels constitute the major directions of the flow 

of new bank credit. On Chart 10 may be found curves for 
inuestments and loans on securities for reporting member 
banks in leading cities. Bank security investments expanded 
enormously, especially in 1922, 1924 and again from the 
beginning of 1927 to the middle of 1928. All types of bond 
investments were favored in this development, but especially 
state and local bonds, railroad, public utility and other cor
poration securities and foreign securities, judging from the 
distribution of national bank investments.' 

I Although urban realty values according to the index of the New York Federal 
Reserve Bank have been maintained at the high level reached in 1920, farm realty 
val ... according to the index of the U. S. J:>er,artment of Agriculture have under. 
_~. persistent decline. See Carl Snyder, 'The M..,ure cf the GcncraI Price 
Lcvc1:~ RnintJ qf Economa Sl4Iisties" VoL X. February, 1928, pp. 47-8. 

t According to the classification of invesunents of National Banks published in 
uAnnual Reporuu of the Comptroller of Currency .. 1928, p. 506, frOm June 30,. 
1920 to June 30, 1928f bank investments in state .and local government bonds 
increased 114%; in I'lUhoaci bonds, 63%; itt publie utility bonds. 1-62%; in other 
bccda and nc ... , 1380/ .. and in foreign bccda, 12S%, In 1920, investments in 
foreign bonda were only 5.8% of the total investments. and in 1928,7.7"-00- Na
tional bank investments in United. States Government securities increased 32% 
from 1920 to 1923, but oinoe that time have shewn little definite ttend.. 
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Loans on securities likewise were subject to extraordinary 
growth, with the principal gains taking place in 1922, 1924, 
1925, 1927 and 1928. From the beginning of 1922 until the 
end of1928, in fact, security loans of reporting member banks 
in leading cities rose from $3.6 billions to $7.1 billions.' 
Furthermore, in New York City alone, security loans by all 
banks, corporations and others, to brokers as reported by 
members of the New York Stock Exchange, increased from 
$1.2 billions to $6.4 billions in the same period,' and the 
effect of these loans was undoubtedly magnified by the in
creasingly rapid turnover of bank deposits in New York 
City and other centers, already referred to. 

For the most Part. therefore, the major direction of the 
flow of new bank credit has been into the security markets, 
and the abundance of funds was reflected until early 1928 in 

llower money rates for all types of long and short term bor
rowing, as can be seen from the course of monthly averages 
of money rates and bond yields from 1920 to 1928 in Table 
26. In other words, the use of credit funds in the security 
markets by banks directly for their own investment or in
directly through security loans in addi tion to the ordinary 
supply of savings funds for such investment, substantially 
increased the active demand for securities, led to higher 
prices for them, and stimulated an enormous growth of new 
security flotations, both domestic and foreign. 

CR.EDIT EXPANSION AND AMERICA'S INTER.NATIONAL 

FINANCIAL AND TRADE RELATIONS 

With disrupted conditions existing in the chief capital mar
kets in foreign areas throughout the period and particularly 
before 1925, and the favorable conditions prevailing in the 
United States, there can be no astonishment at the predomi-

r

nant position of the United States as a world capital center, 
absorbing large quantities of foreign security offerings at 
home, purchasing large blocks of outstanding foreign securi
ties abroad, and financing to a considerable extent the world's 

I Federal Reserve Board, « Annual Report,» 1927. p.: 112, aDd F«imU Rest .. , 
BulItlin, Vol. 15, January, 1929, p. 15 • 

• IIUI., P. 121, and p. 17. 



TABLE 26: INDEXES OF AMERICAN FINANCIAL CONDITIONS, 1920-1928 
(Sourco, u. S. Department of Commerce and the C.mmffll.I •• 4 FI.a.cial Chro.ld,) 

M09,lt •• Bond Yi,ld, Stock and Bond Prir.e 
Inden, 

New Security. lull"-
(in million. ot doUau) 

Prime Prime LibertY Ind AVCt'1;C (i() 
Combined Combined Dome.tic: Fgreit:: Y ... c.n Loan.1 Time Loan,l Commerlli.l lbl:dtetl' Indo: 103 

iMoDthl,. "'newal 90 ~.y. Faprrl Acceptance. Treuury Hiih rade Sto~b (Dot.. 10d •• 66 All C.pital C.r.itll hlue. C.r.1ta' tlUIl.l 
verqtil) % ~ month. 90 day.l BODd.' ond .. lar. pet Dond. ~Per Inue. ( .du,i"'eo( ( ,Ilc!u.iye o( 

% % % % .h.re)' Cento( .t)' Re(uodill,) llefundjD') 

1920 7.8 8.3 7.5 6.1 5.5 5.8 334 270 33 
1921 5.6 6.5 6.6 5.2 5.4 5.6 84.6 85.4 350 252 46 
1922 4.3 4.6 4.5 3.5 4.4 4.9 97.1 94.9 436 302 56 
1923 4.9 5.2 5.0 4.1 4.5 5.0 89.6 93.5 416 335 24 
1924 3.1 3.8 3.9 3.0 4.1 4.8 88.7 95.7 529 382 84 
1925 4.2 4.3 4.0 3.3 4.0 4.7 110.6 97.5 594 427 91 
1926 4.5 4.6 4.4 3.6 4.0 4.5 113.6 99.2 619 432 96 
1927 U 4.3 4.1 3.5 3.5 4.3 130.7 101.2 827 516 131 
1928 

Fintsix 
months 5.0 4.6 4.3 3.7 3.3 4.4 149.8 102.1 948 534 ISS 

Last six 
months 7.1 6.8 5.4 4.5 3.5 4.6 161.5 100.3 706 586 66 

• Compiled by the Federal R .. erve Board, U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Censu., Sum) oj Curren' BulintlS, February, 1929, 
p.127. 

, Compiled by the Standard Stati.tics Company}, /4"" • 
• Compiled by the New York Trust Company, I ill., p. 128. 
• Figuied from the CO/nmmlal4n4 Finan,ial Chroni,/I compilatiolU, Comm""ial •• 4 Fi ••• d.1 Chro.ir/t, Vol. 128, Jan. 19, 1929, pp. 316-7, 

and Vol. 127, July 14, 1928, p. 170. 
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international trade. Nor can it be regarded as surprising 
that foreign funds have moved to the United States in large 
sums to purchase securities here or to participate in the 
gains of rising security values. The persistence of similarly 
favorable money market conditions in any important world 
center would have contributed notably to its international 
financial importance under like circumstances. Because of 
them in this particular case, however, an extraordinary inter
national creditor position, acquired within the short period 
from 1914 to 1920, was permitted to continue and expand 
amazingly. In short, the importation of foreign securities 
into the United States was more definitely stimulated by 

Idomestic credit developments than was the importation of 
merchandise and services in maintaining the balance of inter
national payments. 

This does not imply that credit expansion in the United 
States had no effect upon productive activity and commodity 
prices, and hence upon the volume of merchandise imports. 
Eyen if the expansion of bank credit did concentrate in the 
security markets, some of it must have been drawn away 
into other channels, influencing prices and production there, 
and ultimately affecting American imports. This certainly 
must have resulted from new domestic security issues of 
corporations, and state and local governments. These se
curity issues were floated mainly for plant expansion or 
public works, and the funds so obtained must have been 
employed to a large extent in these uses, in spite of the ten
dency for corporations to hold larger cash, call-loan and se
curity reserves, a feature of recent corporate finance. 

As a matter of fact, physical production and trade, as re
flected by the various indexes in Table 21, have increased 
since the depression of 1920 and 1921, but not as fast as 
credit expansion. Construction and related industries have 
increased the most, a gain which unquestionably refiected 
the low cost of capital funds. Taken as a whole, however, 
credit expansion does not appear to have effected an indus
trial and trade expansion in lines whi,ch would greatly stimu
late commodity imports. Such imports, as Table 28 indi
cates, have expanded but not rapidly enough to overtake 
exports. 
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Stated in another way, American demands for foreign 
products did not widen during the period sufficiently to over
turn the balance of merchandise trade. To a large extent,for
eign production and international trade were too thoroughly 
demoralized from monetary disruption and foreign enterprise 
too concerned with reconstruction and re-adjustrnent to 
take full advantage of the potential capacity of American 
markets. The American tariff, too, undoubtedly exerted an 
important restrictive influence. Furthermore, with the dis-

TABLE 27: INDEXES OF AMElUCAN CREDIT EXPANSION, 

PHYSICAL PRODUCTION AND TRADE, 1920-1928 
(So_: Federal R ....... Board and U. S. Department of Commerce) 

(Base, 1923-1925 average = 100) 

Cftdit' Iudumial PnJducc:ioa' M-';' .. .rAoriadtun> 
wtu:'~ Ex BtuJ!..in& 

and FOLeIt Prod~ De-
Year ule pa ... 

erooth- • ion Total Jbi., --. A ..... (Bank Tcml- Manu- MID- "" .. Aa';' ... 1 Cro ~ uibu· s"'~ ... ) Do- Indu. &.~ enll Awardedl CIlI- Prnd- I» Prod. ..... SaIe.' poaita} .......... turd ucu ucta ------ 8671·86 82" 1920 86 87 87 89 63 lIS 94 
1921 81 61 61 10 51 98 82 100 70 87 87 
1m 86 85 87 74 81 98 93 99 90 89 88 
1923 93 101 101 105 84 93 100 92 99 100 98 
1924 98 95 94 96 95 104 104 104 97 98 99 
1925 108 104 lOS 99 122 103 96 104 104 103 103 
1926 113 108 108 101 130 108 96 109 98 101 106 
1921 111 106 106 107 128 112 97 113 93 103 107 
1928 122 110 111 106 135 111 99 119 .. 104 108 

1 Figure from Table 24, ",tal bank deposi .. as of June 30th of each year. 
I Compiled by the Federal R ....... Board, Fedm.1 l/z,nw Bulktin, Vol 15, 

Mar.:h, 1929, p. 191. 
I Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 8_:1 

of CtuTml Bun.,SS, February, 1929, p. 2.3. 

organized productive conditions prevailing abroad, the in-

)

creased foreign dependence upon American raw materials, 
foods and manufactures to'which the war period had con
tributed was a continuous influence. Finally, aggressive 
efforts of American manufacturers to expand their foreign 
markets was another factor. Foreign demands for American 
exports, accordingly, were regularly insistent and supported 
an impressive export volume which could have been surpassed 
only by an extraordinary increase of merchandise imports. 

The fact that increases in commodity prices were not 
widespread as a result of credit expansion was a further 
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factor which militated against an increase of merchandise 
imports relative to exports. While the growth of credit pur_ 
chasing power may have prevented commodity prices from 
falling as low as they otherwise might have fallen, it does not 
appear that the general wholesale price movement, which 
should be noted in Chart 11, can be directly correlated with 
credit expansion.' Even the index of the general price level 
of the New York Federal Reserve Bank on the same chart, 
a composite index of prices of commodities at wholesale and 

TABLE 28: INDEXES OF THE QUANTITY AND VALUE OF Ex

PORTS AND IMPORTS 'AND THE PER CENT IMpORTS 

WERE OF EXPORTS, 1920-1928 
(Source: U. S. Department of Commerce) 

(Bue, 1923-1925 a_ = 1(0) 

Do-atEx_ Im_ PuCattI_ 
Veor pen. Went or 

g.."m,. v .... QuaDtiq V"""' hporut (Value) 

1920 103 161 66 136 6U 
. 1921 94 98 75 65 55.9 

1922 88 84 96 80 8U 
1923 90 92 100 98 91.0 
1924 102 101 97 93 78.6 
1925 103 103 100 109 86.1 
1926 tlS 105 tlO tl4 92.1 
1927 124 107 tl2 103 86.0 
1928" 130 tl3 113 106 79.8 

• Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, "Commerce Yearbook," 1928, 
Vol. I, po 91 • 

• I#id., po 86. • Preliminary fignret. 

1 The explanation of the faiI.- of the ~ commodity price level to rise m_ 
lie in the fundamental changes which bave featw<d American industry .in .. the 
war. Emerging from the war period with a greatly enlarged productive capacity, 
industry and ~~ have been conIionted with problems of rea<\iustment and 
the fullest POSSible employment of productive equipment and resources. Pressure 
haa been .... ted on aU sidea for the reduction of production cos," by the application 
of scientific man~tl standardization and the adaptation of new machinery, 
• movement which baa ..... stimulated in tom by the ~ level of '"\!<" which 
has been maintained and the \ow cost and ease of a"'lwring new caPItal fund. 
which have contributed notably to plaat extensions and equipment modernization. 
Em.,buia baa been widely placed upon largo net profits cbrough volume aaIea at amau unit profit mugW, and impzasive advertiaing e&mP1bgns ha.., been di=tod 
to increase sales volumes. Grou proia from salea relative to gross sales in many 
ind .. tri .. and in trade have tendecl to decline (U. S. Trasury Department, Bureau 
of Itttcmal Revmue, "Statisbca of Income, 1926," 1928, P. 15), F'maUr. dcpn:ooed 
prices in foreign markets have exerted a downward pull upon the ~ commodity 
price Ieve1, particu1atly since the Bureau of La""' indea number IS heavily woighted 
with agricultural and raw material prices- An conditiOll5 have combined to cause 
in ...... competiti .... not only between indioidual producers but between ind ... triea. 



CHART 11: THE CREDIT BASE OF THE UNITED STATES, THE 

EXPANSION OF BANK CREDIT AND PRICE LEVEL 

~OVEMENT~ 1920-1928 
(Sources, Federal R......., Board,' New Yark Fecrerai Reserve Bank' and the 
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retail services, securities and land values, while it has a 
regular upward slope owing to the inftuence of security prices 
and the high level of urban realty values, capital equipment 
prices and wages,l does not show the same rate of increase as 
bank credit, although its movement does correspond to the 
growth of the country's credit base. 

CHAllT 12: THE MOVEMENT OF THE DOMESTIC WHOLESALE 

PIlICE LEVEL COMPAllED WITH THE LEVELS OF EXPORT 

AND IMpOIlT PIlICES, 1919-1928 
{Source, u. s. Department of ColDlllCt"Ce)1 
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-I Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, "Foreign Trade 01 the United 
. States in the Calendar Year 1928," TNJ.I1f/.......ntnl Billie'; ... No. 602, p. 7. 

Some pressure must have been exerted by expanding credit 
upon commodity prices in general, nevertheless. That this 
was so is indicated by Chart 12, which shows the movement 
of the Bureau of Labor wholesale price index relative to the 
Department of Commerce index numbers of export and im
port prices. Import prices were continually below the general 

I Snyder, "The M ... we of the General Price Leve~" .p. <iI .. pp. 47-51. 
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level of wholesale prices, especially from 1921 to 1925, while 
export prices until 1925 were usually slightly.above. Ordi
narily,.such price movements would have had stimulating 
effects upon merchandise imports and retarding effects upon 
merchandise exports, but under the circumstances which 
obtained such causes did not lead to an import balance or a 
conspicuous trend in that direction. Furthermore, the de
cline of export prices after 1925 tended to encourage exports 
at the expense of imports. Factors previously mentioned 
were manifestly of greater moment in maintaining the« favor
able" balance of merchandise trade. 

The conclusion reached above that foreign security im
ports into the United States were more definitely stimulated 
by post-war credit expansion than were imports of merchan
dise and services, likewise carries no implication that the 
growth of credit purchasing power had no effect upon service 
imports. Certainly there must have been indirect influences, 
especially upon the more important service imports reflected 
through tourist expenditures and immigrant remittances. 
In so far as increasing money incomes of Americans were 
made possible from the diffusion of expanded credit, the 
accelerated growth of foreign travel and expenditure may be 
related to it. For similar reasons, a greater volume of immi
grant remittances than otherwise would have occurred was 
probably made possible. Whatever the exact influence of 
credit expansion, to the extent that the size and course of 
these two main classes of service imports were affected, there 
was an increase in the adverse balance of service payments 
directly attributable to it. 

SUMMARY 

The notable additions to America's international creditor 
position in recent years have necessarily been the result of 
forces both domestic and interl1ational in character. Fore
most among the latter has been the enormous flow of gold 
to the United States. The principal causes of this concen
tration, it may be recalled, centered upon America's inter
national creditor and trade position and the maintenance of 
a full gold standard, while conditions of monetary instability 

11 
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prevailed in important foreign countries. Its effects, more
over, were to enable the commercial banking system at large 
to expand credit rapidly with a large degree of independence 
of Federal Reserve credit support. This does not mean that 
Federal Reserve credit was not significant. The amount of 
it outstanding in various years is abundant proof that it was, 
and justifies the following chapter, which is concerned with 
Federal Reserve bank operations and policies with regard 
to its use. 

For a number of reasons brought out in the preceding 
analysis, the growth of credit purchasing power did not Bow 
direcdy or even largely into commodity channels, although 
it probably checked in some measure lower commodity 
prices. It did exert a great deal of force, however, in the 

/

money and security markets, where money rates until the 
last half of 1928 were low, speculative activity marked, and 
new security Botations unprecedented. Out of this situation 
developed America's capacity to extend her international 
creditor position. Consequendy, there was an outflow of 
long-term investment capital funds which exceeded the in
Bow in each year, but which, after 1922, did not wholly com
pensate the net inBow of long-term capital service payments. 
Hence, there was a net inward movement of all payments on 
long-term capital account, except for 1924, enlarged or even 
reversed in different years by the net movement of all pay
ments on short-term capital account. Despite the net di
rection of all payments on capital account, however, and 
despite the inBuences of credit expansion upon commodity 
trade, a net export balance of merchandise was maintained. 
The difference was absorbed by an excess of service imports 
and by gold. 



CHAPTER VII 

FEDERAL RESERVE OPERATIONS AND INTER
NATIONAL FINANCE 

THE important part which Federal Reserve credit has 
played in the recent expansion of bank credit raises 
questions as to how and why this credit was made 

available to the banking organization at large. In other 
words, was the expansion in the use of Federal Reserve 

l
credit a consequence of deliberate promotive policies of 
Federal Reserve authorities? If not, to what extent was the 
employment of Federal Reserve credit restrained by Federal 
Reserve authorities? In what measure was its use deter
mined by the needs of member banks in order to meet the 
demands of industry, trade and finance for commercial 
credit? And finally, to what degree did international influ
ences determine the course of ernploymeqt of Federal Re
serve credit? 

Consideration of these primary problems requires a brief 
examination of the constituent parts of outstanding Federal 
Reserve credit, together with the formulated policies and 
mechanism of control applicable to each, and a discussion of 
the broader economic and financial factors, especially of an 
international character, which Federal Reserve authorities 
were compelled to take into account in determining their 
policies. Certain inferences may then be drawn with regard 
to the validity of the popular belief that the expansion of 
the country's international creditor position since the war 
period has been the result of the arrival at an advanced 
industrial stage where capital exports are to be regularly 
expected; or whether, on the contrary, extraordinary and 
unprecedented circumstances, so prominent in the early 
transformation to an international creditor position, have 
continued to play the determining rale in the subsequent 
creditor growth. 

147 
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FACTORS IN THE VARIATION OF FEDERAL RESERVE CREDIT 

. Federal Reserve credit is placed at the disposal of the 
banking system in three principal ways: (1) through direct 
borrowing by: member banks; (2) through purchases of 
Unit~Government securities in the open market by 
Reserve banks; (3) through purchases of ban"-ers' accep
tances in the open market. All three necessarily affect reServe 
balances of member banks, although the latter two less 
directly than the first. It is essential for the present study, 
therefore, that they should be treated together. 

Reseroe Banlr.lnjiuence upon Ike Volume of Rl!serol! Crl!ail 
Under the organization of the Federal Reserve System, 

the discounting of commercial paper by member banks 
depends upon the latter's own initiative. The digibility of 
the commercial paper discountable is defined by the Federal 
Reserve Board in accordance with the powers granted by 
the Federal Reserve Act, and Reserve banks scrutinize aU 

. offerings of paper in accordance with these rules. The means 
of checking the volume brought by member banks for redis
count centers chiefly in the rediscount rates maintained by 
Reserve banks.' The Reserve banks, however, finding it 
impractical to maintain discount rates at levels which would 
prevent all rediscounts by member banks for profit, have 
endeavored to restrain a too frequent exercise of the privilege 
by consulting directly with the member bank in question.' 
When such "moral suasion" is resorted to, an explanation is 
offered of the Reserve System's attitude on the legitimate 
use of its credit, but the adjustment is left to the discretion 
of the particular member bank. Continuous borrowing by 
a single member bank is thus restrained. 

In buying or disposing of government securities in the 
open-market, as distinguished from rediscount operations, 

1 While rediscount rates among various Reserve banks are not always uniform, 
tMy ha.., been generally synchroni>ed in recent ~ See the table or di.oouni,/ 
ram changes, Fedcral Resern Board. «Annual Report,» 1927. p. 89. aad various' 
iasueo or the F..ur.I RI_ BtdJdj", VoJs. 14 aad 15. 

I Teetimony of the late Governor Benjamin. Strong or the New York Federal 
Reserve Bank aad Governor George W. Nom. or the Philadelphia Fedcral Resern 
Bank. Commit .... on Banking and Currency Houoeor Representati .... "5tabiliza. 
tico Hearings," H. R. 7895. 69th Co~ I" Session, pp. 393 aad 456. See also 
Fedcral Resern Board, .. Annual Report,' 1926. pp. 3-5 aad 1928. pp. 8-9. 
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the Reserve banks take the initiative. Hence, such pur
chases or sales constitute positive action on their part with 
regard to credit conditions. From many angles, purchases 
and sales of government securities in the open-market con
stitute the most powerful instrument of policy possessed by 
the Reserve banks. The extensive application of this policy, 
however, except during the early years of the Reserve Sys
tem's existence, has been confined to recent years, notably 
since 1922. Since that time it has constituted a significant 
phase of Reserve credit operations and has been supervised 
by an Open Market Committee of five Reserve Bank 
governors.' . 

On the other hand, the acquisition of bankers' acceptances, 
more like rediscounts, depends upon the initiative of the 
market bill brokers and member banks who have them in 
stock. Reserve banks ordinarily stand ready to buy all 
acceptances offered in accordance with eligibility rules 
defined by the Federal Reserve Board, but at rates which 
Reserve banks specify. Since the drawing of such bills 
varies directly with the volume of goods in shipment, espe
cially in foreign shipment, their amount outstanding, and 
likewise the amount offered to the Reserve banks, is highly 
seasonal. In fact, the seasonal movement of acceptance 
holdings goes a long way to explain the seasonal changes in 
all Reserve credit. Reserve banks, of course, do influence 
the amount offered at particular times through the deter-

t 
mination of their buying rates:' That is, if their buying 
rates are lower than the market rate, more bills will. be 
brought to them, and if higher, fewer bills will be brought to 
them." Thus, Federal Reserve buying rates for bankers' 
bills normally have a close interrelationship with market 
rates and may at times determine them. The principal 
variation in the acceptance holdings of Reserve banks, there
fore, is both in response to market demand and to Reserve 
bank rate policy. . 

Unlike discount rates, the actual Reserve bank acceptance 
buying rates are not fixed with the approval of the Federal 

I Federal Reserve Board, "Annual Report," 1923, pp. 12-3. 
'Testimony of Governor Suon& "Stabilization Hearings,u op~ tit., p. 315. 
I 16i4., pp. 316-9. 
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Reserve Board, the latter merely approving the minimum 
rates at which they may be bought.' The actual rates, 
therefore, are established by individual Reserve banks in 
conformity with broader credit policies and vary slighdy 
with the maturity of the bills. Inasmuch as dealing in these 
bills tends to concentrate in the larger financial centers, the 
Open Market Committee often takes the offerings on joint 
account for the various Reserve banks of the System.-

The Character of ResmJe Credit Tactics 
It is clear from the foregoing summary that, governed by 

the very nature of the channels open for the release of 
Federal Reserve credit, credit policies are necessarily both 
active and passive. They may also be either promotive or 
conservational. In the past, two or more phases of policy 
have often overlapped and merged, obscuring a consistent 
course. It is enough for present purposes, however, to estab
lish merely a general consistency which may be interpreted 
in the light of the wider influences upon which policies were 
based. 

The course of Federal Reserve credit may be observed on 
the accompanying charts. Chart 13 indicates the movement 
of Reserve credit released through the three possible chan
nels compared with the trend of member bank reserve 
balances. Chart 14 compares the discount rate of the New 
York Federal Reserve Bank with prevailing open market 
rates for commercial paper and bankers' acceptances and 
shows the tendency of the discount rate to be held between 
the latter two. On Chart IS, the movement of all member 
bank rediscounts is related to the average discount rate 
of all Reserve banks and to the Reserve bank holdings of 
government securities, and on Chart 16, the movement of 
acceptance bill holdings is related to the average acceptance 
rates charged by Reserve banks. It remains to correlate the 
course of Reserve credit as a whole with that released through 
the dilferent channels and with the movement of gold in 
order to reach definite conclusions. 

1 Federal Reserve Board, '''Annual Repon," 1922, p. 18. 
I Testimony of Governor Stron&, uStabilization Hearings:' .p. ,i/., P. 316. 



CHART 13: THE MOVEMENT or FEDERAL RESERVE CREDIT AND MEMBER BANK RESERVE BALANCES, 
1920-1928 
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CHART 14: THE DISCOUNT RATE OF THE NEW YORK FEDERAL RESERVE BANK AND PREVAILING MONEY 
RATES IN NEW YORK. CITY FOR PRIME COMMERCIAL PAPER (4-6 MONTHS) AND PRIME 

BANKERS' ACCEPTANCES (90 DAYs), 1920-1928 
(Source: Federal Reaerve Board)' 
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Determining Factors in the 170lume oj &seroe Credit 
In the first two years of the period, 1920 and 1921, the 

Federal Reserve System endeavored to curtail the use of its 
credit through higher discount and acceptance rates, in order 

CHART 15: AVERAGE RATES CHARGED BY RESERVE BANKS 
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to preserve "the strength of the Federal Reserve banks, 
-the custodians of the lawful reserves of the member banks," 
and not" to deny proper accommodation to agriculture, com
merce and industry."! The volume of government securities 
held by Reserve banks was relatively constant, although it 
was slightly reduced toward the end of 1921. Acceptance 

• Federal Reserve Board, "Annual Report,"l920, poll. 
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holdings naturally fell off with the depression of business 
and the decline of acceptance financing. Finally, redis
coun ts receded for similar reasons and also because of the 
gold inflow, as was pointed out in the preceding chapter. 
Thus, all developments combined to reduce the volume of 

CHART 16: AVERAGE RATES CHARGED BY RESERVE BANKS 

ON BILLS BOUGHT COMPAlI.ED WITH THE MOVEMENT OF 

RESERVE BANK ACCEPTANCE HOLDINGS, 1920-1928 
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Reserve credit outstanding, and the object of the higher 
discount and acceptance rates was attained. Member bank 
reserve balances contracted, but not in proportion to the 
contraction of Reserve credit. 

With the decline of rediscounts and bill holdings, discount 
and acceptance rates also declined, the former averaging 
below 4U% after the middle of1922 and the latter falling to 
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almost 3% even earlier, continuing low until the end of the 
year. While discount rates followed the decline of redis
counts, the low acceptance rates of 1922 accompanied a 
continuous increase in the acceptance portfolio of the Re
serve System, reflecting an effort to stimulate offerings to· 
Reserve banks. At least the low buying rates for accep
tances accompanied extensive purchases of government 
securities by individual Reserve banks with the avowed pur
pose of restoring earning assets,' a development which in 
turn contributed to the decline of rediscounts and subsequent 
reductions in discount rates. The policy was finally re
linquished with the reversal of the program of security pur_ 
chases and the organization of the Open Market Committee 
of the Reserve System.' 

Whatever weight may be attached to the confusion of 
policy in 1922, the fact remains that because of the tactics 
pursued, supplemented by the business recovery, the con
traction of Reserve credit came to an end. Owing to these 
tactics, furthermore, and because of the gold inflow, member 
bank reserve balances increased. The post-war expansion 
of commercial bank credit, it may be recalled, dates from 
this year. 

While discount rates were raised to 4,U% early in 1923 
and acceptance rates were kept slightly above 4%, govern
ment securities were liquidated, with a corresponding in
crease in rediscounts, in order to test the volume of Reserve 
credit in use.' Although gold imports were large, the steady 
business recovery, requiring as it did larger amounts of 
currency in circulation, prevented an expansion of member 
bank balances.' Nevertheless, the level of those balances 
was maintained and there was no apparent disposition for 
Reserve banks to take more determined steps to restrain 
the Reserve credit obviously employed in supporting them. 

In 1924, government securities were again purchased 
extensively, followed by reduction in discount and acceptance 

t Testimony of Governor Stron~ "Stabilization He~u op. C;I., p. 309 and 
Federal Reserve Board, '" Annual Report'" 1922, p.. 4. 

s Testimony of Governor Strong, uStabilintion Hearings;' tip. ro., p. 309 and the 
testimony of Adolph C. Miller of the Federal Reserve BoanI, pp. 864-5 • 

• Federal Reserve Board, .. Annual Report," 1923, pp. 14-5 • 
• I~iII., p. 2. 
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rates. Rediscounts declined in a compensatory fashion, 
and no expansion of Reserve credit followed. In fact, the 
latter even contracted slightly owing to the reduced holdings 
of acceptances because of the greater market demand for 
them, a development which led to extremely low acceptance 
rates until these holdings were increased. Naturally, such 
promotive policies induced member banks to add gold im
ports to their reserve balances.1 

II Promotive strategy gave way to conservational tactics in 
~ 1925 when government securities were partly liquidated. 

Gold withdrawals led to increased rediscounts to maintain 
member bank reserves, although Reserve credit released 
through acceptances also contributed to .this end. The low 
level of discount and acceptance rates did not evidence 
efforts to conserve Reserve credit directly through them. 
In 1926 and the first half of 1927 a status quo virtually 
obtained so far as Reserve credit policies were concerned. 
Rate changes were minor and open market operations 
ahpost wholly passive. The most aggressive action was the 
purchase of $60 millions of gold in London and its deposit 
abroad in order to prevent its importation into the United 
States early in May, 1927, and the purchase of securities 
later in the same month when gold was earmarked for the 
Bank of France.' Nevertheless, gold inflows which did occur 
contributed to the slight growth of member bank reserves, 
as did also a contraction of currency in circulation.' 

Beginning in the middle of 1927 and continuing until the 
end of the year, all Reserve policies were promotive. Govern
ment securities were aggressively acquired, while discount 
and acceptance rates were concurrently reduced.' Although 
rediscounts declined with the former step, the decline did not 
wholly balance the amount of securities bought. Because of 
this and the considerable amount of Reserve credit supplied 
through acceptance purchases, additions were made to mem
ber bank reserve balances in spite of a very large exodus of 
gold.' 

, Federal Rcscrn: 1IoanI, "Annual Report, H 1924, P. 12-
2 Federal Reserve Board, "Annual Rcpol'tl''' 1927, P. 10.. 
• I~id.. p. 18. 
• Iiii., p. 18. 

• IIUI., p. 10. 
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Restraining checks followed in 1928 when Government 
securities were liquidated after the first of the year while 
discount and acceptance rates were simultaneously raised.' 
Since gold exports were continuing. rediscounts increased 
more than proportionately with the decrease in securities and 
remained high through the year. Member bank reserve 
balances declined under the pressure until the middle of the 
year when they tended to recover despite the second rise of 
the discount rates. The increased amount of Reserve credit 
provided by acceptance acquisitions together with the high 
level of rediscounts, a slight inflow of gold and a smaller 
demand for circulating currency enabled member bank 
reserve balances to be restored.' 

While the general level of discount rates continued to be 
maintained after the beginning of 1929, acceptance buying 
rates were raised and acceptance purchases restricted to 
short-term maturities. A decline of acceptance holdings 
followed. Furthermore, additional liquidation of the se
curity portfolio occurred. Fmally, to cope with the enormous 
volume of rediscounts outstanding, the Reserve Board issued 
its warning of February 2,1929, to member banks enlisting 
their cooperation in reducing them.' 

Summary 
Viewing the entire movement of Reserve credit, it may be 

said that before 1922 Reserve policies were directed towards 
restricting the employment of Reserve credit, but other 
factors as well caused its contraction. Mter that year; when 
uncertain tactics were followed and the banking system at 
large possessed an important degree of credit independence, 

I restraining efforts were generally relaxed except through 
direct consultation with over-borrowed member banks. In 
1924, efforts were made to extend the use of Reserve credit, 
an objective not achieved because of other factors operating. 
Finally, in 1927, all policies did promote an increase of Re
serve credit, the checking of which was the foremost problem 
of 1928 and 1929. 

I Ijj4.. 1928, pp. ~S. 
• 16iJ., 1928, pp. 6-7 • 
• Q.uot<:d in the Ft4md Ills ..... Btdldi,., Vol. 15, February, 1929, p. 94. 
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A number of specific questions arise which can be answered 
generally. Why were Federal Reserve authorities ap.
parently satisfied with the volume of Reserve credit out
standing in 1923, in view of the action taken in 192U Why 
did they attempt to stimulate the greater use of Reserve 
credit in 1924? Why were they content with the situation in 
1925 and 1926? Finally, why did they seek to encourage an 
expansion of Reserve credit in 1927 followed by restraining 
efforts in 1928 and I92n 

INTERNATIONAL INFLUENCES IN THE FORMATION OF 

FEDERAL RESERVE POLICY 

These questions involve the wider influences which 
affected the credit policies followed by the Federal Reserve 
System. The Reserve authorities were necessarily concerned 
with the gold concentration in the United States and the 
consequences of continued credit independence by the bank
ing system, with the breakdown of the gold standard abroad, 
briqging in its train depreciated exchanges and difficulties to 
international trade, with the restoration of the gold stan
dard, and with domestic business and credit developments. 

I International and domestic business factors are always inter
mingled to some degree, but in the post-war period, those of 
international origin presented the most dillicult problems, 
threatening even the maintenance of the gold standard in 
the United States. 

Post-Wilt" International Finance and Federal &SmJe Policy 
With the war at an end, the United States the world's 

creditor to a large sum, and the gold standard generally 
abandoned abroad, it was necessary to anticipate the extent 
to which the United States would be called upon to supply 
additional capital to foreign countries. The Federal Ad
visory Council of the Reserve System in May, 1919, felt that 
the need of foreign areas for American products for recon
struction would exceed America's demands for foreign prod
ucts, and that consequently American capital should be 
made available' to foreign countries through the purchase 

1 ~endation of the Fedual Advisory Council to the Fedual Reserve 
BoanI, May 19, 1919, Fedual R......, Board, "Annual Report, .. 1919, P. 518. 
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of their government, municipal or public utility obligations.' 
Moreover, because of the adverse effects of depreciated cur
rencies upon American foreign trade, it was asserted that 
actions should be directed to prevent the obstruction of 
foreign trade development.' 

Hence the capital exports of 1919, resulting from the 
resumption of foreign security fiotations, the continued credit 
extensions by the United States Treasury and official relief 
bodies, the extensive financing of foreign trade by American 
acceptances,' and the expansion of American banking cor
porations into the field of foreign banking, < were approved 
developments. Legislatively, efforts were made to secure 
the adoption of the Edge Act, which enabled Federal incor
poration of concerns engaged in international finance under 
Federal Reserve supervision, as well as national bank invest
ments in their ownership.6 

At the close of the year 1919 it was recognized that the 
continued expansion of commercial credit and particularly 
its extension to foreign areas was an inftuence leading to 
higher prices.' Since the reserve position of the system was 
weakening, higher discount and acceptance buying rates 
were invoked, although the severity of subsequent liquida.
tion and its world-wide extent was not- anticipated. Mter 
the liquidation developed, it was evident that the major 
contributing elements were the abrupt contraction of world 
purchasing power and the persisting dislocation of the foreign 
exchanges. Concerning the serious situation which pre
vailed in 1920, the Federal Reserve Board expressed itself 
as follows:' 

"We find ourselves ••• with a large export trade which is being 
paid for only in part by a great portion of the world, and this trade is 
fast approaching a point where It may be cut drastically to the most 
vital essentials unless the normal credit and buying power of Europe 
can be restored. This restoration can be accomplished only over an 
extended period of time if our raw materials go forward in a steady 
stream against long-term credits. Foodstuffs may be furnished also 

·1~., p. 519. '1~., p. 520-
'16ii., 1918, pp. 111-24, and 1919, pp. 21-3. 
'16ii., 1918, pp. 59-61, and 1919, pp. 53-4. 
'I.UI., 1919, pp. 554> (Act approved Sept. 17. 1919). 
'1~., pp. 72-3. '1~ .• 1920, p. 22. 
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and except where shipped by relief organizations they should in the 
main be paid for promptly .. they go intO immediate consumption. 
We are, therefore, brought face tn face with the problems of how we 
ean best extend long-time credits tn European countries in order to 
enable them to recOllstrnct their industries and how we can best 
extend credit to other conntries in order tn enable them also to make 
shipments tn Europe which otherwise would be made to the United 
States and glut our domestic markets." 

The facts of the case were simply this: With tighter money 
conditions obtaining in the United States, long-term foreign 
borrowing .declined. These developments occurred, more
over, at a time when the Government was terminating war 
and relief credit arrangements with foreign governments. 
Enormous sums, therefore, became due on American exports 

-which were supplied either on open book account or financed 
through acceptances. This current indebtedness, plus the 
necessity for European countries to amortize matunng long
term loans contracted during the early war period, was the 
occasion for the beginning of the gold inflow, introducing an 
entirely new set of considerations upon which Federal Re
serve credit policies had to be formulated. The rising re
serve ratio which followed and the desire to increase Ameri
can capital exports in order to stimulate American export 
trade were unquestionably influences in the reduction of 
rediscount and acceptance buying rates which began in 
1921.' 

The Gold Factor and the &adjustment qf Credit Policy 
Confronted with a confusing situation characterized by 

violent disturbances in international money values, the 
persistent inflow of gold, and declining earning assets, F ed
eral Reserve banks pursued a hesitant policy in 1922. De
spite the belief of the Federal Advisory Council that Reserve 
bank operations should not be dictated by the accumulation 
of idle funds,' it was plain from open market operations and 
admitted tactics, that declining earning assets were of pre-

• Recommendations of the Federal Advi-r Council, May 17 and September 20, 
1921; Federal Rcsern Board, •• Annual Report," 1921, pp. 6851 and 690 • 

• November 21,1921, iWI., p. 691; April 28 and September 26, 1922, iWI., 1922, 
pp. 41G-411 and 413. 
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dominant concern.' The organization of the System's Open 
Market Committee in 1922 in order to coordinate open 
market activities was a partial recognition of the anxiety of 
Reserve banks over their earning assets, while the reorgani
zation of the Committee by the Board early in 1923 was a 
final admission of the necessity for open market operations in 
accordance with a general credit policy in order to avoid a 
secondary expansion of credit.· 

With the continued increase of the Reserve System's gold 

j reserves, it became necessary to relinquish the gold reserve 
ratio as a guide to credit policy and to work out entirely new 
bases for a credit program. These were described in the 
Federal Reserve Board's "Annual Report" for 1923. Theyare 
importan t both because they were reflections of international 
influences and because they are keys to the apparent willing-
ness of Reserve authorities to see the volume of Reserve 
credit outstanding in 1922 remain in 1923. Moreover, they 
provide an insight into subsequent policies. The Reserve 
Board stated:" 

UThe reserve ratio can not be expected to regain its former position 
of authority until the extraordinary gold movements which, in part, 
have resulted from the breakdown of the gold standard, have ceased 
and the ftow of gold from country to country js again governed by 
those forces whim in more normal and stable conditions determine 
the balance of international payments. The gold standard as a 
regulatoty inftnenc. cannot be effective foi one country alone, no 
matter how impregnable its gold position." 

Accordingly, the revised basis for credit policy was found 
to lie "in the promptness and the degree with which the flow 
of credit adapts itself to the orderly flow of goods in industry 
and trade.'" Moreover, "so long as this flow is not inter
rupted by speculative interference there is little likelihood 
of the abuse of credit supplied by the Federal Reserve banks, 
and, consequently, little danger of the undue creation of new 
credit." Hence," the volume of credit will seldom be at 
variance with the volume of credit needs so long as, (1) the 

1 Testimony of Governor Strong, ··Stabilization Hearings,," op. m., pp. 309-10 
and Adolph C. Miller of the Federal R.serve Board. PPo _. See abo, 
Federal R.serve Board, "Annual Report," 1923, pp. 13-4. 

II'nII. 
• Federal R.serve Boord, "Annual Report, .. 1923. • llUi., p. 34. 

12 
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I 
volume of trade, production, and employment, and (2) the 
volume of consumption are in equilibrium." Finally, it was 
held that such a program could be based upon ascertainable 
statistical facts, although judgment was required in their 

I interpretation.' 
Since the Reserve authorities saw no reason to endeavor 

to reduce the employment of Reserve credit in 1923, it may 
be assumed that they concluded the proper adjustment 
obtained. They might, however, have offered more strenu
ous measures had the use of Reserve credit increased rapidly. 
Their attitude toward its further use was clearly one of con
servation in order to maintain surplus gold reserves for later 
redistribution through exports:" 

"By virtue of its creditor position and its unprecedentedly strong 
gold position, the United States has now become the world's gold 
center. As such it h .. assumed the high responsibility of so managing 
the vast gold supply domieiled here that it may be available for redis
tribution by export as occasion may arise without producing any 
untoward or disturbing dl'ects in our own domestic, economic and 
financial situation." 

The Problem oj the Gold Standard and the Stabilization oj 
International Trade 

Obviously, this statement anticipated a return to the gold 
standard by countries wi th unstabilized currencies. Certain 
steps had already been taken by a few countries, but experi
ments looking toward a return to gold had been relatively 
minor. The situation was extremely complex. American 
flotations of foreign securities had not expanded greatly in 
1922 and 1923. Moreover, purchases by foreigners of their 
own and American securities had been large in both years, 
and together with the net flow of payments on long-term 
capital service account and of all payments on short-term 
capital account, offset the outflow of investment capital, 
a situation reflected in the persisting imports of gold. The 
Federal Advisory Council expressed the seriousness with 
which the international situation was viewed at the time of 
the completion of the Dawes Report:' 

'16i6., pp. 35-7 • 
• I6iJ., p. 22. The aubstitution of gold certificates for Federal Reserve No ... 

from the end of 1922 to the middle of 1925 w .. a rel!ection of this attitude. 
• Mar 14, 1924, Federal Reaervel!oard, "Annual Report," 1924, pp.18~281 
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.. Unless America /inds ways and means to permit her excessive 
banking strength to henent other countries, particularly those striving 
to bring their house in order, the dollar can not maintain its position 
as a world standard for exchange, and foreign countries-and even 
American banking and commerce-will, once more, in a larger degree 
become dependent upon and tributary to the pound sterling, to the 
greater exclusion of the doUar. It is idle, however, to preach the use 
of the dollar, unless at the same time we render it possible £or other 
countries to avail themselves of our doH .... facilities. It is obvious 
that our credit power can not continue to grow indefinitely without 
danger of oversaturation. If the stream of gold that floods our shores 
is not stemmed in time, it is to be feared that ultimately we will not 
be able to ward off its inflationary effects. Credit and curreney in
flation would only aggravate the economic maladjustment already 
existing within our boundaries, a maladjustment which not only dis
turbs and endangers our trade with other countries, but which makes 
our agricultural situation particularly difficult and distressing." 

The problem, thus. was twofold, involving the protection 
of American foreign trade from the effects of foreign mone
tary disturbances and protection of American finance from 
over-extension and even inllation. The lIotation of a share 
of the German loan proposed by the Dawes Commission, 
consequently, was approved, and the extension of other 
foreign credits. both long and short term, was recommended.' 
Hence, the 1924 policy of open market acquisition of govern
ment securities initiated by Reserve banks, a policy pre
viously suggested by the Federal Advisory Council,' and the 
lowering of Reserve discount and acceptance rates was 
unqualifiedly affirmed:' 

,. In the opinion of the council, there does not seem to be any room 
for doubt with regard to the policy which in these circumstances the 
Federal Reserve System should pursue." 

The considerations which entered into the 1924 operations 
of Reserve banks are further amplified by a statement read 
by the late Governor Strong of the New York Federal Re
serve Bank before the House Committee on Banking and 
Currency in its "Stabilization Hearings" in 1926. It clearly 
shows the predominant inlluence of international factors:' 

.. (1) To accelerate the process of debt repayment to the Federal 
Reserve banks by the member banks so as to relieve this 
weakening pressure for loan liquidation. 

'/6i/., pp. 28~282. 'February 19, 1924, iii/., P. 278. 
, I~., p. 282. • "Stabilization Hearings," .Po <it., P. 336. See also pp. 335-9. 
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"(2) To give the Federal Reserve banks an asset which would not be 
automatically liquidated as the result of gold imports so that 
later. if inBation developed from excessive gold imports, it might 
at least be checked in part by selling these securities, thus forcing 
member banks again into debt to the Reserve banks and making 
the reserve bank discount ra .. effective • 

.. (3) To facilitate a change in the interest relation between the New 
York and London markets, without inviting inflation, by estab
lishing a somewhat lower level of interest rates in this country at 
a time when prices were falling generally and when the danger 
of disorganizing price advance in commodities was at a.minimum 
and remote . 

.. (4) By directing foreign borrowings to this market to create the 
credits which would be necessary to facilitate the export of com. 
modities, especially farm produce. 

.. (5) To render what assistance was possible by our market policy 
toward the recovery of sterling and the resumption of gold pay_ 
ment by Great Britain. 

"(6) To check the pressure of the banking situation in the West 
and Northwest and the resulting failures and disastezs." 

. The results of the open-market operations of 1924 were 
felt to have justified them in every respect. They freed 
member banks of indebtedness and permitted lower open
market interest rates to develop as the continued gold inflow 
was added to reserve balances. According to Governor 
Strong:' Domestic conditions became more stabilized; for
eign financing was greatly increased, of special importance 
to the movement of crops owing to the necessity for unpre
cedented European purchases because of crop failures; 
domestic financing by corporations was stimulated; larger 
inflows of gold were prevented; the recovery of sterling 
reached a point where it was possible to consider the resump
tion of gold payments; and finally the currencies of Sweden, 
the Netherlands and Switzerland returned to their gold pari. 
ties while the Austrian and Hungarian currencies were able 
to remain stabilized, and steps were taken toward the appli
cation of the Dawes Plan for German stabilization. 

The Federal Reserve Board, similarly, reviewed the ac
complishments of the year.- The enormous increase in for
eign flotations was regarded as a factor in foreign purchases 
of American goods and especially in supporting the exchange 

• Iii.! .• pp. 33&-9. • Federal Reserve Board, .. Annual Report," 1924, pp. 9-10. 
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value of foreign currencies and in the withdrawal of gold for 
monetary reconstruction in the last few months of the year. 
The responsibility for the low money rates, however, was 
not assumed. the emphasis being laid upon the primary in
fluence of the gold inflow. The ease of money, nevertheless, 
was of profound international importance. It" facilitated 
foreign borrowing and this contributed to making the dollar 
credits and gold available to those countries which have 
undertaken to re-establish sound monetary conditions." 

Direct Cooperlllion in the Rrstorlllion of the Gold Standard 
In the fall of 1924, the Federal Advisory Council, explicidy 

alarmed over the possible inflationary consequences in 
American commodity markets of a persisting plethora of 
credit funds, suggested that the problem of dealing with the 
restoration of the gold standard be approached by a new 
avenue rather than by further security purchases in the 
open market in the following resolu tion:1 

"That this council recommend to the Federal Reserve Board to 
consider the question whether the time has come for Federal Reserve 
Banks to exercise their power to invest some of their funds in foreign 
bills with approved American banking indorsl:ments and payable by 
and repayable to Federal Reserve Banks in dollars. 

"The council believes that observing these safeguards and by 
properly scattering its purchases the Federal Reserve System can 
safely invest substantial accounts abroad, without any risk of loss 
on account of exchange or otherwise, and in doing so ward off to that 
extent the inftow of gold, incidentally assisting the foreign countries 
involved in their efforts to stsbilize their exchanges and to bring them 
bad. to definite gold relations. » 

Subsequently, in view of th~ powers granted by the Fed
eral Reserve Act to deal in gold at home or abroad, to open 
accounts with foreign central banks and to employ funds in 
foreign countries by purchasing bills,' together with the im
plied power of accomplishing these ends not only directly but 
by contract and on time," the Federal Reserve banks entered 
into a number of arrangements with foreign central banks.' 
For example, gold loans were granted to the Bank of Poland 

1 September 25, 1924, ibid ... p. 283. ' Federal Reserve Act, Section 14. 
I Testimony of Governor Strong, "Stabilization Hearings .... op. &j/., pp. ~2. 
• Federal Reserve Board, "Annual Report," 1925, pp. 11-14. 
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and the banking office of the Ministry of Finance of Czecho
slovakia. Secondly, a $200 million gold credit was granted 
by the Reserve banks jointly to the Bank of England, com
mencing May, 1925, and lasting two years, whereby the Re
serve banks agreed to advance gold in exchange for a Bank 
of England deposit if called upon, simultaneously with a 
$100 million credit arranged by the British Government 
with private American bankers.' Finally, arrangements 
were made by Reserve banks to buy prime commercial bills 
up to $5 millions from the Bank of Belgium, when and if 
desired.' 

Of these international credit arrangements the one granted 
the Bank of England was not only the most conspicuous but 
the most important because the stabilization of other cur
rencies was rdated to it. Regarding its purpose, Governor 
Strong said,. 

"This credit really helps us to do two things: Reestablish the gold 
standard abroad; justify our continuance as the important center 
which the war forced us to become. The importance of re-establishing 
this stability and of doing so in one of the world's principal money 

! 
markets at the outset, cannot be exaggerated. I t is the start in re
establishing world-wide stability. It means the elimination of specu
lative hazards in international putchases and sales of goods which 
have been a restricting and withering influence upon trade ever since 
the war started. The determination to resume a free gold market in 
London means ultimate world-wide establishment of the gold standard, 
and only action by the Bank of England to that end could give the 
world assurance that sound monetary policies would be resumed 
throughout the worlel.·' 

The influence of the Federal Reserve's support of the Bank 
of England was held to have been immediately felt in the 
resumption of gold payments in Holland, Switzerland, the 
Dutch East Indies, Australia and New Zealand, while South 
Africa and Sweden were said to have acted in anticipation.' 
The Federal Advisory Council in expressing its approval 
asserted:' 

"For tbe United States this development is of the vastest impor-
tance: First, betause we own approximately one-half the world'. 

I Itlem. t and "Stabilintion Hcaringa," op. QI •• Pi>- 494-502.. 
14< Stabilization Hearings,» fII. &iI'j p.. 519 • 
• Ilid •• p. 507. • [lid., pp. 508-509. 
• May 22, 1925. Federal Rcoerve Board, "Annual Repcrt," 1925, pp. 288-9. 
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monetary gold; second, because in order to preserve for ourselves 
condition. of well-balanced prosperity, foreign markets absorbing 
our surplus production are an imperative necessity and it is idle to 
expect that without exchange stability the purchasing power of foreign 
countries may regain its full capacity; third, in present world condi
tions the sale of our most vast excess production to foreign buyers can 
only b. maintained on anything like the present scale as long as we 
continue freely to absorb foreign securities. Our ability to do so, 
however, will depend upon the degree of credit these foreign countries 
wiU command here. We have, therefore, a vital interest in seeing the 
credit of our customers placed on the strongest possible basis. 

n w • w a true picture of the outlook is gained only if one considers 
what might have happened had England decided to continue the 
embargo on gold exports instead of restoring a free gold market. It 
would not seem an overstatement to assume that in such a case the 
world might have suffered another exchange collapse with all the 
uncertainty to trade which that implies; that private and public 
credit in foreign lands would have been impaired and that instead of 
making e/forts to balance budgets by taxation, the temptation for 
debasement of currencies would have contioued indefinitely. In such 
circumstances true wages, and with that, living standards in com .. 
peting countries would have been reduced. We are familiar with the 
social consequences that would result from such conditions, and it is 
.afe to conclude that we ourselves could Dot have escaped the effects of 
such a development which, among other things, would have involved 
a further addition to our gold holdings." 

Owing to the fact that the Bank of England credit was 
not used and no commercial bills were discounted for the 
Bank of Belgium, only the gold loans to Poland and Czecho
slovakia affected the volume of Reserve credit, and they 
affected it but slightly. In view of the urgency with which 
such credits had been recommended and the concern ex
pressed over the imminent dangers of the credit situation at 
the end of 1924, it might have been expected that, with the 
consummation of the initial steps to reestablish the gold 
standard, . strenuous efforts to curtail the employment of 
Reserve credit would have followed in 1925. The task of 
aiding the reconstruction of the gold standard with American 
credit, however, was apparently not regarded as completed. 

Reserve Credit Policy and tke Final Restoration oj tke Gold 
Standard 

The alarm evidenced by the Federal Advisory Council at 
the close of 1924, consequently, was not reflected in recom-
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mendations that aggressive conservational policies be pur
sued by Reserve banks, although they did call for a reversal 
of open market operations and for the increase of the New 
York discount rate from 3% to 334%.' While this program 
was followed, the security portfolio was only partially 
liquidated and no effort was made to reduce holdings of 
acceptances. Moreover, discount rates were stabilized until 
the end of the year when those in financial centers were 
moved up to a level of 4%,' while acceptance rates were 
adjusted upward after the middle of the year. The volume 
of Reserve credit outstanding was evidently not regarded 
seriously. Much more important was the favor with which 
the continued foreign lending was viewed, particularly as a 
contributing inftuence to currency stabilization' and the re-. 
distribution of gold.-

Much the same position and viewpoint obtained in 1926 
when discount rates were generally maintained at 4%, 
except for New York in the spring months. The outlook 
for foreign financing was pronounced especially promising 
at the beginning of the year, with government debt funding 
agreements with both Italy and France in sight.- At the 
end of the year, the Federal Reserve Board observed the 
virtual <"eSsation of gold imports from Europe, accounted 
for by improved monetary conditions and the willingness of 
American investors to absorb a large volume of foreign loans, 
both public and private. I The fact that many of the loan 
proceeds remained in the United States as dollar balances of 
foreign borrowers, corporations and commercial banks as 
well as of foreign central banks was indicated to show the 
remaining potential demand for American gold and the 
incompleteness of the redistribution process! While direct 
cooperation with foreign central banks in reestablishing the 
gold standard through credit arrangements was not a feature 
of Reserve policy during this year, at least one credit was 

1 November 24, 1924, Federal R"","" BoanI, "Annual Report," 1924, p. 283. 
• September21, and Dca:mber 1,1925, Federal Reserve Board, •• Annual Report," 

1925, pp. 2SS and 291. 
• February 16, 1925. il;iJ.J- pp. 284-5. .. IJnt.~ 
• February IS, 1926, iAAi., 1926, p. 484. 
• 11M., p. IS. 
, 16itl." p. 16. 
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extended to the Bank of Belgium to purchase prime Belgian 
bankers' bills up to $10 millions, if requested.' 

No change in Federal Reserve credit policy appeared in 
the first half of 1927, operations being directed at a main
tenance of the volume of Reserve credit outstanding. Re
curring gold imports, however, r.resented a serious problem, 
and only the purchase of $60 millions of gold in the London 
open market in the early part of May prevented them from 
being larger, a transaction accompanied by security sales 
in the American open market to absorb Reserve credit re
leased in the deal.' When the Bank of France had large 
amounts of gold earmarked for its account later in May, 
securities were purchased to offset any possible money 
stringency.- The volume of Reserve credit then outstanding, 
therefore, was plainly regarded as essential. 

Commencing in June, 1927, the Reserve banks increased 
their holdings of government securities and in August, dis
count rates were lowered generally to 3 U% with acceptance 
rate reductions at the same time. According to the Federal 
Reserve Board:' 

"This policy was adopted by the System in consideration of the 
recession in business in the United States, -of the relatively heavy 
indebtedness of member banks, and of the tendency toward firmer 
conditions in the money market. During this period it also become 
evident that there was a serious <tedit stringency in European coun
tries generally, and it was felt that easy money in this country would 
help foreign countries to meet their autumn demand for credit and 
exchange without unduly depressing their exchanges or increasing 
the cost of credit to trade and industry. Easier credit conditions 
abroad would also facilitate the financing of our exports and would 
thus be of benefit to American producers. By I?urchasing securities 
at that tim. the Federal Reserv. Banks were In fact successful in 
easing the condition of the money market and in exerting a favorable 
infiuence on the international financial situation.n 

The initiation of this aggressive Reserve action, however, 
coincided generally with a visit of the Governor of the Bank 
of England, Mr. Montague Norman, the President of the 
German Reichsbank, Mr. Hjalmar Schacht, and the Deputy 

I Ibid., p.. 14. Other credits were arranged by the Bank of Belgium with a groo.p 
of European central banks and the Bank of J .pan. 

• [o;i., 1927, p. 10. • ltln&. 
, ltlmt. 
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Governor of the Bank of France, Professor Charles Rist, who 
"were all pretty much concerned for one reason or another 
with the way in which the gold standard was then working, "1 

and who jointly engaged in informal conversations with 
officers of the New York Federal Reserve Bank, the Federal 
Reserve Board and the Open Market Committee of the Fed
eral Reserve System.' The consistent policy of easing the 
money markets until the last few months of the year was un
doubtedly a consequence of these conversations,' although 
it followed logically from previous policy. The purpose was 
to promote extensive capital exports and a further redis
tribution of gold in order to contribute a final measure of 
stability to the reconstructed gold standard abroad,' a pur
pose which was also supported by credit arrangements 
consummated with the Banks of Poland and Italy to dis
count prime commercial bills, if requested, up to $5.25 mil
lions for the former and $15 millions for the latter.' 

The fact that in achieving the purpose, notable additions 
were made to member bank reserve balances in spite of gold 
exports was an important factor in the termination of the 
promotive policies, particularly in view of the heightened 
speculative activity and the growth of commercial bank loans 
on securities.· Accordingly, security holdings were gradually 
liquidated, while higher discount and acceptance rates were 
initiated. Subsequently, a gradual convergence of American 
money rates with those obtaining in other international 
markets took place with no abrupt falling off of foreign loans 
and gold exports until after the middle of the year. By 
August the restoration of the gold standard was admitted 
to be practically completed,' and the gold reserve position 

1 Testimony 01 Adolph C. Miller ~ Committee on Banking and Currency. House of 
ltetn'esentatives. &. Stabilization Hcarings:~ H. R. 11806, 70th ~ lst Session, 
p. 217 • 

• 16;d., pp. 216-9. '[Md., p. 218. 
, lind., pp. 222-3, and Federal Reserve Board, It Annual Rcport.u 1927, pp. 16-7 .. 
• Federal Reserve Board, I'-Annual Re~t,u 1927, pp. 15--6. These arranfcmenta 

accompanied other credits bya group of foreign, central ban~ a stabilization loan 
of $12 millions floated by Poland on principal money markets- and a credit of $50 
millions to the Bank of Italy by a group of private banks headed by J~ Pw Morgan 
& Co. 

• [lid., pp. 11-:2. 
'Editorial, PNi"../ R",nw Bu/ldin, Vol.. 14, August, 1928, pp. 541-4. 
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of foreign central banks sufficiently strong" to permit the 
normal operations of the gold standard to correct exceptional 
credit developments in any country that takes an important 
part in international finance and trade,'" a development 
favorably commented on in the Federal Reserve Board's 
.. Annual Report."· 

The T~st of t"~ Gold Standard 
Despite the restraining efforts of the Federal Reserve 

banks and the higher money rates prevailing, the growth of 
credit employed in security trading mounted rapidly during 

~
the year, and speculative activity proceeded feverishly. The 
high money rates in the speculative markets tended to induce 
fforts by member banks to maintain their reserve balances 
y Reserve Bank borrowing, and even so to apply funds 

released by the Reserve bank's liberal acceptance purchases 
at the end of the year.' Furthermore, funds were attracted 
from abroad, causing foreign central banks to dispose of their 
holdings of dollar exchange as well as to ship gold, and early 
in 1929 to increase their discount rates, measures which did 
not altogether meet the situation owing to the continued cur
tailment of new foreign security flotations in the United 
States. The difficulty experienced by foreigners in obtaining 
dollar exchange except at a discount to meet their American 
obligations was threatening to bring a recurrence of the gold 
inflow, and to undermine both the Federal Reserve policy 
and the recently acquired gold position of foreign countries. 

Thus, Federal Reserve authorities found themselves in a 
serious dilemma. Although acceptance buying rates were 
above market rates after the beginning of the year and pur
chases of acceptances restricted to short-term rna turi ties, no 
general change in discount rates was deemed advisable. In 
fact, it was to avoid a discount rate rise that the warning of 

f 
February 2, 1929, enlisting the -cooperation of member banks 
in reducing the volume of their security loans, was issued. 
The admitted reluctance to apply more strenuous measures 
of control was merely a reflection of the conflicting domestic 

1 I~id .• p. S44-
I Federal Reserve Board, cc Annual Report/~ 1928, p. 16. 
• I~id •• pp. 6-7. 
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and international considerations,1 as the following extract 
from the April, 1929, issue of the Federal &serve Bulletin 
plainly indicates:' 

"The system's desire to see money rates at a lower general level 
has been due in part to its realization of the bad elfects of continued 
high money ratea on domestic business and its unwillingness to draw 
gold from abroad with consequent advances in money rates in other 

'

countries, some of which are sulfering from industrial depression. 
While the system recognizes that one of its most important functions 
is to protect this COUll try's gold reserves, in existing circumstances 
these reserves need protection primarily against wasteful absorption 
into the base of an unduly expanded domestic credit structure rather 
than against demands from abroad. The objective of Federal R ... 
serve policy, therefore, both from the point of view of domestic busi_ 
ness and of world trade conditions, i. a readjustment in the credit 
situation with a view to assuring trade and industry of a continuous 

I supply of bank credit at reasonable r!tes." , 
AN EVALUATION OF FEDERAL RESERVE POLICIES 

No extensive summary is required to answer further the 
questions raised at the outset of this chapter. It is patent 
from evidence collected that Federal Reserve authorities have 
been profoundly and unavoidably infiuenced by unusual in
ternational factors intimately affecting the domestic business 
and financial structure. Many circumstances contributed 
to a confused dislocation of international trade and curren
cies which were entirely disorganized prior to 1925 and only 
slowly recovered thereafter. 

These factors, resulting from the breakdown of the gold 

lstandard during the war, were fundamental causes of the 
unprecedented gold concentration in the United States. Im
minent dangers loomed up for America's whole financial 
structure, entailing far-reaching industrial and trade reper-
cussions, and threatening not only the capacity of Federal 
Reserve banks to earn their expenses and to give member 
banks an extraordinary degree of credit independence, but 
also the very existence of the nation's gold standard. More
over, unsettled currencies rendered orderly, organized pro
duction almost impossible and affected adversely the inter
national trade of all countries, including that of the United 

, F.4""U Res ..... Builltin. VoL IS. April, 1929, pp. 242-4. 
• 16iJ., pp. 243-4. 
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States. So long as these conditions existed, a contracted 
purchasing power was destined to pl"l!vail in virtually every 
important world market. 

One means of offsetting the con tracted purchasing power 
of foreign countries and avoiding the permanent abandon
ment of the international gold standard was plainly the ex
port of American capital funds or the injection of American 
credit and investment resources into international financial 
markets, supplying foreigners with needed American funds 
without the necessity of gold shipments. This was the gen
eral purpose of the credit policy followed, and the manner of 
carrying it out was by the active and passive encouragement 
of easy money conditions in the United States. . 

Hence, although the conservation of Reserve credit was 
the keynote of the inclusive credit program set down by the 
Federal Reserve Board in 1923, when new standards of credit 
policy were elaborated and the gold reserve ratio relinquished 
as a credit guide, no steps were taken to reduce the amount 
of Reserve credit employed. On the contrary, the quantity 
then outstanding was permitted to become a permanent 
part of the country's credit base. In 1924, the aggressive 
credit policies of Reserve banks were for. the admitted pur
pose of stimulating capital exports, and member banks were 
led by them to use gold imports for increasing reserve bal
lances. While policies at the beginning of 1925 were slightly 
conservational, the rapid expansion of commercial bank 
credit in 1925, 1926 and 1927 was not seriously disturbing to 
Federal Reserve authorities, as is substantiated by the low 
discount and acceptance rates maintained and the stability 
of the government security portfolio of the Reserve banks. 
More direct cooperation with foreign central banks in re
storing the gold standard, however, was practiced. The 
initiative assumed by Federal Reserve banks in easing money 
conditions in the latter part of1927 was avowedly aimed at 
stimulating even greater capital exports, and specifically in-

I tended to aid the final reconstruction and f'f!renchrnent of 
the gold standard abroad by causing a redistrlF>ution of gold. 
Operations in 1928 and 1929, while directed at correcting 
the extraordinary speculative activity which followed the 
rapid commercial credit growth, were tempered by an evi-
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dent desire to avoid straining the gold standard conditions 
so recently reestablished abroad and 'averting a complete 
cessation of capital exports. 

Underlying this general program was the basic assump
cion that if foreign financial maladjustments could be widely 
eradicated by the restoration of gold as the international 
monetary standard, a recovery of more orderly world pro
duction and trade would result. Debtor-ereditor problems 
between countries under these circumstances would tend to 
solve themselves. Foreign central banks, moreover, would 

~
nce more be in a position to assume an effective role in the 

solution of international and domestic credit problems. 
Finally, the credit expansion within the· United States 
would be curbed and the Reserve banks would regain their 
continuous contact with the American money market and 
thus be assured of more effectual control of credit. 

GENERAL CONCLUSION 

On the basis of the material presented in this and the 
preceding chapter, a definite conclusion may be reached as 
to the soundness of the opinion that the post-war expansion 
of America's international creditor position means the ar
rival at an advanced industrial stage where rapidly increasing 
capital exports are presumably nor~al because of diminish
ing domestic opportunities for employment, On the con
trary, America's capital exports, which enabled the expan
sion of this creditor status, were mainly the result of a. 
combination of extraordinary domestic and international 

)inancial circumstances, including the extremely large for
eign demand for American capital and the increase in the 
supply of that capital resulting from domestic credit expan
sion in which not only the gold inflow but the Federal Re
serve credit -program played a prominent part. This does 
not deny that the country's increasing industrial produc
tivity made material contribution to the country's capacity 
for foreign investment, but it does invalidate an unneces
sarily simplified conception of what actually has happened. 
Furthermore, it renders all the more serious the problems of 
America's future international financial relations. 



CHAPTER VIn 

THE PRESENT STATUS OF THE INTERGOVERN
MENTAL DEBTS 

A PREVIOUS study by the National Industrial Confer
ence Board, "The Inter-Ally Debts and the United 
States," was devoted to a thorough consideration of 

the problem of the intergovernmental debts, particularly 
the debts owed by former Allied countries to the United 
States. At the time that study was made these debts were 
the outstanding feature in America's international creditor 
position. Radical changes have taken place since, with the 
rapid mounting of private foreign indebtedness to individual 
American investors. Payments to the United States in 1928 
because of these public debts were only 15% of the total 
interest and capital repayment receipts on creditor account. 
They may be an even smaller percentage in the future. 
Nevertheless, their present worth on a 5% basis was about 
33% of the long-term creditor position of the country and 
30% of the combined long and short term creditor position 
in 1928. While these percentages will probably decline with 
the further expansion of private American investments 
abroad, for the time being they constitute a substantial 
share of the nation's international creditor assets. 

These intergovernmental obligations have a special inter
est because of their unique character. They arose in con
nection with a world-wide conflict and the subsequent period 
of reconstruction. For the most part they were used to 
finance military activity with all of its destructive conse-

I
quences. To a lesser degree they were extended for relief 
and rehabilitation purposes in the post-war years. Political 
and ethical questions, as well as those of a purely economic 
character, confuse any attempt to deal with them. Their 
importance in the realm of international affairs cannot be 
too often stressed. For many years they will doubtless 
remain a central point of international discussion, and a 
factor influencing political negotiations. 

175 
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So far as the United States is concerned, the debts, with 
two exceptions, Russia and Armenia, have been technically 
settled. Yet they are related to the larger question of inter
governmental indebtedness arising out of the war, many 
aspects of which are still unsettled. American adjustments 
agreed to by principal debtors were accepted with an eye to 
the total situation regarding the latter's other inter-govern
mental assets and liabilities. Hence, the debts must be 
studied from that point of view, especially in the light of the 
fact that international financial experts have proposed final 
figures for the German reparation debt. Three basic ques
tions are involved first, what is the present statistical relation 
of the debts owed the United States to the intergovernmental 
debt problem as a whole both exclusive and inclusive of 
reparations; second, what is the character and present 
position of the settlements of the United States Government 
with debtors; and third, how does a final settlement of the 
German reparations problem affect, if at all, the composition 
of these settlements? The possible developments of the 
future in connection with the war debts cannot be under
stood without the facts required to answer these questions. 

THE INTERGOVERNMENTAL DEBT SITUATION AS A WHOLE 

Innumerable difficulties confront any attempt to obtain 
an accurate statement of the real value of all the intergovern
mental debts and credits. In the first place, a group of 
funding agreements has been consummated between a 
number of the principal debtor governments and the govern
ments of the United States and Great Britain as the principal 
credi tors. But different bases were used in each of these 
settlements and the amounts of the debts appearing in the 
national accounts of these two creditors are by no means 
comparable. 

In the published Treasury accounts of the United States 
Government for example, the debts are entered as the princi
pal amounts borrowed and accrued interest less the principal 
repaid, no account being taken of future interest payments. 
On the other hand, in the financial accounts of the British 
Treasury, debts of foreign governments with which funding 
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agreements have been reached are included at the total 
amount of all payments to be received, the debts owed by 
Empire Governments, and a few smaller debtors, however, 
remaining at their principal sum less principal repayments. 
In the accounts of other governments it is frequently im
possible to determine upon what basis the obligations have 
been entered. Often wide discrepancies are evident in the 
obligations recognized in the official accounts of debtor 
governments and the amounts entered by the corresponding 
creditor governments. 

Tke Nominal Posilion of Ike Inur-Ally Deots alike Beginning 
of 1928 

Notwithstanding the difficulties mentioned, the nominal 
or book value of the intergovernmental debts may be 
profitably surveyed. Adjustments may then be made to 
bring the available figures into a more comparable form. 
Necessarily, it is impossible to discuss the intergovernmental 
debt situation without devoting attention to the present 
status of reparations obligations imposed upon the Central 
European countries. For the moment, however, they may 
be ignored. When the proper adjustments have been made, 
they may be appropriately introduced. 

Preliminary data, consisting of nominal figures for inter
governmental obligations from the latest available official 
sources, are presented in Table 29.' The figures from foreign 
documents have been converted into dollars from the original 
quotations in foreign currencies, the rates of conversion be
ing given in footnotes. In gross nominal terms, it is seen, 
the intergovernmental obligations, as carried in the various 
governmental accounts, amount to about ~24 billions. 
Although these figures are unreliable because individual 
statements of debts and credits by various governments are 

1 While these debt figures involve mainly obligations incurred during the war 
~ to facilitate military activity and those incurred in the post-war period for 
relief and reconItrUction purposes:t there are some debts included which are not of 
this character. For instance, the indebtedness of Roumania and Jugoslavia to 
France includes some advancea made in 19-26 for the puccltuc: of military supplies. 
An example of an intergovernmental obuRation not included is that of the Argentine 
to the Sfanish Government for 517 milhoM, incurred in 1927. Another example 
is that 0 the Chinese Government debt to Japan. Because of inadequate informa,.. 
bon the Russian war debt ro Japan has alSo been omitted. 



TABLE 29: NOMINAL POSITION OF TilE INTER-ALLY AND RELIEi' DEBTS AT THE BEGINNING OF 1928 
(Compiled by the National Industrial Confer.nce Board) 

(In million. of dollars) 

Toul 
Principal Crtditot' Govemmel'lU 

Principal Debtor Governmenu Deb, United Great 
Frlllll(e' RUDi. Italy Can.da. Holland' ! ..... Switur.. Norw,,- Cz(och()& 

Sweden' State" Brit2inl • avir.- lind .IQvaki • ------ - ------------------ ---
France." ................... ',539 4,025 3,433 . . (i 67' .. .. 8 .. .. .. .. 
Great Britain ........... , ... 5,165 4,505 260' 292' 108' .. .. .. .. .. .. " Russia., ...... "" ........ ' 4,905 280 4,316 309 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
Italy ....................... 3;m 2,032 1,298 46 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 
British Dominion., other than 

Canada ................. '. 601 601 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
:.lgium: ................... 472 414 44 .. .. .. .. 14 .. .. .. .. .. 

oumanill. ••••••••. " . " •••••• 309 66 164 41 .. 14!' 24 .. .. .. .. .. .. 
~u~oalavia .................. 297 62 169 66 .. .. .. .. .. .. " 'j o and ..................... 278 199 23 43 .. 4!' .. 3 .. .. 5 .. 
Czechoslovakia, " .....•...... 211 179 4 19 .. 9" .. .. 

i;U " Austria ••••..•...••••......• 155 34 65 18 .. IBU ", ICl" " I 3" .. 
Greece ..................... 167 20 113 27g .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
Portugal •••..••. " . " ••••..... 115 .. 115 .. .. .. .. .. .. " .. .. .. 
Armenia., ....•............. 23 17 6 .. .. .. " .. .. .. " .. .. 
Esthonia ................... 20 J5 5 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
Belgian Congo .............. 18 .. 18 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. " Latvia. , ................... 13 7 6 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
Finland .................... 9 9 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. " .. .. 
Lithuania ••..••.••.•••...... 7 6 I .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
Hungary ................... 2 2 .. .. " .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ------- - ------- - - - - ----Grand totals. , ... , •..... 23,683 11,872 10,381 829 298 220 31 27 8 6 6 3 2 
" Umted States Treasury, "Annual Report," 1927; p. 628 Fi8':lrt. as of Nov. 15. 1927. 

I United Kingdom, uFinance Accounts," 1927-81 pp. 91-2. Figures a. of March 1, 1928, converted into dollars at parity. 
* All tigurea e:Kcept those lettered from information furnished by the Financial Attache of the French Embwy, They are taken from the 

French Budget for 1929 and are of January 31, 1928. All convenion at a rate of$.0393. Debta.tattd in foreign cW'J'Cnciet cOh1l'erted at parities • 
• Information furnished by the Department oE Finance, Canada, as of March 31, 1928. 
I Statement as of Dec. 31, 1927, furnished by the Royal Netherlands Legation, Washington. D. C.; Figurea are converted into dollars at parity. 
• Information furni.hed by the Ministry of Foreign Ala.i ... , NorwaYl a.. of Dec'L 31, 1927, and converted at parity. 
,. [nformation furnished by the RiksgaldskontoTet, Sweden, as of the end of 1921 and converted at parity • 
• Roumania, "General State Budget," 1928, p. 33. Debt stated in Italian lire as of Janaury 1, 1928, and converted at new lire parity. 
• Poland Mmistry of Finance Slalislieal Bullilin, Jan., 1928, figure as of Jan. 31,1921. and converted at tloty parity. 
10 Information furni.hed by the Czechoslovakian Legation, Washington, D. C., in lire 8$ of the end of 1927. COnversion at ncw lire parity. 
II Austria, .. BundeavorantchJag;' Gruppe [V1 StaatachuJd, 1928, pp. 8-9. Dcbu aa of December 31.1927, in various currencies. Convenlona 

made at parities lave for France where rate of ~.0393 was wcd. 
lJ Net debt as of the end oEI926. Owing to arbitration discussioll8 between the French and Greek Governments with regard to their inter

governmental debts, no figures were available ... of the end of 1927. Information furnished by the ,Financial Attache of the French Embwy 
from the French Budget for 1928. Franca converted at a rate or ,.039S; drachma converted at $.0126. On the date de!lignateci, Gre!!:ccowcd 
F1'tn~ $32 million • • nd Franee owed Greece SS millioaa. 0" 
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not comparable, they, nevertheless, are useful for purposes 
of contrast. They should be kept in mind, therefore, in 
taking account of adjusted figures to be subsequently noted. 

Tke Adjust~d Position of Ike Intergovernmmtal Debts 
Certain adjustments may be made which will greatly aid 

an effort to view the intergovernmental debt situation as a 
whole. The present worth of certain of the debts covered by 
formal funding agreements, for example, may be found. 
That is to say the payments agreed upon under them may 
be discounted at a given rate of interest and asum obtained 
which, if invested at that rate of interest, would yield an 
adequate return to liquidate the nominal principal amounts 
due and carry the necessary interest payments. This pr0.
cedure cannot be followed in every case, however, because 
only the governments of the United States and Great Britain 
have consummated funding agreements with their debtors. 
Even with these creditors some governmental debts are not 
so covered, namely, those of Armenia and Russia to the 
United States, and those of Armenia, Russia and the Empire 
governments to Great Britain. Necessarily, some adjust
ments must be made more or less arbitrarily because of 
inadequate information regarding their status. Moreover, 
some debts must be left unadjusted. In any case, discretion 
must be exercised. The resulting picture is by no means 
precise but only approximate. It is presented in Table 30. 

Employing a 5% discount rate, on the hypothesis that 
this is roughly the minimum at which debtor governinents 
could borrow on world financial markets, the present worth 
of the debts owed the United States Government, the princi
pal creditor, may first be noted. The debt of Armenia has 
been eliminated because no Armenian government exists 
at the present time. The sum due from Russia has been 
lI!"bitrarily ~educed two-thirds to o~tain a rough approxima.., 
tlon to a dIscounted worth, assuming that a settlement, if 
reached, will provide merely for the repayment of principal.' 

1 Although the p~t Russian Government Iuls evideneed a disinelination to 
fund its debts to other governments because they ~re incurred by the preceding 
rqime, and has pursued an outward policy of repudiation, it is not unlikely that 
concerted pressure by debtors will shortly result in some kind of settlements. Since 
the Unimi States Government is committed to a U capacity to pay" policy of 
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With regard to the French debt, it has been assumed that the 
funding agreement already drawn up (the Mellon-Berenger 
agreement of 1926) will be ratified. 

TABLE 30: ADJUSTED POSITION OF THE INTER-ALLY AND 

RELIEF DEBTS AT THE BEGINNING OF 1928 
(Compiled by the N.tional Indu.trial Conference Board) 

(In millions of dollars) 

Toto! 
PriDCipal Credicor Govenuae.btll 

Princi,-l Debbtt Govemments Debt U.ited &.., 
F~ Italy 

0. .... 
S ..... Britaia ""'_ 

France ...... _ .............. 3,125 1,897 1,205 · . 23 . . 
Gre •• Britain .•.•........... 3,528 3,- 34 .. 
Russia ..•.................. 1,535 93 1,341 101 · . 
Italy .•....•...•........•.•. 918 489 428 .. · . 1 
British Dominiona, etc. .....•. 601 601 .. .. 
D<lgiwn ••.•••••...••.•••••. 272 214 44 14 
Roumania •••..•...••....... 149 34 36 41 14 24 
~ugosIavia ..••••....••...... 111 18 35 58 

oland •.......•.•..••••..•.. 229 ISO 23 43 4 9 
Czechoslovakia .•...•••.•.••• 116 84 • 19 9 'j Austria ..........•.•..•.... 47 9 16 7 8 
Gteece .....••••...•.•...... 87 17 36 27 .. 7 
Portugal •••.•••.•••.•.•.••• 36 36 · . · . .. 
Other Debtors ••••..•.•.•.•. 60 30 30 · . · . .. -Grand totall ••••.••••..••• 10,814 6,529 3,835 296 92 62 

In the case of the obligations owed the British Govern
ment:, their discounted value has been similarly determined 
on the basis of the funding agreements with France,' Italy, 
Roumania, Portugal, Jugoslavia and Greece. The debt of 
Armenia has been disregarded. Great Britain's official debt 
to Russia has been deducted from that of Russia to Great 
Britain and an arbitrary estimate of the present worth of 
the remaining debt has been made on the assumption that 
any settlement arranged will provide for payments mak. 
ing the discounted value correspond roughly with those of 
other principal debtors. I Thus, a two-thirds reduction was 
llAijuatment, any funding agreement with the Ruooian Governmen. would pmbably 
be made on th .. principle. . It mar be fairly uawned that ...".. would proride 
merely for the repayment of prinapaL 

• Although the agreemen' with France _am. unratified. 
'In 1924, the MacDonald (Labor) go_n, ,eached a vague agreement with 

the Russian Soviet Government providina for the subsequent arbitation of ~ 
tive obligationa in return for additional British credi... The _ of the 
Labor Party', government prevented lubmission of the treaty to Parliament and 
the arransement was allowed to lapse by the succeediI1f. Baldwin (Conservative) 
Government. See G. H. Moulton and Leo P .. volsky, 'World War Deb. Settle
m .... ," New York, 1926, pp. 64-6 and 419-27. 
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assigned to it. Since the Austrian funding arrangement 
with the United States was contingent upon a similar 
arrangement with other creditors of the Austrian Govern
ment including Great Britain, the Austrian debt to the 
latter has been adjusted on a comparable basis. The re
maining obligations, those owed by Empire Governments 
and those owed by less important debtors, have been in
cluded as the principal sums carried in the British financial 
accounts, since no substantial scaling down has occurred 
with regard to them.1 

Adjustments for the debts owed the French and Italian 
Governments present difficult problems. The Russian ob
ligations again have been arbitrarily reduced by twa-thirds 
and those of Austria have been treated similarly to those 
owed the United States and Great Britain. The British 
obligation to Italy has been discounted according to the 
British-Italian funding agreement." On the other hand, the 
British debt to France has been cancelled against an equiva
lent non-interest bearing debt of France to Great Britain, 
secured by gold.' The French-Italian debts to each other 
have been offset and the net debt ofItaly to France included. 
No other readjustments were made for either France or Italy. 

Only the Austrian obligations to other creditors were re
duced in any way, and they were revised as previously 
described. The resulting table should be taken with some 
reserve, but the view to be gained is more nearly correct 
than any other. The adjusted net debtor-creditor position 
of the various governments appears in Table 31. The total 
adjusted intergovernmental indebtedness is seen to be $10.8 
billions, and the net figure U.9 billions, representing notable 
reductions from the totals in Table 29. 

Germany' J &para/ion D~bt 
To complete the outlines of the present intergovernmental 

debt situation, the reparations debts must be considered 
finally. In fact, the reparations obligations have come to be 
regarded by the chief governmental debtors of the United 
States as the major link between intergovernmental war 

1 United Kingdom. UFinance Accounts,U 1927-8~ pp_ 24 and 91.. l[Mm . 
• Parliamentary Papers, "French War Deb,," 1926, Cmd. '2692, and Uni~ 

Kingdom, .. Finan", Acooun ..... 1927-8, p. 81. 
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debts. A final fixation of reparation, therefore, has more 
than a passing significance. 

TABLE 31: ADJUSTED NET POSITION OF DEBTORS AND 

CREDITORS AT THE. BEGINNING OF 1928 

De ..... 
(In milliona of dollars) 

France ... # •••••••••••••• 2,829 
Russia .... .. ............ IJ535 
Italy.... ..•• ..•.••.••••• 826 
British Dominions........ 601 
Belgium..... ............ 2n 
Roumanill. . . . . . .. . .. .... 149 
Jugoslavia................ 111 
Poland. . ......••..•••.•• 229 
Czechoslovakia. • • • • • . • . • • 1I6 
Austria.................. 47 
Gree<:e. • . • • • • •. •••• •••• • 87 
Portugal................ 36 
Others................... 60 

6,898 

C'ftditon 
United States •.•....•..•. 6,529 
Great Britain. . . . . . . . . . .. 307 
Othen...... ............ 62 

6,893 

Those familiar with the history of the reparations problem 
will recall that under the London Agreement of 1921, the 
German reparations obligations were fixed at a capital sum 
amounting to about $32 billions, covered by A bonds to the 
amount of $3 billions, B bonds to $9 billions and C bonds to 
$20 billions.' This total formally remains the sum owed by 
Germany. To carry this obligation at a 6% interest and 
sinking fund charge would require a payment of $1.9 billions 
each year. To carry even the same charge upon only the 
A and B bonds of the London agreement would necessitate 
payments amounting annually to $720 millions. But the 
payments deemed practicable and provided for under the 
Dawes plan in the standard year totaled only $596 millions, 
with additions possible under the operation of a prosperity 
index, and this included service upon the $228 million Ger
man External Loan of 1924.' Obviously, to meet the sum 
originally determined upon under the Dawes plan, Germany 
would have to make perpetual payments and go further and 
further into debt. 

On June 4, 1929, the International Commission of Finan-
1 Carrying a 5% interest and 1% sinking fund charge. The issue of C bonds, bow

ever, was contingent u~n Germany's ability to meet the A and B bonds. See 
Carl Bergmann, coThe History of the ReparadoDS,n New York, 1927, p. 75. 

't According to the terms of the Dawes plan, it was necessary for Germany to 
obtain a loan yieldinlJ $190 millions. As the bond! had to be floated. at a discount 
and the issue had to Yield this &mount, it was necessary to make the face value of the 
loan materially higher or about $228 miDioas. /jUl., pp. 28G-1. 
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cial Experts dealing with the problem of Germany's repara
tions liability, almost four months after its first assembly, 
announced that an agreement had been reached upon a 
schedule of payments proposed by Mr. Owen D. Young, 
marking a substantial scaling down, on the whole, of 
the standard annuity payments, for which Germany was 
obliged indefinitely under the Dawes Plan, and of the 
creditors claims originally presented by them to the Com
mission. According to this schedule, if approved by the 
governments concerned, Germany will become directly 
liable for a series of thirty-seven annuities commencing Sep
tember 1, 1929, rising from $407 millions in 1930 to $579 
millions which have a present value of $8,369 millions on a 
S% basis, Moreover, Germany will become contingently 
liable for twenty-two additional annuities averaging $4OS 
millions for all save the final payment and having a dis
counted value at the same interest of $901 millions. This 
contingent liability, however, will depend upon the extent to 
which the last annuities may be cared for by a special sinking 
fund from the allocation of a share of the profits of the" Bank 
of International Settlements," an institution created by the 
plan to handle the general problems of reparations payments 
and transfers.' Lastly, Germany will become liable for an 
additional annuity of about $13 millions for thirty-seven 
~ 1 This bank will have an initial capital of $100 millions and will act as an inter

national clearing and settlement bank as well as & reparations bank. Deposits 
will arise in connection with aU of these operations and will be of both a demand 
and time character with the latter interest-beari~ and profit-sharing. During the 
first 37 years, Germany will carry a special non-mterest~bearing deposit equal to 
50 per cent of the average amount remaining in the reparations annuity trust 
account, but not exceeding $24 millions. In addition, France will carry a time 
deposit as long as required to an amount equal to one unconditional annuity allowed 
her. or $119 millions) which will be interest-bearing. This deposit win serve as a 
guarantee fund available for the use of other creditors in case of the postponement 
of any conditional annuities, although repayment must be provided for by the 
assignment of an equivalent amount of the annuity transfer which has been post
poned. See An ... I and VIII of the Expu .. ' •• Repol't. » 

Of the profits, the first five per cent goes !Xl • ~ reserve fund until that fund 
reaches 10 per cent of the paid in capital. Then SIX per cent is to be paid on. the 
capital shares outstanding and further payments up to 12 per cent as dividends. 
One-half of the remaining profits will_SO Into the general reserve fund until it equals 
the paid-in capitali 40 per cent until it reaches twice the paid-in capital; 30 per 
cent until it reaches three times the paid_in cap'itai; 2D per cent until it reaches 
four times the paid-in capital; 10 per cent until it reaches five times the paid-in 
capital; and tive per cent thereafter. Of the remainder, 75 per cent goes to the 
depositors, .nd 25 per cent may be applied to a reserve fund to meet the last 22 
annuities due from Germany, .provided Germanr elects to make a long-time deposit 
of 195 millionL See especially Annex I, Sec:t:ron 11, of the Expertst uRcport,'" 

lP~iously cited. 
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years to care for the service of the External Loan of 1924 and 
having a present value at 5% of $254 millions. Thus, Ger
many's final reparations obligations, assuming the accep
tance of the plan by creditor governments, becomes the total 
of the sums mentioned, or $9,524 millions. 

A new plan for the distribution of the reparations annuities 
is also offered in the Experts' Report and constitutes an 
important departure from the distribution applied in the 
first four years of the Dawes plan on the basis of the Spa 
Protocol of 1921 and the Paris Agreement of 1925. Under 
these previous arrangements, charges for army costs, the 
Dawes Loan of 1924, restitution allowances and the Belgian 
pre-armistice debt came first; then a small allowance of 
274'% of the balance was assigned to the United States to 
cover Mixed Claims, and finally, the remainder was dis
tributed as follows: 54.5% to France, 23% to Great Britain 
10% to Italy, 4.5% to Belgium and 8% to other creditors. 
Contrast this with the new scheme of providing a definite 
distribution of each annuity. The best comparison can be 
gained from Table 32 which contains the discounted values 
of each of these individual share schedules, and their relative 
importance in the total discounted reparations debt of 
Germany as of September 1, 1929. 

The entire debtor position of the German Government is 
not wholly settled by the new plan, however. Belgian claims 
against Germany for marks introduced within her borders 
during the war remain unadjusted, although negotiations 
leading to this end are to be carried on between the two 
governments concerned. If Belgium's claims should be 
acceded to by Germany, an additional debt (as of 1929) of 
$104 millions at 5% would be involved.1 Again, Germany 
has claims against successor states to the Austro-Hungarian 
Empire and Poland for German state property of which they 
became the possessors through the alteration of frontiers by 
the Treaty of Versailles.' It is recommended, however, that 

I The di"""""ted value of approximately $6 millions for 37 yean, tho annuity 
.. ked by Belaium. s... N ... YorI: Times, June I, 1929. 

S In the final discussiane or the Experts" Commission. regarding the Young annui. 
ties Germany proposed AI • condition to her acceptance of them that the payment 
of dtese claims shOuld be credited against the last twenty-One annuities. See espe
cially tho e ... ",.m.I.nd F;"""tW elm,.;ck, Vol. 128, May IS, 1929, p. 3238. 
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these claims be settled within a year after the new plan be
comes effective! 

TABLE 32: THE DISTRIBUTION OF GERMANY'S REPARATIONS 

DEBT COMMENCING SEPTEMBEll I, 1929, AS PllOPOSED 

UNDEll THE YOUNG PLAN 
(Computed by the National Industrial Conr_ Board)' 

c.~,,,,S% 

. (In millionJ of dollars) 
CJYdikm 

Germany, Scheduled ..... 
twitia37 years 

« Contingent Ii
abilicy for last 
22 annuities. ~ 

8,623 

901 

Tctll Liabilicy ........ 9,524 
Less Scrviceon 
German Exter-
nal Loa. of 
1924......... 2S4 

Total. .. • ... .... .. .. . • ... 9,270 

France ....•••••••• !52.3~D British Empire. • . • • 2Q.4')1 
Italy. . •.• . . . .• . . .• 11.8% 
Belgium. . . . . • • • . . • 5.6')1 
Roumania.. . .. . .. • 1.2 0) 
Jugoslavia .. .... .. • 3.9~ 
Greece... ......... 0.4 
Portugal .......... 'l 0.6% 
Japan.... .. ... .. .. 0.6%) 
Poland . ...... ~ .. * • 0.0%1' 
United States. . . . . • 3.2% 

1 Based upon Part VIII and Annex VII of the Ezperts' tc Report." 
'Leu than 0.1 of one per cent. 

Reparmons Owed oy Others 

4,1146 
1,897 
1,09S 

SIS 
108 
366 
3S 
60 
53 
2 

293 

Before examining the reparation obligations of Germany 
in relation to the other intergovernmental debts growing 
out of the world war, the reparations obligations of Austria, 
Bulgaria and Hungary must be considered. Austria's obliga
tions may be omitted, since a fixation of her reparations 
burden has been postponed until 1942. Bulgarian repara
tions, however, were set down in the Treaty of Neuilly, 1919, 
at 2,250 million gold francs or $434 millions. The schedule 
of payments provided for was revised by the Inter-Allied 
Commission in 1923, dividing the debt into two parts, Part 
A, $106 millions, payable in sixty years and carrying 5%, 
and Part B, $328 millions, due in 1953 and non-interest 
bearing.- Discounting at 5% the schedule arranged for Part 
A and the sum of $328 millions due in 1953, a present value 
of $227 millions is obtained as of the beginning of 1928, to 

LSee Part IX or the &per .. ' "Report" peevioualy cited. 
tSee the League of Nations, uMemorandum on Public F'mance, 19'22-1926:' 

Geneva, 1927. pp.. 125-6. for the schedules of Bulgaria's reparations debt. 
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which should be added $3 millions to cover the cost of mili
tary occupation after hostilities. 

A schedule of reparations payments for Hungary was 
established by the Reparations Commission in 1924.1 On 
the basis of it, the present worth of the remaining payments 
on a 5% discount basis is $24 millions. Taking the repara
tions liabilities of Bulgaria and Hungary together and di~ 
tributing them among creditor governments, we obtain 
Table 33, approximately as of the beginning of 1928. 

TABLE 33: ESTIMATED REPARATIONS DEBT OF BULGAIUA 

AND HUNGARY AT THE BEGINNING OF 19281 

(Computed by the National Industrial Conference Board) 
C.piJ4/j",d III 5% 

(In milliona of doU..., as of 1927-8) 
DeinOl'S Crn/iJtJI'l 

Bulgaria~parations and cost of France-reparations and costs of 
occupation. . . . . . . . ... . .. ... 230 military occupation. . . . . .. .. 66 

Hungary-.. paratinn.. . . . . . . . • 24 Italy-ditto. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 64 
Austria-fixation of reparations Great Britain-ditto. . . . ... .. . . 29 

obligation postpOned......... Belgium-reparations.......... 10 
Others-reparations. . . . . . .. . . . 85 

254 

1 The distribution of the Bulgarian and Hungarian reparations has been made 
on the basis of the percentageS estimated by Moulton and Pasvolsky, op. e;l., 
pp. 73-4; Fra~ 26%; Italy. 25%; Roumania, 15%; Great Britain, 11%; 
Serbia, 10%; Belgium 4%; and others 9%. The costs of military occupation were 
distributed in accordance with the Sofia Protocol of March 28, 1924, Great Britain, 
44%; France 20%; and Italy, 369' .. 

The Interrelationship of All the Debts 
. A final step in the analysis should be a statistical view of 

the interrelationship of all the debts. Such a view, however, 
cannot be obtained with completeness, because the new plan 
and distribution of Germany's reparations debt commences 
September 1, 1929, (and runs in succeeding years for fiscal 
periods from April 1 to March 31), while available figures 
for other governmental debts are obtainable from official 
sources only as of the beginning of 1928. Nevertheless, ad
justing Gemlany's debt roughly back to April 1, 1928 on the 

1 The decision of the Reparations Commission on Hungarian reparations and the 
sthedule (February 21, 1924) are quoted in full, Moulton and Pasvolsky, 01. <II., 
pp. 210-7. 
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basis of the Dawes Plan annuities and their distribution,! 
the picture included in Table 34 is obtained, Table 35 shows 
how completely the final settlement of Germany's repara
tions problem will effect a balancing of the reparations war 
debts of former allied governments, France, Great Britain 
(including the Empire), Italy and Belgium, contrasted with 
Table 31, all becoming creditors. 

TABLE 34: ADJUSTED POSITION OF THE INTER-ALLY, RELIEF 

AND REPARATIONS DEBTS AT THE BEGINNING OF 1928 
(Compiled by the National Industrial Conference Board) 

Un millions of dollars} 

Principal Cn:ditoT GoftmmeDb 

Principal DebtDr Govemmecb 
Tot'll United G", .. Bel- OW .. 

F....,. luly c-I~ Debu Stue. Britain ..... .. .. 
France ............... ..... _ 3,125 1,897 1,205 .. 23 .. . . 
Great Britain . ...... , ...... , 3,528 3,494 34 .. .. 
Russia ....... , ... , ........ . 1,535 93 1,341 101 . . .. 
Italy ...................... 918 489 428 .. .. .. 1 
British Empire ............. 601 601 .. .. . . 
Belgium ___ ................ 272 214 44 .. 14 
Other Debtors . ....... ~ ..... 835 342 216 195 35 .. 47 -Total In .... -AlIy and Relief. 10,814 6,529 3,835 296 92 .. 62 

Germany 
Reparation Debt! . ...... , . 

Bulgaria. 
Reparation Debt and Occu-

9,557 311 1,969' 5,004 1,118 S30 625 

pation Cost .. .... '" ..... 230 .. 26 60 58 9 n 
Hungary 

Reparation Debt .. ........ 24 .. 3 6 6 1 8 -Grand Total ....... , ...... 20,625 6,840 5,833 5,366 1,274 540 m 
1 AdmmtStratlVl: coats and German External Loan of 1924 excluded in making 

;uijustments. 
• Including British Empire. 

Obviously, the new annuities proposed for Germany were 
agreed upon with full recognition of the policies of the govern
ments concerned regarding the interconnection of all the 
debts and the domestic fiscal problems of various reparations 
creditors. Great Britain's position was defined by the Bal
four note of August I, 1922, which stated that the British 

1 Although the new plan provides that reparations from April 1 to September 1, 
1929 shan be based primarily upon ~'outpaymentsn by Gennany~s creditors, while 
the distribution of the mnatnder is left for subsequent settlement by the govern
ments concerned. See Part Vlli of the Experts' «Report.'· 
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TABLE 35: ADJUSTED NET POSITION OF DEBTORS AND 

CREDITORS INCLUDING REPAlI.ATIONS AT THE 

BEGINNING OJ" 1928 

DdJors 
(In milliona of don ... ) 

C,eJilot'~ 
Germany (Net debt) ..•..... " $9,557 
Rl18Iia .. ................. '" 1,535 
Bulgaria. • • • . . • . .• • . . •• . . •. • 230 
H_ary.................... 24 
Others ................... '" 63 

United St..... . . • . . . . . • . • . .. $6,840 
FnulI",. .. .•••...•••...•.•.• 2,241 
&eat Britain'. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 1,104 
Italy...... ................. 356 
Belgium. • .. .. .. . .. • .. .... .. 268 

$11,409 $11,409 
• Including British Empire. 

Government did not "propose to ask more from debtors than 
is necessary to pay our creditors,'" France took the view, 
often repeated in statements from French officialdom, that 
reparations receipts by her should be sufficient to enable her 
to pay the debts owed her creditors plus an allowance for the 
cost of reconstruction.· Furthermore, Italy stood upon a 
similar principle! and Belgium contended the right to her 
share under the Dawes annuities for reimbursement of pay
ments she must make to the United States and to recompense 
her for the German marks introduced into Belgium by Ger
many during the War.' Moreover, the period of the annui-

• Addreaacd to Italy, Jugoslavia, Roumania, Portugal and Greece, Moulton and 
P .... olsky, op. nt.,p. 411 and pp. 413-8 where the Balfour note is quoted in full. 
Adhemu:e to the Balfour principle was reaffinned by Mr. Winston Churchill, 
Chancellor of the British Exchequer, in • speech at ChUngford, England, October 
23, 1928. See an editorial, ~. A New Phase of the RcparatlOftI Controversy" 
Commercial and Finanei.l ClzronieuJ Vol ]27, November J, 1928, pp. 2421-2. it 
was also reaBinned in recent budget debates in Parliament, N. Yon TilMs dis.
patches of April 16-8, 1929. 

2 For example, this_ principle was developed by Premier Raymond Poinclri in a 
speech in Chambcry, France, September 23, 1928, and restated again in a .speech in 
Caen, October 23, 1928, and a speech at Bar-le-Duc,April 22, 1929. Sec the .bov. 
cited editorial in the Commerntsl IIJuI Fi""nci.J Clrronitk: also pp. 2413-4; and 
Vol. 128 April 27, 1929, p. 2700. At the Gen ••• meering, September 16, 1928, Mr. 
Briand is said to have stated that Germany-must agree to pay France enough to 
balan<:c French payments to the United States and a certain additional sum to cover 
the costa of recotlStru<:hon. Moreover, he insisted upon paymentl continuing as 
long as payments to debtors had to be made. Cited by the CtmlrllWci41"" Fi1l41«itl/ 
Ckrtmitk, Vol. 127, September 22, 1928, p. 1566. 

I C(JmmefflllJ IJ!JJ FintJllei41 Chromtk, Vol. 127, October 27, ]928, p. 2273. See 
also a apeecb on Ulta}y'a Foreign Relations'· delivered br ~e Hen. Benito Musso
lini befOJ'e the Italian Senateon June 5 1928, cited in fun in the Italy American 
Society, Btdletin ""tlllIsli.n., Vol. 2, J;;Iy, 1928, pp. 1:B-55, especially, Po 149. 

'See the editorial, U A New Phase of the Reparations Conuovcrsy,U 4p. m., 
Po l322, and press reportS of the meetings of the expcrtse commission.. Only an. 
agreement by Belgium and Germany to negotiate ~ardy upon the issue of marks 
introduced during the war enabled acceptance of final report by Belgian expe!'tI. 
N"" York Timrsdispatch, June 4, 1929. 
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ties in the new schedule itself was made to correspond ap
proximately to the period of debt payments to the United 
States Government. Finally, a separate memorandum was 
prepared by experts of reparations creditors and Germany, 
agreeing that, in case of any future modification of .. out
payments" by these creditors on war debt account, there 
would be a subsequent modification of the German annui
ties.' There can be little question that the principal Euro
pean debtor governments have been faced in recent years 
with pressing fiscal problems, and that without a reparations 
adjustment of the character proposed, they would be con
fronted with new difficulties in the future. Especially, the 
problems arising from payments in connection with other 
war debt contracts might become more severe and the 
chances of their final execution more remote. 

THE DEBTS OwING TO THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

I t is not necessary to review in detail the origin of the war 
and post-war debts owing the United States Government by 
foreign governments, but in general their inception may be 
recalled.' For the most part, they included advances of 
the American Treasury to foreign governments under the 
authority of the Liberty Loan Acts for the purpose of aiding 
directly in the prosecution of the war.' Regarding them Mr. 
Albert Rathbone, Assistant Secretary of the Treasury in 
charge of foreign loans, 1918-1920, wrote: 

"The purpose of our loans to the Allies was to win the war. They 
were made without stint but without waste. We supplied to each 
country availing of our loans all the dollars each required in excess of 
its own dollar resoUIUS available for purchases in the United States. 
The dollars we loaned, used in this country by the Allied Govern
ments, were expended for purposes approved by our own governmen-. 
tal agencies. We did not make loans for purposes which in our judg
ment were unnecessary and not calculated to help win the war. We 
kept the amount of our loans down by requiring the countries bor
rowing of us to use to the extent available th.ir other dollar resources 
for purposes which we approved. In conjunction with Great Britain 
we furnished the finance requited to effect necessary war purchases of 

1 New York TitMlt June 9, 1929, a memorandum made public with the Experts' 
.. Report:" but not a part of It • 

• Na.tionallndustrial Conference BoardJ op. lit., pp. 35-6Se 
I World War Foreign Debt Commission, 01'. lit., P. 312. 
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other Allied Governments in neutral markets. Upon final adjustment 
we hdd the promissory notes of each Allied Government to which we 
have made loans, in an amount corresponding with the assistance we 
had furnished it." 1 

In addition to war loans proper, amounting to $9,598 
millions, further credits to foreign governments were ex
tended in the following ways': (1) $599 millions to finance 
the sale of surplus war supplies by the War and Navy De
partments to foreign governments and (2) $141 millions for 
the purpose of affording relief to suffering European popula
tions through credits of the American Relief Administration 
and the United States Grain Corporation. 

THE PRESENT STATUS OF THE GOVERNMENTAL DEBTS TO 

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

A summary view of the present status of the governmental 
debts owed the United States Government may be obtained 
from accompanying statistical tables. Such a view is es
pecially desirable before considering the character of the 
settlements which have been made and the policy pursued 
by the United States Government with regard to them. Ac
cordingly, these tables should be given close study. 

Table 36 presents the nominal position of the debts at the 
time funding agreements were arranged or on November 15, 
1928 if unfunded. At this latter date, Greece and Austria 
had agreed to funding terms although the agreements have 
not been ratified by Congress. Only the obligations of Ar
menia and Russia, therefore, remain unprovided for by a 
formal understanding, and Armenia has no government at 
the present time. In Table 37 is contained a statement of 
the status of the debts under funding arrangements, and 
showing the nominal position of the funded indebtedness on 
November 15, 1928. The average interest rates on the debts 
as funded, with the exception of the Greek and Austrian 
obligations, are also included in this table. Lastly, Table 38 

1 Albert Rathbone, "Making War Loans to the Allies:~ Fonirn Aff_irs, Vol ~ 
April, 1925, p. 398. 

I Pertinent citations from the Acts of Congress authorizing these credits may be 
found in the World War Foreign Debt CommissionJ op. tit~, pp. 312-3. 



TABJ-E 37: THE NOMINAL POSITION OF THE GOVERNMENTAL DEBTS OWING TO THE UNITED STATES 
GOVERNMENT AT THE TIME OF FUNDING OR ON NOVEMBER 15, 1928, IF UNFUNDED 

(Source, U. S. Treasury) 
(I n thousand. of doll ... )' 

Total Principal Amount or Debit For Relief PaymentJl on 
Net Principal' At:t:lued Ind Totll Principal 

It Time of Uf!lid lnrere.t and Jrnerut It 
Counuy For Pur&:hue of Crcdiu .nd Principal of FUOIlinl. or on at undine or all Fundint, (lr Oil Under Liberty Surphu Wat Purch.,u (rom Orillnal Nov. 1 • 1928, Nov. !S, 1928, NI.HI', 1 j 1928, Bond Au .. Suppliu U. S. Grain Corp. Obliaation. If Utt£unded if Unf .. mded' if Unfunded 

Great Brirain .....•..... 4,277,000 
407,341 

.. 202,182 4,074,818 525,181 4,579,999 
France ..•.....•.•...... 2,997,478 .. 74,333 3,330,485 684,484 4,014,969 
Italy ................... 1,648,034 .. 364 1,647,670 394,131 2,041,801 
Belgium .•••••••••••••• 349,214 29,873 

.,465 
2,058 377,030 40,750 417,780 

Russia ....•.....••..... 187,370 406 .. 192,601' 96,462 298,063 
Poland ................. .. 83,683 75,984 .. 159,667 18,893 178,560 
Czechoslovakia ...•.•••.. 61,974 20,604 9,301 '121 91,880 23,120 115,000 
kugosllU'!l!I. .••••••••••.•• 26,780 24,978 .. 51,038 11,812 62,840 

oumanla .......... , ••••. 25,000 12,923 
24,()56 

1,799 36,124 8,462 44,586 
Awtna .•......••....... .. .. 24,056' 11,547 35,603 
Greec:::c ....•••••.••••••. 15,000 .. 12,167' .. 15,000' 5,250 20,250 
Esthonia ........••.. , .. .. 12,213 1,786 .. 13,999 1,764 15,763 
Annenia .........•...... .. .. 11,960 .. 11,960' 5,265 17,225 
Finland ................ .. 8,282 .. 8,282 718 8,300 
Latvia ....•.....•••.... .. 2,522 , 2,610 .. 5,132 643 5,775 
Lithuania; ••••••••••.•• .. 4,159 822 .. 4,982 1,048 6,030 
Hungary ....•....•..... .. . 432 1,686 .. 1,686 253 1,939 
Nic;:aragua ..•.••••.•...• .. 141 291' 11 302 
Cuba .................. 10,000 .. .. 10,000 .. .. .. 
Liberia •................ 26 .. .. 26 .. .. .. 

Totals ............... 9,598,237 599,134 153,120 291,623 10,046,700 1,829,794 11,864,725 
1 Sum of columns and totals do not all!!lYs check OWlOg to the OM1S8ton of thousands. II U. S. Treaa.uty, U Annual Repott," 1927, p.629 • 
• Idem., also 1928~ p. 560; and World W.ar Foreign Debt Commission, op. cil. p.443. 
• The recent funding.groome.t arranged with Greece provides for an additional credit of$12,167,OOO which .hawd be included here. Sec foat

note 7 ofT.ble 37 • 
• Unfunded debts. • Funding agreements negotiated 1928. 



TAIILE 37: THIl NOMINAL POSITION OF GOVERNMENTAL DIlIlTS OWING UNITilD STATIlS GOVERNMENT 

COVERIlD IIY FUNDING AGREIlMENTS, AS OF THIl DATE OF FUNDING AND NOVEMlIER 15, 1928 
(Source: U. S. Treasury)' 
(In th."".nda of d.n ... ) 

'.rmeDU on Net Total AVIl~ Jl'ltcr~ 
Date or Fundia&- Unpaid (Nominal) lUI atea on 

CountrY _ .. , Funded Debt Account of Indcbtcdntll tDtemt IndebtedneM Debt II Funded 
Principal (Nov.lS. 19Z8) (Nov, 15, 1928) %' 

G .... t Britain ....................... June 19,1923 4,600,000 120,000 4,480,000 .. 4,480,000 3.3 
France ............................ . M,r. 19, 1916 4,015,000 91,500' 3,932,500 .. 3,932,500 1.6 
Italy .............................. C1'I.14,1915 2,042,000 15,000 2,017,000 .. 2,017,000 .4 
Belgium ......••......•.....•....•.. Aug. 18, 1915 417,780 6,650 411,130 411,130 1.8 
Poland ............................. Nov. 14, 1914 178,560 178,560 25,811' 204,372 3.3 
Cuchoolovaki •...........•.•.....•.. Oct. 13, 1925 185,071' 9,000 176,071 .. 176,071 3.3 
kugoelavia ......................... . May 3,1916 62,850 600 62,150 .. 62,450 1.0 

oumani •......................... . Dec. 4,1915 66,561' 900 65,661 .. 65,661 3.3 
Autltria ...•..•.•....•••...•••...•. . D... 7,1928' 35,603 .. 35,603 .. 35,603 .. 
Greece ............................. ban, 18, 1918 18,125 .. 30,292' 2,i01I 

30,291' .. 
Eathonia .....•.................... . ct. 28,1925 13,380 13,830 15,932 3.3 
Finland .••....•......•....•.......• May 1,1923 9,000 236 8,764 

• 85()1 
8,814 3.3 

Latvia .. ........................... S.pt. 24, 1915 5,775 5,775 6,625 3.3 
Lithuania .. ........................ Sept. 22, 1924 6,030 126 5,904 3141 6,218 3.3 
Hungary ........................... Apr. 25, 1924 1,939 40 1,899 43' 1,942 3.3 

Totalt ........................... 11,668,124 245,052 , 11,435,239 29,121 11,464,360 .. 
1 United State. Trenury 'f Annual Report'" 1928, p. 560. ' 
:I For the whole ~riod o~ paymenta. These percentagca are (rom the World War Debt Commiaaiob, op. til., p. 443. 
• Payrnenta have been QUlde by France: equivalent to amounts due under funding agreement. It is underatood these payments will be applied 

to schedule upon ratification, U. S. TreMory, op. t;I., p. 52. 
• Dift'erence between prinCIpal of funded d.bt and amount h .... etated rep ..... nta d.f.rred principal parm.nto provided br the funding agree. 

menta. 
• Aeerued and unpaid intereat due to exercise of options given in funding a~mentl. 
• The agreement with Austria was negotiated in April, 1928, but WIl5 contingent upon acceptanee of similar agreements by Austria's other 

c.-editon. The date here sinn i, that of the pmentation of the qreement before the Ways and Meanl Committee of the HoUle of Representa
tives. 

'Th. Greek funding _ment provides for an additional loan of '1,2,167,000 l'or 20 y .... at 4%. Thi •• um h .. been added to the nominal 
principal due to obtain the net indebtedness. Committee on Way. and MeaRl. House ofRepresentativa ... Report on the Settlementoflndebt
eeln ... of the HeU.nic Republic," Report No. 953, 70th Consr-, lot Saaion. 

, Setdeel by the delivery of honda through the eserciae of option to pay one-half ofinteresl due under funding schedule in honda. 



TABLE 38: THE DISCOUNTED VALUES OF THE GOVERNMENTAL DEBTS OWING THE UNITED STATES 
GOVERNMENT RELATED TO THEIR NOMINAL VALUI!S 

(Computed by the Nationallnd .. tri.l Conference Board on the basi' of vario .. funding _mento) 
(In tho .. a.do of dolla,,) 

Total (Nomlnat 
Total Remlliniq Prt.tentV.lue Pnu:nt V.lul Pttttnt VITu. Paymenu 

CoODUY Funded Indebted- Scheduled under o( Scheduled of Scheduled at 4% II. Per .... ) FundiD • Paymentl at '% Paymentt at S% Cent o(Nomln.1 
(NOY. IS. 1928) Aare.emenlll uor 1919 .. 0(1929 Deb. 

I II III IV V1 
Great Britain . ......................... •• 480,000 10,117,365 4,132,128 3,499,234 92.2 
France ............................•.. . 3,932,500 6,662,674 2,392,748 1,958,151 60.8 
Italy .•..••••.•.•.••••....••••••••••.. 2,027,000 2,331,836 656,670 509,246 32.4 
Belgium ........................ ~ ..... 411,130 707,107 265,952 220 639 64.7 
Poland .....••..•.•.•.••....••••••.... 204,372' 455,238' 183,517' 155:287' 89.8 
CzeehOllovakia ... ..•..•••.....•....... 179,071 300,929 104,490 85,170 58.4 
Roum.ni •....... ,. ~ .......... , .... , .... 62,450 119,760 42,964 35,125 68.8 
]ugOliavia .....•.......... , .••....... . 65,661 92,288 24,958 18,913 38.0 
Greece ................................ 30,292' 38,100 19,298 16,982 63.7 
Auotria .•••••••••..••••••.••..•••••.•. 35,603 24,615 11,229 9,519 31.5 
Esthonia •••..••••••.••••••••.....•.... 15,932' 35,179' 14,291' 12,100' 89.7 
Finland ...........••••.••••...••...... 8,814 19,808 7,981 6,838 90.5 
Latvia ................................ 6,625' 15,718' 5,948' 5,038' 89.8 
Lithuania ............•... , ••.......... 6,218' 13,413' 5,487' 4,585' 88.2 
Hungary ......•.....•••.•.......•.••. . 1,942' 4,408' 1,790' 1,544' 92.2 

Totab .............................. 11,467610 20 938 438 7869,451 6538,371 68.6 

I Column III ... per .. nt of column I. 
t Column IV ... per cent or column I • 
• Including deferred payments from the exercise or options. 
'Aclj .. ted !<> allow for deferred paymeoto from the .... <l .. of optio ... 
• See footnote 7 !<> Table 37. ' 

PrUtnt V.h.ae 
at S~}.1,,"er 

Ceot 0 Nominal 
D.bt 

VI' 
78.1 
49.8 
25.1 
53.7 
76.0 
47.6 
56.2 
28.8 
56.1 
26.7 
75.9 
71.6 
76.0 
73.7 
79.5 

57.0 
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shows the present worth of the debts, discounted to 1928 at 
both 4% and 5% interest rates, related to their nominal 
values. The totals of remaining payments scheduled under 
the funding agreements is a further feature of Table 38. 

American Policy towards the Status 0/ the War Debts 
The combined sums of the original cash advances of the 

United States Government amounted to $10,338 millions 
distributed among twenty different countries, of which six
teen were European. Under all the provisions of the Con
gressional Acts enabling these advances, definite recognition 
was given of their contractual character. They were ad
vances made in consideration of the receipt of promises to 
repay in the future. This con tractual character, moreover, 
was definitely recognized by governments receiving them 
through their acceptance under the terms laid down in the 
original acts. 

In the early correspondence regarding the debts after the 
war and the proposals suggested at that time for a general 
and simultaneous settlement of all war obligations along 
.. broad lines," the Treasury set forth the administration 
viewpoint that the obligations of the various Allied govern
ments held by the United States were to be severally and 
not jointly regarded, that is, that they represented the debt 
of each to the United States.' When a general cancellation 
of all intergovernmental war debts was proposed by Great 
Britain early in 1920, Secretary of the Treasury David F. 
Houston replied that there was neither present advantage 
nor necessity of cancellation. Moreover, he doubted if the 
formal proposal would be favorably regarded by the Amer
ican Government.' Later discussions confirmed the general 
policy previously suggested, especially a letter by President 
Wilson to Mr. Lloyd George in August, 1920.' Further
more, it was definitely indicated in a communication to the 
French Ministry of Finance, a month earlier, that the obli
gation of debtor countries to liquidate war debts was a matter 
entirely independent of the reparations problem.' 

1 World War Foreign Debt Commissio~ 0/1. til., pp. 64-8 in which this COfft>. 
lpondence is quotod. (Report for the Fiscal Year 1926.) 

• Ijill., P. 68-70. 'Ilill., pp. 73-4. 'I jill., pp. 71-2. 
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In these early conversations American debt policy became 
effectively crystallized. It was further confirmed by the 
creation of a World War Debt Funding Commission by the 
Act of February 9, 1922, in the funding settlements nego
tiated by it, and still later by the replies of the Secretary of 
the Treasury to statements from the Princeton and Colum
bia University faculties in favor of cancellation.l 

American Debt Funding Policy 
It was shortly apparent in the early post-war years that 

the notes held against borrowing countries would have to be 
readjusted in order to provide for their ultimate liquidation. 
Two principal steps were taken to bring about this end; 
fir&t, the establishment of a World War Foreign Debt Com
mission, just mentioned, and second, a decision reached 
early in 1925 that "it was contrary to the best interests of 
the United States to permit foreign governments which 
refused to adjust or make a reasonable effort to adjust their 
dehts to the United States to finance any portion of their 
requirements in this country ... • States, municipalities and 
private enterprises were included in the prohibition. 

In the original act establishing the World War Foreign 
Debt Commission, it was laid down that no power was 
granted to extend the time of maturity beyond 1947 or to 
fix an interest rate lower than 4>(%.' It was subsequently 
found, however, that settlements within these limits were not 
possible. The Commission, in the words of its Chairman, 
Secretary of the Treasury Andrew W. Mellon, was forced to 
consider that:' 

'4 No nation, except by the pressure of public opinion and the neces
siti .. of its own credit, can b. compelled to pay a debt to anotber 

1 See Secretary Mellon's reply to these statements, i6UI., pp. 306-11~ 
t JhiJ., pp. 38-9. This policy was in pursuance of a broader policy laid down early 

in 1922 through press statement of the State Department requesting bankers to 
advise it in advance of loan undertakings. to f~n governments in order that 
opportunio/ might be given for objection to be vOIced in case national interests 
.houId be Involved. 

1 For the original Act (public No. 139, 67th Congress) see ibid., pp. 6 or 88 • 
• Statement by Secretary Mellon before the Ways and Means Committee con

cerning the settlements of indebtedness of Belgium,. Czechoslovakia, Estonia, Italy, 
Latvi. and Room ... i .. ;Did., p. 292. 
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nation. An insistence on a funding agreement in excess of the ca
pacity of the nation to pay would justify it in refusing to make any 
settlement. None can do the impossible. If the debtor is to be able 
to pay and if the creditor is to receive anything, a settlement fair to 
both countries is essential. It foHows that those who insist upon im. 
possible terms are in the final analysis working for the entire repodia. 
tion of the debts. The only other alternative is that the United 
States goes to war to collect-*' 

Accordingly, the Commission endeavored to arrive at the 
most satisfactory arrangements that could be made, ani
mated by the conviction that a first essential to permanent 
European recovery was the removal of "the debt question 
as a source of international friction.'" But even more im
portant, was the feeling that the several debtor nations 
should preserve "the sanctity of their respective obliga.
tions.'" The policy followed by the Commission is well 
described in its "Annual Report for the Fiscal Year 1926":' 

"The polieypursued was to treat each debtor nation on the basis of its 
particular capacity to pay the debt. The mst element w .. time. It 
would have been preferable, of course, to have the matter out of the 
way within a generation, but to insist upon such a period, brief as 
nations go, would have been out of the question. This very extension 
of time has been eriticized as not an indulgence but a hardship to the 
debtor nation. No one likes to pay a creditor over a 62-year period. 
But if the whole debt can not be paid on demand, no other course was 
open. except to extend the period of repayment. This was done in 
the first settlement, that with England, and similar extensions have 
been granted to all other nations. The second problem was the 
amount to be paid in the earlier years. It is these years that are the 
most difficult, because post-war readjustments are stiU incomplete, 
and it is here that Amenca has been most lenient. No debtor nation 
will deny that the payments provided for theseearlieryears areweU with
in itseapacity. The third question was thelateryears. Noonecan insure 
the future but given normal conditions, it is believed a true balance 
has been beld between the duty of the debt commission to the Amer
iean tax~yer, and fairness toward those nations to which was ex
tended aid during and after the war. The debts have not been can
celled, but the impossible has not been demanded. Since these settle
ments, England's excepted, have but recently been completed, the 
American debt has meant practically nothing to continental 
Europe in the eight years since the armistice, and it can not become 

I I6U1., P. 37 (Report for the Fqca\ Year 1925). 
1'14m. • Iii4 .. PI'> 59-& 
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too heavy a load in the next few years. Thereafter much depends 
upon the progress of the world. With peace oad the development of 
trade internally these setdements are quite workable. The principal 
fact is that settlements have heen made and a fair trial can he had, 
not in theory but in practice. The debtor nations know what should 
be provided in their budgets and uncertainty is eliminated." 

Regarding the policy of refusing foreign governments, 
which had not made a reasonable effort to adjust their debts 
to the United States, permission to finance any portion of 
their requirements in this country the Commission further 
stated:' 

"While the United States was loath to exert pressure by this means 
on any foreign government to setde its indebtedness, and while the 
country has every desire to see its surplus resources at work in the 
economic reconstruction and development of countries abroad, na .. 
tional interest demands that our resources be not permitted to How 
into countries which do not honor their obligations to the United 
States and through the United States to its citizens." 

The Character of the Funding Agreements 
Statistical information on the status of the debts at fund

ing and of the unfunded debts of Armenia and Russia has 
already been presented in Table 36 and their position since 
funding has been included in Table 37. Finally, the present 
worth of the payments due is compared with the nominal 
position of the obligations in Table 38. As a further step in 
revealing the character of the funding settlements, Table 
39 shows the average payments to be received from foreign 
government debtors for five-year periods from 1930 to 1984. 
For convenience all debtors of less than $100 millions have 
been grouped in a single class. It remains to illuminate this 
information with a brief explanation. 

The general principle followed in the settlements was that 
debtors should repay the principal but that a modification 
of interest rates should be made with regard to capacity to 
pay. Obviously, it was of little material consequence 
whether this was done or an outright cancellation of part of 
the principal owed was allowed with interest rates main
tained. On the basis of a comparison of clte discounted 
worth of the payments to be received with the nominal 

I World War Foreign Debt Commission, DP, tit., p. 39. 
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principal due at the beginning of 1929, there is seen to be in 
effect a 31.4% cancellation of all debts on a 4% discount rate 
and a 43% cancellation on a 5% rate. 

The British funding agreement, coming first, set the model 
upon which other settlements were drawn up. But not all 
of them conformed exactly to the pattern. Rates of interest 
naturally varied through the application of the above prin
ciple. Moreover, in other settlemen ts the character of the 
schedules and the degrees of graduation varied considerably 
from the British. Finally, in the Austrian and Greek agree
ments most recently negotiated, no attempt was made to seg
regate principal repayments from interest charges. Rather, 
a lump sum was agreed upon. and distributed over a period 
of years. 

For the present purposes, it is possible to ignore formal 
funding differences in interest rates and take account merely 
of the schedule of payments.' The agreements with Great 
Britain, Finland, Hungary, Poland, Esthonia, Latvia and 
I,.ithuania, all generally conforming, provide for virtually 
uniform payments during the first ten years and somewhat 
larger, but more or less uniform, payments during the re
maining years. Poland, Esthonia and Latvia, however, have 
the option during the first five years, which they have exer
cised to date, of meeting three-quarters of the payments 
due in bonds bearing interest until 1932 at 3% and thereafter 
at 3)/,%. 

The agreements with Czechoslovakia and Roumania con
stitute another class. Special concessions were made to these 
countries in the way of deferring a certain portion of the 
payments during the first eighteen years for the former and 
eleven years for the latter. For these preliminary periods, 
Czechoslovakian payments are uniform and Roumanian 
slightly graduated. In later years practical uniformity ob
tains for both. 

Yet a third group includes the agreements of Belgium, 
France, Italy and Jugoslavia. Save in the case of Italy, 
whose schedule is graduated for the entire period, uniformity 
obtains after a period of graduation, ten years in the case 

1 In this connection" ICC also Moulton and Pasvolsky, ope dI.. pp. 27-9, 42-4, 
51"" 81-5 and 101-3. 



TAIILE 39: AVERAGE ANNUAL PAYMENTS TO BE MADE TO THE UNITED STATES TREASURY IIY DEBTOR 
GOVERNMENTS IN EACH FIVE-YEAR PERIOD, 1930 TO 1984 

(In million. of doll ... ) 

Period Totall G"". F"" .. Iw, BlI!lcium Poland! Ctech&-
Other" Britain ,1ovlki. 

A.erage, 1930-1934 ••••••••••••••• 255,717 169,700 52,000 12,838 7,790 6,563 3,000 3,826 
.. 1935-1939 ............... 323,254 182,315 97,000 16,526 12,077 7,012 3,000 5,324 .. 1940-1944 ............... 356,033 183,395 122,000 21,207 12,695 6,954 3,577 6,205 .. 1945-1949 ............... 363,287 181,720 ... 125,000 24,512 12,700 6,981 5,882 6,492 .. 1950-1954 ............... 369,132 181,413 125,000 31,234 12,675 7,086 5,881 5,843 .. 1955-1959 ................ 373,518 180,191 125,000 36,209 12,726 7,177 5,884 6,331 .. 1960-1964 ............... 380,838 179,777 125,000 43,165 12,695 7,169 5,882 7,150 .. 1965-1969 ............... 388,712 181,920 125,000 48,851 12,706 7,074 5,881 7,280 .. 1970-1974 ............... 399,235 185,289 125,000 56,877 12,696 6,951 5,883 6,539 .. 1975-1979 ............... 406,706 185,587 125,000 63,782 12,794 7,123 5,881 6,539' .. 1980-1984 ............... 417,881 184,892 125,000 74,387 12,821 8,359 5,881 6,541 . . . . 

1 Thue average paymenta do not Jnclude addition. anstnJt' from exerCise of options by variOUS co",ntrle!l proVided In fundmg agreement» . 
• Doel not include additional payments from Poland arising from exercise of the funding agreement option. These payments would increase 

average annual receipts in the first five yeare indicated about $790 thousands. in the next aeries 6f periods until 1979, (rom $820 to $840 thou .. 
aands and in the Ialt period $960 thousand . 

• Does not include additional payments from Esthonia, HungRry, Latvia and Lithuania arising from the exercise of the funding agreement 
options. These payments would increase average annual receipts approximately $86 thousand. in the firat period s.nd ~96 thoU$anda thereafter. 
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of Belgium, sixteen years for France and thirty-five years for 
Jugoslavia. 

A final class includes Austria and Greece. Although the 
United States agreed in 1922 to postpone consideration of 
Austria's debt until 1943, contingent upon similar action 
by other creditors, recently Austria has taken steps to ar
range a settlement of all debts.' Her proposed settlement 
provides for two schedules, one to be applicable from 1943 
on, taking the form of twenty uniform payments, and an op
tional schedule amounting to the discounted worth of the 
first at 5% running in graduated steps from 1929 to 1968. 
The optional schedule, it is understood, will be taken ad
vantage of by Austria. The Greek settlement, on the other 
hand, has scheduled for the old debt graduated payments 
from 1928 to 1938 and uniform payments thereafter until 
1970 for the remainder.' The new loan of ~12.2 millions 
carries interest at 4% and provision for a sinking fund to 
retire it in thirty years, in other words, a series of uniform 
payments. 

A REPARATIONS SEITLEMENT AND THE DEBTS OWING THE 

• UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Current discussion of the intergovernmental debt situa
tion has entered upon the relationship of the final settlement 
of Germany's reparations liabilities to governmental debts 
owing the United States. Principal debtor governments 
which are reparations creditors have officially regarded the 
interdependence of all debts arising out of the war as a 
practical reality. In view of the declared attitudes of these 
governments, therefore. it is only natural that one of the 
most notable phases of the recent report of the "Young Com-

1 Undo. this agreement the Unitod Stal<S has agreed to accept $33.428,500 to be 
paid in 25 equal installments dating &om January 1, 1929 or 124.614.885 slightly 
more than the princip:alsUIU due excluding accrued and unpaid interest, under the 
optional schedule. Since it is authoritatively reported. that Austria will take 
advantage of the ~ption, a d~ scaling down of her debt is involved. Testimony 
of Mr. Ogden 1.. Mills. Underoe=tary of the T .... ury. COmmi .... on Ways and 
Means, House of Representatives, «AWltrian Debt Settlement Hearings.JI H. J. 
~ 340", 10th Congress, 2nd Session, p. 3a 

I The total amount Greece win pay exclusive of the new loan is $2,207,'113 in 
excess of the principalliUDl as funded, JI8,l25~OOO. Thus the annual interat charge 
Greece will pay ever 62 years win be $35,612. Committee on Ways and Means, 
"Report of the Settlement of Indebtodness of the Hcllenic Republic," "Po <iI. 
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mittee" should have been the implicit recognition by experts 
representing the creditor governments of this interdepen
dence and the desirability of providing once and for all a 
workable plan for the liquidation of all the war debts. Such 
a recognition was clearly reflected in the three principal 
proposals which were made and the suggestions for their 
execution: first, annuities by Germany for a period of fifty
nine years or so long as creditors remained obligated to each 
other and to the United States on war and relief debt ac
count; second, an "International Bank of Settlements" for 
handling the annuity payments, their distribution and trans
fer; and, third, the commercialization and mobilization of the 
funds available from the annuities by means of bond issues.l 

In other words, it would appear from the period of annui
ties and their amounts, that Germany is regarded by her 
principal creditors as a source of funds which they must pay 
to each other and to the United States, to liquidate inter
governmental debts and that, moreover, governmental debt 
payments to various creditors and to the United States by 
reparations creditors may be transferred by drafts upon 
balances held with the "Bank ofInternational Settlements" 
as a result of reparations payments, facilitated by the inter
national exchange operations which the latter may carry on. 
Finally, it would appear that through the commercialization 
and mobilization of the reparations annuities a substantial 
volume of funds might be acquired which reparations 
creditors might use to reduce internal indebtedness or re
maining intergovernmental indebtedness among themselves, 
or which they might offer to the United States Government 
in liquidation of a number of annuities due it under separate 
funding agreements. . 

American'Debl Policy and Germany's Reparlllions Debt 
The preceding review of American debt in the past has 

shown that each obligation owed the United States Govern
ment has been viewed as an independent problem, severally 

1 Comtne:J"Cializat1.on a.nd mobilization a.pplies to the Boating of lit bond issuc 
eecured by the unconditional portion of the reparations annuities amountinl{ to $157 
millions a year, about $13 millionl of which is assigned to service on the External 
Loan of 1924. Presumably, bond issues so secured would b. fIoal<d upon world 
financial mark.... See Annex 1lI to the Experts- "Report" p~vio .. ly cited. 
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contracted and severally adjusted. Moreover, at no time 
has America officially recognized any relationship between 
the various debts due and the reparations liabilities of Ger
many or other Central European powers, the presence of 
American experts upon the Commissions of 1924 and 1929, 
dealing with the reparations problem being entirely unofficial. 
Wherefrom the funds may come for payment of debts owing 
the United States Government, therefore, is a matter wholly 
the concern of individual debtors. 

Recent expressions of a semi-official and official character 
by the American Administration have further confirmed the 
continuance of debt policy as it has been followed in the 
past. For example, on October 2,1928, President Coolidge 
in an informal and unofficial discussion of the situation with 
press representatives let it be "definitely and finally under
stood" that the American Administration was opposed to 
the theory "that the billions of dollars in war debts owing 
the United States by Europe and the billions owed by Ger
~any were inseparable, and that the latter could not be 
revised downward without a reduction of the former."l In 
his opinion, the settlement of the war debt question was a 
closed incident' from the standpoint of the United States. 
This expression, however, was published several months 
prior to the first meeting of the reparations experts held on 
February 11, 1929. 

More recently, about a month prior to the completion of 
the experts' work, press reports suggested the opposition of 
the present American Administration to official or semi
official American participation in the proposed "Bank of 
International Settlements," the reparations problem and its 
settlement being looked upon as a purely European affair.' 
Supporting this position and referring specifically to the 
suggestion of such American representation on the direc
torate of the new bank, Secretary of State Henry L Stim
son issued the following statement on May 16, 1929, that:" 

"While we look with interest and sympathy upon the efforts of the 
committee of experts to suggest a solution and a se,t1ement of the 

I See an eclltorial "American Policy Again Declared:" in which press reports are 
quoted, C""""<r<i:J """ Fin""ml Clmmitk, VoL 127, October 6, 1928, pp. 1856-7. 

I 14eflt~ 

• NlfII Y",* TiflU' m.pat<h, May 14, 1929. • 1ft •• , May 16, 1929. 
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vexing question of German reparations, this Government does not 
desire to have any American official, directly or indirectly participate 
in the collection of German reparations through the agency of this 
bank or otherwise. Ever since the close of the war the American 
Government has consistently taken this position; it has never ac-' 
cepted membership on the Reparations Commission; it declined to 
join the Allied Powers in the confiscation of sequestered German 
property and the application of that property to its war claims. 

uThe comparatively small sums which it receives under the Dawes 
Plan are applied solely to the settlement of the claims judicially as
certained by the Mixed Claims Commission (the United States and 
Germany) in fulfillment of an agreement with Germany, and to the 
repayment of the expenses of the American Army of Occupation in 
Coblentz, which remained in such occupation on the request of both 
the Allied nations and Germany. 

U It does not now wish to take any step which would indi~te a 
reversal of that attitude, and for that reason will not permit any 
officials of the Federal Reserve System either to serve themselves or 
to select American representatives as members of the proposed in-
ternational bank.." , 

Contrasting the views of principal reparations creditors as 
officially stated and reflected in the new reparations plan 
with those of the United States as exemplified in the fore
going expressions and previous policy, it is obvious that a 
profound chasm exists between the attitude of the United 
States Government and her debtors concerning the inter
connection of all the debts incident to the war. To pass 
judgment upon the propriety of such attitudes would be 
plainly to engage in controversy over the most difficult and 
complex questions. They are important here because they, 
may reappear in the event of any further attempt to deal 
with the entire problem through a commercialization of the 
unconditional reparations debt of Germany. 

The Problem oj the Commercialization oj the 'Reparations Debt 
The question logically arises whether or not a commercial

ization of part of Germany's reparations debt could be used 
to bridge the gulf resulting from differing attitudes and poli
cies towards the interrelation of the whole war debt problem. 
That is to say, could any of the funds received from a com
mercialization of the German debt be offered to the United 
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States in liquidation of a series of annuities due by any 
debtor under its funding agreement? 

Under the newly proposed plan, an unconditional annuity 
of $157 millions a year for 59 years is available for commer
cialization purposes. Of this annuity, $119 millions has been 
allotted to France. A further sum of $12.8 millions is 
assigned for service upon the German External Loan of 1924, 
leaving an annuity of $25.2 millions available tn other credi
tors. At 5%, the present worth of the unconditional share 
available to France totals $2,361 millions and $2,036 millions 
at 6%, while the discounted value of the share available for 
others amounts tn $501 millions and $432 millions respec
tively. Successive reparations security offerings to the com
bined amounts at either interest rate, depending upon market 
requirements, might be possible ultimately. Is it not rea
sonable to expect that a share of the sums received from such 
issues might be offered to the United States Government in 
liquidation of debts owed by Germany's creditors? 
. It does not necessarily follow, of course, that reparations 

creditors receiving funds from such a program would offer 
any of them to the United States Government in partial set
tlement of their individual debts. Such funds might be ap
plied as well to the retirement of domestic government in
debtedness. There are, nevertheless, political considerations 
which might induce reparations creditors to approach the 
United States Government looking towards the application of 
funds received from a reparation bond sale on their various 
debts. This would be done severally, if done at all. There 
would result no formal linking of the various debts. That 
debtors had obtained the funds from a reparation bond sale 
would become an irrelevant question. That they were in 
independent positions to make cash settlements would be 
the consideration to be taken into account. Nothing in 
American debt policy would seem to exclude the possibility 
of accomplishing some adjustment for cash if requests were 
actually received. 

One new problem in particular would have to be faced. 
For the most part, concessions in the American debt settle
ments were made on the interest side, with the principal 
amounts due remaining intact. But as has been pointed out, 
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in practical fact, there was also a scaling down of principal. 
Each settlement carried provisions for commercialization at 
the request of the American Treasury and no amount ap
proaching the nominal principal due could be secured through 
a public marketing of the bonds held. Rather, the sums 
which could be so obtained would approach the discounted 
values of the total payments scheduled under the funding 
agreements. Ouly this amount could be amortized by $ched
uled payments at interest rates likely to be demanded by 
the bond-buying public. 

Would the United States Government be willing to accept 
the cash value of ten or twenty-five of the payments sched
uled under any funding agreement in lieu of waiting for the 
actual payments agreed upon to be met? This question must 
inevitably be answered in case cash offers are received, but 
how it will be answered must await the actual commercial
ization of Germany's reparations debt and the definite occa
sion of offers for the prompt liquidation of independent debts 
owing the United States Government by foreign govern
ments. 

SUMMARY 

Although the present chapter has appeared as a digression 
from the preceding development, its place in the entire 
treatment should be clear. The governmental obligations 

lowing the United States Government remain a substan
tial proportion of the entire foreign credits of the country, 
and payments on capital account flowing into the country in 
each future year will be partly the result of their existence. 
Because they are related, directly or indirectly, to the larger 
aspects of the intergovernmental debt problem, anyadjust-
ment of other phases of this larger problem must necessarily 
have a bearing upon their position. In fact, proposals having 
an indirect relationship to their position have been incor
porated in the report of the "Young Committee" concerned 
with reparations. While it is too early to judge the situation 
finally, present plans indicate that the commercialization of 
a substantial part of Germany's reparations debt will occur 
in the future, a portion perhaps upon American markets. 
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Subsequently, and directly or indirectly as a result of this 
commercialization, principal government debtors may ap
proach the American Government for a cash settlement of 
a number of their scheduled annuities. 

Would the flotation of German reparations bonds in any 
amount upon America's security markets be disturbing to 
American finance and consequently to American commerce 
and industry? Would the acceptance of cash offers for the 
liquidation of debt annuities due the United States by indi
vidual governments be so disturbing? Although these ques
tions are merely two of a number which have to do with 
America's future international financial relations, they have 
a special significance, both because of the unique .character 
of the intergovernmental debts themselves and because the 
international financial operations involved would be con
centrated in a relatively short period. It has seemed suffi
cient here to call attention to these problems, but in Chapter 
X, there will be occasion to consider in more detail just how 
a reparations commercialization operation on the world's 
financial markets might be consummated and just what the 
effects of a transfer of funds received by Germany's cred
itors from such a bond issue into or out of the United States 
might be. 

NOTE: Since the text of the official report and figures for 
Intergovernmental Debts as of the current year are not 
available for consideration in this study, this discussion is 
necessarily limited and tentative. 



CHAPTER IX 

THE ECONOMIC CONSEQUENCES OF INTER
NATIONAL CAPITAL MOVEMENTS 

THE PROBLEM 

AS HAS been indicated in preceding chapters, the ex-n. pansion of America's international creditor and debtor 
position in recen t years was largely the consequence 

of an extraordinary set of circumstances. In some measure, 

! 
it was the result of the maintenance of a gold standard by 
the United States while former gold standard countries were 
experiencing monetary difficulties. It was also the result of 
unusual demands upon American capital markets while these 
other countries endeavored to restore gold standard condi
tions. Finally, it was the result of a number of fundamental 
changes in the country's domestic financial structure and 
industrial conditions, causing expanding bank credit to con
centrate in security markets. 

Taking the situation as a whole, there has been little direct 
relationship between the movement of goods and services 
and the coincidental flows of capital funds and capital ser
vice payments. While outflowing investment capital funds 

I
were only partially counterbalanced ~y similar inflowing 
funds, they were even more than offset In many years by· the 
net movement of capital service payments of all sorts. 
Furthermore, the net movement was modified or enlarged 
by net payments on short-term capital account. When 
excess inflows of all payments on capital account occurred, 
the fact that service imports were so large (and also gold in 
several years) enabled the movement to take place and a 
continued net export balance of merchandise to be main
tained. 

Thefact that there was little apparent relationship between 
the movement of goods and services and capital in the past 
several years does not imply that no connection at all existed 
between them. A very real relationship plainly did obtain, 

13 207 
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even though it was extremely indirect, but the fact that un
stable monetary conditions prevailed abroad and that nu
merous modifications of the gold standard were instituted 
in the course of its restoration renders the tracing of any 
very close affinity in many cases almost impossible. In short, 
the movements of goods and services and capital payments, 
inclusively defined, were the result of innumerable ind~ 
pendent transactions of individuals, corporations and govern
ments and were not immediately or direcdy reciprocal. 

The reality of this remote connection, however, can be 
readily understood after the following discussion, which is 
primarily concerned with the effects of future movements of 
capital funds under the reconstructed gold standard. In a 
sense, therefore, the treatment of the present chapter serves 
a dual role. It partially explains the nature of the relation
ship of goods and services and capital funds in the past few 
years, while its principal concern is with the future. In fact, 
its entire justification rests with the necessity of arriving at 
some working basis for jUdging the wider effects of any fur
ther movement of capital funds in and out of the country. 

It is obvious that no intelligent grasp of the economic con
sequences of the country's future international financial ~ 
lations is possible without a set of fairly definite hypotheses 
regarding the interconnection of various classes of inter
national dealings. Such a set of working principles, mor~ 
over, is not only req uisi te to the presen t study, but also to 
a second study planned by the National Industrial Confer
ence Board which will consider statistically and analytically 
present tendencies in American foreign trade as affected by 
international movements of capital and capital service pay
ments. Necessarily, the treatment here must be wholly ten
tative and largely speculative, yet it must have a basis in 
past experience and current facts. Revision will naturally be 
required as new information becomes available. 

To consider such a relationship even theoretically raises 
other questions regarding the probable nature of America's 
international financial dealings in the future. To be sure, 

(

America has expanded its international assets relative to 
liabilities in recent years because of the operation of unusual 
inBuences, but will this process be continued r Will the 
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volume of American foreign investments continue to expand 
each year or will it undergo a contraction ~ What of the 
volume of funds flowing into the country for foreign invest
men t in American en terprise, the repa ymen t of principal, 
and the payment of interest and dividends on previous 
American investment? What of the movement of payments 
on short-term capital account? Finally, while the aggregate 
movement is important from the standpoint of affecting con
ditions in the United States, what will be the nature of the 
payments on capital account between the United States 
and Europe, Canada, South America, and the Orient; and 
what may be the impact upon countries in these areas and 
hence upon trade? 

These questions may be deferred until the succeeding 
chapter. Judging from the experience of the United States 
in the past few years, there may be either a net inflow or a 
net outflow or an approximate balance of all payments on 
capital account. Moreover, anyone of these situations may 
be more or less permanent. In advance of more definite con
clusions, this discussion proceeds upon the assumption of a 
net outflow of payments on capital account and later the 
situation in case of the appearance of a net inflow of such 
payments will be considered. First, however, the relation
ship which a particular foreign loan floated in the United 
States may have to American exports of merchandise or gold 
will be treated. After all, if the United States experiences 
a net outflow of all payments on capital account in the future, 
it will be largely the result of a large number of individual 
foreign loans or security offerings, though partially the con
sequence of capital service payments upon foreign invest
ments here. 

A SINGLE FOREIGN LoAN; AND AMERICAN EXPOR.TS 

To simplify, consider first a simple transaction in which 
a loan is made in the United States to a foreign corporation 
or governmental unit. Securities are floated for the loan in 

I
the American investment market. A shift in the ownership 
of capital funds or purchasing power follows. Under the 
present system of credit-currency, bank deposits formerly 
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owned by the individuals or corporate institutions buying 
the securities are transferred to the credit of the borrower. 
But the borrower wants the funds in his own country. In 
the case of a corporation the funds are wanted, it may be 
supposed, for new plant extensions or old plant reconstruc
tion and modernization, for working capital rehabilitation 
or for a mote general financial reorganization. A govern
mental unit, on the other hand, would want funds for public 
works, refunding past debts approaching maturity at home, 
or the funding of a floating debt which has become excessive. 
As in the case of any borrower, a single loan may be sought 

,

to cover a combination of requirements. Once a loan is 
obtained, the problem is one of transfer. How this may be 
accomplished merits brief attention. 

Direct Expmdilure of Foreign Loansfor American Goods and 
Services 

Although it is here assumed that ordinarily the borrower 
wants the funds for use in his own country, the proceeds of 
any loan may be expended to a greater or lesser extent for 
materials and services in the United States. When they are, 

jobviouslY, merchandise and services constitute the media of 
transfer. In a very real sense, some percentage of every loan 
is so transferred, inasmuch as the underwriting commissions 
of bankers, a service export, ranging, it has been estimated, 
from 2% to 8% of the nominal loan,' are a first charge upon 
loan proceeds. But in addition, other portions of the bor
rowed funds may be transferred directly. 

For example, if the capital funds were borrowed by a 
relatively undeveloped country to exploit its resources or to 
construct public works, the borrowing country might find it 

\

COnVenienf to purchase machinery, tools, other materials 
and technical skill in the United States. It would do this if 
its own manufacturing facilities were not adapted to the pro
duction of the capital goods required, and past trade relations 
with American exporters had been so developed as to estab
lish an evident preference for American goods of the character 

t u. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Foreign and Dome!tic Commerce, 
Finance and Investment Division, '"Foreign Security Offerings,," 19~1925} SpecUJ 
CinllJar, Nos. 234, 239-41, 260-61. 
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needed. It would also do it if American goods and services 
compared favorably in price and quality with those of com
peting countries. Finally, it would do this if geographic 
proximity caused transportation charges to be an important 
factor in their cost. To sum up. some part of a foreign loan 
floated in the United States would tend to be expended for 
American goods if it were obtained for developmental pur
poses and if America possessed any advantage, economic or 
traditional, as a supplier of the type of goods needed. In 
such an instance, as has been emphasized, the merchandise 
and services exported would immediately constitute the 
economic media of transfer. 

Furthermore, funds loaned to foreigners might result in 
direct exports of American goods and services in cases where 

J 

the loan contract should specify the expenditure of a portion 
or all of the borrowed sum in the United States.' Such a 
specification might, of course, be either formal or in the 
nature of an informal understanding. While sometimes 
thought of as being a common practice, it is difficult to verify 
how general "tying in" or "earmarking" clauses are. One 
investigator asserts that he could find no clear-cut example, 
not only in recent publicly offered foreign loans arranged on 
the American market but also in past public foreign offerings 
on other markets.' Certainly formal loan" earmarking" is 
not common. No investigation, however, could bring to 

,light informal understandings, nor could the facts of loans 
privately granted be adequately surveyed. Nevertheless, 
this much can be said: only a weak borrower would accede 
to any condition limiting his capacity to use borrowed funds 
to the greatest economic advantage. As a debtor, in other 
words, he has a vested interest in obtaining the greatest 
buying power possible from the proceeds of his loan. More. 

lover, it is to the investor's interest also to have the greatest 
economic use made of the funds which he has advanced. 

An External Loan and th~ Foreign Exchang~ Marlttl 
If no reasons existed for the expenditure of the remainder 

1. Fo!, example, wh;en a.fo~eign loan is ~ a pUbl.ic w~ or im~vement, bankers 
." aJTangmg the loan might inSIst upon Amencan engtneerlng supervlSlon and materials 

to insUI"e the proper expenditure of the loan proceeds. 
'A. P. Winston, uDoes Trade Follow the Dollar," Amt:Nt471 Etonolflie Rnint, 

Vol. XVII, Sept., 1927, pp. 458-77, especially footno~ 23, p. 477. 
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of the foreign loan after caring for the underwriting com
missions of bankers, and the funds are desired for use in the 
borrower's own country or a third country, the problem of 
transfer would assume a less direct rdationship with exports 
of goods and services} The borrower would be concerned 
with nothing more difficult than money changing. To trans
late his recently acquired dollar balances into the currency 
of his own country, he could proceed in either of two ways: 

I
First, have his agent in America go into the exchange market 
and buy up his own currency in the fonn of bills of exchange 
and post the same to him or buy gold; second, he could go 
into his own domestic foreign exchange market and sell 

[

dollars to those having remittances to make to the United 
States. The entire transfer need not be made at once, but 
only as occasion demanded, the remaining funds being in
vested in short-term securities. 

If the borrower's agent bought bills for him in New York, 
their sources would be the variety of international transac
tions which would appear on the credit or export side of the 
international accounts of America with his country. They 
would include exports of goods of all kinds, exports of out
standing securities, incoming payments for interest, profits, 
commissions and bond redemptions, incoming payments 
for freigh t, tourist and miscellaneous services, and finally 
incoming payments on short-term capital account. If the 
borrower sold dollar exchange in his own market, the demand 
for dollars would arise from these same sources, looked at, 
however, from the debit or import side of his country's 
balance of accounts with the United States. 

The net resul t of the loan transfer process here considered, 
other things remaining constant, would be for the borrower's 
currency to become more expensive in American markets 
because of the increased demand, and simultaneously for the 
dollar to become cheaper in his own exchange market be
cause of the increased supply. If such a shift occurred, 
although the variation could not be great under gold stan
dard conditions, and the prices or rates of other currencies 
in other exchange markets had not moved in the same direc-

t If the borrower wanted to transfer the funds to some other market for expendi. 
ture, essentiaUy the same process would be involved. 
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tion, the loaned funds could be converted into them, and 
then into the borrower's own currency. Thus a triangular 
exchange mechanism might be employed to facilitate the 
transfer. 

But other things never remain constant in the exchange 
market. The effect of the borrower's demand in New York, 
if sufficiently large and persistent, might be a slight expansion 
of the offering of the borrower's currency, as banks or others 
possessing a supply would be stimulated to sell by increased 
demand reflected in a higher exchange rate. Furthermore, 
those who could delay remitting would tend to withhold 
their demands. The reverse would tend to occur in the 
borrower's exchange market, as others who had dollars to 
sell would be inclined to withdraw them temporarily from 
the market to await a higher rate, while those who had 
obligations to meet would be induced to take advantage of 
prevailing rates. In this way the transfer of funds might 
be accomplished at very little exchange cost to the borrower. 

The reason for this is not far to seek. There is always on 
the exchange market a latent reserve supply of, or demand 
for, foreign exchanges. The latent supply will tend to be 
drawn on the market when an exchange rate rises and with
held when it falls. The reaction of the latent demand will 
be just the reverse. The existence of these market reserves 
is due to the necessity for banks to have exchange reserves 
and to the multiplicity of exchange movements both ways. 
An extension of credit, moreover, ordinarily precedes the 
drawing of exchange bills or the transmitting of remit
tances, and there is regularly at any time, as a conse
quence, a large supply or demand just off the market which 
may be called in or may be withheld, as a particular exchange 
rate is high or low. Still further possibilities exist for increas
ing the supply of foreign currency from bank credit sources, 
but they tan be better discussed at a later stage. 

Summary 
The principal point to be stressed before proceeding with 

further analysis is the great difficulty encountered in 
attempting to tie up directly the flow of loaned funds and 
the flow of goods in a single loan transaction. Judging from 
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the entire balance of international payments statements in 
1926, 1927 and 1928, a borrower going into the New York 
exchange market to transfer his borrowings into his own cur
rency could have obtained a supply from a great variety of 
sources.' In general, looking at the balance of accounts as a 
whole they would have been found generally as follows:" 

PercaJtqe Ditttibutioa 
Major Sowas of YOfti&n ~ Supply 

1926 1921 1928 

Merchandise a",{gold exported ................... 58.9 59.8 56.0 
Securities and other claims on wealth exponod ...... 17.9 21.0 26.8 
Interest ~ipts on fermer loans . ................. 8.4 8.8 8.3 
Government debt receipts ........................ 2.2 2.3 2.0 
Service exports . ............................... , 8.0 8.1 6.9 
Unfunded credits and net unaccounted-for . ........ 4.6 .. .. 

Total .........................•.............. 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Naturally, these sources would vary from day to day and 
from month to month during the year. Furthermore, the 
relative sources for particular currencies would differ.' The 
data available, however, are insufficient to show them save 
in an aggregate way. 

A NET OVTFLOW OF CAPITAL FVNDS AND AMERICAN 

FOREIGN TRADE 

The transfer of the proceeds of a particular loan, it is clear, 
is ordinarily a financial process having little causal relation 
with the export of goods and services, even though it may 

1 See Appendix A of this volume. 
'See Table 17 of thisvoiume, and compare with the relative distribution in other 

years. 
• An attempt was made by Ray 0. Hall, of the Department of Comme~ to 

draw up an estimated American-British balance of payments for 1927~ Ahhaugh 
some financial items are omitted.~ i. e. movements of outstandi~ securities and 
short-term credits) the distribution of the figures which are given .IS as follows: 

...... -Ddtributioa 
Merchandise and sold exported. • ..... .... ... ...... • . ..... 76.0 
Interest receipts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . 3.4-
Government debt receip.... ... .. . .. • .• • • .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . 15.3 
Servi<:e roceip ........ '" . • • • • • . .. .. •• . .. ••• .. .. • • . . • .. .. 5.3 

100.0 
If figures were- eom~~ the relative source of British exdtange c~ncy from 

financial transactions would be largers but the m~or source would still have been 
from merchandise exports. In the cue of other European countries,. the proportions. 
would be very diffenon~ See Ray O. Hall, .. Estimated America .. Britioh Balance of 
Payments in 1927:' CfJlIfmnY, RspfJl'/sJ June 18, 1929, pp. 710-12.. 
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be made possible because of it. When sufficient foreign 
loans are being Hoated simultaneously to lead to a net out
How of all payments on capital account, the causal relation 
with goods and service exports may likewise be distant. 
Nevertheless, a definite, though indirect, connection may be 
established. It is this connection which is the basis for the 
companion study on America's foreign trade and markets. 

In the past seven years, it was noted in Chapter IV, the 
flotation of many foreign loans upon the American market 
did not result in an outflow of goods necessarily because of 
them, although they did playa part in obviating the need 
of merchandise imports from foreigners to enable the latter 
to meet the service charges on their accumulated debts. 
Owing to the counter-flow of capital funds and other pay
ments on capital account, in other words the transfer of 
foreign loan proceeds was in the main a financial process, 
with a less intimate relationship with American exports of 
goods than has been commonly supposed. Any hypothesis, 
therefore, that in the immediate or approaching period the 
United States will experience a persistent net outfiow of 
capital funds to foreign areas may be altogether erroneous. 
Yet it is altogether possible that this will occur. If it does, 
far-reaching consequences may be felt by the business com
munity. It is justifiable, consequently, to trace tentatively 
a probable sequence of events which might be involved, em
ploying to that end the accumulated knowledge available. 

Although a portion of every loan may be regarded as 
transferred in banker's services, and a part of others may be 
expended directly for American goods, undoubtedly the 
majority of foreign loan proceeds are wanted immediately 
for expenditure in the borrower's home market or in a. third 
market. Essentially, what is involved is a transfer of pur
chasing power or money changing. The problem created by 
a persistent net outflow of capital funds is one of discovering 
in what ways an additional foreign currency can be made 
available to meet the requirements of the capital migration. 

d Net Outjiow oj Capital Funds and the Foreign Exchange 
Market 

Observe the effects in the foreign exchange markets when 
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the net outflow of capital funds first makes itself felt. The 
situation may be described brieHy. Borrowers, having 
secured their loans, would individually come into the 
exchange markets to acquire their domestic currencies. The 
increased demand for their currencies in the United States 
or the increased supply of dollars in their own markets 
would be a persisting influence and would tend to exhaust 
after a short time all of the a vaila ble foreign currency sup
plies. Exchange rates on the borrowing countries would 
tend to rise.1 Exchange rates on non-borrowing countries 
would rise also owing to triangular conversions, but their 
movement would tend to lag slighdy behind those of the 
borrowing countries, depending upon their importance as 
bases for triangular or multangular exchange transactions. 

This tendency of foreign exchange rates to rise from the 
pressure of migrating capital funds might eventually lead 
to a How of gold. At least, when exchange rates would touch 
the gold points, gold shipments would become profitable 
.and would tend to take place. Before this occurred, how
ever, bank credit might be extensively employed to effect a 
money transfer of the capital owing to the international 
operations of large private banks and central banks. This 
possibility has been referred to already but analysis was 
reserved for this juncture. 

Bank Credit and the Trans/no Process 
As market reserves of foreign currencies concerned would 

become depleted and exchange rates would rise, American 
international bankers, so long as they judged the exchange 
market movement to be moreor less temporary and so long as 
other conditions, such as interest rates, were favorable, would 
draw finance bills upon their foreign correspondents to re
store their balances abroad and to meet continuing foreign 
currency demands. Foreign international banks, moreover, 

1 It might be inferred that a rise in exchange rates would jtself tend to stimulate 
American exportS and retard imports by making the (ormer cheaper to foreigners 
and the latter more expensive to AmericaM and that this would provide an. addi
tional sUJ:ply of foreign cW1"tt1Cy. Howevcr)- since the movement of exchange rates 
on a gold basis is relatively minor. profits to importers and exporters are titde 
aR'ected by their movement, sca.rcely enough to induce a greater or .maller How of 
merchandise. 
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if they possessed unemployed funds, might exchange local 
deposits for American balances. Thus, American short
term borrowing of foreign bank credit through the operations 
of international banks, might offset for a time the outward 
movement of capital funds. From their very nature, limits 
to these operations might shortly appear, depending upon 
many other factors. When such limits would be reached, 
commitments involved would require movements of gold; 
or the rise of exchange rates to the gold points, because of the 
discontinuance of the banking operations, would again make 
gold shipments profitable, and their appearance probable. 

There remains the further and far more important possi
bility that the central bank of the borrower's nation would 
be willing to take over the loan proceeds in exchange for 
local purchasing power.' It would do this in some cases as 
a matter of policy, in order to avoid a possible alteration of 
the exchange market position unfavorable to its nationals, 
or because of some international agreement with the central 
banks of other countries.' Moreover, it would do this also 
if there appeared a likelihood of immediate transfer causing 
an inflow of gold and such an inflow was regarded as un
desirable from the standpoint of the nation's credit structure 
or the international credit situation by the central bank 
authorities. Finally, in some instances, the central bank 
migh t be willing to take over the loaned funds because they 

I 1 In this connection, note the foreign exchange holdings of various central banks, 
statements for which may be found in any current issue of the F~tln'/jl &$.Wf16 
Bulk/in. The Bank of France was able to acquire large balances of foreign exchange 
when the French stabilization program beea.m.e more or less apparent and French 
funds, accumulated abroad. returned home. As. recently as September 21, 1928, 
Bank of France credits in the American market were estimated at $800 minions in a 
N ... Yori Tinus dispatch. They ....... probably but ,lightly less at the end of the 
year. 

Dr. Hjalmar Schacht, president of the German Reichsbank, in hi, recent book, 
uThe Stabilization of the Mark," New York. 1927, p. 266, states that the conver
sion of foreign loans into marks at the Reichsbank is by far the more frequent dis
position of such loans by German borrowers. However, in the last part of 1927, 
the Reichsbank refused to buy loan proceeds, a policy which was thereafter main
tained except when desirable to replenish foreign exchange reserves. See" Report 
of the Agent General for- Reparations Payments,U November 30.1926. pp. 49 and 
60; December 1~ 1927, pp.. 95 and 106-7; June 7, 1928.,.p. 80, and December 22, 
1923, p. 108. The same facts may also be found in the .. Keports '" of the Commis
sioner of the Reichsbank for the same dates. 

J Posslbly in the future because of an agreement arranged through the newly 
proposed •• Bank of lnternational Settlements" recommended by the recent Com
mission of Experts to deal with the German reparations problem. 
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could be included as part of the legal currency reserves,' or 
because it was deemed a wise policy to build up secondary 
reserves of foreign exchange," or because foreign earning 
assets were preferred to domestic gold holdings. Eventually, 
of course, the central bank could withdraw these balances in 
the form of gold, but in the meanwhile they would techni
cally constitute an international liability or short-term in
debtedness of America. The money transfer of the loaned 
funds, nevertheless, would be complete because of them.' 

How long this process could continue would depend a 
great deal upon central banking policy, not only of a particu
lar bank's policy but of broader policies formed in cooper~ 
tion with other central banks, as well as on the condition of 
its legal reserves at the particular time.' Foreign exchange 
reserves could only be accumulated with full regard for 
domestic reserve requirements. When these reserves would 
demand expansion, only an actual gold movement would 
suffice." Such gold movements, however, would take place 

. at the time when needed and not necessarily only when 
exchange rates were at the favorable gold points. In short, 
American balances of foreign central banks would be aug
mented only so long as existing domestic gold stores were 
adequate for credit expansion or so long as credit policy 
would admit of its feasibility. 

1 See the list of the legal teSC<Ve requirement of furei~ central banks, Appendi. 
B of this volume. See also C. H. Kiach and W. A. Elkin, "COntral Banks," Lon
don, 1928, Appendix I, pp. 155 ff., in which I. summary of the laws" charters and 
statutc8 regulating central banks is given,. and the discussion of foreign exchange 
reserves} pp. 90-3. 

J Central bank holdings in the United States for reserve purposes would be par
tiaUy with the Federal Reserve banks. They would appear either all deposits OJ' as 
contlngent liabilities on account of investments in bankers acc.eptances for foreign 
account. Owing to coM-dence in Amcrica~. gold standard positlOO, however, they 
might be almost entirely held with larger ccm.mcrcial banks. 

• There is a tendency at the present time among leading foreign central ban.b,. 
as with the Federal Reserve banks" to hold a higher reserve ratio than is dictated 
by law, as for example the Bank of Frances the German Reichsbank, the Bank of 
Italy .. the Bank of the Netherlands, the Bank of Belgium, Swiss National Bank. 
the untral Bank of Chile and 0""'" See below Table 46, and Appendix B of 
this volume. In -such cases the reserve ratio is policy determined rather than law 

, determined . 
., See Fdiks Mlynarski, uGold and Central Banb, tJ New York~ 1929, in tbiSi 

,conr=tion, Chap. V, "Tne Gold ExcItant!" Standard," PI' 71 ff., but especially 
pp.74-81 • 

• The gold would Dot need to be shipped at once from the United States. but 
o:ould be held with a Fedetal ~ bank on _ .... arked account. 
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The International Credit Consequences of tke Capital Flow 
Whether gold shipments were involved or whether the 

transfer of the funds making up the persisting capital flow 
were made possible by the employment of bank credit, the 
significant consequence would be virtually immediate 
changes in the volume of credit purchasing power in the bor
rowing country relative to the American volume. Further
more, since banking reserves would be affected, these rela
tive changes in the volume of purchasing power might be 
many times the actual net movement of capital funds. 
Central banks acting individually or in cooperation might 
endeavor to exert a determining or guiding influence upon 
the course of developments, in line with some conception of 
national or international credit control, and beyond question 
would profoundly affect the emerging situation. Notwith
standing, the principal impact of the financial situation de
scribed would be along such lines. 

The key to the subsequent analysis, therefore, is found in 
the comparative changes in the volume of credit purchasing 
power in the countries concerned, depending fundamentally 
upon the enlargement or contraction of the credit bases, 
however they were constituted.' The aspect to be stressed, 
moreover, is that these changes would only need to be rela
tive. For example, owing to the fact that certain foreign 
central banks may hold a portion of their reserves in the 
United States,· or owing to the simultaneous expansion of 
Federal Reserve credit at the time of the gold outflow, made 
possible by the possession of excess reserves, the volume of 
American credit might not contract! Nevertheless, the fact 

1 Alth~h the emphasis of this chapter differs from that in Chapter Vt "The 
Effects of International Payments in the Past U of the previous study by the 
National Industrial Conference Board, "The Inter~y Debts and the United 
States:' pp. 138 if., it is. sUJlPOrtcd by the statistical material therein presented. 
The experience of Germany In the last few years which is exhaustively dtsc:~ in 
the various 4' Reports'~ of the Agent General for Reparations Paymenta furnishes 
especiaUy important substantiation . 

• Mlynanki, op. eil'J pp. 74-81. 
I The immediate elf'eets of a withdrawa1 of gold would depend upon the sources

from which it would be ac~uired. If the sro1d were to move at the call of a foreign 
central bank, it misht go dIrectly from a Federal Reserve bank. This. would result 
in a limitation of the country's gold stock available for additional credit expansion 
but might not affect the volume of bank credit outstanding. If the movement were 
protracted, affecting seriously the reserve position of the Reserve System. higher 
discount rates and other policies would be n:sorted to in order to restrain the use 
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that the credit base of certain borrowing countries would be 
widening and bank deposits expanding from the transfer of 
American borrowings and from other causes would be 
sufficient.' 

The Effect upon Intermzlional Trade 
, Naturally, with expanding credit purchasing power perme

ating the business economy of the borrowing country, 
production would be stimulated.' And with the stimulation 
of production would come an impetus to international trade." 
For example, if the borrowing country were an established 
manufacturing area, whose productive organization required 
the importation of many raw materials for its operations, 
an important proportion of the expanding purchasing power 
would be utilized directly in foreign purchases. Likewise in 
the case of an undevdoped country whose exploitation of 
resources demanded increased importations of manufactured 
products, increased expenditures in foreign markets would 

,result. In short, with both types of borrowers, the place of 
imported products and services in the domestic scale of 
demands would be of great significance in determining the 
diversion of expanding credit purchasing power in their 
direction. 

In any country experiencing a diffusion of expanding pur-

of Reserve bank credit. If the gold moved at the instance of private bankers. it 
would probably go from the larger banks in the central money market. They in 
tum would resort to the Federal Re:serve bank, holder of their reserves, to obtain 
the required amounts for export. ThUSt their reserve deposits would. be reduced and 
could only be restored by rediscounting or by reducing loans tocusromers.ln the first 
case, again,. rediscounting if prolonged, would a1fcct the reserve position of the Reserve 
System and lead to more conservative credit policies. If the Reserve System p0s
sessed excess reserves, and conceived the maintenance of comparativdy easy credit 
conditions desirable-, It might maintain low rediscount rates, or even put new funds 
in the market through open~market purchases. 

1 In this connection, note the recent experience 01 Germany as reviewed by the 
Agent General for Reparations Pay ....... ··Report,'· De=nber 22, 1928, pp. 94-
129. 

:I The first effects, however, might be felt in the borrowing country·s money 
market leading to lower discount and interest rates. If this would stimulate a 
s~ulative boom, even more foreign capital funds might be attracted to par
ticipate. On the other hand, low interest rares might also stimulate an outward 
BoW of funds to purehase securities abroad. The anaJysis in Chapter 1Vs although 
based upon the experience of the United Srates, suggests that both Sows would tend 
to take place. As further illustrative, see also the Agent General for Reparations 
Payments, "Report," June JOt 1927, pp. 64-74 and June 7, 1928, pp. 77-8. 

I Uid .• December 10, 1927. pp. 93-6 and De=nber 22, 1928. P. 109. 
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chasing power, moreover, standards of living would be tend
ing to rise. Desires for goods and services formerly unsatis
fied would be met from increased money incomes. Some of 
these enlarged demands would be for imported products and 
services and hence would be felt in foreign markets, particu
larly in those markets with which trading contacts had been 
most fully developed. 

Thus forces would be operating merely as a result of ex
panding purchasing power to increase importations of goods 
and services from other countries in relation to exports.' 
This pressure would tend to persist, moreover, so long as 
foreign borrowing, with the consequences traced, would 
cause relative shifts in the volume of international credit to 
occur.' Increased imports over exports, it is clear, would 
be a means of increasing the supply of the borrowing coun
try's currency available for exchanging the funds from con
tinued loans, a development which would check an excessive 
inflow of gold and subsequent credit expansion. 

American merchandise exports, particularly, would benefit 
from the increased foreign purchases of the borrowing 
country. These benefits would accrue in part directly and 
in part indirectly; directly depending on the position Ameri
can products would hold in the widening scale of the bor
rowing country's demands, and indirectly depending upon 
trade repercussions resulting from increased purchases in 
other coun tries. Hence, additional foreign exchange would 
become available both from immediate export trade rel .... 
tions and from triangular or multangular trade. 

Modifying Forces of International Trade 
While these relative changes of purchasing power would 

be tending to effect rather immediate consequences to mer
chandise flows in in ternational trade, modifying forces regu
larly operating would also have profound significance. Con
spicuous would be the competitive struggle for trade expan
sion with its commercial rivalries for the domination of 

1 Since goods are much more responsive than servi~ the expansion of mer. 
chandise imports woutd be by far the more important. 

S See Bertil Ohlin •. Equilibrium in International Trade." ~tr/Y journ.loj 
&(Jffomiu, Vol~ XLIII, November 1928t Pp. 184-5 in which the author points out 
that this has been the experience of amallcr European countries. 
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markets. The imperfect character of that competition, how
ever, and the incomplete nature of international market con
tacts would greatly affect the course and direction of trade 
currents. For example, the dumping of excess production by 
individual concerns would be an important influence. The 

loperation of international cartels and agreements for the 
division of markets and the maintenance of prices would like
wise playa part, as would also tariff and other trade barriers 
and governmental trade programs of all sorts. 

Other features of the economic processes would be exerting 
an inevitable pressure. Price fluctuations and market stop
pages, however caused, possibly tied in with the above men
tioned factors and perhaps the result of seasonal influences 
and political disturbances, would be important, making as 
they do for relative variations in business activity in different 
countries. Finally, there would be the more stable aspects of 
economic growth, comparatively regarded, such as improve
ments in the technique of production, the development of new 
.or improved products, and population movements and ex
pansion. 

Pressu~ tOWlZrds International Price Level Changes 
Traditional economics holds that expanding credit pur

chasing power in the borrowing country relative to that in 
the lending country leads to relative commodity price level 
changes and that these price level changes are the chief fac:
tors leading to alterations in merchandise balances of trade. 
The preceding analysis does not conflict with these conclu
sions which have been supported by inductive evidence;' it 
merely indicates that international merchandise and service 
movements may respond to net flows of capital funds in a 
comparatively short period. Commodity price level altera.
tions may come in time, constituting additional influences 
stimulating the international flow of goods, although other 
price influences operating may postpone them." If they 
should appear, however, they would only need to be relative 
as between the coun tries concerned. 

• National Industrial Conference Board, "The Intu-Ally Deb .. and the Uniml 
Sto ... ,'· Chapter V, pp. 138 If. 

t As in the recent experience of the United States. 
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Take, for example, the developments in the United States. 
Obviously, if foreign securities are widely sold to individual 
American investors, they have less purchasing power with 
which to buy other things. Thus, they have to forego the 
actual use of some purchasing power for direct consumption 
purposes. But the purchasing power foregone would be 
available to the foreign borrower for expenditure. In other 
words, the aggregate credit purchasing power of the com
munity would not be altered because of these security flota
tions, unless foreign lending exerted such pressure in the for
eign exchange market that gold would flowout of the country, 
reducing the credit base. In the meantime, outgoing foreign 
payments would be offset by incoming payments. Merely a 
redistribution of purchasing power would be taking place, 
affecting some prices, but not of necessity the general price 
level. 

When the net outflow of all payments on capital account, 
caused mainly by purchases of foreign securities, however, 
had finally led to a restriction of the credit base, time would 
be required before the effects would be diffused over the 
entire business community. The immediate influence would 
be felt in the particular line of activity in '\'Vhich credit could 
be most readily restricted. Possibly the money market, as 
such, would be affected first, with lower prices for securities; 
but the extent to which the security market would suffer 
would depend upon the willingness of brokers and speculators 
to bid higher for their credit needs against other types of 
business activity. When, finally, commodity prices had been 
influenced, the ensuing price level shifts, judging from past 
experience, would be generally as follows:' Prices of imported 
commodities, fixed under international competitive conditions 
or established in other than borrowing country markets, 
would not be affected. On the other hand, prices of imports 
purchased direcdy from the borrowing country would tend 
to be higher because, as will be shown, opposite credit shifts 
would be taking place there. Domestic prices, depending 
upon the channels from which credit is immediately re
stricted, would tend to fall or at least remain stationary. 

1 National Industrial ConMnce Board, .p. cU., pp. 187-3 and J. W. Angell, 
"The Theory of International p~" Cambridge, Mats., 1926, pp. 4OH. 

14 
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The reaction of export prices, lastly, would lag behind that 
of domestic prices, because exports are sold on foreign mar
kets where prices have not fallen and in borrowing countries 
where credit expansion due to American loans is causing 
prices to rise. 

Opposite changes would be taking place in the borrowing 
country. Probably they would become more apparent than 
those occurring in the United States, because the credi t con
sequences of the capital flow would be of a more pronounced 
character. Not all classes of prices would respond to the 
pressure of expanding purchasing power. Import prices 
would not rise, and might conceivably fall in so far as the 
source of the imports would be the United States where 
prices would not be rising, relatively speaking, and possibly 
would be falling. Domestic prices, however, would tend to 
move upward, though not all sections of the domestic price 
level would be affected. Much would depend upon the uses 
to which the expanding credit was put and the facility with 
which productive capacity would respond. Export prices 
"might rise slightly, because costs would be rising in export 
industries with the rise of domestic prices, but exports are 
sold abroad where the same expansion of purchasing powe 
would not be occurring. Their movement, therefore, would 
depend on conditions obtaining in foreign markets. 

Price Level Skifts and tke International Flow of Merchandise 
While the international flow of commodities would be more 

or less immediately stimulated by the relative shifts in pur
chasing power, previously described, these obscure price level 
changes would constitute yet further forces when they had 
become sufficiently marked. The United States would tend 
to have ,increased exports of a variety of commodities on 
which a competitive advantage could be gained owing to 
relatively lower costs resulting from the price level shift. 
They would tend to go directly to whichever markets afforded 
the most profitable outlet in terms of price and sales, de
pending upon the character of the commodity, and of the 
trade connections and relations previously established. 
Furthermore, with a tendency towards comparatively lower 
prices in the United States, imports of certain commodities 
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would tend to be checked. The contraction of domestic 
prices, which would be affected the most, would tend to cause 
prices of imports, for which the American demand is most 
elastic, to appear relatively more expensive. Accordingly 
imports of them would tend to falloff. 

The shifts with respect to the borrowing country would be 
generally the converse. The tendency towards rising prices 
would tend to stimulate certain imports and retard certain 
exports. The commodities figuring the greateSt in the in
creased imports would be those whose demands had widened 
with the expansion of purchasing power and whose prices 
remained relatively the lowest. While their source might be 
in part the United States, these increased imports, depending 
again upon their character, would tend to come from those 
countties with which the borrowing nation had the closest 
trade relations, or where prices were most out of line in 
comparison with its own. Exports, on the other hand, 
would tend to be retarded because rising domestic prices 
would eventually tend to raise costs among exporting as well 
as other industries. Hence, unless higher costs could be ab
sorbed in increased sales, the volume of goods produced for 
export would be restrained. 

The above analysis is complex and many qualifications 
owing to incomplete international competition, dumping, 
cartel agreements, tariff barriers, seasonal and other fluctua
tions, political influences and factors of economic growth, 
already suggested, obviously are required. Prices and hence 
price levels are always in a state of flux. The changes here 
in mind are those of a more or less enduring character, ap
parent after the passage of time. Some effect upon inter
national commodity movements would likely result from 
them, depending chiefly upon the extent and permanency of 
the shift. The resulting alteration in international com
modity flows might take anyone of a number of turns. An 
absolute increase of exports from the United States might 
not occur, but a relative reduction of imports might take
place. On the other hand, the absolute increase of imports 
by the borrowing country might not be large, but the rela
tive contraction of exports might be considerable. In any 
case, the international price level shifts, when and in the degree 
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that they did take place, would be a factor in increasing the 
supply of foreign exchange necessary to facilitate the con
tinued net movement of capital funds from the United 
States to the borrowing country. They would have signifi
cance, therefore, in the maintenance of international finan
cial and economic equilibrium. 

A NET INFLOW OF CAPITAL FUNDS AND OTHER CAPITAL 

PAYMENTS AND AMERICAN FOREIGN TRADE 

The extension of any foreign loan depends among other 
things upon the banker's judgment of capacity to repay the 
principal and to carry the interest burden. Essentially this 
is one of the chief tests. Whether they are to be used for 
productive purposes, as plant extensions, public works and 
so on or whether they are to be used for financial reorganiza.
tion and rehabilitation,are pertinent issuesonlywithregard to 
t.hiscentral point. Every foreign loan extended by the United 
States involves an annual receipt of a certain sum on loan ser
vice account, interest and dividends, until the loan matures 
and is finally paid off. Similarly, a property investment ordi
narily involves the annual receipt of dividends. With the 
growth of an international creditor position, the volume of 
inflowing payments on long-term capital service account 
gradually swells until it equals and finally exceeds the 
volume of capital funds going out of the country to purchase 
new securities and properties. Eventually, it would seem 
clear, the time will be reached when the varying counter
flow of capital funds dispatched by foreigners for investment 
in American security markets and properties, of which there 
will always be some, will be so augmented from loan ser
vice payments that an enduring net inflow of all payments 
on investment capital account will result. Concurrently, 
the indebtedness of certain borrowing countries will have 
reached a point where capital service payments, in addition 
to whatever lon~-term capital investments they may be 
making abroad, Will exceed incoming receipts of capital funds 
from new American loans and investments. 

Always, of course, there would be considerable variability 
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from year to year in the net flow of all payments on long-term 
capital account owing to the changing volume of the invest
ment fund flows themselves, or rather, the interdependence 
of purely capital payments and all payments on capital 
service account. Moreover, the net direction of the stream 
of all payments on long-term capital account would be 
modified by the altering currents of payments on short
term capital account. Ultimately, nevertheless, the situa
tion which has been pictured would become sufficiently 
pronounced that its enduring character would be evident. 
At the risk of repetition, it may be advisable to consider 
the consequences which might develop, admitting the tenta.
tive character of the analysis. In general, they would be 
the converse of those described in the preceding analysis. 
The treatment, therefore, may be summary. 

TAt Immediate EJltcl.1 oj IJ Net Inward Flow oj ClJpillJ'lJnd 
Capittd Service PlJyments 

The first influence of the net inflow of aU payments on 
capital account would be felt in the exchange markets. Many 
debtors in various parts of the world would be competing 
with others who have American remittances to make to 
obtain dollars with which to meet their interest charges, 
bond redemptions or sinking fund requirements and dividend 
obligations. When market reserves of dollars finally become 
depleted, the possibilities of finance bills exhausted, and cen
tral bank foreign exchange reserves reduced below the point 
deemed desirable, exchange rates would reach the gold points 
in countries most greatly affected, and gold would tend to 
flow from them to the United States. 

F orees would be set in operation tending to cause a shift in 
the volume of credit purchasing power in the United States 
relative to that obtaining in the principal debtor countries. 
Their operation, however, would be modified by central 
banking policies formulated and carried out either indi
vidually or in cooperation with other central banks.' For 
example, if the central bank of the debtor country possessed 
excess reserves, a shipment of gold could be allowed with no 
immediate retarding infiuences upon the growth of bank 

'Or the new "Bank of International Settlemenll,» if tstabIiohed. 
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credit, as higher discount and interest rates.' How long this 
might continue would depend upon the persistence of an 
adverse movement of capital funds. Probably efforts would 
be made to avoid drastic effects. 

On the other hand, Federal Reserve banks might take 
steps to prevent too abrupt consequences from a gold inflow. 
For example, security holdings might be reduced on the 
open market if an ample portfolio existed offsetting the 
effects of the gold imports, higher discount rates and accep
tance buying rates might be maintained, and moral pressure 
might be exerted against Reserve bank borrowing by member 
banks. Of course, there would be a limit to the first-named 
factor and the others would be insufficient to prevent direct 
credit expansion in the banking system! They could, 
however, be supplemented by foreign exchange operations 
similar to those conducted by foreign central banks;" or 
gold could be purchased abroad temporarily as a non
earning asset. Thus, although the Reserve banks would 
be facilitating the capital transfer process through credit 
expansion, this credit expansion would take place at higher 
costs. Similar results might even accrue from merely re
placing Federal Reserve notes, greenbacks or National Bank 
notes with gold certificates. Finally, legislation might be 
passed raising reserve requirements.' 

Whatever policies central banking organizations might 
1 The effect of a redut:tion of any foreign exchange reserves of foreign central 

banks upon its domestic credit position would depend on whether they were pri_ 

I
ma!]" legal reserves or secondary reserves maintained in supplementary support of 
credit policy. If a particular central bank had no dollar balances but had sterling 
balances or any other foreign balances, it might readily liquidate these in cxchanae 
for daUars, a triangular transaction being involved. If a gold shipment should be 
finally required, a conversion of these balances would take place, since they would 
ordinarily be held in free gold markets., Thus a gold movement resulting from the 
net transfer of-capital funds might be indirect rather than direct. 

S Any increase in reserve balances of member banks tends to lead to increased 
lending. The credit expansion pos.tible on reserve balances by particular banks 
depends upon the resurgence of the created bank deposits to itJ own accounts.. If 
they are transferred tc other banks, they in turn may expand upon them. Th~ the 
particular point to which credit expansion may go because of additional reserve 
balances cannot be indicated, although ultimate primary credit expansion may be 
carried at least as many times as fifteen. For a recent analysis of the primary 
credit expansibility of Federal Reserve bank deposits of member banks, see 
Lawrence, op. cit., pp. 362-74, also Chester A. Phillips, "Bank Crcdit/o New 
York, 1920, pp. 32-74 • 

• Under powers granted in the Federal Reserve Act, Sec. 14, (a), (b), and (el • 
• B_ .p. tit., pp. 257-9 and 270. 
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pursue, some relative shift in purchasing power, neverthe
less, would tend to occur. When it had become of sufficient 
importance, effects would be felt in international trade,' 
modified, inevitably, by all factors of international competi
tion, variations in productive activity, however caused, and 
economic growth. Imports, not only of merchandise, but 
to a lesser extent of services into the United States would be 
stimulated, while those into the debtor country would be 
relatively retarded. Oppositely, a comparative shift of 
exports of merchandise and services would occur, those of 
the debtor country being stimulated both directly and 
indirectly. Particular commodities and services would move 
more or less freely in international commerce, according 
to their altered importance in national demand scales. As a 
final consequence, additional foreign exchange would be 
made available for the transfer of capital funds contributing 
to restored equilibria in international exchange. 

The Commodity Price Level Shifts and Movements oj Interna
tional Trade 

Ultimately, these relative changes in purchasing power 
might lead to international commodity price level shifts 
if other price factors did not offset them, and these price 
level shifts in themselves might be a contributing factor in 
the maintenance of exchange stability. Substantially, they 
would be the opposite of those described previously. For 
instance, in the United States, experiencing credit expansion, 
domestic prices would tend to be affected in the greatest 
degree. Import prices dependent upon international com
petitive conditions would not respond. Export prices might 
eventuall y be influenced, because costs would be raised by 
higher domestic prices, although higher costs for such reasons 
could be absorbed in some industries through an expanded 
volume of sales. At any rate, exports are sold in foreign 
markets and would be subject to price conditions prevailing 
there. 

In the debtor country, domestic prices would be falling 
1 Their first effects might be in the monq market, however. leading to a specu_ 

lative outburst, stimulating an additional 111llow of foreign capital funds to par_ 
ticipate, but at the .same time causing lower interest rates and an increase of foreign 
borrowing or the outflow of capital funds. 
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relatively to those in the United States. Import prices would 
react slightly, but would be affected least because import 
prices depend on price conditions abroad. Finally, export 
prices would move between domestic and import prices. 
Export prices would likewise be inftuenced by foreign condi
tions, but costs would be relatively lower owing to the con
traction of domestic prices, and this would enable a price 
advantage in foreign markets. Presumably, competition 
would cause some export prices to fall and consequently the 
general level of export prices to react. 

As these changes became more pronounced, merchandise 
Bows would be inftuenced. The United States would tend to 
import more, especially of those commodities whose prices 
had remained relatively the lowest, giving them a more 
important place in the community's demand scale. They 
would tend to come from whichever markets the greatest 
price advantage could be gained and wherever buying con
tacts were the most firmly established. Exports might be 
retarded, furthermore, because higher domestic prices would 
involve higher production costs, unless higher costs could 
somewhere be absorbed. 

The debtor country, on the other hand. would tend to 
experience increased exports among whatever commodities 
would be marketable at lower costs and prices. They would 
tend to go, moreover, to countries olfering the most advan
tageous market outlets, either because of existing trade rela
tions or because of prices obtainable. Imports of certain 
commodities would tend to fall oIf, finally, because the 
relative decline of domestic prices would make them com
paratively more expensive. 

GENEllAL CONCLUSIONS 

The general conclusions of this chapter may be readily 
summarized. If a net international movement of all pay
ments on capital account in either direction takes place, pres
sure upon the volume of purchasing power both of the paying 
and receiving country would tend to follow, causing credit 
purchasing power in the former to contract and in the latter 
to expand. The extent of these relative shifts in the volume 
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of credit purchasing power would hinge upon variations in 
the basic bank reserves of the countries concerned over 
which central banks would exert a considerable amount of 
control. Their actions and policies, pursued individually 
or in cooperation, therefore, would constitute an intrinsic 
part of the accompanying developments. The shifts in 
credit purchasing power would involve repercussions in 
international merchandise and possibly service movements 
tending to restore equilibria in international exchange. In 
some instances the changes in purchasing power would lead 
to relative shifts in international price levels and these would 
be additional factors in trade flows and the maintenance of 
international equilibria. 

I The international financial relations of the United States 
are complex and involve many countries. They will be 
increasingly so in the future. With one country a net out
flow of all capital payments may be occurring, while with 
another a net inflow of such payments. Hence, the opera
tion of the tentative formula herein persented will be often 
difficult to trace. Nevertheless, it may be taken as sub.
stantially descriptive. 

Full recognition must be given to the diverse character 
of possible future capital movements. In the next chapter, 
therefore, America's future balance of all capital payments 
will be treated as a whole. The conclusions reached may then 
be related to the entire balance of international payments. 
Finally, future financial relations geographically will be 
considered.. Since any projection into the future regarding 
economic and financial trends is subject to modifications 
because of errors in judgment and developments which can
not be foreseen, the provisional character of the conclusions 
must be kept in mind. 



CHAPTER X 

THE PROBLEM OF THE FUTURE 

WHATEVER extraordinary influences at work in the 
past brought the United States to her present inter
national financial position, there remains the prob

lem of the changes which this position may undergo in the 
future. An attempt to preview the probable trend of 

[

America's international financial relations, in other words, 
is the final requisite of this study, and serves as a summing 
up of the foregoing discussion. Four inclusive questions 
must be dealt with: First, what may be the major direc-
tion of the future international flow of all capital payments? 
Second, to what extent might a commercialization of Ger
many's reparations debt and the employment of the funds 
received affect the aggregate movement of capital funds~ 
Third, what may be the relationship of these capital pay
ment movements to future flows of gold, commodities and 

,. services? Finally, how may America's present international 
debtor-creditor relations with particular areas be expected 
to change? 

These questions concern economic and financial develop
ments whose nature is highly problematical. No one can 
speak of the future with assurance. The more distant the 
time contemplated, furthermore, the more subject are any 
predictions to error. Nevertheless, it is largely upon judg
ments regarding the future consequence of America's inter
national financial relations that national policies must be 
formulated· by the Government, and banking policies 
determined by Federal Reserve authorities. If individual 

~
indUStrial' commercial and banking institutions are to avoid 
difficulties of adjustments which may be required by the 
peration of broad forces originating in international capital 

movements, their attention must be diligently devoted to an 
understanding of the factors involved. They are necessarily 
manifold, but they may be generally indicated in the suc
ceeding pages. 

232 
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THE FUTURE MOVEMENT OF INTERNATIONAL PAYMENTS ON 

CAPITAL ACCOUNT 

The fundamental composition of the international stream 
of payments on capital account is exceedingly complex and 
defies any clear-cut analysis. Currents and cross-currents 
of an almost inextricable nature characterize its movement. 
The impossibility of obtaining in any reliable way more than 

l
a broad description of the flow of payments on long-term 
capital account and only a rough outline of the net course 
of payments on short-term capital account has been indi
cated. Moreover, the stream has been viewed only from 
year to year. Despite these deficiencies, the earlier descrip
tions of the trends may be summarized in order to impress 
upon the reader their probable permanent significance. 

In Chapter IV it was seen that, while there was a large 
net outRow of long-term capital funds in every post-war year 
excepting 1923, this outRow was generally more than offset 
after 1922 by the net inflow of long-term capital service pay
ments. When the entire annual movement of all payments 
on capital account was considered, including payments on 
short-term capital account, employing rough figures for the 
sake of clarity, the net movement was about as follows: 

1920-A large net outward Row of all capital payments, 
possibly over S1.7 billions, slightly less than half of 
which was represented by net payments on long
term capital account. 

1921-A net outRow of aU capital payments of perhaps 
S500 millions due to a net outward movement on 
both long-term and short-term capital accoun t. 

1922-A net inRow of around S300 millions, owing to the 
current of payments on short-term capital account. 

1923-A net inflow of about S700 millions, owing to the 
large net movement of all payments on long-term 
capital account. 

1924-A minor outward movement of all capital payments 
or approximately a balance. The direction of aU 
payments on long-term account was outward, while 
it was inward for those on short-term account. 
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1925-A minor outward movement or approximately a 
balance. The net ftows of all payments on long
and short-term capital accounts were the reverse of 
those for 1924. 

1926-A net inftow of all payments on capital account of 
around $450 millions, most of which was due to the 
large net inftow of payments on short-term capital 
account. 

1927-A minor outward movement. 
1928-A large net outward ftow of nearly $300 millions or 

over, due to the movement of payments on short
term capital account. 

The net flow of all payments on capital account after 1921 
is thus seen to have been heavily into the United States in 
1922,1923 and 1926, while it was largely outward in only one 
year thereafter, 1928. Payments of various kinds on both 
long- and short-term capital account, moreover, influenced 
this net flow. As a result, several questions may be raised 
when future trends are contemplated. For instance, can it 
be expected that the United States will continue to absorb, 
as in the past, a sufficient volume of new foreign capital se
curities in coming years, and in addition make sufficient pur
chases of outstanding securities on foreign security markets 
and direct investments in foreign properties, to exceed the 
volume of foreign capital funds flowing to the United States 
for security and property investment? What of the net 
flow of capital service payments? Will it continue to exceed 
s1ighdy the net outftow of capital funds or will it 'probably 
exceed the latter by larger and larger amounts? What of 
the influence of the varying movement of all payments on 
short-term capital account? Can a consistent net flow of 
such payments be expected. In brief, what are the possi
bilities of a protracted excess of all outward payments on 
capital account? On the other hand, is there a likelihood of 
a lasting inflow of all payments on capital account? 

It is obvious that answers to such questions can only be 
advanced tentatively. Moreover, they rest necessarily upon 
the arbitrary assumption that developments normally ob
servable in the past will continue in the future. Since the 
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general stream of payments on capital account moving 
internationally is constituted of many parts which may be 
generally classified according to their character, the problem 
can best be approached by analyzing each separately. 

The Gmtral Cluzracter of OUlrIJard Payments Dn Long-Term 
Capital AccDunt 

In order to review the general nature of the payments on 
long-term capital acCount which have moved out of the 
country in the past, the reader should refer to Table 40, and 
Chart 17 showing the percentage distribution according to 
the purpose of the flow. The major proportion of aU out
ward payments on long-term capital account was for the pur
chase of new foreign securities. When funds migrating to 
acquire outstanding securities on foreign financial markets 
and the direct purchase of foreign properties are included, 
the percentage for investment abroad is seen to range from 
77.7% in 1923 to 90.9% in 1928. To be sure, the future 
distribution may undergo comprehensive changes, but the 
trend evidenced maybe fair! y in terpreted to suggest that 
the chief reason for the outward flow of payments on long
term capital account will be for foreign investment purposes. 
In other words, they win be composed mainly of purely 
capital investment funds. It should be remembered, how
ever, that foreigners have been active buyers of American 
securities in recent years, over and above the volume which 
has been resold by them, and that such purchases have in
fluenced capital service payments to them. 

They will probably continue to be regular investors in 
future years so long as American investment opportuuities 
remain numerous and profitable. Outgoing payments on 
long-term capital account from the United States for interest, 
dividends and bond redemptions may be expected to main
tain their relative importance. consequently, if not actually 
to increase. 

The Pros peen for the Continued Flotations of New Foreign 
Issues 

The expansion of new capital issues for all purposes, ex
cluding refunding, in the United States has been a notable 
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CHART 17: THE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF THE VARI

OUS CLASSES OF OUTWARD PAYMENTS FROM THE UNITED 

STATES ON LONG-TERM CAPITAL ACCOUNT, 1920--1928 
(Source: Table 40) 

_NEW SECURmES I8Il888IOLD SECURITIES ~DlRECT INVEST~ENT 
~ GOVERNMENT ADVANCESIIITIDDCAPlTAL REPAYMENTc:::::JINTEREST 

TABLE 40: PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF THE VARIOUS 

CLASSES OF OUTWARD PAYMENTS FROM THE UNITED 

STATES ON LONG-TERM CAPITAL ACCOUNT, 

1920--1928 
(Computed by the Natio.allndu.trial Co.re.".co Boatd)· 

0;_ 
Govenunent 

R.edemption N~ OuutandiDI Advente. Interwt 00 

Year TonI Security Securitiu ID"'atmlDt to Forei,D .. dSink~ Pri"ate 
Imporu 1m"""" .r Gow~ Fund IO'l'abPeOti 

- Americaa, menu R.ePIYlDCDb 

% % % % % % % 
1920 100.0 21.8 40.5 16.5 13.5 2.2 5.5 
1921 100.0 45.7 20.3 16.0 6.8 3.2 8.0 
1922 100.0 42.6 34.7 7.9 3.6 3.1 8.1 
1923 100.0 42.7 29.5 5.5 .. 5.9 16.4 
1924 100.0 53.5 27.1 6.9 .. 3.3 9.2 
1925 100.0 53.9 21 .0 12.4 .. 3.4 9.3 
1926 100.0 48.1 28.3 11.4 .. 3.1 9.1 
1927 100.0 46.5 32.6 10.1 .. 2.8 8.0 
1928 100.0 31.7 48.5 10.7 .. 2.0 7.1 

• See Table 9 of thIS volume. 
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feature of post-war financial history, the volume for 1928 
being 121 % above the volume for 1920. For the problem at 
hand this increase must be studied as between domestic and 
foreign issues, exclusive of refunding. From 1920 to 1927, 
excepting 1923, the growth of the latter was very much 
faster than for the former, while in 1928 it dropped off. New 
domestic issues, on the other hand, continued to grow. Dur
ing the entire period new foreign issues increased 232% 
while domestic issues grew 108%. Necessarily, both de
velopments varied from year to year, as the figures in Table 
41 indicate. 

TABLE 41: NEW CAPITAL ISSUES, EXCLUSIVE OF REFUND

ING, ON THE AMERICAN FINANCIAL MARKET IN EACH 

YEAR RELATIVE TO THE VOLUME FOR 1920 
(Source: Commerdlll fUJIl Fimmti.l Clrnnkk.1 Computed by the National In.

dustrial Conference Board) 

Year New Fonrign rMUel N-=w Domutk I .. ues All lQUe. 

1920 100 100 100 
1921 139 93 98 
1922 169 112 liS 
1923 72 124 118 
1924 251 142 154 
1925 274 158 171 
1926 289 160 174 
1927 393 192 214 
1928 332 203 221 

1 Based on the revteW of past .secunty Botatlons, ComtMreJ.J tm4 F"umutJi 
C"",,,irk, VoL 28, J_ 1929, pp. 316-7. 

The material of Chapters V and VI may be recalled here. 
~ Easy money market conditions fostered by the rapid expan

sion of bank credit undoubtedly played a decided part in 
the ever larger quantity of new security offerings. In other 
words, a large portion of them was absorbed merely by the 

~
tension of bank credit, although re-investment from 

maturing issues and new savings was of course important.' 
ccordingly, it would appear that the future emigration of 

long-term capital funds because of the purchase of new 
foreign security issues would be limited to some degree by 
the further expansion of credit, although this limitation may 
be offset by a greater readiness of individuals and corpora-

/ 1 See also B. M. Anderson, U An Analysis of the Money Market," CIuu, &._i. 
BfIlklin, VoL VIII, June 4, 1928, p. 23. 
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tions to assign their incomes to foreign investment, or a more 
effective mobilization of savings by investment trusts, insur
ance companies, and banks. With the present gold stock 
of the country,! a continued growth of bank credit is possible 
through an increase in Federal Reserve credit! but a primary 
expansion of credit similar to that which took place in the 
past period would have to hinge upon a rapid accumulation 
of gold from domestic production or a considerable importa
tion from abroad. Much depends, therefore, upon policies 
which may be followed by Federal Reserve banks. It would 
seem, however, from their operations in the past and especi
ally in 1928 and the first half of 1929, that while Federal 
Reserve authorities may be willing to see excess reserves 
brought into use, they will endeavor to restrain more than a 
gradual employment of them. How successful such efforts 
may be, only the future can reveal. 

Notwithstanding the efforts Federal Reserve banks may 
make to prevent the expansion of credit, such expansion as 
does occur will be a factor in the number of new security 
Rotations insofar as the funds Row into the money markets 
directly. Unless countered by a more efficient assembling 
and a more rapid expansion of new savings funds, therefore, 

I
the effect of any checks upon credit growth will be evident 
in the prevalence of higher money rates and consequently 
lower prices for fixed income securities. This may restrain 
the growth of such new foreign issues, unless those who 
wish to ftoat them were willing to pay higher prices fQr the 
privilege. 

If a much slower future growth of bank credit is granted 
and no abnormal increase in new savings funds is assumed, 
it follows that a slower expansion of new security offerings 
may occudn the coming period. There is still the chance, 
however, that new foreign security issues might expand 
relatively to domestic issues, thus enabling an increasing 

, Excess ........ of s1ighdy over $1 billion were ~ , by the Reserve S,._ 
at the end of 1928.. The withdrawing of SOld certlficate& from circulation and the 

/
t:et>laciDg of them by Federal Reserve notes backed by commercial paper- could 
further enlarge tru. amount somewhat. See the editorial, Few.J &_ BIl/ltti •• 
Vol. 14, September, 1928. pp. 61H. 

1 A continued growth of time deposits, such. as has occurred. in the past few years, 
would enabl. fMlDber banks of tho Fodoral R ........ System to j""", ... their 0pera.
tion. without a corresponding increase in their reserve rcquimnena.. 
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emigration of long-term capital funds because of them, But 
new foreign capitalliotations, in spite of their l'1lpid growth, 
have Ilever been more than 18% of the total and in most 
years somewhat less. They might in the course or time, 
stimulated by skillful investment trust and other corporate 
pun:hases because of attractive yields, approach in American 
financial markets the importance they have attained il1 the 
British market, but such .. development can scarcely be 
anticipated to take place abruptly. Moreover. with greater 
recovery in other world financial Qmters following the final 

(

reestablishment of gold standard conditions abroad, a grow
ing equalization of interest rates should appear and an in
creasing competition in foreign lending. More and more 
recourse to other loan markets by foreign borrowers, there
fore, may be anticipated. When Weight is given to this 
possibility and to the probable domestic demands for the 
employment of-capital funds. which will doubtless be in
creasingly large because of expanding industry and papula

'tion, it does not appear that a great growth of new foreign 
i.sues relative to the total am be expected. 

Notwithstanding, it is not likely that the mechanism for 
distributing foreign securities in the American investmen t 
market and the foreign financial connections of the illter
national banking houses will be allowed to atrophy by th~e 
having financial interests at stake. Nor is it to be expected 
that the receptiveness of American security buyers to foreign 
security offerings, developed only after some educational 
effort on the part of large security houses, ",ill entirely abate 
so long as there is an interest or profit differential to be 
obtained through foreign investment. An unlooked-for 
domestic or international catastrophe profoundly inlluencing 
the psychological attitudes of the investment market, how
ever, might undermille this receptiveness.1 

, For example, the _ld 'Iride dept<ssion of 1813 and the accotnpanylng defakit.. 
tionl of foreign dcbtora to British irtvClton definitely aftCcted their subsequent 
willingness to invClt in foreign securities. The British investment market .fc?reisn. 
;,. .... did not fully _ fot oevend ye.... See ~ .,. rit., p. 1~2. It should 

lbe observed that the publie memory ia essentiaUy shortJind and the effects of any 
possible disturbance upon the invatina groups may be of relativeil' brief duratlen, 
depending upoll the cl!aractet atullmportam:e of the diaquieting incident. 

15 
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Tke OUllook/or American Purckases of Old Capital Issuu anti 
Direct Investment Abroad 

In general, a persisting volume of outgoing capital funds 
to purchase old capital issues in foreign financial markets 
may be counted on, varying of course, from year to year as 
the relative conditions in various security centers differ from 
each other. As in the case of new foreign issues, a portion 
of the past movement of funds for such purposes has de
pended upon expanding bank credit. With a slower rate of 
credit increase, a slower growth of outstanding securities 
acquired abroad may take place. Again, a part of the move
ment resulted from arbitraging and operations to adjust 
yields in various security centers. The coming shift from 
year to year consequently, will depend partly upon the exist
ing inter-relationship of security markets and the mechanism 
of international security exchange, and the disposition of 
individuals and investing corporations to take ad vantage of 
foreign security market opportunities in preference to 
. domestic. It will also hinge upon the significant tendency 
for the international financial integration of large industrial 
corporations directly or indirectly by holding companies or 
investmen t trusts. Foreign markets, after all, may be 
exploited, and foreign raw materials, technical knowledge 
and industrial processes controlled by the purchase of out
standing proprietorship equities of foreign corporations as 
well as by the outright foreign property expansion of Ameri
can corporate enterprise. A regularly large and expanding 
investment by Americans in the seCurities of foreign enter-

[

prise may be predicted because the financial interests of 
individuals, banks, investment trusts, insurance companies, 
:o-nd large industrial concerns have become more international 
In scope; 

For the same reason, it may fairly be said that there will 
be a persisting volume of direct investment by Americans in 
foreign areas. As international business relations progress, 
it is only natural that the property interests of the parties 
engaged in them should expand. Thus, as individual 
Americans or American enterprises become inclined to engage 
more extensively in foreign trade, either from pressure of 
over-capacity to supply domestic markets or from a desire 
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to enlarge their operations or to own foreign sources of raw 
material supply, more and more direct capital investments 
abroad will be made by them in Canada, Europe, South 
America, and Asia. The respective advantages and pros
pects for the purpose in mind, commercial, industrial or 
financial, will underlie. decisions arrived at. 

The Possible Course oj AU Outgoing Payments on Long
Term Capital Account 

It has been suggested previously that outflowing pay
ments on investment capital account for interest and princi. 
pal repayment to foreigners will increase with the further 
increase of foreign investments in America. Judgment may 
be ventured, therefore, upon the possible course of all emi
grating payments on capital account distinguishable by their 
relation to long-term investment. Before doing so, however, 
the reader should observe again the character of the flow in 
past years as shown in Table 42. 

TABLE 42: SUMMARY OF AMERICAN EXPORTS OF FUNDS ON 

LONG-TERM CAPITAL ACCOUNT, 1920-1928 
(Arrangement by the National Industrial Conference Board)' 

(In millions of dollars)' 

Fwlnufttt FM Indu or Total. Year and Capital Tohl 
Repaymem: ID'ftatmart 1920 - 100 

1920 140 1,682 1,822 100.0 
1921 140 1,109 1,249 68.6 
1922 165 1,306 1,471 80.7 
1923 190 664 854 46.9· 
1924 205 1.432 1,637 89.8 
1925 225 1,543 1,768 97.0 
1926 2S5 1.844 2,099 115.2 
1927 273 2,267 2,540 139.4 
1928 322 3,223 3,545 194.6 

, See Table 9 of rom volume. 

One point should be stressed. The exports of all long
term funds for investment each year did not result in an 
equal annual increase in America's gross creditor position. 
Part of the funds went for the repurchase of American securi
ties from foreigners. In addition, new investment was offset 
by the repayment of principal on existing foreign indebted
ness. Nevertheless, according to Department of Commerce 
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estimates, the gross amount of foreign indebtedness to pri
vate American citizens was increasing after 1923 at the rate 
of at least one billion dollars a year. 

In general, the entire outflow of payments on long-term 
capital account will depend mainly upon the volume of new 
foreign investment. The final detertnining factor will be 
the comparative profitableness of capital employment in 
foreign as against domestic production. This, however, will 
rest upon the individual judgments of a wide number of 
persons, some of whom will be investors and others of whom 
will be officials or responsible. experts of commercial and 
industrial corporations, banks, investment trusts and insur
ance , companies. To some, opportunities in foreign fields 
will loom large, while to others domestic enterprise will ap
pear tooffer the larger profit. Considerations of risk, freedom 
of capital employment.! raw material requirements, needs 
for acquiring foreign technical skill and industrial processes. 
and the possibility of promoting consumer demand, will be 

. important as will also the available knowledge at hand. It 
seems likely that a regular export of some funds for foreign 
investment would endure but only a gradual growth over 
that of the past may be conservatively previsioned. Possi
bly, an annual addition of one billion dollars to the country's 
gross creditor position, as in the recent years, might continue 
to occur. 

The Gentral Clzaratltr of Injlowing P"ymenlS on Long-Term 
Capital Account 

The composition of past inflowing payments on long-term 
capital account is shown in Table 43 and Chart 18. The 
major proportion of all inward payments, so classed, was for 
the purpose of meeting service charges on the accumulated 
indebtedness of foreigners before 1926, but in 1926 slightly 
less than half, and in 1927 and 1928 slightly more than half 
went for the purchase of outstanding securities and direct 
investments. Thus, debt service receipts, as a whole, were 
a declining percentage. while incoming foreign funds for the 
purchase of outstanding securities were an increasing per-

l Doubtleu, • fl«Or itt Atneriean &<9ui.ition or lOreign public: utiuty pIOpercieo 
will be comparative freedom /'tom publl" rqulatiOlh 
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CHAII.,.18: THE PEIlCENTAGE DISTIlIBUTION OF THE VAIlIOUS 

CLASSES OF INWAIlD PAYMENTS TO THE UNITED STATl!S 

ON LONG-TEIlM CAPITAL ACCOUNT, 1920-1928 
(Source; Table 44) 

OlD SECUAmES ~. CAPI'Tl\L __ NT 
DIRECT INVESTMENT 1IIlIIIII1NfEA£ST{PIU\IQ'£) 
GOVE:IINI!ENT DEBT c:J GOVERNMENT DtEn' 

TABLE 43: PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF THE VARIOUS 

'CLASSES OF INWARD PAYMENTS TO THE UNITED STATES ON 

LONG-TUM CAPITAL ACCOUNT, 1920-1928 
(Computed br tho N.tioaallndn>trial Conf ...... Boar<ll' 

o..nundi .. 
0;_ Princi~~ !:V~r:: lauren: _ Interat on 

y- Toul Sec:uritin InvClcmentil Govemmen.t 
Pri,.~te Govcnmcac 01 Adn,ncu 'D' 

~- Foreicaen Returned Po ......... In"'Mtmeoh Ad .. ~ - % % % % % % % 
1920 100.0 ;:6 2.3 .4.8 53.2 39.1 0.6 
1921 100.0 2.6 9.5 26.6 49.6 4.1 
1922 100.0 35.9 Z.Z 7.3 6.7 38.1 9.2 
1923 100.0 38.3 2.9 · 8.3 5.0 35.1 10.4 
192. 100.0 3'.1 3.9 2.2 7.7 38.8 10.3 
1925 100.0 39.8 ' .1 1.4 11.8 34.4. 8.5 
1926 100.0 42.9 3.7 1.6 14.3 30.4 7.1 
1927 100.0 4S.! 3.1 I.' 1l.7 28.1 6.2 
1928 100.0 $7.9 3.3 U \0.\ 2z.a '.5 
1 See Table 9 of this volume. 
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centage. Finally, it should be observed that debt service 
receipts from foreign government debtors to the United 
States Government were less important in every year than 
those from all other foreign debtors to private American 
investors. In fact, in the last four years, the percentage 
decline of the former was comparatively greater than that 
of the latter. 

Futur~ Investment Sff'Uice Receipts 
The future volume of inward payments on long-term 

capital account would appear to be dependent upon, first, 
the expansion of investment service charges due Americans 
by foreigners and, second, the inflow of foreign capital funds 
for the purchase of outstanding securities and for direct 
investments. Imports of the debt service funds will nat
urally vary directly with the total volume of American 
foreign investments. It should be possible. therefore, to 
arrive at a conjectural view of their future volume by the 
employment of several arbitrary assumptions concerning 
'the future gross creditor position of the country. 

For example, if it is assumed speculatively that one billion 

l
dollars a year would 'be a conservative guess at the annual 
increase in the volume of private American investments, their 
total would be approximately: 

By 1930 •••.••••..••••••••••••••••••.••••..•••.•• $15.5 billiona 
By 1935. • • • • • • • . • • . • •• • •••• • • •• •• • • . • •• •• • • • • . •• 20.5 « 

By 1940 .................•.•.....•...•........... 25.S « 
By 1945. . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . . ..•. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .... .. 30.5 If 

Estimated interest and dividend receipts from these re
spective totals would depend upon the rate of return which 
is applied to them. The annual weighted average return upon 
foreign securities of all kinds offered to investors from 1924 
to 1928 was found to be successively 6.09%, 6.11 %. 6.18%, 
5.98% and 5.67%.1 With the achievement of more stable 
economic conditions in foreign areas and the recovery of 
other sources of capital supply, the average return may fall 
to as low as 5%. Perhaps that rate is more correct as an 
arbitrary approximation for the more remote year 1945, a 

1 Information furnished by RaT 0.. Hallj Assistant Chief, Finance and In
vestment Division, Bureau of Foretgn and Domestic Commerce, U. S. Department 
of Commerce. 
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5.5% rate for the intervening years and a 6% rate for the 
nearest, 1930. Employing these percentages with full regard· 
for their conjectural character, interest and dividend returns 
upon the above stated volumes of foreign investments have 
been estimated and the figures entered in Column I of 
Table 44. 

Estimated return of principal for redemption of securities 
and sinking fund requirements, may be calculated at 2.5% of 
the outstanding indebtedness of foreigners to private Ameri
can investors.1 The results appear in Column II and the 
total service receipts from private investment in Column III. 

Overlooking for the moment the possibility of an in
creased inflow of payments on capital account for a partial 
liquidation of government debts due the United States as a 

TABLE 44: EsTIMATEDCONTIlACTUAL PAYMENTS ByFOREIGN-

ERS TO AMERICANS BECAUSE OF FOREIGN INVESTMENT 

IN VARIOUS FUTURE YEARS 
{In millions} 

Sd.edule Schedule 
Total CojJ:=ral Enimzted t:.timated Toni [ntefOt Principal 

lntuelt Return of Enimateel Recei~ Re:tJ~tI 
Sdteduled Serna. 

Ree:eiptll Principal Service of U.S. s.m~ R:C You from (<om ltcceipu Treuury Treuury Receipa 
Priva .. Pri .... an Pri"te (<om (<om (<om ~ InveluneJn: lDvestmelle. Invatmentt Govcmmen Government Go~~ F~ ... "" ..... ' "" ...... Deb_ "" .... t n III IV V VI VII 

1930 $930 $388 $1,318 $146 $74 $220 $1,538 
1935 1,128 513 1,641 208 95 303 1,944 
1940 1,403 638 2,041 202 147 349 2,390 
1945 1,525 763 2,288 226 138 364 2,652 

1 The consummatIOn of a funding agrcc:ment W1th the RUSSIan Government would. 
increase these amountS somewhat. 

result of the commercialization of Germany's reparations 
debt, interest and principal repayments in connection with 
governmental debts due the United States Government may 
be estimated from the various sChedules of payments pro
vided in the funding agreements described in Chapter VIII. 

They are included in Columns IV and V and their total in 
Column VI of Table 44. The combined total of all con
jectural foreign investment service charges in the specified 
years may be observed in column VII. 

I The estimated redemption and sinking fund receipts. from foreigners were 2.8% 
of the approximate indebtedness in 1926) 2.5% in lCfJ.7 and 2.7% in 1928. Of co~ 
if new foreign flotations should consist more and more of common and preferred 
stocks, this per<en'. would decline. 
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By 1930. it is seen. paYlJ\ents on long-term capital account 
returning to the United Statllll because of the contractual 
obligationa of foreigners to Americans might be about $1.5 
billions; by 1935. St.9 billions; by 1940. $2.4 billions;. and 
by 1945. lIl.7 billiQns. If foreign purchases of outstanding 
securities and their direct investments should endure in the 
volume of the last two years. 01' even expand. another billion 
could be added conservatively in eIlcl\ of the above years for 
aU incoming payments on long.term eapital aecount. But 
can this latter be reasonably expected 1 

FOI\J1;IGN Pl1RCif.ASJ1;S OF Ol1TST.ANI)~NG Sllel111~TU,S .AND 
DIRIICT FQ!lIlIGN INV<;;ST~l>NT 

The inflow of foreign capital funds for investment pur
poses has been extremely large in recent years. In {act, im~ 
ports of such foreign funds have been especially large in the 
last three years. increasing 64% in 1928 alone. When the 
rising seturity values 00 Ameri<:ao finam;ial markets arc 
taten into account and the volume of American securities 
resold by foreigners. it would seem probable that a share of 
these funds wall attracted by J!Ossible speculative gains. 
Another share came to repurchase foreign issues floated on 
the American market because of higher yield, obtainable 
than lrQl11 thos, offered at home. A Iarg«: part. however. 
doubtleas c;ame for permanent investmellt. With less specu. 
lative CQnditionJ prevailing in American security markets. 
and with more permanent economic recovery in foreign areas. 
a contraction of this type of investment fund imports might 
take plue. 

Nevorthlllc:ss. a large inflow ofIOIIg-term eapital funds may 
be antic:ipllted to <:ontinue. Its volume will depend upon a 
number (If fau:tors. In the first place. the judgment of in. 

/
dlvidual foreigntn regarding American investment oppo1'
tunities relative to. those in other areas will be important. 
SQ alSQ will be those of the experts and executives of foreign 
financial mstitutionll. banb. investment truste and insur
ance companies. Some purc:h1Sel of $llCUrities will be made 
by foreign corporanons and banks more closely to ally their 
interest$ with American industry and finance. Moreover, 
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foreignen, motivated by the 'lillie considerations willregu.' 
larly buy back foreign securities issued Of held in America, 
both of their own and othel' areas. Finally, direct invest. 
ments or acquisitions of American properties will be ordi. 
narily made by foreign enterprises developing American 
trade relations. Credit expansion in particular foreign areas 
may stimulate, of course, the inflow of foreign investment 
funds from time to time. 

In view of the many factors involved, it is virtually impos
sible to suggest any reasonable figure which could serve as a 
guide to a judgment of the possible future inflow of foreign 
investment funds. Perhaps a guess of one billion dollars as 
the minimum about which the movement would vary might 
be conservative. On the other hand, with a substantial 
economic growth, a much larger volume may be received. 
In any case, in so far as these imported foreign investment 
funds result in a permanent accretion of foreign holdings of 
American securities, the amount of capital service funds ex. 
ported from the United States for interest, dividends and the 
repayment of principal will tend to increase. How much can 
orily be surmised. 

THE FUTURE COURSE OF ALL INCOMING PAYMENTS ON LONG

TERM CAPITAL ACCOUNT 

No final opini(lft should be reached regarding the future 
course of all Inward payments on long.term capital account 
without retracing the. general nature of the flow in the past 
nine years. This information is presented in Table 4S. The 
most striking aspect of the data is that the growth of long. 
term capital fund imports when compared with that of 
exports. shown in Table 43, was far more rapid. This fact is 
likewise brought out in Chart 19 which depicts graphically 
the twQ movements. Th~ obvious inference (rom it is that, 
if the trends observable con tinue in the future, another 
decade will see imports of all funds on long.term capital 
aceount eonsiderably ift exeess o( exports. 

The important question is, therefore, whether or not the 
influx of such funds will im;rease in the future as it has in the 
past. The answer, as this andysis has shown, is contingent 
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CHART 19: INDEX NUMBERS OF ALL INWARD AND OUTWARD 
PAYMENTS ON LoNG-TERM CAPITAL PAYMENTS 
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TABLE 45: SUMMARY OF AMERICAN IMPORTS OF FUNDS ON 

LONG-TERM CAPITAL ACCOUNT, 1920-1928 
(Arrangement by the National Iadustrial Conference Board)' 

(In millions of doll"",) 

Fat Interert Fo< Index or T atU" Y .. , and Capital To'" 
Repayment. 1.- 1910 - 1m 

1920 1,048 25 1,073 100.0 
1921 861 98 959 89.4 
1m 848 521 1,369 127.6 
1923 946 663 1,609 150.0 
1924 913 635 1,548 144.3 
1925 1,051 822 1,873 114.6 
1926 1,200 1,047 2,247 209.4 
1927 11253 1,338 2,591 241.5 
1928 1,388 2,196 3,584 334.0 

1 See Table 9 of this volume.. 

upon the growth of American foreign investments; the 
magnitude of the interest, dividend and bond redemption 
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receipts therefrom; and upon the decisions of foreigners as 
to the investment opportunities afforded by American indus
try and finance relative to those open elsewhere. If we 
assume arbitrarily an export of all payments on long-term 
capital account (investment funds plus an allowance for ser
vice on American investments of foreigners) in the next 
decade and a half, ranging from ~.5 billions to $3.5 billions 
annually, employ our conjectural estimates of inflow of ser
vice receipts on American foreign investments, adding roughly 
from $1.5 billions to $2.5 billions for imports of foreign 
investment funds, the following view of the possible net 
movement of all payments on long-term capital account 'is 
obtained: 

By 1930, exports and imports of such funds may be 
approximately at a balance, a small net flow one way 
or the other being conceivable. Thus, the situation 
would be approximately such as obtained in the last few 
years, with possibly an inward flow predominating. 

By 1935, imports may exceed exports by a few hundred 
millions of dollars. 

By 1940, the excess of imports may amount to several 
hundred millions of dollars. 

By 1945, an even greater net importation may be expected. 

It must be kept in mind in employing these highly specu
lative estimates, which at best only serve as an illustration, 
that they depend in material degree upon the hypothesis of 
continued exports and imports of capital funds for newip.vest
ment. Assuming credit expansion is properly controlled by 
banking authorities and plays but a small rale in stimulat
ing these capital movements, it is obvious that they must 
depend upon new savings and the comparative profitableness, 
individually and in cases expertly reckoned, of foreign as 
against domestic production, In other words, in the final 
analysis, the problem of the future magnitude of the inter
national flows of capital funds must rest upon the relative 
economic and financial development of the United States as 
against that of other countries. 

No one would contend that in the future the United States 
will experience a less rapid economic growth than in the 
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past. Resources remain abundant and opportunities for their 
exploitation numerous. The area of the country is large, the 
population growing and the technical knowledge requisite for 
continued economic expansion accumulating. Furthermore. 
industrialization has centered in a few major sections and 
may become more widely distributed. The same situation 
may likewise be said to hold for Canada. Some European 
countries, with more compact areas, more static populations, 
andwitholderandmorehighlyconcentratedindustrialciviliza
tions, on the other hand, may grow more slowly, but rela
tively undeveloped countries in Europe. Latin America, 
Africa,Asia and Oceania, may grow more rapidly. ProspectSI 
in the United States may attract large quantities of invest~ 
ment funds from older European countries, while less devel
oped countries in every area may attract investment funds 
from both older European countries and the United States. 

The Imporl(lnce oj AD Paymml.r on Slwrt-Tenn Capital 
ACeQunt 

When the magnitude of the net payments on short-term 
capital account in the past is recalled, it is clear that they 
justify careful analysis with respect to the future. No net 
movement of payments on long-tenn capital account may be 
anticipated for many years which could not be offset by 
counter flowa of various payments on short-tenn account. 
On the other hand, • net inward Sow of payments on capital 
account could be greatly augmented by them. 

Owing to their complexity, the nature of the principal 
international currents of payments on short-term capital 
account may be bridly reviewed. Necessarily, they move 
back and furth in quantities from day to day and are subject 
to rapid variation, depending upon seasonal and cyclical ~ 
Suences at work in different countries. As a consequence, 
the volume of international bank accounts, that is, deposit 
and loan accounts of foreigners in the United States and of 
Americans abroad, is continually fluctuating. So also an: the 
amounts of ~book credit by American exporters to 
foreign importers and by foreign exporters to American im. 
porters; likewise the quantity of all short.term credit to 
finance international trade by means of bankers' acceptancea 
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and other miscellaneous payments. In the present study, 
these intermediate fluctuations have been disregarded al
though they are extremely important in the foreign exchange 
markets, and a conception of the change in the net volume of 
international short-term debts and credits outstanding at the 
end of each year has been employed. This conception was 
finally modified by other evidences of payments on short
term capital account. Thus, a view of the het movement of 
lIuch payments from year to year was obtained. It is the 
annual variation in this flow on short-term capital account 
which must be considered with respect to the future. 

Differing factors were of determining significance in the 
net direction of all payments on short-term capital account in 
the past. For example, the large volume of open-book and 
acceptance credit outstanding in 1920, much ofit frozen, was 
an all-important influence in that year, and its liquidation in 
the smaller outflow of 1921 and inflow of 1922. Adjustments 
of international bank balances and loans as a result of the . 
widespread financial disturbances were likewise important. 
Factors in subsequent shifts can be illustrated from a sum
mary of the various influences leading to inward payments, 
although in some years the stronger outward currents led to a 
net outflow. -

From 1922 on, persisting unfavorable monetary conditions 
abroad and concomitant exchange market disruption. led 
to the accumulation of American balances by foreigners and 
the withdrawal of American balances abroad, and hence had 
a bearing upon all inward payments on short-term capital 
account. Foreign central banking policies of keeping both 
legal and secondary reserves in foreign exchange assets were 
yet further circumstances. Tied in with such policies, fur
thermore, were currency stabilization programs of foreign 
governments, necessitating American balances for exchange 
market control or for the eventual acquisition of American 
gold. Part of these balances were acquired through long
term borrowing operation$ of foreign governments and cor
porations, part through the direct purchase of American ex
change, and part through shipments of gold. If they arose 
from the first named, from the standpoint of international 
capital migrations there was merely an exchange of long-
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term credit for short-term credit. Of course, as was pointed 
out in Chapter IX, there may well have been a money trans
fer of the long-term funds through bank credit expansion in 
the borrowing country. 

Where individual borrowers themselves did not transfer 
their borrowings immediately, there likewise resulted an ex
change of short-term for long-term credit. With the increas
ing volume of foreign loans Boated in American financial 
markets, an expanding quantity of such funds has tended to 
"hang over" in the form of bank deposits and commercial 
investments or to be accumulated in connection with sinking 
fund and interest payment operations of foreign debtors. 
Further influences making for larger American balances and 
hence inward payments on short-term account were the more 
extensive investing interest of foreigners in American security 
markets. 

Other elements adding to the volume of inward pay
ments on short-term capital account were less notable. 
They included short-term loans to Americans by foreign 
bankers; foreign acceptance financing of American trade or 
more precisely of the trade of foreigners with Americans; 
open-book credits extended by foreign exporters to American 
importers; inflows of short-term funds to liquidate short
term borrowings and indebtedness of foreigners; withdrawals 
of American balances abroad; short-term interest and com
mission payments; and lastly, in some years, inflowing pay-
ments because of currency exports. . 

The chief factors making for outward payments on short
term capital account were generally of an opposite character 
to those just summarized, with the exception that payments 
in connection with foreign balances of Americans were of a 
private rather than a central banking nature. The outstand
ing fact to be remembered from all the evidence at hand, 
however, is that the net movement of all payments on short
term capital account was extremely variable. In some years 
it was notably outward as in 1920, 1921 and 1928, in other 
years, 1922, 1924 and 1926, it was mainly inward; while in 
1923, 1925 and 1927, there may have been a small net move
ment either way. 
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Possible Factors in Future Payments on Short-Term Capital 
Account 

Manifestly, inferences regarding the future movement of 
short-term capital fund flows must be advanced cautiously. 
Certain features, however, may be conjectured. The recov
ery of the gold standard would imply fewer imports of short
term funds for stabilization purposes. Should central bank
ing policies be widely altered with respect to foreign exchange 
assets and actual gold reserves be preferred, American bal
ances of foreigners would be reduced in the process, involving 
an outward movement of payments on short-term account. 
On the other hand, should those policies be further developed, 
and central bank balances in America be augmented, animpol't 
would take place. Thetendencyrecenclyevidentforthelarger 
central banks to increase their gold stores would suggest the 
former, but the volume of foreign exchange reserves scill 
maintained and the provisions of central banking laws would 
intimate that the latter will remain important. Moreover, a 
shortage of gold would tend to increase them. In any case, 
there is the probability that foreign security issues will con
tinue to be floated on the American market in volume, and 
some of them transferred through bank credit extension. It 
must not be overlooked, moreover, that a possible net import 
of payments on long-term capital account might reduce 
American balances of foreign central banks. 

A growth of American bank balances retained by borrowers 
themselves or needed in connection with sinking fund opera
tions and interest disbursements would be another factor 
enlarging inward short-term capital payments. Temporary 
maladjustments in the short-term interest rates of the United 
States relative to those obtaining in other countries should 
become of greater and greater moment with the closer inter
relationship of international financial markets under firmer 
gold standard conditions. These may influence not only the 
amount of foreign bank balances held in America for any 
reason and of American balances abroad but also the develop
ment of bankers' acceptance financing of foreign trade. They 
might further affect loans to foreigners by American banks 
and also to Americans by foreign banks. Comparative stock 
exchange conditions and the position of the foreign exchange 
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market will play Additional rale~. Open-book tl'lldiu and the 
ultimate flow of short-term Junds because of them testing 
upon c:onfidence in international monetary stability and the 
effectiveness of international business and credit c:ontacte, 
will amstitute yet a further factor in both inward and out
ward paymenu. Finally, short-term capital service pay
ments will havoe a minor part. 

Whatever weight may be assigned to all conceivable as
pects of the future movements of payments on short-term 
capital acc:ount. the forces operating may lead to either an 
excess inflow or an excess outflow. Any net outward stream 
would greatly soften the impact of a net import of all pay
ments on long-term capital account. On the other hand, any 
net inward flow would greatly add to the latter. If, as has 
been auggested, a net inflow of all payments on long-term a<:
count achieves a substantial figure by 1930, the likelihood of 
its being balanced by net emigration of payments on short
term account becomes almost remote. That a net irnmignt.
tion of such payments might greatly augment the former is, 
·however. a. matter to be emphasized. 

A COMMERCIALIZATION OF GERMANY'S REPARATIONS DEBT 

AND ITs POSSIBLE EFFECTS UPON CAPITAL FLOWS 

If the creditor governments of Germany accept the final 
figures agreed upon by the international financial commission 
of experts to deal with Germany's reparations liability and if 
the portion of the annuities, the unconditional share, is com
mercialized in line with the discussion of Chapter VIII, there 
arises the problem of how this may affect the possible move
ment of capital funds in and out of the United States. Any 
definite forecast. of course, would be futile, but some specula
tion may be hazarded in view of the Experts' Report. 

Faclors in 1M CommrrcillliW/ion Proll/em 
If it is assumed that the principal reparations creditors of 

Germany would like to obtain a quantity of cash in hand 
through a commercialization of reparations bonds with 
which to approach the United States Government for a cash 
settlement of a portion of their debts to it, for example, to 
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discount the last ten years' payments, thefollowingcalculation 
will be illuminating. The present worth as of 1929 of the last 
ten years' payments to the United States by the principal 
debtor governments (Great Britain, France, Italy and Bel
gium) at 4% is $536 millions, and at 5%,$316 millions. What 
amount would be required to effect ~ settlement with the 
United States would depend upon the agreement reached as 
to the rate of discount to be applied. Since a share of the 
proceeds of any reparations bond sale would be claimed by 
other reparations creditors,' $575 millions would be needed 
if a 4% discount rate were applied, and $336 at a 5%discount 
rate. On the hypothesis that such bonds could be floated on 
a 6y.'% interest basis, roughly the current yield of the 1924 
Dawes Plan bonds, but that a liberal discount of 4% on their 
nominal value would be feasible to make them attractive and 
a further 4% would be required to cover the cost of under
writing, an issue nominally amounting to perhaps $625 mil
lions or $368 millions, hinging on the above mentioned dis
count rate agreed upon, would be necessary. 

In view of the success of the 1924 German reparations 
offering of $228 millions, a new reparations flotation at either 
figure though very much larger would not appear impossible, 
assuming favorable market conditions. . If the same per
centage were offered in the United States as in the former 
year, it would amount to about $220 millions at the first 
figure and $130 millions at the second.' Financial markets of 
Europe could certainly be relied upon to absorb a consider
able volume.' Furthermore, the total amounts needed would 
not have to be acquired through a single security offering, 
but could be obtained by a series of issues over a period of 
time. 

The Effects upon Capital Flows 
The amount of reparations bonds floated in the American 

1 BaITing the possibility that other reparations creditors might be given a larger 
share of the remaining payments to be made directly by the German Government. 

I According to a New York Time.: dispatch of Feb. 28J 1929, American members of 
the Experts' Commission let it be known that plans for the commercialization of 
Germany'. reparations debt did not involve danger of flooding American security 
markets with German bonds • 

• See especiallYt the 1011n141 oj Comm"~e anti Commero41J Sept. 19, 1928, pp. 1 
and 3. 
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financial markets, from a balance of payments standpoint. 
would involve an export of long-term capital funds equiva
lent to the sum received from their sale, from which would be 
subtracted underwriting costs. But if the funds are wanted 
to liquidate indebtedness to the United States Government, 
the receipts of the American bond issue would be retained as 
American bank balances until such employment, and hence 
would constitute an offsetting inflow of short-term capital 
until actually paid to the United States Treasury and the 
cancelled evidence of debt dispatched to the debtors. 

The funds secured from the fiotation in foreign financial 
markets, if remitted to the United States, would possess 
much more significance. They would constitute an addition 
to the payments on long-term capital account flowing into 
the country at the time they were remitted to complete a set
tlement with the United States Treasury. Foreign exchange 
holdings of central banks in America might be released to 
facilitate the transfer or under their direction gold might be 
shipped. In case central banks did not endeavor to guide 

. the movement, pressure would appear in the foreign exchange 
market, perhaps leading to the migration of gold at the 
hands of international bankers, depending, however, upon 
the available supply of dollars at the time. If none of the 
proposed reparations bond issueisfloated in the United States, 
or if a larger amount is offered in all markets, the consequent 
effects may be traced from the analysis herein offered. 

THE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS AS A WHOLE 

The broader economic effects of the future international 
financial developments of the country may now be suggested. 
Only a general idea may be formed and it must remain sub
ject to correction and modification as new facts become 
known. In other words, its hypothetical aspects must be 
fully recognized. Since gold movements will be of such 
fundamental importance, assuming the restoration of the 
gold standard to be permanent, the relationship of the future 
flow of carital funds to them may first be regarded. The 
balance 0 merchandise trade may then be analyzed, and 
finally the Bow of service payments. Because of the evidence 
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supporting the probability of a small net stream of all 
capital payments moving in either direction in the next 
years, the following discussion will deal chiefly with the 
situation which may evolve at later stages. 

Gold Movements 
The general direction of future gold movements will de

pend upon the net volume of all payments on capital account 
moving in or out of the country as well as upon other factors 
affecting the international equilibrium, such as merchandise 
and service trade. They will vary as between the United 
States and particular countries from this cause, moreover, 
according to the predominant current of the capital payment 
flows. The policies of central banks with regard to their 
domestic gold holdings and their foreign exchange assets will 
be of crucial importance. This point has been stressed at 
some length previously and warrants a further elaboration 
here. The role of central banking operations in connection 
with past gold movements was pointed out in Chapter VI. 
Their programs had a great deal to do with gold imports into 
the United States before 1925 and the gold exports in that 
year and in the last half of 1927 and first half of 1928. 

In the general process of restoring the gold standard, note
worthy modifications of its fundamental character have been 
effected. Gold, for example, has virtually passed out of 
monetary circulation in many countries, a factor which helps 
to account for larger monetary gold holdings of most coun
tries at the end of 1928 in comparison with holdings in 1913. 
Moreover, as may be seen from Appendix B, showing the 
legal reserve requirements of central banks which have re
turned to a gold standard, new monetary laws of many 
countries have provided for the inclusion of foreign exchange 
assets as a portion of the legal reserve. Especially has the 
proportion of foreign exchange reserves permissible been 
large in the case of smaller countries, although such inter
nationally important countries as Germany, Italy, and Bel
gium have enacted legal provisions for them. Finally, prac
ticall y every foreign central bank has come to maintain, in 
~dition to legal reserves, either excess domestic gold reserves 
or a large secondary reserve of foreign exchange assets or 
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both. Thus, the modern gold standard may be characterized 
in many instances as a legal gold exchange standard and in 
practically all cases as a working gold exchange standard. 
Furthermore, because of elimination of actual gold circula
tion, it may be described as a banking and monetary reserve 
standard. 

Verification of these conclusions is given in Table 46, show
ing the working reserve positions of central banks which have 
restored some form of the gold standard. Appendix B should 
be referred to again by the reader in connection with it. In 
the first two columns are stated the working reserves of gold 
and gold plus foreign exchange relative to the liabilities 
against which reserves must be kept. The last two columns 
give the reserves against notes and deposi ts. The ratios in 
these columns are roughly comparable and indicate the 
strong central banking reserve conditions obtaining early in 
1929. 

In view of this situation, it would not appear likely that a 
strong demand for America's excess gold holdings from cen
tral banks would obtain in the immediate future. Neverthe
less, so long as large holdings of American balances and short
term investments are maintained by foreign central banks, 
the conversion and withdrawal of a considerable amount of 
them in the form of gold is possible. No one can foretell 
what attitude will be taken by foreign central banks with 
regard to foreign exchange assets in coming years, but a 
great deal will hinge upon the net direction of all inter
national payments on capital account because of the business 
transactions of private citizens, corporations and govern
ments, and also upon cooperative policies arranged between 
various Cen tral banks. Declining gold production or the fear 
of a scarcity of gold may also exert a profound influence.1 

Some sort of balance between domestic gold reserves and 
foreign exchange reserves will doubtless be determined 
in most cases where both are legally allowed or established by 
policy. 

1 In this conne«ion, see MiynBl'Ski~$ brief book, uGold and Central Banks," 
p~viously citcd~ and also Lionel D. Edie, UMoney, Bank Credit and Prices," 
New York, 19'28, Ch.p .... XIII "The World Stock of Gold Money," and Chapter 
Xlii, "The Demand for Gold, • pp. 239 fl. 
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TABLE 46: WORKING RESERVE POSITIONS OF CENTRAL 

BANKS OF PRINCIPAL GOLD OR GoLD EXCHANGE 

STANDARD CoUNTRIES, MARCH, 1929 
(So""",: FedualReserve Boanl,' Computod by the National Industtial Confereru:e 

Board) 
(Ratios on basis of last report of month) 

Worllinc W"""",, 
Raerve Ratio agaialt Rauve Ratio apUut 
Leclll Requirements' Nora .nd Deposits 

c..m.,y 
Gold and Gold and 

GoI .. F ...... Gold Foreign 
Excl.m ... EltChaqe 

% % % % 
W",,",ElmJp< 

71 Austria .•.•••••••••••••••••• 16 71 16 
Belgium •.•.•••.•.•••.•.•••.. 36 5S 36 55 
Denmark ...•.......•.....•.. 48" 7JO 45 68 
England .....••.....••....... 43" • 32 • 
France ..•••••••••.•••••.•••. 41 76 41 76 
Germany ...••••...••••.••••• 4S' 51" 44 47 
Hungary •••.••••••.•••..••.. 28 31 28 31 
Italr;' ......•.••......... '" . 27 56 27 56 
Net erlancls ••••.•.•••....••. 53 59 53 59 
Norway •....••••.•••...••••. 47* 63" 36 48 
Spain-.••••• _ •.•.•••••.••••. 77' 79' 63 65 
Sweden ....•••••.••••..••••. 43" 7S" 33 59 
Switzerland ...•.....•...•.•.. 54" 79* 48 70 

Lu,,",ElmJp< 
Bulgaria .....•••.•••.•••••.. 19 60 19 60 
Czechoslovakia< ••..••••.•.••. 16 39 16 39 
Danzig, .•• 0 ••••••••••••••••• .. 77* .. 73 
Esthonia ...•••.•...••..•••.. 12 51 12 51 
Finland ••••••••..••••..•.••. 16 54 16 54 
Gt.ece •••.•.•••••••••..••••. 7 68 7 68 
l.atvia .............•..... # •• 52' 193- 12 43 
Lithuania ••••••..•.••..•.•.. 37" 76" 22 45 
Poland ••••••••••.•••••.•••.. 23 69 23 69 
Rumania .•.•••••..••••.•••.. 17* M" 12 43 
Russia&.- f. , •••••••••••••••••• 20* 29" 7 10-

As;' Gntl Afric4 
Australia ..••••••.•••••••.••. S7* 100" 28 48' 
Egypt' .•.••..•....••...•.•.. 12" 103- 6 49" Iapan ....................... 7S' • 50 • 

ava .•.•...•••••.•.••..•••.. 48 56 48 56 
South Africa ..•••••• # •••••••• 48 94 48 94 

SDltlh Awuric. 
~ntinc' ....•....•....•.•.. .. .. J4U 
Chile ..••••••• ~ ••••••••••••. 13 99 13 99 
Colombia .••.••••.•••••.••••. 42 86 42 86 
Peru ......................... 68 80 68 80 
Uruguay", .•• , , ....••....•.. 45 .. 45 .. 
'&11",,1 &1 .... Bu11eti>r, VoL 15, Feb., 19M, p. 148, March, 1929, p. 213 and 

May, 1929, pp. 340-1 • 
• Asterisk indicates reserve against notes in circulation, and unmarked figures 

indicate reserve- against DOtes and deposits or demand liabilities. 
Footnotes n1llinwtl ." 'JNIU 260. 
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Hence, if a persisting net outflow of all payments on 
capital account occurs from the United States to a partie
ular country which maintains both foreign and domestic 
central banking reserves, and it is transferred mainly through 
the accumulation of American balances of the central bank 
and the domestic expansion of bank credit, the time will come 
when it will be desirable to reduce American balances by 
withdrawal of gold in order to strengthen domestic reserves. 
If all of the foreign country's reserves are held abroad, how
ever, no gold movement will take place, the transfer being 
regularly made through credit extension. On the other 
hand, if a net inflow of capital funds takes place to the 
United States from a particular country which maintains 
both foreign and domestic central banking reserves, the 
American and other foreign exchange assets of its central 
bank may be reduced, and can only be replenished by an 
export of gold or a reduction of the domestic reserve. If 
all the foreign country's reserves are in foreign exchange, 
these will be reduced, compelling the central bank ultimately 
to check credit expansion or even bring about a credit con
traction. 

When, because of accumulated American foreign invest
ment and other causes mentioned previously, the time ar
rives that the United States experiences a protracted net 
inflow of capital funds, there will be pressure for a net bal
ance of gold imports to appear from countries maintaining 
substantial domestic reserves. The volume of the gold 
inflow will depend upon the degree to which other shifts 
accompany and merchandise and service movements act to 
restore international exchange equilibria. Foreign central 
banks possessing actual gold might delay the gold shipments 

• Only domestic gold holdings considered. Gold held abroad n:ganIod as foreign 
exchange. 

• Gold plus total indicated for.ign excl!ange. 
I Foreign exch~ reserves are unknown. 
'Includes some silver with gold, and platinum in the ease of Rwsia. 
• Last available 6gures for February, 1929. 
• Gold reserve plwa London balances. 
• Last avaiJable figures [or October, 1928. 
10 English Government JeCurities held induded IS foreiRn exchange. 
11 Bank of the Nation. Reserves relative to deposits. aeservea include gold and 

other cashJ princi~y notes issued by the conversion olfic:e. 
U Last available £gures for November, 1928. 
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for a period when the net flow of funds to the United States 
first developed by the release of foreign exchange reserves 
but eventually would tend to release gold. But whatever 
the character of the reserves maintained, there would be 
involved checks upon credit growth, either immediately or 
later, in the countries concerned. 

A net gold importation might not affect bank credit ex
pansion in the United States if member banks of the Federal 
Reserve System are gready indebted to Reserve banks, and 
the gold is used to liquidate this indebtedness. But ifit were 
added to the banking reserves of member banks, direct credit 
expansion would follow. Federal Reserve banks, of course, 

~
Ould pursue policies mentioned in Chapter IX to cope with 

the situation and could guide ensuing credit developments 
to a considerable extent. 

The Merchandise Balance of Trade 
Owing to the gold movements, the alterations in central 

bank reserve positions and consequent relative shifts in 
volumes of credit purchasing power which would tend to 
arise from a continued net import of capital funds into the 
United States, the merchandise balance of trade would tend 
to be readjusted. Countries undergoing a retarded credit 
growth because of all capital payments to the United States 
would tend to experience some restriction of the growth of 
merchandise imports. Since their foreign purchases would 
be affected, the growth of exports from the United States 
would be adversely .influenced as this slower increase of 
foreign credit purchasing power became felt in world markets. 
With American imports of merchandise ordinarily increas
ing, the export balance of merchandise would tend to be 
reduced or an import balance would actually develop. If 
American bank credit were expanding rapidly because of 
gold imports or for any other. reason, part of this widening 
purchasing power would be used for imports, adding a 
further impetus to the trend suggested above. Finally, if 
the relative shifts in purchasing power brought about the 
price level changes analyzed in the last chapter, these changes 
would constitute yet another factor in the situation leading 
to the same consequences. 
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The Service Balance if Payments 
The import balance of international payments for services 

has been relatively stable in the past eight years. Several 
compensatory shifts, treated in Chapter V, accounted for 
this stability. Probably it will obtain in the future, contin
uing to result in a net oudlow of payments. If this import 
balance could increase, a considerable net inflow of all pay
'ments on capital account would be possible because of it, 
even forestalling a conceivable overturn of the merchandise 
trade balance, as it did in the past. But are its chances of 
increasing great? 

The less important service imports and exports from the 
standpoint of the resulting net flow of payments may be 
regarded first. The net direction of payments for shipping 
services has been out of the United States in the past few 
years, although receipts for shipping services have been in
creasing gradually in the last few years. The net movement 
in the future will be contingent upon the extent to which the 
:United States Government grants subsidies or gives protec
tion to American shipping, a problem with which a comp,m
ion study by the National Industrial Conference Board is 
concerned.' 

Net international payments for government services may 
be slightly upward or outward. Motion picture royalty 
receipts will hinge upon foreign tariff barriers and motion 
picture developmen t. Net insurance and financial service 
receipts will vary with the expansion of these types of busi
ness. Immigrant remittances will probably decline slowly 
due to immigration restrictions. Net charitable contribu
tions, on the other hand, may be expected to remain approxi
mately as they were in the last five years, unless some un
looked-for catastrophes abroad add to them in particular 
years. 

Net tourist service imports increased slowly until 1926 
and very rapidly since that date. Increased money incomes 
of Americans owing to credit expansion and increased real 
incomes due to production growth were influential in 
stimulating American foreign travel, as well as extended 

I See National Industrial Conference Board ... ccThe American Merchant Marine 
Problema" New York. 1929. 
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business and financial contacts. Persistence of this inclina
tion and business necessity may be reasonably augured, but 
the rate of increase may subside. Foreign tourist travel in 
the United States may develop even faster than it has. 
Restored monetary stability and progress in production 
would certainly augment it. Improved means of inter
national communication and transportation may be deemed 
likely to stimulate both American and foreign tourist traffic. 
It should not be overlooked, lastly, that international politi
cal crises may lead to a definite reduction of the volume in 
any year because of the psychological elements involved. 

I Taken as a whole, the net outward balance of service pay
ments will not undergo rapid changes. Nor can material 
accretions from year to year be foreseen. Hence, it appears 
that the greater volume of dollars available to foreigners 
because of net payments for services rendered would not 
sustain a considerable addition above that supplied in the 
past. The transfer of a permanently increasing net inflow 
of payments on capital account, therefore, could not be 
greatly facilitated by the excess imports of services. 

AMERICA'S FUTURE INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL RELATIONS 

The international financial position of the United States 

jhas been notably transformed within a period of one and a 
half decades, although the beginning of the transition dates 
much earlier. Owing to the financial exigencies arising from 
the war and post-war problems, foreigners have become in
debted to the United States on long-term investment ac
count to the extent of about ~20.S billions by the end of 
1928. This indebtedness was distributed geographically, 
furthermore, about as follows: Europe $11 billions; Latin 
America, $5.1 billions; Canada, ~3.3 billions and the rest of 
the world, ~1.1 billions. Offsetting this, of course, are foreign 
investments in the United States, conjecturally, ~3.4 billions 
of Europe; ~8oo millions of Canada; $200 millions of Latin 
America and the Far East. Assuming proportionate future 
increases in the totals of both American foreign investment 
and foreign investment in America and an eventual net 
importation of all payments on long-term capital account 

17 
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because of accumulating debt service charges, it is desirable 
to consider the future geographic distribution of investments 
more specifically in order to judge the sources from which the 
net inflow of capital funds may be coming. 

Europe 
While Europe is America's principal investment debtor, 

almost two-thirds of that indebtedness is owed by European 
governments to the United States Government. There is 
serious question whether Europe will continue to figure 
largely in future foreign borrowing on the American financial 
markets} Before the war, principal European countries had 
large foreign investments which were increasing each year 
with the accumulation of savings. With the recovery of 
European monetary stability and more orderly processes of 
production, it would seem that their return to foreign invest
ment would devdop noticeably in coming years. In fact, 
Great Britain's long-term foreign investments, even in 
America, in recent years have grown apace, although not in 
the pre-war volume,' as have also those of the Netherlands, 
Switzerland,' and Czechoslovakia.' Scandinavian countries, 
borrowers abroad in the past few years, may certainly be 
expected to supply their capital requirements mainly from 
domestic savings, and possibly to make some foreign invest
ments, especially Sweden." Finally, France's capital market 
conditions are such that foreign investment may be speedily 
resumed, a movement already evident." The rest of Europe, 
and especially Russia and Balkan countries, however, will 
doubdess remain in need of capital and might readily absorb 

I In this connection see Bertil Ohlin, UTile Future Financial Relations Between 
the United States and Europe," lmlu, Svenska Handdsbanken, Stockholm, 
Sweden, Ocklber:t 1928, pp. 3-9. 

t Sec an editorial) "Our Export of Capital)" TM &01fQ#lil/, London, Vol~ eVI, 
F.b. 11, 1928, pp. 265-6. 

• Ohlin, op. til., p. 6, and Annual Reports of the Bank of Switzerland and Nether-A 
lands quoted in Ftthrfll Rnww Ba/ldins for recent years. ." 

4: See the discussion of Czechoslovakia's balance of international payments, 
MonlJJy Reportl WIener Bank_Vercin. Vienna, Austria, Nov., 1928, p. 83-

I League of Nations" .. Memorandum on International Tnde and Balances or 
Payments, 1912-1927," Geneva, 1928, pp. 94-101, 171-5,201-5 and 229-34 • 

• An editori~ «The Export of Capital from France,'~ Tile Simist, Londo~ Vol. 
eXI, Jan. 14, 1928, p. 47; and abo .. Frankreich &Is !Capitalg.her," F...,"'/1IrIfr 
Z<ilUng, July 23, 1928, p. 4. 
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a major part of that available from the European countries 
mentioned above as well as additional investment funds from 
America. 

In view of the fact that Germany is America's largest 
European commercial debtor and also the source of the 
funds with which principal European debtors have to repay 
their debts to the United States Government, special atten
tion may be given to her status. Because of the magni
tude of the reparations liabilities as finally recommended, 
Germany may be expected to borrow funds abroad for some 
years. Of course, official efforts to curtail borrowings may 
be partially effective.' In a sense, this process will represent 
a conversion or funding of reparations payments into com
mercial or private obligations. Moreover, it may be em
ployed to obtain funds to be reinvested by Germans in 
foreign countries. The solution of the German problem, it is 
alleged, lies not only in lower production costs but in partici
pation in the exploitation of resources of newer countries." 

Whatever recovery, therefore, certain parts of Europe 
may make from an international financial viewpoint, other 
areas will continue in need of capital. The former may 
chiefly supply the latter's requirements and a redistribution 
of American investments between various countries may 
take place. Even additional American foreign investment 
in Europe may develop, but probably at a slower rate than 
in the past. The pertinent and conspicuous consideration is 
that an indebtedness as large as Europe's present one can be 
reduced or counterbalanced by her own investment abroad 
only after the lapse of time. In the meantime, Europe will 
find it necessary to dispatch large sums annually to the 
United States in the form of investment and debt compen
sation. 

Latin America 
While American long-term foreign investment in Europe 

probably grew most rapidly before 1926, investments in 
Latin America have undergone a consistent increase up to 

1 Agent..General (or Reparations Payments, ·'Report," June 71 1928, pp. 70-6. 
,uGennany"s Share in the DevclopmentofUn~loited Territories,» GnmanJ's 

E..n ... ;c Dntlopmm" s ... ,.{ Half 'If 1927, Reichs-Krodit.Gcsellschaft, Berlin, 
pp.26-9. 
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the present time. Several factors point to their expansion 
in the future. Lack of capital supplies and hence, depen
dence upon foreign capital markets coupled with large unex.. 
ploited resources would definitely indicate an increase of 
indebtedness to foreigners. That a scarcity of capital will 
endure, moreover, may be inferred from the stream of emi
grants to Latin American shores from Southern Europe, 
diverted from the United States by immigration restrictions.' 
To be sure, recourse may be had to European financial mar
kets in future borrowing, a great deal hanging upon relative 
interest rates and underwriting charges obtaining. Never
theless, proximity, more firmly established financial and 
trade contacts of recent years, and opportunities for ex
ploitation of resources would give promise of substantial 
reliance upon American capital, and an ever broadening 
stream of investment service funds returning to the United 
States, although the former for some time to come may easily 
exceed the latter. 

·Canada 

American investments in Canada are large and will un
doubtedly expand in subsequent years, but they may be 
offset by Canadian investments in the United States, which 
already total almost Sl billion.' Canada has reached the 

I
capital exporting stage and may even be counted on to 
match dollar for dollar of foreign investment within her 
boundaries with her own investments abroad, and mainly in 
the United States} Geographic contiguity and somewhat 
closely integrated financial, commercial and industrial affili
ations, create a harmony of interests which favors the inter
lacing of investments. Notwithstanding, so long as Ameri-
can investments in Canada exceed Canadian investments in 
the United States by S2.3 billions, the predominant move-

, Ohlin, .p. <iI., p. 7. 
'''Canada, A Capital Exporting Nation,u citing the latest estimates of the 

Pi_,i.1 Po,l, TotOnto, Canada, If' all 8_ J."",_I, Jan. 10, 1928, p. IS. Be
cause the major banking reserves of Canada are ~Iarly carried as deposits in the 
United 8tatel and since these Canadian short-term investments vary little from 
year to year, they may be regarded as having a permanent or long-term character • 

• See also, Wa E. Thome, to Amerkan..Canadian Financial Frontier," CO",lIInTt 
1Uporl"June4, 1928, pp. 571-2 and Ray O. Hall, «Canada an ExporterofCapiw," 
Commtru [Up_, July 30, 1928, pp. 2S34. 
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ment of long-term capital funds for interest, dividends and 
capital repayment will be into the United States. 

Other dreas 
Financial relations with other areas are less advanced. 

Africa is least important, while the Orient is obligated for 
American investment capital to the extent of practically SI 
billions. Like South America, Asia and Oceania possess vast 
undeveloped resources and a paucity of capital for utilizing 

\

them. Opportunities for profit because of the large Oriental 
markets may be a deciding factor in directing future Ameri
can investment there. and likewise the investment of other 
creditor nations. Comparative financial advantages will 
regulate borrowing and the spirit of enterprise will direct 
corporate investment. Profits and capital charges from 
Oriental investment will represent a further addition to a 
future inflow of payments on long-term capital account. 
They may be destined, moreover, to become of greater con
sequence, but that will be contingent upon how long new 
investments may exceed them • 

. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS-

While the future course of America's international finan
cial relations is to a large degree unforeseeable, there can be 
no question that it will present as many perplexing phases 
as at present. The United States has acquired her creditor 
position with amazing rapidity under the pressure of ex
traordinary circumstances, and some readjustment must 
eventuate. Viewed as a whole, if American foreign invest
ment broadens only gradually, the time must shortly come 
when a lasting net inflow of capital funds may result from 
accruing investment charges, capital repayment and new 
foreign investment. . 

In so far as the analyses in this and the preceding chapters 
are correct, the first effects of a permanent net inflow of 

IcaPital funds will be a shift in the rates of growth of credit 
. purchasing power in the remitting countries relative to that 

in the United States. This shift will be mitigated, of course, 
by the policies and actions of central banks which will 
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exercise guiding and at times controlling influences. If com
mercial banking reserves of the United States are widened 
in the process and a rapid expansion of bank credit occurs, 

leasing money market conditions may lead for a period to a 
new foreign investment boom, offsetting again the capital 
inflow. But this would also add to the subsequent amount 
of immigrating capital funds and could only delay the in
evitable appearance of the net import balance. 

Simultaneously, forces would be operating to alter other 
features of the country's balance of international payments. 
The rehtive shifts in the growth of credit purchasing power 
would be affecting international merchandise and service 
movements. Because of the character of service imports and 
exports, changes among them in all probability would but 
slightly alter their presumable net import balance. Weight 
must therefore be attached to a readjustment of the net 
course of merchandise trade, at first a reduction of the export 
balance and finally the advent of an import balance. 



SUMMARY 

The financial history of the United States before 1915 is 
chiefly the record of an international debtor on capital ac
count. Signs of an altered status first appeared, however, 
near the close of the nineteenth century, when American in
vestments abroad began to increase more rapidly than 
foreign investments in the United States. Notwithstanding 
this development, the country was still a debtor to the 
amount of about $3 billions net at the outbreak of the World 
War. The swift changes of the war period entirely reversed 
this situation and left the United States a net creditor to 
a huge sum, which might be placed, with allowances for war 
debt readjustments, at around $10 billions. Further notable 
shifts have taken place in post-war years involving not only 
new foreign investing by Americans but also increasing in
debtedness to foreigners, and by the end of 1928, the country 
was a creditor in the aggregate amount of $22.3 billions, 
while a total debtor to the sum of $7.4 billions. 

Extraordinary circumstances, only a few of which may be 
regarded as permanent factors, afforded the basis for the 
post-war developments. On the one hand, an unusual 
international dependence upon American capital supplies 
existed because of demoralized money and capital market 
conditions and the problems of post-war" reconstruction "and 
adjustment. On the other hand, a growing capacity to make 
foreign investments resulted from a very rapid expansion of 
credit which tended to concentrate in America's capital 
markets. 

Taken as a whole, however, America's recent investment 
capital exports were partly offset by investment capital 
imports and the remaining balance was more than offset by 
the net inward movement of interest, dividend and capital 
repayment funds, especially in the last seven years. Con
trary to opinion, the nation as an economic unit has not 
been placing larger and larger amounts of its available liquid 
capital supplies abroad, but has been mainly accumulating 

269 
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~foreign securities by reinvesting interest, dividends and capi~ 
II tal repayment sums received each year. The varying charac
ter of short-term capital payments and credits was a final 
factor contributing to an "adverse" balance of interna
tional capital payments in some years and a "favorable" 
balance in other years. 

In view of the large volume of inflowing foreign capital 

I and capital service funds, it is not possible to link directly 
the persisting export balance of merchandise which has 
characterized America's foreign trade with annual foreign 
investments. To be sure, this "favorable" balance would 
not have been economically possible without them, but 
similarly the receipt of capital service charges upon accumu
lated foreign indebtedness also would have been impossible, 
as well as foreign purchases of securities in American markets. 
When the balances of all tangible trade, merchandise, and gold, 
and all service trade are combined, the balance of all trade is 
seen in some years to have been .. adverse." Nevertheless, a 
large degree of interdependence obtained between the vari
ous classes of international transactions. There was un
doubtedly a very real indirect connection between mer
chandise and service trade on the one hand and capital 
movements on the other, growing out of the relative changes 
i~ international purchasing power to which the latter gave 
nse. 

Owing to the unusual influences operating to expand 
America's international creditor position since 1920, there 
seems little reason to anticipate an equally rapid expansion 
in the future. The United States is not a mature creditor 
nation, as Great Britain is, for example, and continues to 
experience an almost constant rate of internal economic 
growth. -Capital requirements may steadily expand. On 
the other hand, there is no denying the fact of a wider inter
est in international trade, industry and finance. The United 
States may be expected to be both an importer and exporter 
of capital, according to the judgments of individual investors 
and corporations both here and abroad. The assumption of 

la permanent rale as a nation predominantly in a creditor 
position, however, may be predicted. No volume of foreign 
indebtedness such as has become owed to the United States 
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could be rapidly liquidated. Nor could it be rapidly ex
ceeded by the growth of indebtedness to foreigners. The 
present net creditor position could easily be maintained or 
even gradually increased. 

~
ecause of this fact a growing excess of all incoming pay

ents on investment capital account ultimately may be 
cted to develop. That is. to say, capital service re

ceipts added to investment capital imports may exceed in
vestment capital exports plus capital service payments, al
though such an excess may be modified by the variable 
movement of short-term capital and credits. So far as mer
chandise trade is concerned, when this finally becomes af
fected, exports and imports may be expected to approach a 
balance with an eventual excess of imports. The economic 
processes leading to this consequence, however, work slowly, 
and the final overturn may be long delayed. 

Whatever financial readjustments are necessary in the 
course of future events, America's international financial 
position is bound to be affected by the policies of the Federal 

I
Reserve System and foreign central banks. The degree of 
cooperation between them, therefore, will become a matter 
of increasing importance in the elimination of unnecessary 
friction and economic disturbance. 

The acceptance of the recommendations of the recent re
port of the International Financial Commission to deal with 
the final fixation of Germany's reparation debt by the credi
tor governments concerned will be a matter of profound 
economic significance, not only to the countries directly in 
volved but also to the United States. With an institution as 
the proposed Bank of International Settlements playing a 
leading rOle in organizing and directing the large movements 

I 
of purchasing power required in the liquidation of inter
governmental debts. adverse effects upon finance, industry 
and trade may be readily mitigated to the benefit and welfare 
of the entire world as well as of particular nations. 
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APPEN 
THE BALANCE OF INTERNATIONAL PAYMENTS 
(Soun:et! U. S. Department: or Commerce from 1922 to 19%8.1 ProvWouaJ 

an milliooJ 

Item 
Creeln-. L8ectiDr: Payme:nb htto the United Suts 

1920 1921 ,.22 192:J. 1m 1925 1926 1927 1928 

Mr;:=d~.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:: ~.ajf 
------ "J.m 8.525 .... ' 1/171 ',3" 5,171 5.DII 5,fJ91 

8,229 +.485 3,832 4.167 "'" f~~ 4,809 .... S 5,12.9 
SifTer .••••••••••.•••••••••••••...•••••••••••••••• 1I4 S> 61 72 lID 92 10 87 
MiSC'elianeou ..... , .••••••••••••• , •••••••.•••••••••• 182 146 1~ 129 I3l 168 

!~ 
IS '620 Gc~ft.~~~.:', :::::: :::::: ::::::: ::::::::: :::::::: 'Ill 51 jf 108 277 '8# 

347 :u 37 2. 62 :162 no 201 561 
Cban;es in earmarked cvtdl .• , •. , •..•••••••••••• , .•. 

~ 2 ael s .. !I,M 5 .. 3 68 
SufIriJ.itJ 4Nl 0tIur CJfliffU ID W,IIlJII h;cmi . .•••••••.• 42 890 ~"" 1,585 1/J33 2.BSl 

Outnandin. ICCUritiH: 

Di=::a~~'iPd':::::::::::::::::::: ,. 13 

~ 
617 514 '!! 96< l.zs' 2/170 

2S 25 .. 61 7 " 79 120 
Re(undm, to Anteri!: •• , . , ......... , •• , •••••••.•.. lSI .. 99 , 214 2" 176 m 237 
Jf.edemc:: and .wlr.ina lund receipts' ••••••• , ••••••• 571 25S 92 81 II 221 322 'Of J61 
U:S. urn:ncylO •••• : ......... ~ ••••••••••••••••••••• l.y~ '18 f, 5 "13 

~ !~ 
"56 "6] DJlcount on new i"oreJlPl aecuntiuD- .. , •••.•• , ' ••••••• 22 

J~n JUm,u •••• .........•.•.•... , .•............. IJO 509 55 591 
~ 

8QtJ 882 
~.f~ kmg-tetm inv~u a~ ......•.. <20 ." SrS S6< 68J m 817 
~tum 1nterea and COJQIDl_ ftCftpQ .• , ••• , •• 3D 34 ;~ 3S <5 S7 57 OS 

U. S. GoI:ItI'llMt'IIl Rruilts ffOlJj W., IhbIJ IftUl Cf'HW" . , . 57 I~ 22 191 l~ l~ 
2/)6 21. 

Interen.tt ••••••••• , •••• , , , ••••• , , , ••••••••••• , ' ., 0 126 167 160 160 160 
PrincipalS ...................... , . , ............ , •• 51 ., m 134 34 26 35 46 50 

1l«ti1'1s frw ~'I;n RlttMrnl, ....••• " .••••••.••. , •.•• 6O' 513 S72 631 615 7. 14' 13. 

~rit§Ei::::·:·:·:·::~~·:~;:~~:::::::~~: 
298 133 108 126 1~ 127 140 143 
40 40 ., 32 47 46 57 53 

130 40 S 60 10 75 75 75 10 

l~ I! l~ 99 

ffi 
134 161 .., IJ9 

T ouritt aetvice.'l •.. , ...... , ................. " ••. , • 1~ 1~ 217 252 157 

~~,~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: <S <S :f 35 ,. 
42 .. ., • 3 .. .. .. .. 

U~1ItCIiJ C,alw: 
et Row of ,hort.l1II fuDd •••• , .•••• , ., .•. , •.••••.. .. .. 37S , 216 .. 355 .. .. 

Nerv..UDarUrd 10#: 
Enot'i and onu,AonI ••• _ ........................... .. 31. 4S 

~ 
.. 36 48 .. .. 

Total ......•.....•............•.........•.... 10,954 ..... 6,627 7,659 8,111 .... ' 9,160 . ..... 
I Bued on information fumuhed by Ray O. HaD. AaiKant Chid'. Finance and lnvatmcM Dmnon. &re:tu 

ofForeip and Domatic Comrnuce. and includu the lttelt reviced ficuHa. The IlRaD#JDeBt here h .. been modi
ied sl!llhtly from t:he origina1 DepanmeM of Commerce preru!tation. 

t MiKC1laneGUI tteditt iJldudc bunker coal and oil olea, nle of veqet. and unrecorded paRel-pou ,hipmmu. 
Miscellaneoul debiu includea the tame pIll. an .djumnent 6guTe for year-end Illes. rot IoN on merdTaa4ite .hippri 
and for .muulin&:_ For 1920 and )92) fi~. ntiOi of foreiin bunlte1' fueI,.le. to total bunmpporU u-reveUed 
by Department of Commerce cttim.ta in later yean were~. Statim" of bunker fud n.~ may be found in 
die U. S. Dep'lrtmenl o(Commt~ BurcauofForfttn and Domutic: Com~ "StttUtical Ab.tnct of the United 
Statu for 1928," pp. 130 and 137. Bunker fuel impofU Wfte aimiluiy estimated by appIyinl ntiot ofbunker fad 
imporu to bunker fuel uponsoflner yean:. Williams tstimated .ala of .hip' in 1920 ai 520 millionl, "The Balaac:e 
c( Intematinnal Paymellu of the Urnted' Sr.teI for the Year 1920.z:..01- t1I. • ..P- 19}. On the boi. of ttatistia of 
Ulnnal'! told and boulht in meal yean ending June 10, 192:J and Iyu. U. S. Deplrtrnent of Commerce, BUfCllU of 
Navicarioo/' Merchant Marine SUtlnic:., 1926," pp. 38-9, an al'owancefl( 510 m-illiflDs tof both acdiu and debitt; 
d made i'ot 1921. Emmue. of ullreeorded ~1 ~ah:r' rnetlU are cakeD at$JO millioa. both .ay .. the Dee~ 
ment of Commerce enirnatc for the yeara" )922, 1m an 1924-. The amounU:.of WS millioe. in 1920 ud JI1S 
miUiolli in 1921 ate allowed fw mitcdlancout merchandUe adjUfttnentll, a debit. 

a For 1920 and 1921'ffrnm the Fedenl Ract-ve Board, uAnnual R.epo","1927~ p.18. 
• See footnote 1 to able 10 of thif volume (or 1920 and 1911lOufCCl, 
Iincludet both Amman and fore:ip ecuritiet. Foe 1920 uuil921 6aura, .. T~w I~ BrdlttitJ, 

No.l#,p. 8. 
I williaml in. ru. 1920 baJtn~ or PI~tII Itudy. o,. til<. p. 190. at well as in hit 1921 nud,.-. ~. m., p.. ~ 

estimated dinet Ammun mvutmmtl at S200 millicml. Owiq to later Deputtllent: o( Cornrnc:rce atimatet (or 
illterat and dividend l'ayIIM1ntt; to Americacu (rom private fcftip iavettmal.tt. the ficuR for 1920 hat been m.ed 
to $300 million •• 

, Direct inVestrlM!DU of u-ipeft •• d rente to ~ of Ameriean dinc-t m~ltmeDtt. A 6avre or S25 _11ioo, it aaumed to be appmsimate for 1920 and 1911 lD .- of l)eputmCDt of Cammcne ettimata foe later 
yell'l. . 

• See Table 10 o( thit- Vlllume. 
• See Williarru' previoully cited nudiSM America', b.t~ of ,aymenra in 1920 and 1921 _redemption aDd 

nakina f~nd paymentll to AmeriCaM in thole years. p. 188 of 1920 dudy and p. 202 of die 1921 Itudy. Arbittuy 
Ohmllet are emplo~d lor linltin/i: fund paymcn.u of Americana to ~~&nefI, in the "IM yeant '-"OI'rapGftdins 
~~ with Dep&ttmet'lt of Commerce ertimate. for I.tet yean, The 19Z0 quilt it ..umed to incluGc the- Uaited 
Sr.tef Government ~'pa)'ment of the Spanith credit. arn.o~ iD 191&. 

10 For 1910, see Williams'. study m that yen, Po tH. For 1911. _ the F • ., Runw lIrJIm., Vol. 1. Now •• 
1921,~ '" 1263. 

11 Yor W 1920 and 1921 Qunll,.ee Table 100hllil '1Or-. 
a Fiaure. (or 1920 and InI are «m1t:~ly eatimated.nth rqard Cor laterettimateaorinuten and di'9idetnl 

pa,meott of forejpen to Americane by tho DeParuaeM ofCommcrce. Earliu atimlta lw thie item were dearb' ........ 
U An arbitrary entry ot$l00 million. for 1920 and 1921. Thit W&I the &pre arriftd a1: b7 Williamai. hilltUd" 

tor 1920, up. (u., p. 19.2, and for 1921,4,. eic." p. 202. 
I' Bated U]JOD ctrimliltel of.hort-teim balan~ of £onicners in the United Statet. aad of AmericaJa abroad reo

Iened to in t'ootnate 29. brm. or ~rm interet to iatenHtioul balanca~ania btu bUaace of ~ 
lutemeDQ were. ompJoyed to obtaia these eatim.ta. 



DIXA 
OF THE UNITED STATES, 1920-1928 
lCOmp&l.tioa for 1920 ant 1911 by the N.tioIW ladutttial Coafemtce Board) 
of dollan) 

I .... 
Debiu. Reftettiq paymena Out of tfle. United States 

1920 1911 1922 1923 192. 1925 1926 1927 1928 

"M"""-"'''".-...,-::·-,-:['-.-.. -, .. -:-.-.-.. -.-.. -.-.. -.. -.-.. -•• -.-•• -.-.• -.• -.-•• -.-.. I-S7.1=,/iiS 3.41 1,162 3~frI,SHk,''''.s .. 4,497 
Moerdandilc ••••......••••..•.•.•...•• _" _,. ' ••••• 5.279 a.:~ 3,113 1,192 3.6!~ •• 227J4-~.31 4,184 -4.091 
Silver .•.. " . •••••.•••.••..• •..•. ...•.•. . . . ..••••• 88 61 ~?I 74 14 64 69 55 68 
Miscellaneou" ................................. '" -!-11! ~ !! 196 268 253 266 269 338 

~(;~:::::.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ 691 ~ ~ ~g U~ fff ~ i~~ 
Chan- in earmarked -,.. 1 S. . 6 " 4:7 2 lJ 188 

Su~;-muJ lhA8 CJ.i;;;;ii~~ '::::::::: ::::::::: l~~! 1$ 1,19. 136 J,M61,98312.zU6I2.601 1,65Z 
N_ oiFeriap of «-ip .a«nritiea' ••••••• _........... ~ 67S 82 f87 1.215 1,303 1.306 1,537 l.4S] 
~andina:.ecu~: American &- fortian'. ......... ~~391 ~3 51 252 443 371 2S95~ 821 1.721 
DtftCt Amenl;:aIl mvatmettta abroad ••• _ • • • • • • • • • • • • 3 I ~ 11 l' 113 :~l .2 ~1 378 ""'_prione...................................... ~j' -. " ~I .' 70 
U. S. Curnmq importedUt •••••• #. • • • ........... .. • • • 1 ....... ~ .••.• . 

r,.".,n 1'_.................................... 13 !, !;; 180 {!~ Z ~ 28/ 3S9 
PaymlCnU for fon&-term mVCItmeDU of fOmperaB. •• •• 100 I! ~~ 119 1~~ l~ 1~ 203 252 
Sbon-ttnD interut and mmmiaaioa. paymcatr4 ••• #.... 35 20 ~~ " 42 ..., 78 78 107 

GowraJlW'f!l Atl.JHnU;u .• • •• • • ........... •••••• .. •• •••• 146 85 53 .. . # •• 

Dil-ect adT-UlCH ofU. S. GoTt. cobeip aovt)II-...... 138 11.. •• •• •• •• •• •• 
Credits by U. S. Gt.in Con:t .. I ....•• , ............... 51.. .• •• •• •• •. .• •• 
~iu by ~ Relief' Adminmrationu • • • ••••••• 5'.... .. .. . . . . .. ., 
Credits-byU. S. War Finanr::eCorp.JI................ .f6 68 5'l.. .. .• .. .. •. 

p~~=s.~.:::::::::::::::::::::::: 1~'1~'~ 11£1/1~/~i I1fft.~ l-fi~ 
SeE"Y11:U to U. S. Governme:nt.II. ..................... 140 80 -~ .. ~ 100 91 95 86 no 
M"".D Pk,= ...,.>1_.......................... .. 1 ~2 .J • ." .f.f 6 
loJUr'1Inte ~................. ............... 1O.JP .. ~~ ...!.: 10 p!.~ ,!~ .!~ 70 
Tourirt.uft~... .. ............ ................ 4:2 ~ ~ ~ 533 S85 621 fIJ6 182 
Immigrant n=nitt:an~ ............................ } 100 400 ~ 1295 285 2'!l 2~~ 2-41 217 
Chariuhle contribt.ltioDl'..... . .............. ........ ~ ~'5 S5 ~ ~ 49 52 
Misc:eUaneou...................................... f2 48 49 51 S1 53 

U.!Nrukd Ddnu,. 
Net low or.~ fuudiII ............. ~......... 985 f35.. •• .. 61.. .. 226 

NnUfl~",""for: 
Knon and omllsiolul ................... ~ ........... I~.. .. 3 60,. .. 47 40 

Total ...................... 4 ................. 10.954 6.661 6.6t 6,16: 7,,659 8J:11 8M2 9.161 10,648 

• See WlUiam~J !920, 01. m. P. 185. and 1911. Of. nt.. p. 212. 
11 William!,t lop, Nt .. p. 185. 
If Ufti!ed;:,tatu t'U1-U!'1." Armuallteport." 1921 p. U. 
.1~.~1920.P' 48; 1921. p. 55.aod 192~p. 31. ~_ Cftditll weft! bT_Imof' ODe yeu- DoteL 
11 The rea m 1920 and 1921 aft from William .. 1920.~. tit.. Po 185, and 1921.0,. cit., p. lil. 
• From 920 to 1924. ftpayment ~f United Sutet War Finaate Cor~ advances il included. See tbe 

United StatU TreuuE'f. "Annual Repo'h': 1920, p,48; 1921, po 55; and 1923. p. 37; 1923, p. 41; and 1924, Pol1. 
II Enimata of fC'e1lM servica for ly.tU _d 1921 have been made U Dearly comparable with later Depanmem: 

of Commette fipres ill available dar. permit. Ratiot of freight ret'lCi'l'abk to eaporu earned in Arneric:an vuset. 
and of fqht paY<lble UI impon:& carried in foreicn veneta evident (rom 1922 on 8oft'the main ltuia of die 6cure. 
arri~ at. Allowanl:ft for land rrtipt receivable and payable W2U determined ,imil,rly by appl)'illl average 
nno. of the.: paymenu after 1922 to Imporu and UporU by land. The Depanmentof Commerce eJtimate of land 
~b receivable an bued,. howevu. upon estimatea of ean»np 00 -ualltlit .rupmenu and do Dot im:ll,lde enimated 
~pr. (Ot expora by laod. At ~ the rawtina fi&Uret aro onl, fVf.I&b. but 'they ~ mlKh more ac;cunte th.ao 
dwR made by eutit:I' compilen. 

a For 1920 and 1921 figure. of aavicet to tht: United Stzta Govunment.-tee William .. 1920,~. cU., p. 185. 
aad 1921, op. nl., p. 212. An allo.wance hu bftn made in both year .. to cant foe misce1l.aneOUI gov-ermneut expend,. 
tlUa. FOMip lO'l'Clftmant expemiitul'a i.n me UAited Statu for "arioua aervica- are fCCkooed arbitrarily at: $40 
million •. 

• Motion p~ I'O-yaltie. rec:eiT.ble for 1921 are (mm T,.u I~ Bvl/nifl. No. 399._ p. 13. ThcI 1920 
fipn! i. Ifhltrary ou the basia.gflatu ali_tell. The motion picturero,.altiu payable lipre fot" 1921 ia nittary • 

.. The Department of Com~ ertimata for later yean ia urumed to apply in 1920 and 1921. 
• Undenvritu'l commiAionJ and inJurance Jenicu. Emma", for fonner for 1920 and 1921 are eotIuioed. to 

IOIHCa civa, in footnote (3). In.uraoce servKe ttpOf'U are aasumed to have heeD appmdmatdy 570 uilllioru. their 
1922 amount al Scum. by the Dep&mnent of Comtnen.'e •. 

-In hoth 1920 and 1911 it w" aaunml thu RC:Wded departing United Suus I;:itizens indkated in s,,~ of 
evn-,.., BlUifUlS. AUI •• 1928, ~ 101. Il?C;nt at lean one thounnd dollars hl;:h. Tourist ex~itura in Canada 
"ftft indudod attOf'dill& to the Financial POIt (Canada) .. Yeatbook." 192!l, p. 138, and SS lniUiOflI Will allowed for
touril! upen:teJ in MelI:il;:O. Fina1J¥~ an uhitnf}' .aUow_ ""' iDduded for alieo-re.idenQ of the United Suus 
temporarily abro.ad and Amerio.n CltiRnllivioJ: abroad. The De~nmcnt of Commen:e estimate for 1922 iI nba 
u apPrlQimahll,. corn:ct for tourin Rtvicc exportl in 1920 and 1921. 
• II See Williama, 19zo. 01. nt., 1920 and 1911, 01. f'ii.. p.202. W'tlul.Dlf" estimate for 1921 is reduced $100 mit. 

11IOD1. 

• Arbiu.ry 6cura fot 1920 and 1921 bued upon Deputmellt orComl"llUt:etigures for lau:ryelfl. Th~y ind'ude 
imJ?Ol'hl of C •• adian electric power. prea wbacriptioD, patenu and cor)'l'ichu tnnllCned. cahlecralllao ndioanma 
ao4 telephone 1efViee. E.3i:poru include aimitll' it1!mJ, ex-dl,ldiDI ele«nc: power. 

• Williaml' e.rima~ of international lhon--term batanca:ll of June. 1920. Wall COfftIC:ted by appl~ d,~ ratio 
hi. euir:mate one year lateTw. of the Deparmteat ofCommen:-c: fiprea for the Pme date revealed in TUM' I~ 
titnI 8Jdltti •• NO'. 144, p. 20. The fUultinl quftl -.e tbeD nibred to thoae of the federal RetU'Ve Board of l_e 
25.1920. u indkated in Table 8. See Williamt, 1921.01'. nt:J p. 209. The 1921 cnima~.a:ivea the r:hlnflCl8indicatell 
by Department of CoI'llmeKe 61'lfea from thole enimated tor 1920. 
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APPENDIX B 
LEGAL RESERVE REQUIREMENTS OF FOREIGN CENTRAL 

BANKS 
(Source: Federal Reserve Board)' 

llaerve ReQuirementJ 

eou..u,. LiAbiIitie. apUm Whkh lte.erYea MUft" Gold >nd BeH .... Gold F ...... 
!:schanae 

1I7<stern Eur'p# 
% % 

Austria •.••••••. Notes and other demand liabilities, ex-
cept state debt .. 24'.' 

~un. ...•..... Notes and deposits 30 40 
Denmark ..•.•.. Notes 30 5(11 

England ........ Notes in excess of fiduciary issue of260 
million pound. 100' .. 

France .......... Notes and other demand li.biliti .. 35 · . 
Germany ..•..•.. Notes 30 4C1' 
Jluogary ...•.•.. Notes and demand liabilities, except 

State debt · . 'HP-' 
Italy ..•....•... Notes and deposits, except fixed Treas-

ury deposit 40 
The Netherlands. Notes and other demand. deposits 4C1' · . 
Norway ...•.••.. Notes in excess offiduciary issue of 250 

million Kroner 100' 
Spain .........•. No ... 37'0' 45'.' 
Sweden ••..••••. Notes in excess of fiduciary issue of 125 

million Kro_ 5(11 · . 
Switzerland ...... Notes 4C1' · . 

&simi Europ# 
Albania .•••.•••• Notes 22' 33W 
Bulgaria ..•..•.. Notes and other demand liabilities · . 33W 
Czechoslovakia. ,. Notes and other demand liabilities, less 

debt for state notes outstanding · . TlM' 
Danzig ......... Notes .. 33}i 
Esthonia ....••.. Notes and other demand liabilities · . 40' 
Fmland .....••.. Notet and other demand liabilities in 

excess of 1.2 billion markka (markka) 
300,000 100 

Greece ...•...... Notes and depoai .. .. 40' 
l..atvia ...•••••.. No ... 5(11 

Lithuania ....... Notes 33}i .. 
Poland .......... Notes and depoaita 30' 40' 
Roumama ....... Notes 25 35 
Russia .......... Notes · . 25' 

Africa lind AJitl 
Egypt ......•... Notes · . 50 
Japan .......•. , Notes in excess of fiduciary issue of 120 

million yen 100'.' · . 
Java ..•...••• # •• Notes and demand liabilities 20' · . 
South Africa, ••.. Nota, deposits and bills payable 40' · . 

SOll/" Amnic. 
Chile ........... Notes and deposits 5(11 

Colombia •...... Notes and deposits 30' 60' 
Ecuador ••..... , Notes and de~ts .. 5(11 

Peru ............ Notes and ot er demand liabilities .. 50 
Uruguay ........ Notes (10 or more pesos) and deposits 40 60 

IFNIIW RlS6nT 8.JJn1'~ Vol, H. AQ«.., 1929. p, 563. 
t May include allvu u well u ~Id and foniJn exchanae. a ... ian raerv-e maJ iDdude platiaum. 
a Bank mmy penni~ ~rve to r.1l belO,. minimum wbjecT to rue, 
'Govll!mmenr roMenr M«Aary to allaw ratio to r.u below minimum lubject to ra. 
'Mn.lHc reHlVC may include .ilvu. 
'Fiduciuy u.ue may be iocreued by Governtnt-nr. Minq~ or F"mance. or Trcuurr" 
'Ihrio to be mao.lCd to 33Ji %~938 lor Aurtria and by 1939 for MUDpt)'. ¥or CHchoo 

llovakia ratio to .,. railed 15 at 1% a year. 
S AddirioDal rcacrve requiremma nett inue reaches ~ain Iimlu. 
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